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mare allgoing to have whistles as Mr. Bendall thinks ifwe are buried, it will be
so useful to whistle to our rescuers. This I consider quite useful and ifburiedshall
whistle with all my might.
-From the diary ofVere Hodgson, 28 February 1944
Before he can open the dOf?r, we hear a high pitched whistling, rushing noise, and
we know it's close. There's an explosion and one hellofa draught, as ifsomeone has
left all the doors open. mare both stillstanding, andEddie has the door handle in
hisfist, but the door hasgone away. '1t blew outofme hand. "He soundedoffended.
-From the diary ofWilliam Bernard Regan, Christmas 1940
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1Introduction
"You are very much older than I am," said Winston. "You must have been
a grown man before I was born. You can remember what it was like in the
old days, before the Revolution. People of my age don't really know any-
thing about those times. We can only read about them in books, and what
it says in the books may not be true. I should like your opinion on that."
-George Orwell, 1984
Winston Smith gave up too easil~ In the same citywhere he found a man's memo-
ries to be only "a rubbish heap ofdetails," I found a great deal more. My interviewees
were conscious and intelligent witnesses to histo~ Over countless cups of tea in
sitting rooms, senior citizens' centers, churches, and synagogues, they shared
thoughts, ideas, and experiences; they allowed me to question and tape-record their
lives. This is as close as we can get to the past; no museum reconstruction, no Cecil
B. DeMille film, no fake verisimilitude can render history more truly than the words
ofthose who were there. They may have forgotten, they may have misunderstood,
and they may have confused their experience with the experiences of others, but
they are, indelibly and unshakably; witnesses to the past. I have sifted and com-
pared their memories with other forms of testimony in order to gain a more nu-
anced picture oflife in wartime London and to pose the question, "How does the
standard image ofwartime London match with memory and experience?"
This book is a study ofLondon during World War II. More precisely; it is a
study of representations ofwartime London. Few historical images remain more
evocative: wartime London is consistently portrayed as a place ofcourage, humor,
unity; and defiance, an island ofwarmth and civilization threatened by the cruelty
and barbarism of Nazism. The building blocks of this picture include visual im-
ages (photographs ofshelterers singing and pouring tea while bombs rained out-
side or the unscathed, ghostly outline ofSt. Paul's amid the wreckage of the East
End), musical celebrations ("London pride is a flower that's free"), 1 personal stories,
and political orato~My research will focus on the ways that speech, narrative, and
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music helped to develop this image during wartime and to retain it in memo~
This image is the standard bywhich postwar Britain is measured, for it is the image
of the "finest hour."
Since the 1960s, scholars have begun to chip away at this image, to investi-
gate incidents in which Londoners were neither brave nor unified, and to point
out that the "finest hour" lasted nearly six years. Yet the image remains powerful,
especially to the generation that actually experienced wartime London. Politicians
ofvirtually all political stripes have invoked this era as an Eden from which the
present has slipped; they pick and choose amid wartime attributes to find ones that
support present-day political movements. As an era that combined modified so-
cialism with unquestioning patriotism, wartime can provide political sustenance
for an extremely broad range; the fact that it continues to do so, more than fifty
years after the end of the war, is a remarkable phenomenon.
Debates about "what really happened" in wartime London are legion. In a
way; these debates are unresolvable, because wartime London was not, in current
fashionable parlance, a "moment." The finest hour lasted for years and involved
millions ofpeople. Many descriptions ofwartime London are simultaneously true
and false; during wartime, unity coexisted with selfishness, courage with coward-
ice, humor with fear. At the same time, the power ofwartime images remains too
pervasive for us to be able to treat them simply as propaganda ploys. The contra-
dictions surrounding wartime London cannot be adequately explained away by
attributing all inconsistencies to faulty memory or wartime censorship. Some
memories are, ofcourse, incorrect; some facts were concealed by government cen-
sors.But the consistent strength ofwartime images demands a better explanation.
Books about wartime Britain are many; yet several curious gaps remain in the
scholarly literature. Though memories ofwartime are very much alive in Britain-
and hence are a constant subtext to written material about this era-there has been
little attempt by scholars to tap this rich source of information. Likewise, there
have been few serious treatments of the phenomenon ofwartime memo~ The
few that do exist treat memory with derision and condemnation and consider it
oflittle value as a scholarly resource.2 Despite awealth ofavailable materials, scholars
ofwartime Britain have been extremely chary ofthe use oforal and memory-based
sources and have often treated the witnesses ofthis era as the chiefobstructions to
a clear view of it.3 In The Cheese and the "\%rms, Carlo Ginzburg laments the fact
that he cannot talk with sixteenth-century peasants, yet many historians who can
talk with wartime Londoners try to avoid them. Whereas Ginzburg saw the writ-
ten records ofsixteenth-century Europe as biased, indirect, and partial representa-
tions ofpeople's lives, historians ofwartime Britain tend to exhibit a bewildering
faith in equally fallible documents. The few existing oral histories ofwartime Brit-
ain are essentially popular works, with scant contextual information and virtually
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no analysis. Even the best of them tend to be modified transcripts appended to
headnotes or overly simplified narratives laced with quotations.4 When one con-
siders the splendid oral histories that focus on Italy and Germany during the same
period, the lack of similar scholarly attention to Britain becomes especially puz-
zling.5 BecauseWorldWar II is so well-documented and because so manywitnesses
to that era are still alive, a golden opportunity exists to explore the dialectic be-
tween wartime documents and postwar memory; between oral and written arti-
facts, between the voices of the powerful and of the obscure. This book is one
attempt to do so.
A second lacuna in the scholarship of wartime Britain relates to the use of
wartime expressive culture. Cultural forms (such as music, theater, film, speeches,
personal stories, radio drama, and so forth) are mentioned in virtually every ac-
count ofcivilians' experience ofwartime Britain, and they figure quite prominently
in popular literature and memoirs.6 Scholarly work has been done on wartime
literature, but more ephemeral arts, such as music and popular culture, have been
given scant attention. To my knowledge, the only scholarly analysis of wartime
music is in Brian Murdoch's Fighting Songs andWarring1.%rdr. Murdoch, a scholar
ofGerman literature, covers music and poetry of the two world wars and gives a
brief look at the atomic future. His book is excellent but has only 226 pages of
text, so it is necessarily superficial about anyone topic. Since cultural forms were
considered fabulously important by wartime propagandists and since they figure
prominently in wartime documents and in postwar memories, I have chosen to
focus on the use and importance ofspeech, narrative, and music in the creation
and maintenance ofwartime images. The ephemeral nature ofmany of these ar-
tifacts is an indication ofthe fact that they belong to the performing arts. As such,
they were conduits ofcommunication between performers and audiences, send-
ers and receivers; their living nature gives them an immediacy that more contem-
plative arts may lack.
In this book, I will examine images ofwartime London as they were created
and used during the war and as they have been remembered in the 1990s. I have
researched official propaganda and secret government documents, wartime
diaries and postwar memoirs. I have also spoken to many people who do not ap-
pear in written sources but who remember wartime London and its attendant
glorification. The contradictions among all these sources, between wartime docu-
ments and postwar memories as well as among the memories themselves, may help
us to understand the contradictions and debates about "what really happened"
in wartime London. This methodological combination of ethnography and
archival research has been successfully conducted by oral historians and folklor-
ists, such as Alessandro Portelli, Luisa Passerini, Lynwood Montell, and Gladys-
Marie Fry: I believe it is useful to consider oral and written documents as existing
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in counterpoint, rather than harmony; to one another. In harmonic music, one
melody line is dominant, and other notes that exist simultaneously are intended
to enhance the dominant melod~ In contrapuntal or polyphonic music, by con-
trast, two or more melody lines. exist simultaneously; each with its own integrity
and importance. Ifwe view oral and written sources as contrapuntal, then we cannot
prejudge one to be the more important or more valuable; we are forced to look
more closel~
It is common in ethnographic work conducted by anthropologists and folk-
lorists to invent pseudonyms for one's interviewees'? Oral historians are less com-
fortable with such an alteration ofhistorical particulars. I concurwith Henry Glassie
(personal communication) that all ethnography is a form of history and that al-
tering people's names lessens a work's historical accuracy: I also believe that such
modifications indicate an unspoken belief that "ordinary people" are somewhat
interchangeable and that their individual identities are less important than those
ofhistorical actors such asWinston Churchill or Julius Caesar. However, there are
often good reasons to change or modify people's names. Using people's real names
might, in some cases, damage their reputations, invade their privagr, or even risk
their safe~Therefore, I left the choice ofnames up to my interviewees. Manywere
happy to be known by their full names; others preferred, in the interest ofprivagr,
to be know~ by first names only or by initials. Only one chose a pseudonym: the
regional appellation "Geordie."Though the main body ofthis text uses American
spelling, I have chosen to use British spelling when rendering the spoken words of
my British interviewees. These words are the springboard of my analysis; they
present an eloquent, if sometimes discordant, counterpoint to the many written
works that have ignored them.
4 April 1993. London, England. "And that reminds me ofa story:" Ettie Gontarsky
put down her teacup and settled comfortably in her chair. We had finished sup-
per-the fish, the salad, the homemade biscuits-and were relaxing with a sec-
ond cup oftea in her sitting room, thirteen stories up in a central London high-rise.
From her sitting room window, we could see a magnificent panorama of the city
below; stretching in seemingly endless direction, dominated by the gleaming sil-
ver dome of St. Paul's Cathedral. Ettie was justifiably proud ofher view; and the
one from the kitchen was just as good; from there, you could see Big Ben and the
Houses of Parliament.
Ettie and I had met only a few days earlier and had liked one another at first
meeting. We had much in common: we were Jewish women of East European
background, secular tastes, and progressive politics. We were both living in cen-
tral London, had a taste for music, books, and theater, and also enjoyed quiet
evenings of talk and Scrabble and strong English tea. But the differences between
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us were equally great. At the time, she was seventy-nine and I was thirty-three.
She was English; I, American. I was a sojourner in the city where she had lived all
her life. Ettie had left school at the age of fifteen to become a fashion designer; I
was a Ph.D. candidate interviewing her for my dissertation.
Our similarities made the interview comfortable and enjoyable, but the dif-
ferences were the reason I was there. In this situation, I was the student and she
the teacher; I was the seeker, while her experiences were what I sought. I was her
inferior in terms of age and knowledge; I wanted to learn things that she already
kne~Yet in terms ofoutward status, our positions were partially reversed. We both
recognized that her working-class background had taught her many things that I
had yet to know, but my middle-class birth gave me the false status ofcaste. Uni-
versity education was the common path for middle-class Americans in the latter
part of the twentieth century; but for working-class English girls of the 1930s,
education was discouraged, expensive, and for most, just out ofreach. That Ettie's
formal education had ended at the age offifteen was her own choice, but it was a
choice not entirelywithout regret, a choice she remedied by taking individual classes
throughout her life. Age, too, has uncertain status in present-day Western societ-
ies. Though age should command respect, all too often it receives only lip-service
courtesy; in societies where euthanasia is touted as "kindness" and "dignity;" a
seventy-nine-year-old woman might be considered a less competent subject than
a thirty-three-year-old one.
All these disjunctures between us were part ofa familiar pattern, part ofa good
intervie~As Alessandro Portelli tells us: "Only equality prepares us to accept dif-
ference in terms other than hierarchy and subordination; on the other hand, without
difference there is no equality-only sameness, which is a much less worthwhile
ideal. Only equality makes the interview credible, but only difference makes it
relevant. Field work is meaningful as the encounter oftwo subjects who recognize
each other as subjects, and therefore separate, and seek to build their equality upon
their difference in order to work together" (1991, 43). Ettie and I worked together
because we believed that wartime London, one of the best-documented subjects
ofthe twentieth century; contains many hidden and little-known stories that have
a value and importance of their own. Throughout my fieldwork, I deliberately
sought the people whose stories I could not find in printed and archival sources,
and much later I realized that these were people who were like myself
I was born, by some reckonings at least, at the very end of the postwar baby
boom. In my childhood, the war was safely tucked in the past, a part of history
that no child could remember and every adult could. The war was still present in
ways that seemed unremarkable and relatively unimportant: my parents' wedding
photograph with my father in the uniform of the u.s. Navy; his leftover navy
hammock, his sturdy navy blankets.Their tales ofyouth were exciting and disturbing
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yet never real enough to be frightening-until perhaps the day when some old
friends came to dinner, and I saw for the first time the small blue tattoo that brands
the former inmate ofa concentration camp.
The postwar years were good to America. The prewar inequities and vicious-
ness that my parents described-the Great Depression, the widespread hunger,
the legal racism, the sly anti-Semitism-seemed incredible. By contrast, the war
seemed a great improvement. Like all children of those who had lived through
World War II, I heard many stories of the war years. My interest in World War II
came originally from these stories. As Jews and antifascists, my parents sawWorld
War II as a bitterly necessary event; the triumph ofNazism would have destroyed
them and everything they held dear. They did not seeWorldWar II as a jingoistic
attempt to assert the superiority ofAmerican weapons orAmerican capital; rather,
it was a fight for survival: the survival ofdecency; tolerance, and reason. That this
view is unfashionable today does not, I think, make it invalid, and it was this per-
spective that I took to London in 1992. .
For eleven months, I sought people who experienced wartime London as
they-or I-might have done. I found, ofcourse, all kinds. My interviewees were
Protestants, Catholics, Jews, and atheists.Their political heroes ranged from Enoch
Powell to La Pasionaria. Though all had lived in wartime London, not all were
native Londoners; some had come from the industrial cities of the north ofEn-
gland, others from Scotland, Wales, and Ireland. One was born in Spain, where
her father had been a journalist prior to the Spanish Civil War; two were refugees
from German~But none were stereotypical wartime Londoners; all had individual
and distinctive points ofview.
Every fieldworker must wrestle with the problem offinding interviewees and
then interpreting the commentary gleaned from interviews. The theoretical and
methodological difficulties are man~ How can we draw generalizations based on
a small sample of people who are, in many cases, only giving us their opinions?
How can we know if the people whom we interview are "representative" of the
larger population? Ifwe cannot draw larger conclusions, then what is the value of
our work? I suggest that we can connect the words ofour interviewees with larger
social and political events by analyzing patterns that emerge in the interviews and
by comparing oral testimony with written documentation. I also suggest that ask-
ing people to be representative of others may be a false or impossible goal. The
onlyway to find a truly representative group is to take a statistically random sample,
an impossible task in my case, for much of the population in question was dead
and many others had left the ci~ Rather than suggesting that my interviewees
speak for all wartime Londoners, I have instead emphasized their individuality and
distinctiveness. Ifthe biases are openly acknowledged, a nonrepresentative sample
may be important in its own right.
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Since bias was inevitable, I have tried to make mine purposive and. meaning-
ful. Because I could not interview everyone who had lived in wartime London or
make my selection statistically representative, I chose to interview people whose
views wereunderrepresented in the printed and archival literature.To address some
of these lacks, I chose to concentrate on women, Jews, and the working class. My
sample ended up being 40 percent Jewish and 80 percent female. Class member-
ship can be measured with less precision, but approximately 70 percent of my
interviewees were from working-class families.8 Written sources (with the excep-
tion oflocal histories and popular oral histories) are heavily biased in favor ofupper-
class and middle-class experience, however much they may praise the "cheerful
Cockneys." My interviews were heavily biased toward working-class subjects,
though I did interview middle-class people as well.9 Alhough much has been written
about the working class in propagandistic formulations or in very general terms
such as unemployment statistics, there is little published work by working-class
Londoners themselves or by people who address working-class experience. Like-
wise, there is virtually nothing in print about the Jewish experience in wartime
London, with the exception of two recent and excellent works by Tony Kushner:
a pamphlet entitled The Heymishe Front, published by the London Museum of
Jewish Life, and a book on wartime anti-Semitism entitled The Persistence ofPreju-
dice. lO Because ofthis lack ofinformation and becauseJewish life and identitywere
crucial issues during this period, I made an effort to learn about the experiences of
Jews in wartime Britain. Women were also a central focus in this stud)', for they
are another group that has been underrepresented in the written literature despite
the fact that women were more likely than either men or children to remain in
London for the entirety of the war. II There are scholarly and popular works on
women in wartime, but not in proportion to their numbers or to their contribu-
tions. Finall)', there is a bias in my sample that is impossible to overcome. Because
I researched an era fifty years in the past, all ofmy interviewees were young at the
time of the war.
Though several ofmy biases were deliberate, it is not my intention to articu-
late a specifically working-class, Jewish, or female experience ofwartime. Rather,
I wish to understand how these perspectives were part of the experience ofwar-
time London as a whole. As E.H. Carr aptly put it, "History has been called an
enormous jig-saw with a lot of missing parts" (1961, 12). I hope that my work
will restore a few more people to their rightful places in the puzzle. It is important
to remember that women, Jews, and working-class people did not exist in isolated
communities but constantly interacted with men, Christians, and people of the
middle and upper classes. By focusing on those whose experience has not been well
documented, I hope to show that this experience is important in its own right and
that it provides a richer and more nuanced picture ofwartime London as a whole.
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The most serious bias in my sample is, I believe, the dimension of age. Oral
history offifty years past is automatically skewed toward those whose luck, health,
and longevity have brought them to a point in which they can remember what
others cannot. Doing such a project is like visiting the ~ountry of the young, a
place ofrelatively little responsibility; peopled by those who have a hearty interest
in sexuality and a faint disdain for death. I have tried to remedy this bias with printed
and archival material that discusses the experience of the middle-aged and the
elderly. But it should be borne in mind that the wartime rhetoric of defiance,
courage, and ultimate confidence was designed to resonate most strongly with the
age group that I studied-the age group ofsoldiers and their friends and siblings.
In What Is History? E.H. Carr wrote, "By and large, the historian will get the
kind of facts he wants. History means interpretation" (1961, 26). Some scholars
may disagree with this dictum, believing that historians should only report the past
and not judge it. Yet no one can report everything about the past, and the vt:ry act
ofchoosing which data are essential and which are not is a judgment call. Steven
Jay Gould's comments about science are instructive here, particularly if we use
"science" in its nineteenth-century sense, to refer to any systematic body ofknow1-
edge obtained by empirical means: "Science, since people must do it, is a socially
embedded activi~ It progresses byhunch, vision, and intuition. Much ofits change
through time does not record a closer approach to absolute truth, but the alter-
ation ofcultural contexts that influence it so strongly: Facts are not pure and un-
sullied bits of information; culture also influences what we see and how we see it.
Theories, moreover, are not inexorable inductions from facts. The most creative
theories are often imaginative visions imposed upon facts; the source ofimagina-
tion is also strongly cultural" (1981,21-22). In rejecting the idea of absolute
objectivity; Gould does not reject the notion ofthe fact: "I do not ally myselfwith
an overextension now popular in some historical circles: the purely relativistic claim
that scientific change only reflects the modification ofsocial contexts, that truth is
a meaningless notion outside cultural assumptions, and that science can therefore
provide no enduring answers. As a practicing scientist, I share the credo of my
colleagues: I believe that a factual reality exists and that science, though often in
an obtuse and erratic manner, can learn about it" (1981, 22).
In historical research as well, our own assumptions and premises, both cul-
tural and personal, will influence our conclusions and the ways in which we inter-
pret data. Yet we can recognize that things did happen in the past, and that time,
patience, and work can tell us something about them. Carr noted that interpreta-
tion is the creative task of the historian; he also recognized that such creativity is
worthless if one does not use the proper tools: "The historian is engaged on a
continuous process ofmoulding his facts to his interpretation and his interpreta-
tion to his facts. It is impossible to assign primacy to one over the other" (1961,
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35). This recognition that absolute objectivity is never humanly possible is not to
suggest that all interpretations are equally valid. I cannot do better here than to
quote David Lowenthal: "No absolute historical truth lies waiting to be found;
however assiduous and fair-minded the historian, he can no more relate the past
'as it reallywas' than can our memories. But history is not thereby invalidated; faith
endures that historical knowledge castssome light on the past, that elements oftruth
persist in it. Even iffuture insights show up present errors and undermine present
conclusions, evidence now available proves that some things almost certainly did
happen and others did not" (1985, 235).
Though my research is historical in the sense that it focuses on past events,
the theoretical base is broadly conceived and interdisciplinaf)T. My work is heavily
indebted to the fields offolklore, ethnomusicology; histol)', literature, social theol)',
and cultural studies. I have been unable to find a single discipline sufficient to
describe and comprehend human behavior and creativity: The world that my
interviewees described did not fit neatly into a single disciplinary bailiwick. The
concepts with which I am centrally concerned-memol)', expressive culture, and
politics-are those that invite contributions from many different vantage points.
In order to give attention to my interviewees' concerns while at the same time
retaining scholarly coherency and rigor, I have borrowed from the work ofseveral
scholars whose writings embrace a wide range ofhuman concerns. I shall briefly
discuss some of the more central concepts of this book.
Hegemony
One of my initial problems was finding a way of studying politically motivated
expressive culture. Many studies ofpolitical art treat these forms either as "propa-
ganda" (ifproduced by the ruling classes) or as "protest" (ifproduced by the sub-
altern classes). These formulations are perfectly good in many situations, but they
are insufficient to describe the case ofwartime London. In wartime Britain, many
cultural forms and events (films, slogans, song rallies, and so forth) were produced
by the government with the intent to influence political behavior and thought,
yet people were free to disagree with them or to ignore them.Though governmental
directives obviously had considerable influence (and in many cases, legal conse-
quences), wartime Londoners did not blindly or uncritically accept them. In many
cases, private citizens found common ground with governmental ideas through
such shared concerns as "patriotism" or "freedom."Wartime censorship prevented
resistance from going beyond a certain point, yet private citizens continued to argue
with their government by writing letters, staging rallies, producing parodies, and
discussing policywith their friends. In fact, a certain amount ofdisagreement with
governmental directives was not only tolerated but touted as an example of the
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British tradition of free speech. Thus wartime cultural forms were often neither
simple propaganda or simple protest but something in between.
Antonio Gramsci's writings on hegemony provide the theoretical framework
that best describes this cultural give-and-take. Hegemony describes a relationship
based on shared concerns among groups that hold unequal amounts ofpower. Yet
Gramsci is careful to differentiate hegemony from domination, which is power held
by brute force. According to Gramsci, "The supremacy of a social group mani-
fests itselfin two ways, as 'domination' and as 'intellectual and moral leadership.'
A social group dominates antagonistic groups, which it tends to 'liquidate,' or to
subjugate perhaps even by armed force; it leads kindred and allied groups" (1981,
197). The leading (hegemonic) and allied (subaltern) groups are bound together
by shared values and concerns. These groups are unequal partners, but because
hegemony exists as a process rather than a static entity; the opportunity for change
is both possible and inevitable. As Raymond Williams notes, hegemony is not a
static set of rules or dictates but always a process. According to Williams, hege-
mony is "a realized complex ofexperiences, relationships, and activities, with spe-
cific and changing pressures and limits.... It has continually to be renewed,
recreated, defended, and modified. It is also continually resisted, limited, altered,
challenged by pressures not at all its own" (1977, 112).
Hegemony is more than a set of political constructs or principles. It is the
totality ofacts, practices, utterances, and beliefs that maintains society in an agreed-
upon yet unequal division ofpower. It goes beyond legal mandates and economic
systems; it requires the help ofart, religion, education, and the informal practices
ofeveryday living. This breadth is what gives the concept such utility in the study
ofexpressive culture. Williams writes: "Cultural traditions are seen as much more
than superstructural expressions-reflections, mediations, or typifications-of a
formed social and economic structure. On the contraI)T, they are among the basic
processes ofthe formation itselfand, further, related to a much wider area ofreal-
itythan the abstractions of,social' and 'economic' experience" (1977,111). Artis-
tic work, leisure-time activity; and everyday experiences are not epiphenomena of
politics or economics but play an essential role in maintaining or resisting such
political and economic arrangements. The importance ofcultural forms also lies
in their ability to articulate intellectual and moral leadership and thus to create
ideology; the intellectual glue that binds together different sectors ofsocie~
Ideology
The word "ideology" has an unhappy histo~The original meaning of the term,
as proposed by its founder Destutt deTracy in the late eighteenth centuf}', was the
scientific study of ideas as natural rather than metaphysical phenomena. Yet ide-
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ology quickly lost its neutral, scientific connotation and came to mean that which
is opposed to science or, more generally; to truth (Williams 1977, 56). Napoleon
attacked it as unenlightened self-interest; Marx condemned it as false conscious-
ness.The negative connotation ofideology continues in the work ofthinkers such
as Louis Althusser, Jurgen Habermas, andJohn B.Thompson, who stress the link-
ages between ideology and systems ofdomination. Other scholars, such as Clifford
Geertz and Paul Ricoeur, have argued for a more neutral definition of ideolog)',
one that calls attention to ideology's role in constituting symbolic systems that allow
people to function normally in socie~According to Ricoeur, ideology is essential
to political life because "every system ofleadership summons not only our physi-
cal submission but also our consent and cooperation. Every system ofleadership
wants its rule to rest not merely on domination, then; it also wants its power to be
granted because its authority is legitimate. It is ideology's role to legitimate this
authority" (1986, 13). Thus ideology asserts that the system's leaders are worthy
of being followed and the course they promote worthy of being taken.
The Gramscian definition of ideology emphasizes its linkages with political
power: ideology is not simply a set of ideas but the set of ideas that validates and
extends the ruling class's hegemon)!. Power in the hegemonic sense is secured by
the creation and dissemination ofan ideology that all groups share. Chantal Mouffe
explains the importance of ideology in the Gramscian schema:
For Gramsci ... hegemony is not to.be found in a purely instrumental
alliance between classes through which the class demands of the allied
classes are articulated to those of the fundamental class, with each group
maintaining its own individuality within the alliance as well as its own
ideology: According to him hegemony involves the creation of a higher
synthesis, so that all its elements fuse in a "collective will" which becomes
the new protagonist of political action which will function as the pro-
tagonist of political action during that hegemony's entire duration. It is
through ideology that this collective will is formed since its very exist-
ence depends on the creation of ideological unity which will serve as
"cement." [1981,224-225; emphasis in original]
Yet Gramsci, in distinguishing between domination and hegemony; leaves a win-
dow of hope that political power may someday be in the hands of decent and
honorable people; the ideology in question might be a benevolent one.
Cultural forms are a vitally important part of everyday life, be they high art,
folk art, or artful forms ofordinary communication. What makes them important
for our purposes is the fact that they are cultural and ideological formalizations of
something beyond themselves; in the language ofsemiotics, they are "cultural signs."
However these signs are manifested-as words, pictures, or air-raid sirens-they
are the tools of thought made material. They are among the items that must be
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manipulated and disseminated inthe service ofa political ideolo~The process of
producing, judging, sharing, and negotiating signs is a fundamental part of any
political movement. It is a process by which people ,seek to understand, to influ-
ence, to resist, to join, to help, or to destroy others. ~N.Volosinovwrites: "Every
sign, as we know, is a construct between socially organized persons in the process
oftheir interaction.Therefore, theforms ofsigns are conditionedaboveallby the social
organization oftheparticipants involvedandalso by the immediate conditions oftheir
interaction. When these forms change, so does sign. And it should be one of the
tasks ofthe study ofideologies to trace this social life ofthe verbal sign" (1973, 21;
emphasis in original). As Volosinov explains, signs are essential to ideology; they
are the conduits along which ideas are shared, exchanged, rejected, and changed.
They are the means by which ideas are expressed, protest lodged, and consensus
negotiated.
One of the most important contributions of the ideas of ideology and hege-
mony is their emphasis on the necessity of "ordinary people" in historical events.
These ideas are especially germane to the study of the Second World War. World
War II was a total war, a war in which entire populations-not just a small cadre
ofprofessional soldiers-had to be mobilized. To understand World War II, one
must look beyond military hardware and tactics to the people who made and used
these weapons and the meanings they assigned to the struggle they fought. To
understand Britain during World War II, one must also examine the lives and
opinions of those who stayed in Britain and fought on the "home front," those
who put out the incendiary fires, harvested the crops for conscripted farmers, cared
for the wounded, and buried the dead. This was a time when vast numbers of
ordinary people were the great actors in a ~orld drama. They were the ones who
made history; but not, as Marx reminds us, "under circumstances chosen by them-
selves" (1959, 320).
The Past
In 1824, Leopold von Ranke published his famous dictum that the task of his-
tory was to represent the past "as it really was" (wie es eigentlich gewesen). Most
twentieth-century historians have abandoned Ranke's directive, believingthat such
completeness is not possible, and have adopted more cautious and less optimistic
stances. Scholars no longer expect to capture and view the past as a complete and
static panorama; instead, we work somewhat like archaeologists, taking shards of
evidence and fashioning them into a coherent and logical st0ty In a famous ri-
poste to Ranke, Walter Benjamin asserted: "To articulate the past historically does
not mean to recognize it 'the way it really was' (Ranke). It means to seize hold of
a memory as it flashes up at a moment of danger" (1968, 255).
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Wartime London was a complex ofsuch moments ofdanger, and memories
of this era are as varied as they are abundant. In addition to personal memories,
the scholar is confronted with a forest of papers, films, radio programs, diaries,
letters, posters, paintings, newspaper articles, and other forms ofdocumentation.
The past is gone, but cultural representations of the past remain, some newly
minted, some as old as the event in question. It is my thesis that these cultural
representations are not the secondary phenomena that surround history; not the
chaff to be examined once the wheat has been consumed. Instead, they are the
raw material out ofwhich history~ourunderstanding and interpretation of the
past-is formed. Cultural forms are the means by which people know history
(speech, radio, film, newspaper account), present history (narrative, epic, saga),
and commemorate history (parade, pageant, festival, ritual).To study cultural forms
as they have served political and historical events (stories ofnational heroes, songs
ofresistance fighters) is to take an important first step, but to take no others is to
further the view that cultural forms are the eternal handmaidens oflife, secondary
to the great events ofhistory that sweep by us like soldiers on parade. But who has
ever seen a historical event? One may have seen parts ofit from one's place on the
battlefield or the Senate floor or the picket line, but the very act ofcharacterizing
such an experience as a "historical event" is to move from history as lived to his-
tory as narrated. And most people do not know history from the battlefield or the
Senate floor but from the classroom, the textbook, the newspaper, the personal
account-the cultural forms that give shape and meaning to experience and, in
turn, are part of experience. Raymond Williams writes: "Many people seem to
assume as a matter ofcourse that there is, first, realit)T, and then, second, commu-
nication about it. We degrade art and learning by supposing that they are always
second-hand activities: that there is life, and then afterwards there are these accounts
ofit.... What we call society is not only a network ofpolitical and economic ar-
rangements, but also a process oflearning and communication" (1966, 19). Cul-
tural forms are active, rather than merely reflective, means ofinterpretation, analysis,
education, indoctrination, and resistance.
The cultural forms with which I am chiefly concerned are those that involve
words and sound: .political speeches, popular slogans, personal narratives, songs,
and so forth. Some of these forms were created during wartime; others are more
recent commentaries on the war. Among the cultural forms that I analyze are the
stories told to me by people who had lived in wartime London. As many oral
historians note, the very orality ofsuch source material can provide a radical chal-
lenge to previously held assumptions. Paul Thompson writes: "Since the nature
ofmost existing records is to reflect the standpoint ofauthori~ it is not surprising
that the judgement ofhistory has more often than not vindicated the wisdom of
the powers that be. Oral history by contrast makes a much fairer trial possible:
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witnesses can now also be called from the under-classes, the unprivileged., and the
defeated. It provides a more realistic and fair reconstruction ofthe past, a challenge
to the established account. In so doing, oral history has radical implication for the
social message of history as a whole" (1988,6).
Though oral testimony may challenge, even contradict, accepted historical
narratives, we cannot ignore these narratives, nor do contradictions necessarily
render them invalid. It is important to look at the ways that historical narratives
affect the populations that they purport to represent, even ifindividual actors are
ignored or subsumed into mass categories. All ofmy interviewees were well aware
of the standard narratives ofWorld War II, and their memories were sharpened,
sometimes in disagreement, sometimes in accord, with well-known historical
images. My interviewees held a wide variety ofpolitical opinions, and many had
become politically active during wartime because of a sense of living through a
period ofepochal change. Even those who were too young or too uninterested to
hold strong political views could not escape being drawn into world affairs. As
evacuated children, young women whose husbands and boyfriends were fighting
overseas, or workers who dodged shrapnel and avoided bomb craters on their way
home through the blackout, they could hardly avoid having opinions about events
ofpolitical and historical moment. Indeed, a large part of the governmental pro-
paganda campaign was aimed at making ordinary people feel their own impor-
tance in the war effort; the British Ministry of Information named World War II
a "people's war." My interviewees' names might not have appeared in history books,
but as wartime Londoners, they knew that they had made histol)T.
2London Can Take It
Ideology and Wartime London
A chronicler who recites events without distinguishing between major and
minor ones acts in accordance with the following truth: nothing that has
ever happened should be regarded as lost for histo~
-Walter Benjamin, "Theses on the Philosophy of History"
In 1939 London was the largest city in the world, the world's busiest port, and the
home ofmore than eight million people. Greater London consisted ofmany ur-
ban boroughs and two administratively designated "cities": the ancient city of
London, consisting ofone square mile and home to its financial district, and the ad-
jacent city ofWestminster, where most government business was enacted. Around
the core ofthese two cities the boroughs spread in concentric circles for miles, each
with its own personality and self-contained neighborhoods. Financially and com-
merciall~London was one ofthe most powerful cities on earth, though no longer
the undisputed leader, for it had a serious rival in New York. Governmentally;
London was the capital of the United Kingdom and the headquarters of an em-
pire that numbered half a billion people. Artisticall~ London had a long history
ofliterary and theatrical importance, the home of Keats and Dickens, the site of
Shakespeare's opening nights. Few Londoners would dispute Samuel Johnson's
dictum that "when a man is tired ofLondon, he is tired of life."
London was the heart of a society that was simultaneously extremely stable
and extremely fluid. Governmentall~ it was quite stable: for centuries, England
had been a constitutional monarch~ though its monarchs had increasingly lim-
ited power and its constitution has never been written down. Since the late seven-
teenth century, England has continuously been a parliamentary democracy,
suffering none ofthe violent revolutions that had characterized French or German
or Italian politics in the intervening centuries. The formation ofGreat Britain as
a political entity had been accomplished without bloodshed or conquest; it was a
union ofgovernments rather than the eradication ofan)'. Yet economicall~ Brit-
ain had changed almost beyond recognition in the preceding centuries, embrac-
ing industrial capitalism with a swiftness and ferocity that taxed its existing
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institutions nearly to the breaking point. Villages turned into towns and towns
into suburbs; cities grew with alarming speed. The Industrial Revolution was a
decidedly mixed blessing, destroying the health ofmany who sought its benefits,
freeing others from the drudgery of life on the farm, allowing women the inde-
pendence that could be bought with wage labor, furthering class mobility but also
breaking traditional bonds oftrust and reciprocity; creating the technology for clean
water and sewage removal while simultaneously poisoning the air. But mixed bless-
ing or not, the Industrial Revolution was the central fact ofmodern British society:
A nation so changeable and yet so resistant to change is likely to abound with
contradictions. Britain had a long history ofdemocratic self-government and re-
spect for individual rights, from the Magna Carta to the Bill ofRights of 1689 to
the writings ofJohn Locke to the untrammeled debate in Parliament. Yet in 1939
Britain was the head ofan empire that denied self-government to approximately
500 million people. It was a nation that had made remarkable contributions to
science and the arts, a nation of famous schools and some of the best and oldest
universities in Europe. Yet it was also a nation in which a large portion of the
population left school at fourteen and only a tiny minority went on to the univer-
sity level. It was a nation that had made the step from feudalism to capitalism early;
so that class mobility had been possible for centuries. Yet by custom and practice
it had one of the most entrenched class systems in Europe; and many scholars of
class, including Karl Marx at his desk in the British Museum, had used it as a model.
It was one of the most urbanized and industrialized nations in the world, yet it
cherished a self-image ofvillage greens and country lanes. It was a nation that sent
travelers and adventurers to the other side ofthe globe, yet most ofits citizens never
ventured far from their hometowns.
It is always dangerous, especially for an outsider, to try to sum up an entire
society with a single word, but I would venture to suggest the word tolerance to
describe the British ethos that prevailed in 1939.Tolerance had built a nation with
a highly cherished tradition of freedom of speech, so that virtually all opinions,
even the most radical, could have their sa~ Tolerance made it possible for a nation
with two established churches (one in England, one in Scotland) to have almost
no restrictions on freedom ofreligion. Tolerance created a democracy that sought
to incorporate, rather than to deny; opposing points ofview; for centuries, the genius
of British politics had been one of compromise, of coalition governments and
merging political parties and long legislative debates. Tolerance viewed eccentric-
ity as harmless, ifnot charming; tolerance encouraged artistic and intellectual cre-
ativity: Yet tolerance has its dark side too. Tolerance yields too easily to an apathy
that cares for nothing outside the home district or the family circle. Instead ofpro-
testing injustice and oppression, tolerance often turns away from these evils, tac-
itly or actively accepting practices that should not be tolerated.Tolerance does not
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preclude prejudice; often it treats bigotry as simply another point ofview that should
be heard. All ofthese attributes oftolerance were apparent in Great Britain in 1939.
To many; the twentieth century had been a disappointment to Britain. The
Edwardian era was glamorous and exciting to those who could afford it, but it was
also a time when approximately 30 percent of the population lived in poverty
(Havighurst 1985, 46). Even those at the top of the social ladder knew that Brit-
ain was no longer the supreme power it had been under Victoria. World War I
was a great scar in the national consciousness and in the lives ofmany people. Six
million British people served in uniform in World War I; of these, 750,000 died
and 1.7 million were wounded. Civilians suffered and died as well: 1,413 had been
killed in air raids over Britain (Havighurst 1985, 131). Yet when it was allover,
few could adequately explain what the fighting had been about.The 1920s brought
unemployment, industrial unrest (culminating in the General Strike of1926), and
the beginning of"the troubles" in Ireland. The worldwide depression ofthe 1930s
only increased Britain's economic ills. By 1931 millions were out ofwork, produc-
tion was declining, and the deficit was climbing; government policies were inad-
equate to ease human suffering or to improve Britain's sluggish econom)T.
On the other hand, the twentieth century had brought advantages as well.
Britain was a far more democratic place in 1939 than it had been in 1900: univer-
sal adult suffrage, ofboth men and women, with or without property; was the la~
Social programs, such as unemployment insurance and old age pensions, had been
put into effect. The Labour Party was a new and increasingly powerful political
force, representing the interests oflabor unions and the working classes. Real wages
increased. By 1939 the economy was improving, and it looked as though Britain
might get back to normal. Many Britons wanted only peace and to be left alone.
But the world was not peaceful during the 1930s. In 1931 Japan invaded and
occupied Manchuria. In 1933 Adolph Hitler became chancellor ofGermany; in-
stituted terrorism at home, and began rearmament, in direct violation' oftheTreaty
ofVersailles. Italy (Fascist since 1919) invaded Ethiopia in 1935, and in 1936 Hitler's
troops occupied the Rhineland. In 1936, the Spanish fascist Francisco Franco (with
the help of German Nazis and Italian Fascists) led a rebellion against the demo-
cratically elected government ofSpain, which was eventually defeated in 1939.
These events garnered relatively little response from the international com-
munit)T. The League ofNations condemned the invasion of Manchuria, but vir-
tually nothing was done, leaving]apan free to continue its invasion into China. In
Britain, the rearmament ofGermanywas condemned because it violated theTreaty
ofVersailles, but soon the treaty was altered and negotiations with Hitler became
the common political road. The League ofNations also condemned the invasion of
Ethiopia; yet onlymonths after its occurrence, the British foreign secretary; Sir Samuel
Hoare, and the French foreign minister, Pierre Laval, agreed to give approximately
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one-half of Ethiopia to Ital~ The Hoare-Laval proposal was never put into effect
because ofthe weight ofpublic opinion against it, and other solutions were offered,
including economic sanctions and military action. In the end, nothing was done,
and in 1936 Italy annexed the entirety ofEthiopia. Thousands ofindividuals from
the United States, Latin America, and Europe went to Spain to fight in the Inter-
national Brigades of the Spanish Civil War, yet no government sent similar sup-
port. The Western democracies were conspicuous in their lack ofsupport; Britain,
France, and the United States declared a policy of"nonintervention" and refused to
sell arms to either side, while Germany and Italy armed the fascist rebels.
Throughout the 1930s, Britain attempted to solve problems by negotiation
and compromise. For much of the decade, the government itselfwas a compro-
mise, the so-called National Government, a coalition ofthe major political parties
(Conservative, Liberal, and Labour), headed first by Ramsay MacDonald, the first
Labour prime minister, and later by the Conservative Stanley Baldwin. The dan-
ger ofHitler was dealt with by trying to negotiate and contain the problem-and
keep it far away from Britain. Anthony Eden, then a rising young Conservative
politician, was uneasy about Germany's annexation ofthe Rhineland but was not
in favor ofmaking too much of it; on 26 March 1936 he said, "It is the appease-
ment ofEurope as a whole that we have constantly before us" (quoted in Havighurst
1985, 252). Many British. politicians agreed, and the tenor of public opinion
encouraged appeasement. Memories of World War I were still bitterly sharp; to
many; anything was·better than war. Alfred F. Havighurst describes the political
atmosphere of the early 1930s, which led to the policy of appeasement: "If the
Cabinet wavered between complacency and confusion on foreign policy; so did
public opinion. Noel Coward's Cavalcade was shot through with vague pacifism.
No matter how serious the international situation, war was not the solution. This
position came more from timidity; even outright fear, and from lack,ofself~confi­
dence than from pacifist views held by conviction. Aggression and force were
abhorred, but why should they involve Britain?" (1985, 241).
When the Conservative Neville Chamberlain replaced Stanley Baldwin as
prime minister in 1937, he and his ministers continued Baldwin's policy of ap-
peasement. When Kurt von Schuschnigg, the Austrian chancellor, appealed to
Britain for help against the Nazis in March 1938, he was coolly rebuffed. When
German troops occupied Austria several days later, the British government made
a mild protest but took no action, suggesting only that Hitler behave better when
dealing with Czechoslavakia. In an attempt to provoke such behavior, Chamber-
lain flew to Berchtesgaden and discussed a Nazi takeover ofthe Sudetenland. From
28-30 September 1938, Chamberlain met with Hitler, Mussolini, and French
premier Edouard Daladier in Munich. The four leaders agreed to give the
Sudetenland to Germany in exchange for a promise that the Nazis would leave
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the rest ofCzechoslavakia alone. Chamberlian returned to London, triumphantly
bearing the paper on which Hitler had sealed his pledge, and declared, "I believe
it is peace in our time." When Nazi troops arrived in Prague in March 1939, the
Chamberlain government seemed genuinely shocked, apparently unaware of the
maxim that there is no honor among thieves. Chamberlain continued to argue
for peace while simultaneously preparing for war; he had finally decided that "I
cannot trust the Nazi leaders again" (quoted in Havighurst 1985, 278). He turned
to France for help, rejected the idea ofa security conference with the Soviet Union,
and guaranteed to protect Poland, should it require help. Appeasement had failed.
The policy ofappeasement had had its critics, and they became more numer-
ous as time passed. Various left-wing groups had warned ofthe dangers offascism
for years, as had the then out-of-fashion Conservative Winston Churchill. The
viciousness offascist practice during the Spanish CivilWar increased and strength-
ened the opposition to appeasement. On 20 February 1938, Anthony Eden re-
signed from the government, unable any longer to condone Chamberlain's policies.
DuffCooper, then First Lord ofthe Admiral1:)T, resigned in protest after the Munich
agreement. Public opinion began to abandon the stance ofappeasement, or at least
to question it. Anne Lubin, who grew up in the East End of London, was only
fifteen years old at the time ofMunich, but she remembers it very well indeed: "I
can remember feeling absolutely both shamed and relieved ... when Chamber-
lain came back with his bit ofpaper.... I felt, although one was relieved that there
wasn't going to be a war, you knew in your heart there was going to be one sooner
or later. I can still remember with what bated breath we waited in 1938" (personal
interview, 21 January 1993). Angus Calder concurs: "Once their gasp ofreliefhad
subsided, the British people felt uneasy once more. Shame on the one hand, fear
on the other, had not been appeased" (1969, 26).
The spring of 1939 was a time of uncertain~Britain was at peace but was
preparing for war: the production ofaircraft increased, a peacetime draft was insti-
tuted, and pledges of military help were issued to Romania, Greece, and Poland.
And it was to Poland that Hitler turned his sights. Chamberlain had rejected offers
ofmutual assistance from the Soviet Union, and by the summer it was too late; on
23 August 1939 the Molotov-Rippentrop nonaggression pact was signed between
Germany and the Soviet Union. Hitler now felt free to invade Poland and did so on
1 September 1939. Mindful ofthe pledge to defend Poland, the Chamberlain gov-
ernment demanded that German troops withdraw from Polish soil. They did not.
At 11:15 A.M. on 3 September 1939, Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
announced that the United Kingdom was at war with Germany-ostensibly be-
cause Germany had not removed its troops from Poland, which the United King-
dom had pledged to protect. In reality; Great Britain was becoming aware that it
was one ofthe few European nations neither in accord with Hitler (by alliance or
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agreement ofnonaggression) nor occupied by Hitler.1 As Harold Nicolson put it,
"It was now clear that Herr Hitler was out for loot and conquest. The dreadful
day might come when he would cease murdering small and distant countries of
which we knew little, and start attacking us" (1939,104). In other words, British
interests were at risk. Britain began the war by fortifying the home front and pre-
paring for battles abroad; the blackout, the evacuation of children, and the con-
scription ofmen were firmly in place in the early weeks ofthe war. (Women were
not conscripted unti11941.) It seemed to many British people that the war did
not really begin until the spring of1940, but even those early months (often called
"the Bore War" or the "Phony War") were not without dangers. On the first day
of the war, a V-boat sank the passenger ship Athenia off the British coast, killing
many on board. On 14 October a V-boat sank the British battleship Royal Oak in
its harbor in Scapa Flow, Scotland. Scotland was also the site ofone ofthe first air
raids ofthe war; on 16 October, German planes bombed ships in the Firth ofForth,
killing twenty-five sailors and spraying Edinburgh and its environs with shrapnel
(A. Calder 1969, 60).
By the spring of 1940, no one thought that the war was phony. By May
Germany had invaded and defeated Denmark, Norway; Belgium, the Netherlands,
Luxembourg, and France, leaving Britain to "stand alone" against the Nazis.
Confidence in the Chamberlain government was at an all-time low. The prime
minister seemed weak, inept, and out of touch with the people he was supposed
to lead. Chamberlain offered to form a coalition government with the other ma-
jor parties, but leaders of the Liberal and Labour Parties refused to serve under
Chamberlain. They did, however, agree to serve under Winston Churchill, who
became prime minister after Chamberlain's resignation on 10 May 1940. Speak-
ing in the House ofCommons on 13 May; Churchill declared that he had noth-
ing to offer but "blood, sweat, toil, and tears," but he intended to achieve "victory
at all costs." On 19 May; after the fall ofBelgium and the Netherlands, during the
final days ofthe Battle ofFrance, Churchill spoke in a world broadcast. He talked
about the unity ofthe British people and the assurance offinal victory; themes that
were to be important throughout the war. His gift for language and his belief in
the nobility of his nation's cause are apparent: "Having received His Majesty's
commission, I have formed an administration ofmen and women ofevery party
and ofalmost every point ofview: We have differed and quarrelled in the past; but
now one bond unites us all-to wage war until victory is won, and never to sur-
render ourselves to servitude and shame, whatever the cost and the agony may be.
This is one of the most awe-striking periods in the long history of France and
Britain. It is also beyond doubt the most sublime" (quoted in Eade 1951, 184).
Morale began to improve almost immediatel~The Ministry ofInformation's
morale log of21 May 1940 noted that "the belief that Britain will triumph even-
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tually is universal" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.!.). Yet fear and uncertainty remained;
on 25 May 1940 the Ministry ofInformation reported that in London "feeling in
the main seems to combine fatalism, determination and depression, all ofwhich
will seem to be attributable to the extreme state of uncertainty about the present
situation" (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.!.). For many, the tension and anxiety of the
"phony war" were worse than the days that followed. In the summer of 1940 the
Battle of Britain was fought in the Briti~h skies. By September the blitz had be-
gun: German bombs fell on British airfields and cities, with particular violence on
London, and Great Britain was at war indeed, a war that was to last nearly sixye~s
and affect every sector of British socie~ During this period, morale actually in-
creased in many areas, and Churchill's leadership is often cited as a reason.
Churchill was, in many ways, a curious choice for a war leader. In May 1940
he was sixty-five years old, an age at which most men would think ofretiring. He
had distinguished himselfas a soldier before going into politics; as a politician, he
had made enemies on all sides. He began as a Conservative in 1900, became a
Liberal in 1904, and returned to the Conservative fold in the 1920s. Both Tories
and Liberals felt betrayed by his vacillation; Labour h~ted him for other reasons.
As a Liberal member ofparliament, he had been a close associate ofDavid Lloyd
George; in 1908 Churchill suggested the implementation ofunemployment in-
surance, a national health insurance, state-run enterprises, and other solutions later
to become cornerstones of the welfare state (Charmley 1993, 54). Yet as home
secretary; in 1910 he sent policemen to quell industrial strikes, though the story
ofhis sending troops against striking miners inTonypandy is apparently false. His
bellicose part in breaking the General Strike of 1926 seemed to seal his fate as an
enemy of Labour. Perhaps his most unforgivable mistake had occurred in 1915
when, as First Lord of the Admiralt}', he was responsible for the failed attempt to
take the Dardanelles, an operation that resulted in great loss of life.
Thus it might seem surprising that the preferred choice for the leader ofa coa-
lition government should be someone who had offended virtually every political
party in the country; that a war leader should be an old man famous for a military
disaster. Nonetheless, there was something uncannily correct in this choice. His
opposition to Hitler was genuine; Churchill had long opposed the policy of ap-
peasement, to the detriment ofhis own career. Though he judged himself a man
ofaction, Churchill's primary talents were not for strategy; either military or politi-
cal. His primary talent was for words, as he himselfhad discovered as a Victorian
schoolboy; struggling with Latin and mathematics, inept at games. He could write
and he could also speak, as millions ofwartime listeners would attest. As a soldier
and a politician, he loved a fight, but his most accurate weapon was the word.
Successful warfare demands unit}', yet Great Britain in 1939 was divided by
class, region, age, religion, ethnicit}', and politics.. In order to unite this disparate
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populace, British propagandists depended heavily upon the weapons of intellect
and persuasion. Unitywas secured by the careful creation ofan ideology that stressed
support for the war effort. Every form ofcommunication contributed to the for-
mation ofthis ideology; from Churchill's famous radio broadcasts to the most casual
ofpersonal conversation. Books, films, radio, and overseas letters were censored.
Government organizations, such as the Wartime Social Survey; and private ones,
such as Mass-Observation, sent workers into London neighborhoods in order to
gauge the tenor ofpublic opinion and to assess the needs of the population.2 The
government could then plan policy accordingly; not always in accordance with the
wishes ofthe people but with knowledge ofthose wishes in mind. (See also Mack
and Humphries 1985.) The most famous wartime slogan-"Careless talk costs
lives"-emphasized the danger that could arise from casual conversation and si-
multaneously recognized the importance of cooperation with ordinary citizens.
Thus ideology-the creation ofthe "collective will"-involved an extensive give-
and-take between the government and ordinary citizens.
Wartime ideology was not only an expression of support for the war; it was
also a means ofcreating unity among a diverse people whose help was essential to
successful prosecution ofthe war. Politicians and generals may have been the lead-
ers, but it was the efforts of those they led that accomplished most of the work.
Alex Callinicos's idea of "collective agents" is instructive here, particularly the kind
of collective agents he calls "collectivities." He writes, ''A collectivity exists where
persons coordinate their actions because they believe themselves to have a com-
mon identity" (1988, 135; emphasis added). Callinicos identifies classes and na-
tions as the most important examples ofcollectivities and distinguishes them from
organizations as follows: "The difference between organizations and collectivities
is that the former have a structure while the latter need not. In particular, any
organization has some procedure through which decisions binding on all its mem-
bers are arrived at.... A sense ofcollective identity by contrast does not entail the
existence of any such procedure" (1988, 136).
While members oforganizations act according to rules and regulations, mem-
bers of collectivities act according to fellow feeling. A nation-state, of course, has
properties ofboth a collectivity and an organization; in wartime Britain, hegemony
was secured by institutional regulations as well as freely given public support. The
government instituted rationing, conscripted soldiers, and censored books, but it
could not legislate "morale," nor could it dictate the cheerfulness and humor that
wartime Londoners displayed with such pride.Whereas organizations are based on
acknowledged and regulated codes, collectivities draw their strength from ideology:
The common identity ofwhich Callinicos speaks was an important compo-
nent ofBritish wartime ideology: Shared identity must be carefully constructed; it
neither exists naturally nor can it be imposed by force. Rather, it appeals to our
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free will-to a freely chosen and personally affirmed sense of self As Callinicos
writes, ''A particular ideology invites us to accept a particular kind ofsocial iden-
tity" (1988, 156). Each person has many identities based on different factors: family;
ethnicity, gender, religion, and so forth. In political movements such as war, it is
necessary to create a sense ofshared political identity that I term the "political sel£"
It is assumed that few people, outside ofa few professional soldiers, will want
to go to war simplyfor the love offighting.Thus an ideology ofwarfare must address
the question "Why are we fighting?" Before this question can be answered, it is
necessary to determine who "we" are and to differentiate "us" from "them" (the
enemy). Political selves are created as actors for specific political purposes. Since
each person has several elements of identity, the political "we" must assert the
primacy ofone ofthese factors, either for all time or for a particular political crisis.
Since this factor is shared by individuals who differ in other particulars, political
identification must declare unity in spite o£ or superseding, the fact ofdifference.
Twentieth-century rhetoric allows two primary justifications for warfare: free-
dom and self-defense. Ofthese two principles, self-defense is generally considered
the less problematic, though the definition of the self is not as straightforward as
it seems. Defending one's family; one's companions, and one's country from at-
tack is usually deemed justifiable violence or self-defense; thus the purview ofthe
selfextends beyond the boundaries ofone's bod~ DuringWorldWar II, an Ameri-
can soldier whose home was thousands of miles from Pearl Harbor was consid-
ered to be fighting in self-defense, because his country-his political self-had been
attacked.
Freedom, that other justification for virtually everything, is a trickier concept,
since it is not a quality that exists by itself One cannot simply be free; one must
be free ofsomething or free to do something. Although all sides invoked freedom
as a reason for fightingWorld War II, this freedom was predicated on being "free"
ofvery different things: of fascism, ofcommunism, ofcapitalism, of oppression,
ofGermans, ofJews, ofimperialism, ofinternationalism, ofmurder, ofparliamen-
tary democracy; of German/Japanese/American/British bombs. Hitler defended
the murder ofJews by declaring them a foreign people (a political "they") who had
invaded German life; according to this argument, Aryans (the political "we") were
urged to defend their country; their purit}', and their way oflife (their political selves)
by freeing themselves of a foreign element.3
In Britain, wartime unity was built in many different ways, but the notions
of freedom and self-defense were never far from the surface. As the political self
expanded to include more than the individual, so did the doctrine ofpolitical self-
defense. In a speech given soon after the fall of France, Churchill suggested that
all decent people, including those who could no longer fight for themselves, de-
pended upon Great Britain to fight for them:
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What General Weygand called the Battle of France is over. I expect that
the Battle of Britain is about to begin. Upon this battle depends the
survival of Christian civilization. Upon it depends our own British life,
and the long continuity of our institutions and our Empire. The whole
fury and might of the enemy must.very soon be turned on us. Hitler
knows that he will have to break us in this island or lose the war. If we
can stand up to him, all Europe may be free and the life of the world
may move forward into broad, sunlit uplands. But if we fail, then the
whole world, including the United States, including all that we have
known and cared for, will sink into the abyss of a new dark age made
more sinister, and perhaps more protracted, by the lights of perverted
science. [Eade 1951, 206-7]
In this speech, the political "we" embraces all citizens ofBritain ("our own British
life"), all denizens ofthe empire, all Christians, and finally the whole world.Though
there is some sense of being tied by commonality ("all that we·have known and
cared for"), there is a greater sense of being united in'opposition to a common
enem~ Here, the political "we" is most strongly constructed in opposition to a
political "the~"
Not all commentators tried to reach as broad-based a constituency as did
Churchill. More particularist writings shed light on ways in which narrower po-
litical "we's" were constructed. For Harold Nicolson, writing several months be-
fore the speech quoted above, the political "we" was coterminous with the
nation-state. In his book Why Britain Is atWitr, Nicolson invoked the concepts of
self-defense and freedom-but freedom only for the British people. Unlike
Churchill, he did not invoke the qualities ofgoodness, honor, or Christianity; it
was the defense ofBritain that mattered. Nicolson stated quite plainly that what
Hitler did in his own country was his own affair:
We are not ... at war with Hitler because ofhis contempt for the virtues
of the German people, or the masses in general. We may regret that he
should have seen fit to crush all independent thought in his own coun-
try and have employed the magnificent machine ofGerman state educa-
tion for the production ofa generation believing only in the harsh majesty
of force. We may regret that in the twentieth century any Government
can have imposed upon its fellow citizens such cruelties as Hitler has
imposed upon the Jews and socialists.... Yet we are not concerned in
this particular quarrel; it is a quarrel between his countrymen and him-
self; it is to them that he will one day have to render account. [1939, 37]
GermanJews and socialists were not part ofNicolson's political "we," nor were
the "masses in general." It is nearly one hundred pages later that he explains why
Britain is at war, and the reason is self-preservation. Nicolson writes: "Before he
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agrees to make war the Briton must have (a) a sense ofpersonal danger and (b) a
sense ofpersonal outrage. His deep instinct ofself-preservation, and his long moral
tradition must simultaneously be aroused" (1939, 129).
He cited 15 March 1939-the day Hitler took Prague-as the daywhen these
two emotions simultaneously became aroused in the majority ofthe British people.
Nicolson explained the process as follows: "Until March 15th last it was believed
by the Prime Minister and his intimate advisers that ifwe could only avoid a head-
on collision our own life might be preserved. After March 15th they cherished no
such illusions.The tiger was not merely attacking the native huts down in the village;
he was fIXing lustful eyes upon our own large bungalow. Hitler was out for loot.
And since the British and French Empires offered the richest loot in the world, it
was probable, it was even certain, that in the end we also should be attacked" (131-
32). Using similarly imperialist language, Nicolson spoke to the conservative in-
terests of the nation. He explained British self-defense as the defense of certain
freedoms for the British people, including the freedom to own property and a good
portion of the world.
A very different view was offered byWJ. Brown, general secretary ofthe Civil
Service Clerical Association. The purpose ofhis book What Have I to Lose?was to
provide a left-wing antidote to Communist propaganda that, prior to the invasion
ofthe Soviet Union, asserted that the British working classes would do as well under
Hitler as under the British ruling classes. Brown's notion of"collective thought" is
strikingly similar to Gramsci's idea of"collective will": "In such a [total] War, psy-
chology is as much a military factor as are Guns, 'Planes, Ships, and Tanks. The
morale ofa nation is as important as the movements ofits Armies and Navies, and
the flights ofits Aerial Squadrons. On the collective thought ofa nation depends the
willingness ofthe soldier, the sailor, and the airman to risk his life; the willingness
of the workers to endure day after da)', week after week, month after month, the
hard labour of field, factof}', and workshop" (1941, 9; emphasis added).
Brown's political "we," like Nicolson's, embraced the entire British people but
used very different arguments and spoke to very different interests. Nicolson di-
rected his arguments to the conservative wing and explained how the war would
help the propertied classes; Brown addressed his arguments to the progressive wing
and explained how the war would help the working classes. One might say that,
for Brown and Nicolson, the primary political "we" was composed ofclass iden-
tification; and for purposes ofwinning the war, each decided to bind the interests
of his own class with that of others, temporarily expanding the political "we."
Brown's personal identification is spelled out quite clearly:
I write as a Trade Union Secretary. I aspire to see an order of society in
Britain radically different from the order of society which now exists....
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But I know that Britain is older than the industrial system. It existed
before that system came; it will exist long after it has gone, or at least has
been transformed out of recognition.
But I feel with every fibre of my being that, if Britain and the British
are to survive as a free country and a free people; if the Trade Union
Movement is ever to reform the Industrial System and to win full recog-
nition of the rights of Labour; if to Political Democracy there is to be
added what we now lack, namely, Economic Democracy; if the dream
ofa just order ofsociety is ever to be achieved; then Hitler and Hitlerism
must be beaten, and not merely beaten, but beaten decisively and over-
whelmingly. [1941, 11-12]
Brown's book, in response to left-wing antiwar propaganda, addressed his two
intertwining political "we's"-theworking class and the British people. In address-
ing the former, he pointed out that a Nazi defeat of Britain would neither help
workers nor further revolutionary communism. He combined the two political
"we's" by pointing out that the working class in Britain had a higher standard of
living than the working class in German~And Brown decried the things that would
happen to Britain-the whole of Britain-should it be defeated in the war:
If Hitler won, there would be a Britain with its industries shut down, as
the general industries of Poland have been shut down. There would be a
Britain reduced to the level of an agricultural community producing
food supplies for the German "master-folk." In this Britain there would
be only so much education as was necessary to make the population
efficient serfs. In our papers we should read only what the Government
(German or German-controlled) wanted us to read. Access to the great
books of the world would be forbidden us.... A darkness more black
than any we have ever as apeople undergone would settle about the land;
a tyranny worse than any we have as a people ever endured would regu-
late every detail of our slave lives. [1941, 43-44; emphasis added]
In describing the horrors that would befall British life, Brown made it clear that
British institutions and British autonomy would effectively be eradicated. Like-
wise, Brown listed the freedoms that would be destroyed by Nazi conquest, free-
doms that he considered necessary to ameliorate the class system and bring about
economic justice: "freedom of thought, freedom ofspeech, freedom ofindustrial
and political organizations" (44). Again, freedom and self-defense were the goals
invoked; they were the rights to be defended by the British working class.
Havingheard from the right and the left, I should now like to turn to the center.
In an extraordinary little book entitled What Is at Stake, andWhy Not Say So? pub-
lished in 1941, C.E.M. Joad declared that he was fighting for "the liberal tradition."
He explained that he did not mean "liberal" to refer to "the tenets ofa political party
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now largely defunct, but a particular attitude to the individual, to the State, and to
the individual's relations to the State" (1941, 11). As in the phrase "liberal arts" or
"liberal education," Joad used the term in a way that stressed its Latin root, liberalis,
meaning "ofa free man." Though he recognized that many were fighting to retain
Britain's position as an imperial power, his own battle was in defense of freedom.
Joad insisted that his was "awar ofideas," yet it is clear that these ideas had extremely
practical consequences. He was not concerned with some Platonic ideal of "liber-
alism," but with retaining his own freedom and that of his compatriots.
This viewpoint is especially apparent in the section on patriotism, in which
Joad combines love ofcountry (self-defense) with the liberal tradition (freedom):
It is sometimes charged against the upholders of the liberal tradition
that they are lacking in patriotism. As a humble follower in the same
tradition, I repudiate the charge; for we, too, are lovers of our country.
Ours is not the patriotism which measures national greatness in terms of
wealth or territory, which reverences aristocrat or plutocrat, which prides
itselfon its ability to hold down a reluctant India or to add a new colony.
. . . Ours is a patriotism which expresses itself in the love of a country
and a way of life. The country is England, an England which is a small
island and not a great empire.... The England that I love is a land of
green fields, of winding lanes, of streams and copses and little hills, of
market towns and cathedrals and old universities and ofpeople who are
engaged in the immemorial pursuits of the land.... Now this England,
this little England that I love so much that time and again, having gone
abroad for a holiday, I have come scuttling home before half of it was
done in a frenzy of nostalgia for the grey skies and the soft air I know so
well, this England is in danger; to think of it being violated by the Nazis
fills the heart with a sick dismay. [1941, 19-20; emphasis in original]
Here, the political "we" is conterminous with England-not England the powerful
but England the free. But the political "we" is not England alone; it is all free people
and all free ideas. In discussing how England (which he uses as a synecdoche for
Britain) can get help from the people ofoccupied countries, Joad writes: "We must
somehow contrive to convince them that this is not a struggle on the part ofEn-
gland to retain her empire against Germany's attempt to wrest it from her, but a
struggle to save civilization against a barbarism that would destroy it. Ifwe can do
this, then all those who on the Continent ofEurope hate oppression, love liberty;
and care for civilized ways ofliving will rally to our aid" (46). As the political "we"
embraced all of"liberal England," it also embraced all civilized peoples and all who
loved liber~
Joad's book is an extraordinarily frank and thoughtful piece ofwartime writ-
ing.With wit, irony; and careful reasoning, he demonstrated that support forWorld
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War II did not have to be based on mindless jingoism or imperialist arrogance.
Joad's explanation ofthe intellectual road that led him to his wartime convictions
is particularly poignant: "It is because I know that this is not a struggle which
requires me to hate every man born in Germany because he was born in Germany;
but only to hate certain ideas which aim at the imprisonment of the minds of
civilized men and the destruction of the way of life which has made them civi-
lized, that I have abandoned a pacifism which has served me as a political standby
for the last twenty-five years and thrown in my lot with those who insist that the
Nazis must be defeated" (1941, 63).
Another interesting permutation of the political "we" was demonstrated by
the American writer Margaret Culkin Banning, who went to London in the sum-
mer of 1942. The United States had been in the war for less than a year, and Ban-
ning discovered that the process of"identification" had not been solidified in the
States as it had in Britain. She shows that the political "we" can be based on gen-
der. In a letter to her daughter, Banning wrote:
Too many women in the United States still don't realize that the out-
come ofthe war involves keeping or losing everything ofvalue they have-
decent jobs, the right to study, self-respecting husbands, children who
aren't war materiel. I needn't write my favorite speech on women to you
tonight, but have you ever forgotten that day at the Olympic games in
Berlin when we realized that the only thing German women were al-
lowed to do in the events was to clean up after the horses?
I wonder if all British women know it's a fight for survival of all the
privileges women have gained-so slowly-since it was discovered that
they were teachable? [1943, 6-7]
Banning's fight was, in part, against the Nazis' denigration and exploitation of
women. For her, the political "we" comprised all women.
Thus far I have dealt largely with works ofpropaganda, works that were con-
sciously intended to build and create a strong political "we." It is interesting to see
echoes of these sentiments in the casual words ofordinary people, as recorded in
popular literature ofthe day and in memol)T. One ofmy interviewees, ShirleyAnn,
was a child in a working-class London home during the war. Nearly fifty years after
the war's end, memories ofwartime unity remained strongly with her: "I mean I
was only a tot at the time but I can yet remember that sort offeeling because Mum
used to tell us, you know; 'Go, you know, don't ever worry because we're all in it
together.' You know. And you just felt that, you know, like one big family in awa~
You could trust people" (personal interview, 18 February 1993). Fred Mitchell
concurs with this opinion and gives a practical explanation for this sudden show
of fellow feeling: "When there's a common enemy everyone unites.... I mean,
neighbours which were at each other's throats before the war, were very; you know;
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were great friends and helped each other out.... And after the war ended they
were at each other's throats again" (personal interview; 18 May 1993).
Books published during the war show no such pragmatic cynicism, nor do
they look toward a peacetime wherein this unity would dissolve. They do, how-
ever, stress the important military value ofa unified populace; indeed the very fact
oftheir publication made them wartime weapons. In a book ofletters entitledHome
Front, edited by Richard S. Lambert, a letter writer from Musselburgh (in south-
ern Scotland, near Edinburgh) commented on the unity he felt among the British
populace:
The temper of the nation is very different from last time. There is no
light-heartedness; no singing on the march; no cheering or flag-waving.
But in place of it, there is the grimmest determination. Nobody has
wanted this. But, as one man, the whole nation, united in a way never
before experienced in our lifetime, is determined that the World's Bully
has got to be stopped. And the determination is not weakened in the
slightest by the fact that people know, as they never knew in the last
War, what it is going to cost. And there is also an assurance of ultimate
success: in fact, we take success for granted. [1940, 4]
More simpl}', perhaps less ideologically driven, the same sentiment is expressed in
a letter from Surrey (in southern England, near London): "I think this war has
made us all feel more chummy towards one another, and we can't help feeling proud
of our country and our Dominions at a time like this" (Lambert 1940, 5). The
political "we" in these letters comprised the entire British nation and, in the latter
example, the Dominions as well.
As the political "we" changed and shifted to incorporate new allies, London-
ers built a collective identity based upon geograph~As the political, financial,
commercial, and symbolic center of the nation, London was the prime target of
enemy attack. Even today, the most famous images ofwartime Britain are Lon-
don ones: people asleep on underground platforms or laughing in air-raid shel-
ters, St. Paul's unscathed amid the smoking ruins of the blitz. In a retrospective
account, Susan Briggs reports the comments ofa City printer: "You know; mate,
I ain't a religious bloke-I never go to church, and I don't pray or anything. But
I should hate to see dear old St. Paul's hurt or damaged. Somehow-you know
what I mean, mate-somehow-well, blast it all, it's London, ain't it?" (1975,68).
Using the symbols oftheir city, Londoners were able to create solidarity-a small-
scale political "we"-among themselves. In so doing, they created an ideal Lon-
doner who endured the war with stoicism, patriotism, hard work, and staunch good
humor. The ideal Londoner never panicked (and looked with disdain on those who
did), helped those who were in trouble, and never failed in his or her duties. Like
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Julia, Winston Smith's lover in 1984, the ideal Londoner always looked cheerful
and never shirked anything (Orwell 1949, 101).
Since the blitz was a deliberate attempt to cause civilian terror, an important
component of the ideal Londoner was the refusal to panic. Basil Woon, in a con-
temporary account ofthe blitz, described a sign flashed on cinema screens during
air raids: "Walk, not run, to the exits. Do not panic. Remember, you are British!"
(1941, 91). Woon's own comment on his fellow Londoners was: "Panic London?
It's a laugh!" (1941, 17). J.B. Priestley; in a retrospective broadcast made soon after
VE Day; described an attack on a fashionable nightclub during the blitz: "When
the bomb fell, there was no screaming panic. But the young men fought the flames,
and the girls tore strips from their evening dresses to bandage the wounded. We
were, you see, better people than we'd thought" (NSA ref. nos. 8018-9 and
MT8018).
Many personal memories report a similar refusal to panic. Anne Lubin, from
aworking-class home in central London, was a factory worker during the war. After
telling me a story in which she had narrowly missed being hit by a bomb, she
commented, "There wasn't a great deal of fear that I remember. I can never re-
member being panic-stricken or anything like that" (personal interview, 13 March
1993). Marian, a small child during the war, remembers with amusement that
lacking adult understanding also meant lacking adult fear; she found air raids
unpleasant only because she had to get out of her comfortable bed and go to a
shelter (personal interview, 2 February 1993). Many people remarked on the human
capacity for normalizing the abnormal, for getting used to whatever comes one's
wa~ Eileen Scales, an office worker from a working-class home in south London,
recalls: "Surprising how the air raids and things like that, how people did eventu-
ally carry on in quite a normal wa~ And you tended to get so used to the siren
going and planes overhead that you, at first you would go into a shelter and sort
ofnot venture out. But it became sort ofso commonplace that you carried on as
normal" (personal interview, 3 May 1993).
People did not, ofcourse, always live up to this ideal. A Ministry ofInforma-
tion morale report from 7 June 1940 describes an example ofless-than-exemplary
behavior; at the same time, it posits this incident as an exception: ''A false alarm
on a housing estate ofparachutists occasioned by a flock ofpigeons resulted in about
halfthe tenants rushing to the roofand the rest rushing to the shelters in the base-
ment. In the melee several women fainted. These people are normally calm and
collected" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.I.). The records of the Tilbury Shelter, a huge
shelter in London's East End, also recall incidents that contradict the image ofthe
fearless wartime Londoner. A warden's report describes the following melee occur-
ring during an air raid: "Police were unable to keep crowd in order or marshall
them in properl~ People were banging at doors, were trying to force entry all the
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time. Police ordered that only the wicket door should be opened; as the situation
became impossible the big doors were opened within three to four minutes. Owing
to the pressure ofthe crowd outside difficulty was found in swinging back the bar.
Mrs. M. was called to the first aid post where she found a woman whose head was
bleeding, had six stitches in her head. Unable to make a statement as she was
hysterical" (private papers).
Postwar memory; unbound by the restrictions ofwartime, is also filled with
incidents of less-than-ideal behavior. Some of my interviewees referred to others
who panicked in times of crisis (relatives, the elderly; Americans), while some
admitted to panicking themselves. One woman remembered an incident in which
her mother, a nervous person by nature, was awakened by an air-raid siren and, in
her haste to get to the shelter, was preparing to leave the house in her underclothes.
Yet my interviewee reports that even her mother got used to the raids and the
uncertainty as time went on. It is interesting that many people remembered mo-
ments of panic-by themselves and by others-on the first day of the war, after
the first air-raid siren (which, as it turned out, was a false alarm). As time went by;
the image of the ideal Londoner solidified, and most Londoners adjusted to the
exigencies ofwar-or, if possible, left town.
Once the blitz started, morale in many cases actually increased, as people tried
to adapt their behavior to that of the ideal Londoner. A report from 26 August
1940 stated: "London has come through a weekend ofextensive raids with cour-
age and calmness.... East-Enders experiencing screaming bomb for first time
expressed great fear but did not panic. Those in shelters remained, although they
said it sounded as if the bomb was falling right on top of them" (INF 1/264, 97/
15 H.!.). With the advent ofthe antiaircraft (ack-ack) guns, morale increased still
more, as people began to feel that they were fighting back. A morale report from
12 September 1940 said: "Morale has jumped to new level of confidence and
cheerfulness since tremendous A.A. barrage.This is true ofevery district contacted,
including East End and areas badly hit yesterday; such asWoolwich and Lewisham.
'We'll give them hell now' is a typical working class comment to-da)T. ... Kensington
people rendered homeless in night joking when taken in by neighbours. In spite
oflittle sleep, factory workers are turning up as usual and working well; employers
reported to be very accommodating about time" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.I.).Though
incidents ofpanic and depression continued to be mentioned in the ministry's daily
reports on morale, general morale was reported as excellent. The vision ofthe ide-
alized wartime Londoner was not the fantasy of propagandists; praise of such
behavior was a deliberate attempt to make it the norm.
Government sources were loath to mention the costs of the war, but such
sentiments were not censored; in a way; they only made the Londoners' courage
that much more noble. Kensington diarist Vere Hodgson wrote on 6 December
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1942 of a book she liked entitled The Front Line. A quotation from the book
summed up her feelings about the blitz: "There was never a trace ofpublic panic;
but the Blitz was not a picnic, and no fine slogan about taking it should obscure
the realities ofhuman fear and heartache." In a diary entry of25 November 1940,
Chelsea resident Josephine Oakman described a similar sentiment, with heartfelt
mention of the human costs ofwar: "London has now had 10 weeks ofblitz and
I have heard no word ofcomplaint and saw not a single case ofpanic during this
terrible time. London can take it! But at a cost-of lost lives, broken hearts and
limbs and destroyed homes.The Lord help them-these the victims ofthe air raids!
On them the price does fall."
"London can take it" said the famous wartime slogan, and a film ofthat name
was made by the MinistryofInformation. London was strong and would not break.
At a London County Council luncheon in the summer of1941,Winston Churchill
said, "London is so vast and so strong that she is like a prehistoric monster into
whose armoured hide showers ofarrows can be shot in vain" (NSA reE nos. 3843-
5 and T3843b1). The News Chronicle, at the height of the blitz, wrote:
London's nightly ordeal by steel and fire continues. Bodies are weary and
nerves are strained. Who can deny it? But London's spirit is unbroken.
Morale, that war-winning quality; is maintained. With each new dawn,
the citizens of the world's greatest capital take a new grip on themselves
and on their circumstances. They feel themselves to be front-line sol-
diers and in this battle ofwill-power and endurance they do not weaken.
[quoted in Woon 1941, 82]
The ability ofLondoners to "take it" and "carry on" became a source ofcivic
pride. A film entitled Ordinary People: London Carries On was made by the
Ministry of Information in 1940 and 1941. Its purpose was to demonstrate the
virtues of the ideal Londoner to the American public and, no doubt, to hasten
Americas entry into thewar. The facilities ofa firm called Bourne and Hollingsworth
were used in making the film, and in return, Stafford Bourne was given a cop~
He thanked the ministry in a way that equated the London of the film with the
London he knew: "I shall value it [the film] highly; and perhaps in years to come
shall show it from time to time to my friends and staffhere, and feel some pride
at the way all the millions ofus Londoners stood up to the air raids" (INF 5/76).
George and Helena Britton, residents ofLondon's East End, described the hard-
ships ofwartime London in letters to their daughter in California. Despite their
many criticisms of specific government actions, there is little sense of personal
complaint. Their left-wing views show nothing but contempt for mindless jingo-
ism; nonetheless, like other Londoners, they "carry on": "I can assure you that in
whatever direction you go from the centre ofLondon results of the bombing are
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manifest for five or six miles. Yet most of us are still alive and on the whole quite
recovered and very cheerful" (17 February 1943).
Thus the ideology ofwartime Britain was created in many different ways and
by many different people. Government officials, trade union leaders, conservative
property owners, and left-wing workers all expressed the sentiment that prosecut-
ing the war was in their own best interest. This sentiment was based on different
facts for different people: trade union leaders recognized that a Nazi victory would
mean the end offree trade unions, while property owners realized that their prop-
erty might well be confiscated and their privilege destroyed. Many different paths
led to the same conclusion: Nazism was a threat and a danger that had to be stopped.
In order to fight against a threatening political "they," it was necessary to form a
strong political "we," a collectivity mighty enough to defeat an extremely power-
ful military force. The different paths that led to this conclusion were then super-
seded by a feeling of shared concerns. In emphasizing these shared concerns,
wartime expressive culture promoted, even while it formed, a sense ofunity. This
unity of shared suffering, purpose, and hope became a source of strength, a re-
source upon which to draw, a personal identi~ It was a source ofnational pride,
something to be commented on and wondered at even long after the war was over.
My next topic is the process bywhich this ideologywas created and the manyways
in which it is remembered.
3Careless Talk Costs Lives
Speech in Wartime London
Be careful. Should you omit or add one single word, you may destroy the
world.
-Talmud
In The Dark Lady ofthe Sonnets, George Bernard Shaw paints a delightful picture
ofthe speech habits ofLondoners: he shows the young Shakespeare walking around
the city and writing down what people sa)!. These notes become the dialogue of
his plays; Shakespeare is depicted here as a great folk-poet, taking the living lan-
guage of his people and crafting it into a work of his own, what Henry Glassie
(personal communication) calls "the individual expression of the collective will"
(or, in this case, "the collecting Will"). While Shaw's portrayal ofLondon speech
is (unfortunately) exaggerated, his emphasis on the vast interplay between written
and spoken language is compelling. Shaw came from a country that had great
commerce between the written and the spoken word, and he was exquisitely sen-
sitive to verbal nuance'in his adopted country; England. In Pygmalion, for example,
Shaw described the relationships between speech style and social class forty years
before the linguist A.S.C. Ross (1954) coined the terms "U" and "non-U." And
while sixteenth-century Londoners may not have spontaneously recited Shake-
spearean poetry; twentieth-century Londoners certainlydid: political speeches, fIlms,
memoranda, and even diaries from World War II are filled with Shakespeare.
"You taught me language," said Caliban to Miranda and Prospero, "and my
profit ont / Is, I know how to curse" (The Tempest, act 1, scene 2). Language made
Caliban a slave, for only through words could he understand orders. To Caliban
and Prospero, language was a social and political tool, a means for accomplishing
tasks or resisting demands. This perspective on language is shared by many con-
temporary scholars and was mightily utilized by World War II propagandists. In
this view; language is the fundamental activity ofhuman experience: clowns and
poets may sport with language, demagogues may enslave thereby; and perhaps the
truth will make us free. Within the disciplines of folklore and anthropolo~ the
study known as the "ethnography of speaking" has laid special emphasis on the
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importance of speech in human interaction and on the potential artfulness of
speaking in all aspects of human activity; whether or not such speech is specifi-
cally marked as linguistically interesting or special. Summing up the credo of the
ethnography ofspeaking, Richard Bauman and Joel Sherzer write, "The unifying
principle is that society and culture are communicatively constituted, and that no
sphere of social or cultural life is fully comprehensible apart from speaking as an
instrument of its constitution" (1989, xi; emphasis in original).
Historians ofspeech have stressed the importance ofcritically examining the
language of historical documents rather than treating such language as a trans-
parent means for expressing facts. Peter Burke cautions, "Without ... knowledge
oflinguistic rules, explicit or implicit, historians run a serious risk ofmisinterpret-
ing many of their documents" (1987, 9). Historians are also paying more atten-
tion to the language activities of the people that they stud~ Drawing upon the
work ofsociolinguistics, Burke writes, "Language is an active force in society; used
by individuals and groups to control others or to defend themselves against being
controlled, to change society or to prevent others from changing it" (13). Language
is not just a means ofdescribing or proposing an event; it is a means ofenacting it.
"Rhetoric," said Aristotle, "is a counterpart ofdialectic" (1975, 3). Through-
out history; rhetoric has been an important component ofpolitical life. Inclassi-
cal Greece, it was an essential part of the education of a free man. I Rhetoric's
unsavory reputation began during the Enlightenment, when rhetoric was attacked
for its elevation of form above content. Enlightenment philosophers feared that
rhetoric enabled one to persuade not on the basis of reason or the worthiness of
the ideas presented but merely by the beauty of the language within which these
ideas were couched. This criticism is, ofcourse, a valid one, but it contains within
it a naive belief that form and content can somehow be separated, and that one
can express ideas without the skilled use oflanguage. The Enlightenment beliefin
the transparence of referential (as opposed to artistic or poetic) language has in-
formed much modern scholarship. If one wishes to present ideas as facts rather
than opinions, one is careful to avoid the linguistic elements that call attention to
language itself As Aristotle knew, this is an extremely efficacious rhetorical trope:
to make language seem transparent, to not "betray the artifice," but ~o make the
ideas appear to "speak for themselves." Yet such seeming transparence is the result
of much skillful manipulation of language.
Rhetoric is in some sense a benign tool; it seeks to persuade with words rather
than guns. At the same time, it is an instrument ofcontrol that costs little. Demo-
crats use rhetoric in order to gain the goodwill of their people. Dictators use it to
organize behavior without exhausting their treasuries. Rhetoric is essential to de-
mocracy; where many points of view must have their say; it is also essential to
dictatorship, because it tells the masses how to behave. Kenneth Burke writes:
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"Persuasion involves choice, will; it is directed to a man only insofar as he is free.
. . . Only insofar as men are potentially free, must the spellbinder seek to persuade
them. Insofar as they must do something, rhetoric is unnecessa~ (1962, 574;
emphasis in original). Ofcourse, rhetoric may be used to create an illusion offree-
dom or choice where none exists. Yet even in the most unfree societies, such as
absolute dictatorships, dictators must persuade others to carry out their orders; and
in some sense, people are always free to disobe)T.
Whether rhetoric is used for vicious or beneficial purposes, its effectiveness
depends on the successful manipulation ofwords in the service ofa particular belief
or ideology: VN. Volosinov writes, "The word is the ideologicalphenomenon par
excellence" (1973, 13; emphasis in original). During World War II, three masters
oforatory (Churchill, Hitler, and Roosevelt) pitted themselves against one another.
Using very different techniques, exquisitely sensitive to their audiences (even ifthese
audiences were unseen), these rhetorical geniuses sought to change the lives of
millions by the use of words. Political oratory represents an extreme and highly
obvious use ofwords for ideological purposes. Yet all words-poems, plays, slo-
gans, restaurant menus, even casual conversation-can be used in the service ofa
political cause. During times ofcrisis, such careful talk may be officially mandated
or at least strongly encouraged. In this chapter, I shall look at some of the ways
that words were used as political tools in wartime London.
In 1940 John Hargrave Wells 'Gardner, the author ofan impassioned polemic
entitled Words Win Wlrs, wrote the following: "In peace, as in war, our lives are
conditioned, influenced and directed bywords: words spoken one to another, words
read in books and papers, words heard 'over the air,' in films, on the gramophone,
in the schoolroom, in the lecture hall, from the platform, the stage, the soapbox at
the street corner ... even the word overheard in passing-the chance word-can
change the whole course of our lives" (1940, 2). Gardner was, at this juncture,
lamenting the ineffectual use of words by official propagandists, especially the
Ministry of Information, the government propaganda minist~ He was writing
during a crucial year in national and international affairs: it was the year that
Churchill replaced Chamberlain as prime minister, the year of Dunkirk and the
Battle ofBritain, the year the blitz began, the year in which the Nazis conquered
Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Denmark, Norway; and France. It was
also a pivotal year for the Ministry of Information: during 1940, the ministry
changed ministers'several times (McLaine 1979, 4), discovered that upper-class
rhetoric would not work in every situation, and settled down to creating an ideol-
ogy that would be acceptable to a diverse population under siege. Some of the
subtlest and some of the most obvious changes in British society are apparent in
the language ofwartime-both the language that propagandists used and the lan-
guage that they deemed acceptable.
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Speech was manipulated in primarily two ways in wartime Britain: in one sense,
speech was designed to curtail speech; in another, speech was designed to boost
morale.The former strategyattempted to stop people from spreading rumors, giving
away military secrets, or saying anything that might cause "alarm and despondency;"
to use the lovely official phrase. The latter strategy was intended to encourage,
inspire, and cheer people who were living in a state ofprivation, danger, and un-
certain~ Both verbal strategies promoted unity, courage, and the assurance of
victof)', and both made appeals to a wide variety of interests. What follows is a
discussion offour wartime needs that predominated in verbal maneuvers: the need
for silence, the need for unity, the need for humor, and the need to talk about the
future.
The Need for Silence
Speech is silver, silence is golden.
-Swiss proverb, quoted by Thomas Carlyle
That's a first-rate training they give them in the Spies nowadays-better
than in my day; even. What d'you think's the latest thing they've served
them out with? Ear trumpets for listening through keyholes! My little girl
brought one home the other night-tried it out on our sitting room door,
and reckoned she could hear twice as much as with her ear to the hole. Of
course it's only a toy; mind you. Still, gives'em the right idea, eh?
-George Orwell, 1984
Freedom ofspeech is an early casualty ofwar. Military victories depend on secreC))
and "careless talk" is the most obvious way that secrecy is broken. In Britain, free-
dom of speech was so ingrained and taken for granted that the government was
forced to tread lightly; realizing that any abridgement ofso entrenched a right might
alienate people and actually lessen their support ofthe war effort. Thus, hegemony
had to be achieved by convincing people that restrictions ofspeech were a tempo-
rary wartime necessity and would depend upon cooperation rather than coercion.
The Committee of Imperial Defence stated this policy in a secret document on
15 July 1938, more than one year before the start ofthe war: "British subjects are
unaccustomed to any form of official 'censorship' of their communications and
publications. Every opportunity should therefore be taken to enlighten the public
in regard to the importance ofthe war censorship to their own personal safety and
interests, with a view to obtaining their co-operation and retaining their goodwill"
(INF 1/159).
Censorship, when it did come, was not received quietl~ Press censorship, for
example, provoked a huge outcry among both British and foreign journalists. Press
restrictions were supposed to be limited to material that would have military value
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to the enemy; only facts were to be suppressed, not opinions. Yet the definition of
military value was up for grabs; similarly; the difference between fact and opinion
was not always clear, and censors could act with annoying arbitrariness. It must be
admitted, however, that criticism of the government continued throughout the
war. Press censorship did not keep the New Statesman from describing the Minis-
try of Information as a "scramble of socially favoured amateurs and privileged
ignoramuses," nor did it keep the Observer from describing the ministry's method
of choosing staff as one of "stupefying absurdity" (McLaine 1979,39).
Prohibitions on speaking focused on both factual information and opinions.
Whereas giving away military secrets (genuine facts) could help the enem)', so could
defeatist opinions or false information lower British morale. Edward Glover, a
London psychologist, advised the Ministry of Information of the dangers of ru-
mor: "What is the realistic objection to rumour? Simply that the morale of the
country is damaged by it! Here is the crucial argument. At any time up to gaining
ofa decisive military victory; the war can be lost by a sudden and violent drop in
civilian morale. Incidentally the peace can be lost immediately after a victory for
the same reason. Iftherefore a M 0.1 has any justification in wartime its fUnction
must be the maintenance, stimulation and useful canalising ofmorale" (INF 1/318,
H.I? 345, emphasis in original). Rumors abounded in wartime Britain: one ofthe
most widespread claimed that German agents had parachuted into Britain disguised
as nuns; they could be identified by their hairy wrists.2 Yet stopping the spread of
such rumors was not easy; the ministry's antirumor campaign was both unpopu-
lar and unsuccessful.
For one thing, the definition ofrumor is problematic, as a Home Intelligence
report of24 May 1940 makes clear: "It is useless to warn people against repeating
rumours; most people only repeat what they believe to be true and they repeat it
because they have nothing more positive to talk about and their time is not being
actively filled. Enemy agents may be at work and there is malicious gossiping but
evidence before us at the moment suggests that most rumours are passed on by
idle, frightened, suspicious people" (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.I.; emphasis in origi-
nal). The problematic nature ofrumor did not prevent the ministry from search-
ingit out and prosecuting it. On 6 June 1940 an extract from the Log Book ofthe
Anti-Lie Bureau lists the following under 7Oday's Rumours: "B.E.E Officers fought
to be evacuated before their men. Story spread by a Mrs. Watson, 145 Empire
Court, Wembley:" The informant was listed as H.J. Keefe ofWembley; and the
action taken as "Informed Scotland Yard, and asked them to send an Officer to
reprimand and warn Mrs. Watson" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.I.).With such activi-
ties going on, one is not surprised to learn that George Orwell had extensive ex-
perience with the Ministry of Information during the war.3 A morale report, also
of6 June 1940, is filled with references to public depression and grumbling; it lists
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a harsher punishment for rumor-mongering: "Yesterday at Mansfield a civilian was
fined 10 gns. [guineas] and 5 gns. cost for falsely attributing a rumour to Haw
Haw. The case received wide publicity" (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.!.). Such policy
showed that ifcareless talk did not cost lives, it could at least cost fifteen guineas-
no mean sum in 1940.4
In addition to rumors, other forms ofverbal misbehavior were punished, and
people were prosecuted for spreading "alarm and desponden~"Such limitations
on speech were met with great hostili~ Ian McLaine writes, "The public resented
the well publicised spate ofprosecutions for what was regarded as grumbling 'in
the British tradition''' (1979, 83). The "Silent Column"campaign-a wordless
response to the Fifth Column-was launched by the Ministry of Information in
the summer of 1940. Its aim was to quiet those who spread depressing rumors as
well as those who spread actual information. Silent Column posters depicted char-
acters such as "Mr. Knowall," "Miss Leaky Mouth," and "Mr. Glumpot," who
displayed inappropriate verbal behavior and could be countered by demonstrations
ofcorrect verbal behavior. For example, the description ofMr. Knowall reads: "He
knows what the Germans are going to do and when they are going to do it. He
knows where our ships are. He knows what the Bomber Command is up to. With
his large talk he is playing the enemy's game. Tell him so" (McLaine 1979, figure
3). In a lighter and wittier vein were the many posters bearing the legend "Care-
less Talk Costs Lives." Fougasse's charming cartoon sketches show people talking,
secure in their privaqr, while Hitler lurks behind portraits and in wallpaper (McLaine
1979, figure 2b/c). Another poster shows a glamorous woman in evening dress
(the dangerous spy and the silly gossip combined), who listens with interest while
a soldier, a sallor, and an airman talk; the poster drives home its point with the
legend "Keep Mum-She's Not So Dumb" (Cantwell 1989, plate 19). And per-
haps the most clever of the slogans, certainly the one most remembered by my
interviewees, exhorted British citizens to "Be like Dad-keep Mum!"
The Silent Column and antirumor campaigns were, in the words of Harold
Nicolson, "a ghastly failure" (quoted in McLaine 1979, 83). People who spied on
their neighbors and turned them in for verbal misconduct (dubbed "Cooper's
Snoopers" during DuffCooper's tenure as minister ofinformation) were especially
unpopular. The ministry's Daily Reports on Morale noted the growing resentment
created by this unwonted truncation ofnormal speech. On 17 July 1940 and 20
July 1940, several verbatim comments from "ordinary people" were listed; these
included: "The Silent Column campaign is a backhand. Although I agree that
people shouldn't say dangerous things, this makes you feel you daren't say anything"
and "We are fighting for freedom but losing what freedom we've got" (INF 1/264,
97/15 H.!.). On 22 July 1940, the following secret report was issued: "Strong
resentment still felt among all classes at Silent Column Campaign and at police
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prosecutions for spreading rumours, which are considered 'ridiculous.' M.O.I.
becoming unpopular again; much of this feeling directed against the Minister.
Indignation expressed at what people say to be 'a policy which is turning us into
a nation ofspies.' Labour Party Candidates meeting agreed that prosecutions for
idle talking were upsetting public morale seriously: People in new positions ofminor
authority accused ofofficiousness and bullying manner, reminiscent some say 'of
the early days of the Nazis'" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.I.).
It was clear that such purely negative propaganda was having, ifanything, the
opposite of the desired effect. On 19 July 1940 the ministry proclaimed that it
had "no wish to stop people talking, nor expressing their opinions upon any sub-
ject" (quoted in McLaine 1979, 84). In August, it was decided that only the most
serious cases would be prosecuted in the future (McLaine 1979, 84). A morale re-
port from 2 August 1940 showed a compromise slowly growing between govern;,.
mental dictates and citizens' desires. Though the ministry had been forced to bow
to popular wishes, the populace was still considered mute and insensible; despite
the many manifestations listed in ministry reports ofoutspoken criticism among
young people, the intelligentsia, and the unnamed "ordinary people," the minis-
try still was having difficulty grasping the idea that the masses could think and
articulate their thoughts: "There has been a great deal of popular satisfaction at
the revision ofthe defeatist talk sentences, although there is little evidence that people
at large are greatly concerned about the curtailment ofcivil liberties" (INF 1/264,
97/15 H.I.).
Despite the government's slowness in coming to terms with the articulate
masses, compromise was being accepted by the government as inevitable. Com-
promise and negotiation are essential components of hegemony; whereas domi-
nation demands and goes in with guns, hegemony cajoles and wins the other side
to its point of view. Fines and punishment were actually lowering morale and
increasing the cleft between government and people; thus, some way had to be
found to make people agree to the importance ofspeech restriction, and to police
their own ways ofspeaking. Already in June 1940 the ministry was wrestling with
this problem. Gavin Brown, a member ofthe editorial staffofthe Times, wrote in
a letter to the ministry:
From many sources I have heard that the following remarks are being
made in public:-
"We should be no worse off under Hitler."
"If Hitler were here it would not affect you and me."
"IfHitler ruled England, it would only mean that I should pay my taxes
to him instead of to the King."
I am a· serving Special Constable and if I could only catch one of
these men or women first hand I should naturally know how to deal
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with him or her, but unless I can get hold ofdefinite names of persons it
is not much use my reporting to my Police Inspector the mere fact that
these statements are being made, and it struck me that it might, per-
haps, be more a matter for the Ministry of Information than for the
Police.
I thought that the Ministry might care to draw attention to the fact
that these statements were being made and that the severest penalties
would be imposed, or, conversely, it might like to issue some counter
propaganda showing what would happen if Hitler did come here. [INF
1/257, H.7]
C.H.Wilson, in a letter to Sir Kenneth Clark, suggested that the latter course would
be most effective in the majority of cases:
While only the strongest measures would be effective against deliberate
rumour-mongers, our experience with rumour suggests that a larger and
equally important body of people tends to defeatism simply through
lack ofany inspiring direction. I do not think that defeatism of this class
can be countered by terrifying people.... All classes in this country
should be reminded of the values of civilisation which they have so far
achieved and ... should be reminded of the achievements of labour, of
their social services, their high standard of living, their tradition in pub-
lic education, the emancipation ofwomen, their industrial preeminence,
and that they are a race of pioneers and leaders. They must be told that
they are fighting for the preservation of these achievements and for their
future development.
Side by side with these appeals could be given a picture of life under
the Nazis.... The keynote of all this is that it is a People's War. [INF 1/
257, H.7]
Wilson paints here with a remarkably broad brush, appealing to "all classes in this
country;" to women and men, to workers and industrialists, to nationalists, impe-
rialists, and antifascists. He speaks ofdefending institutions that Conservatives had
previously fought and of achievements that had pitted themselves against one
another. But there is no trace of past conflict in Wilson's appeal; his all-inclusive
"they" refers simply to the British people, who are to be both savior and saved.
Wilson is moving past the purely negative verbal strategy ofrestriction and toward
the more positive goal of unity:
Yet the goal of restriction was still present; it simply had to be accomplished
by convincing people that such restrictions were in the best interest ofBritish citi-
zens and, indeed, ofthe world. Loyal British subjects should not listen to or repeat
lies, rumors, dangerous information,.or broadcasts from Haw-Haw; thus, they need
a thoroughly truthful public source from which to glean and impart information.
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Fortunately; such a resource was readily available: the British Broadcasting Cor-
poration (BBC). A document entitled "The Fifth Column: How It Works," ap-
parentlywritten in response to Gavin Brown's letter, describes the BBC in its new,
godlike role:
It is the duty of everyone of us to trust no-one, not even our next door
neighbours, and to ignore completely every sort of talk or news that is
not official. In other words believe the B.B.C.-the announcers now are
all named and recognisable by their voices-and believe all other official
statements. But always ignore everything else. Further, on no account
embroider or add to any news you may be discussing by tying it up with
your own theories ofwhat mayor may not happen. Finally, stick firmly
to your duties and your jobs. People who are fully occupied have little
time to talk. [INF 1/257, H.7]
A.I? Herbert translated this dour, Big-Brotherish dictum into a catchy bit ofdoggerel:
Do not believe the tale the milkman tells;
No troops have mutinied at Potters Bar.
Nor are there submarines at Tunbridge Wells. "
The B.B.C. will warn us when there are. [quoted in A. Calder 1969,
134]
Such statements were still a bit heavy-handed. To enlist the British people as
partners, rather than merely followers, it was necessary to show the actual dangers
ofcareless talk and, at the same time, to show that restrictions on speaking should
come from the people themselves. A series offilms made by the Crown Film Unit
presented the problems and showed the possible consequences ofcareless talk. Some
of these films were cast essentially as spy thrillers, such as one entitled Dangerous
Comment, which was made in 1939 and featured Ian Fleming (INF 6/525). At
the beginning of the film, two British officials are discussing the problem ofcare-
less talk. One says, "In Germany; they cure wagging tongues in a concentration
camp." "That's not our way;" the other replies. "No, it's not," the first one agrees.
The film goes on to show a disastrous string ofevents caused by careless words: a
soldier tells his girlfriend ofa surprise attack on Germany; the girlfriend tells a friend,
who gossips at a bar where the barman is a German spy and manages to get.infor-
mation back to Germany; where it is the British fighters who are surprised. The
film shows that careless talk is dangerous to the British people and that the British
people alone can stop it-no concentration camps, no roundups in the night will
be employed.The film is designed to show how one protects freedom ofspeech by
voluntarily and temporarily curtailingit. Ideologically; the film declares that Brit-
ish ways are worth fighting for, and that careful words are a way in which every-
one can join the fight.
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Ifone should not speak improperly; then by the same token, one should not
listen to improper speech. Whereas Miss Leaky Mouth and Mr. Glumpot were
shadowy fictional characters, the chiefverbal villain was not. Arguably the strang-
est radio personality of the wa~,William Joyce (better known as Lord Haw-Haw)
was born in 1906 in New York, the son ofan Irish father and an English mother.
Though William's father had become an American citizen, he moved the family
back to Ireland whenWilliam was three years old.The family opposed Irish home
rule and moved to England in 1921. Joyce had a mystical, romantic attachment
to "Britishness," though he never actually held British citizenship. He was first
attracted to fascism in 1923 when he joined an obscure group called British Fascisti
Limited; later, he was an ardent member ofSir Oswald Mosley's British Union of
Fascists. Eventually; he found British fascism too liberal for his liking, became a
dedicated National Socialist, and moved to Germany shortly before the war.
Employed as a radio announcer ofNazi propaganda, he made regular broadcasts
to Britain (usually beginning with "Germany Calling") and tried to convince the
British that they were fighting on the wrong side. He was also a producer ofpro-
grams for the New British Broadcasting Station, a Nazi project stationed in East
Prussia that pretended to be the work of British Fifth Columnists (Cole 1964).
The nickname "Haw-Haw" was coined byJonah Barrington, writing for the
DailyExpress, and it originally referred not to Joyce but to Norman Baillie-Stewart,
another British subject who was broadcasting for the Nazis in German~Theepi-
thet referred to Baillie-Stewart's stage-aristocrat manner of speaking: "He speaks
English ofthe haw-haw, damit-get-out-of-my-wayvariety" (quoted in Cole 1964,
115). When Joyce became the most prominent broadcaster of Nazi propaganda
to Britain, Barrington appended the title and dubbed Joyce "Lord Haw-Haw," for
the true identity of this Nazi broadcaster was a mystery at the time.5 The link
between accent and class is notoriously strong in Britain; Eliza Doolittle had only
to change her clothes and her accent to be thought an upper-class lad~ It is also
interesting that "the most-hated man of the Second World War" (Cole 1964, 14)
should be cast in the guise of a British aristocrat (which, of course, he was not).
Some took umbrage at such a suggestion, forgetting perhaps that Oswald Mo~ley
was a baronet. Yet, one wonders how much pent-up hatred ofthe complacent upper
classes could be released by dubbing this famous traitor a lord.
Millions ofpeople listened to the Haw-Haw broadcasts. The British govern-
ment cannily did not jam the airwaves or forbid listening to German broadcasts,
which was in sharp contrast to the German policy of(only partially successful) jam-
ming the airwaves and severe penalties for those who listened anywa)T. Kenneth Burke
writes: "The greatest menace to dictatorships lies in the fact that, through their 'ef-
ficiency' in silencing the enemy; they deprive themselves ofcompetitive collabora-
tion.... By putting the quietus upon their opponent, they bring themselves all the
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more rudely against the unanswerable opponent, the opponent who cannot be re-
futed, the nature of brute reality itself" (1967, 107; emphasis in original). The
British government did not attempt to silence the enemy; but they did wish to make
him unpopular while at the same time showing their tolerance for freedom of
expression. In 1940 the British Public Opinion Quarterly wrote: "Haw-Haw's
propaganda is listened to with enjoyment. It is common to hear people say that
'there is a great deal of truth in it'" (quoted in Rolo 1942, 73). With such opin-
ions common in Britain, it was necessary to discredit Haw-Haw rather than to
forbid listening to him. .
But what exactly did Haw-Haw say? His reputation for both omniscience and
threat was astonishing. He was supposed to have known that the DarlingtonTown
Hall clock was two minutes slow (INF 1/264,97/15 H.I., 5 June 1940) and that
a gasometer in Ipswich was near a factory where girls slid down bannisters (Cole
1964, 155). The Ministry of Information was deluged with letters from people
asking if their town, factory; cathedral, and so forth were going to be blown up;
they had heard rumors that Haw-Haw had threatened these targets (INF 1/265,
H.I. 1005/1, p. A). Few people had actually heard the alleged broadcasts person-
ally; someone else had usually been the source ofthe information. Obviously, these
"Haw-Haw legends" (as the ministry called them) were doing as much harm as
the actual broadcasts. On 4 June 1940 the ministry released the following secret
report: "The anti-rumour campaign should be intensified and occasion should
again be taken to discredit the Hamburg broadcasts and the New British Broad-
casting Corporation. In particular an early and renewed effort should be made to
dispel the legend ofLord Haw-Haws omniscience, as ofhis secret sources of in-
formation" (INF 1, 250, H. 1/1). The Daily Mirror mounted its own anti-Haw-
Haw campaign by forming the Anti Haw-Haw League of Loyal Britons "who
promised not to listen to German broadcasts or even any mention of the name
Haw-Haw and to try to stop the spread ofany harmful rumour." The newspaper
supplied a notice, to be cut from the paper and placed on the radio, that said: "This
set is Anti Haw-Haw. It hears no evil, speaks no evil." The Anti Haw-Haw League
was no more popular than the antirumor campaign and ended on 26 July 1940,
feeling perhaps that its work was done (Cole 1964, 157).
The wartime British press treated Haw-Haw as a great evildoer or a great joke.
Interestingly; memories of Haw-Haw combine just this mixture of hatred and
derision. According to Eileen Scales:
ES: We hated him. We would hear all these lies which we said they
were lies, you know, how many English planes had been shot down
over Germany. I mean it was just all done to demoralise you really.
And my father used to get very angry when he listened to him, and
he said he was a man that used to stand at the corner of a street
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where we lived just prior to the war.... William Joyce used to
stand at the corner of this street surrounded by his Blackshirts . . .
hated him. To think that-we were always under the impression
that he was an Englishman-and to think that an Englishman
should be such a traitor as to, you know, to broadcast against his
country as he did.... It was just sort of propaganda to make you
feel bad and to demoralise you and to make you feel that we were
losing the war.
IF: Did it work at.all?
ES: I don't think so. It certainly didn't with my family. I mean, they
tended to laugh at him a bit although he made them angry to be a
traitor. [personal interview, 5 March 1993]
Traitors are rarely funn)', yet Haw-Haw was and is treated as a monstrous joke.
Eileen Scales does not recall his propaganda efforts as successful-despite the fact
that at the beginning ofhis broadcasts Britain was losing the war. Fred Mitchell's
memories are similar: "Everyone used to listen to Lord Haw-Haw, didn't they? ...
I thought it was funny actuall~ I mean everyone used to go out and sa)', ifwe got
a hold of him we'd skin him alive, you know. I mean, the general concept, we'd
like to get hold of him and put him in a room with half a dozen of the women
who'd lost husbands and sons" (personal interview, 18 May 1993).
In the case ofLord Haw-HaY\', memory follows public presentation veryclosely:
he was viewed as a nasty buffoon, vicious but fundamentally harmless. Mass-
Observation noted that this public presentation was mirrored by wartime Lon-
doners as well. On 9 September 1940 a group ofwaitresses at a Lyons Corner House
greeted an alleged threat from Lord Haw-Haw with "much laughter": "Lord Haw-
Haw says he's going to bomb all the Corner Houses next Sunday because they're
Jewish!" (Harrisson 1990, 69). One has to look at formerly secret documents to
realize that, at one time, Haw-Haw was taken very seriously indeed. Why was so
much importance attributed to the fact that, of all of Goebbels's propaganda
machine, people were listening to Lord Haw-Haw?Whywas he credited with such
omniscience, such intimate knowledge ofthe everydayworkings ofBritish towns?
Why were his supposed bombing threats taken so seriousl)', despite the fact that
they did not actually come to pass and that military maneuvers are rarely commu-
nicated to the enemy? (IfHaw-Haw had announced genuine military targets, he
would have been helping the British, not the Germans.) And finall)', why did so
many people listen to him?
Charles J. Rolo, writing in 1942, gives a partial answer:
Haw-Haw's initial popularity is easily explained. Throughout the fall
and winter of 1939 and the spring of 1940, dissatisfaction with the
Chamberlain regime had crystallized into a total loss of faith. When
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Haw-Haw denounced the hidebound conservatism, the muddle-
headedness and inefficiency ofthe "old gang," he was only giving pointed
expression to the sentiments of the bulk of his listeners. His appeal van-
ished overnight when Churchill took over. With a leader they respected,
and one who restored their confidence in themselves and in their cause,
the British were in no mood to pay much attention to the strictures of a
Nazi hireling. [1942, 73-74]
Yet, as we have seen, the Ministry ofInformation was paying close and concerted
attention to Haw-Haw in the summer of1940, after Churchill had become prime
minister. (One also might add that Churchill was a Conservative, the grandson of
a Duke, and a one-time member of the "old gang.") Though Haw-Haws attacks
on the British establishment were certainly one factor in his popularity (despite
the fact that by his accent and titled nickname he was identified with them), other
forces were at work as well-forces that could not be adequately discussed in 1942.
I believe that Lord Haw-Haw became the focal point offears held by both the British·
government and the British people, fears that could not be directly discussed be-
cause ofprohibitions on speech.
"Joyce was a man who is remembered for what he did not say;" writes J.A.
Cole (1964, 158). The many Haw-Haw legends, regarding Joyce's knowledge of
town clocks and alleged threats of bombing, were largely fabrications; Joyce said
nothing of the kind. Yet the British people were constantly being told that Fifth
Columnists were at work in Britain. The British people knew the strength of the
German military; as Britain "stood alone" in the summer of 1940, it had seen
German legions roll into France, Austria, Denmark, Norway; the Netherlands,
Luxembourg, and Czechoslovakia with virtually no trouble. Such a military ma-
chine was capable ofputting scores ofFifth Columnists in strategic places and of
bombing innocent civilians.Though the sustained bombing ofcivilian targets ("the
blitz') had not yet begun, precision bombing was in its infancy; by the summer of
1940, civilians had been killed by bombs during the Battle ofBritain and in other
raids on military and industrial targets. (There were also memories ofthe German
bombing of London during World War I.) As reported in the Ministry of
Information's morale logs, the anxiety and uncertainty ofthe pre-blitz period were
in some ways worse than the blitz itself people had no idea what to expect or what
to do. By attributing such fearsome power and such nonchalant threats to Lord
Haw-Haw, people could express their fear of the German military without actu-
ally referring to it. Haw-Haw became a symbol of German power and conquest
and was hated and derided as such.
Why was Haw-Haw singled out? William Joyce represented the worst night-
mare of the British government and the British people: the Briton turned traitor.
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As it turned out, fascism never made much headway in Britain; the explanations
range from British respect for law and order (the conservative explanation), Brit-
ish tolerance for difference (the liberal explanation), the presence ofan active Brit-
ish trade union and left-wing movement (the socialist explanation), and the idea
that fascism was undesirable because it was a foreign philosophy (the "fascist"
explanation). But in 1940 there was no way ofknowing how many people would
go along with fascism in the case of a German invasion that, at the time, looked
inevitable. Genuine traitors likeWilliam Joyce are relatively rare, but cowards and
collaborationists are depressingly common; Britain had watched fascism spring like
an evil weed in most of Europe. Even normally tolerant countries such as the
Netherlands and Denmark had been defenseless against a combination of Ger-
man troops and homegrown Nazis; and Britain's old friend, Norwa}', had coughed
up Vidkun Quisling. Despite Churchill's promise to "fight on the beaches and the
landing grounds," the British military had not bothered to defend the German
invasion of the Channel Islands; no one had fought on the beaches and landing
grounds ofJersey and Guernse~No one knew how many other William Joyces
would come out of the woodwork in the event of a German invasion. If Haw-
Haw could be treated as a joke and a buffoon, a figure ofridicule and even offun,
then fear ofwhat he represented could be muted and rendered manageable. But
the hatred accorded him showed how real the fear still was.
Why did people listen to Haw-Haw? One reason was because they were des-
perate for information.The Ministry ofInformation wrote on 11 July 1940, "Some
women who listen remark: 'We get our news first from German stations as long as
Germany is winning the war'" (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.I.). Second, in the war of
words, Haw-Haw provided a verbal target. I.E.W, a young teenager in 1940,
remembers yelling at the radio such comments as "That's a load oflies" and "We're
going to beat the living daylights out ofyou" (personal interview; 7 May 1993).
There also were people who listened to Haw-Haw because they agreed with some
of Haw-Haw's views, though it would be difficult in 1993 to admit to liking a
famous British traitor. Yet in 1940 these views were real enough; Tom Harrisson
ofMass-Observation reports wartime comments such as "He sounds such a nice
man. It makes you think there must be something in what he says" and "I love
him and his clever, tricky sayings. I love his voice and manner and would love to
meet him" (1990,316-17).
The popularity of Haw-Haw and the prevalence of rumors alerted the Brit-
ish government to the necessity ofproviding a more accurate or at least more eas-
ily controlled venue for information. In his "Memorandum on the Functions of
the Ministry of Information," Edward Glover wrote: "Why give news at all? Pri-
marily to satisfy the need for accurate information about the war. Ifno news were
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given, the people . . . would manufacture their own news, which would naturally
take the form of unfounded rumours and suspicions" (INF 1/318, H.E 345;
emphasis in original). People, like nature, abhor a vacuum; if told nothing, they
manufacture something to tell. If the government wished to quiet rumor, it also
wished to gain the trust of the people, to make them feel partners rather than
followers in a dangerous and important enterprise. Such trust could be gained only
ifpeople believed that they were being told the truth, as the following memoran-
dum makes clear. It was sent by the Ministry ofInformation to the Home Office
on 13 September 1939, only ten days after the start ofthe war: "The people must
feel that they are being told the truth. Distrust breeds fear much more than knowl-
edge ofreverses. The all-important thing for publicity to achieve is the conviction
that the worst is known. This can be achieved by the adoption, publication and
prosecution ofa poli~ The people should be told that this is a civilians' war, or a
People's War, and therefore they are to be taken into the Government's confidence
as never before" (quoted in McLaine 1979, 28).
This assumption was borne out by the ministry's own research. The morale
report on 22 May 1940 stated that "there is a continued demand for truthful news,
however black it may be, particularly if it can be given out before German claims
are heard" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.!.). But the memorandum of13 September made
a careful distinction between telling people the truth and making people believe
theywere being told the truth. It also acknowledged that a lie can become the truth
if people believe it and work to make it true: "But what is truth? We must adopt
a pragmatic definition. It is what is believed to be the truth. A lie that is put across
becomes the truth and may; therefore, be justified.The difficulty is to keep up lying.
. . . It is simpler to tell the truth and, if a sufficient emergency arises, to tell one
big, thumping lie that will then be believed" (quoted in McLaine 1979, 28).
As the ministry acknowledged, the difficulty was "to keep up lying." On 10
June 1940 it noted that "the public is becoming quick to notice and comment
upon conflicting statements" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.!.). Two months later, on 14
August, it was clear that the public's demand for knowledge represented a need for
control over their lives: "Every day provides us with some further evidence ofpeople's
doubts about news: formulae repeatedly come in for criticism; any explanation
which throws light on the background situation is welcomed. Technical descrip-
tions, i.e., those which give the reader or listener some sense of control over the
situation, are well-liked and eye-witness accounts, whose authenticity can be guar-
anteed, are approved" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.I.).Thepeoplewerenoteasilyfooled.
In order to build trust, it was necessary for a certain amount of trust to be genu-
ine. In order for WorldWar II to be a people's war, it was necessary that the people
be given responsibility and, as much as possible, be told the truth. But first it was
necessary to define who the people were.
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The Need for Unity
Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels said recently that the nightly air raids have had a
terrific effect upon the morale of the people of Britain. The good doctor is
absolutely right. Today the morale of the people is higher than ever before.
-Quentin Reynolds, Britain Can Take It
British wartime propaganda spoke to many different interests and groups ofpeople,
but its chief aim was unit)', the notion that the entire country was in danger and
was fighting back as one. Propaganda was designed to inspire as well as to espouse
this ideal of unit}', so that declarations of togetherness and support would come
from the corner publican, the East End docker, and the urban housewife as well
as from cabinet ministers, generals, and the king. In describing unity and holding
it up as the wartime norm, propagandists attempted to encourage and bring about
unified behavior. A Ministry of Information report from May 1940 proposed
"action to encourage people to co-operate with their neighbours, principally by
means ofpress, broadcast, and films, quoting examples to be collected ofdistricts
where this has been done successfully" (INF 1, 250, H. 1/1). But preaching to
people was not enough. In order to gain full cooperation, the people had to be
treated as partners in the enterprise ofwar. Their contributions had to be accepted,
and their expertise and help sought. This policy required making gestures toward
sectors of society that had heretofore been regarded as willing and uncritical fol-
lowers. If "ordinary people" were to be the saviors of the nation, then the upper
classes could no longer be the sole arbiters ofpublic policy; opinion, or taste. The
Ministry ofInformation, aware that the conservative, upper-class bent ofBBC radio
broadcasts might not be warmly received by all listeners, wrote on 4 June 1940:
"It is suggested that something might be done to diminish the present predomi-
nance ofthe cultured voice upon the wireless. Every effort should be made to bring
working class people to the microphone, and more frequent use should be made
of left-wing speakers to counteract the propaganda ofour enemies regarding im-
perialism and capitalism" (INF 1, 250, H. 1/1).
The commentary of ordinary people, with all their varying accents, did be-
come an important part ofwartime broadcasts. Announcers with more educated
accents praised these ordinary people for their courage and cheerfulness and their
role in keeping London going. A November 1940 broadcast from Piccadilly Cir-
cus Underground, used as an air-raid shelter during the blitz, is fairly typical: "In
spite of ... the sleeping on ·the platform, the discomfort, so far, I'm bound to say
that I've found, in talking to them, that they're a pretty happy lot, and I'd like you
to meet some ofthem."The announcer goes on to interview several shelterers, who
sound alternately nervous, bored, or cheerful to the point oflunacy: Then, should
anyone miss the point, the announcer ends his broadcast with: "They may be
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sheltering here until tonight, but at 6:00 tomorrow morning, they'll be workers
once again, coming out ofthe tube into trains and buses and back on their job of
helping London to carry on" (NSA reE nos. 2730-2 and LP2716b1).
In this broadcast, the importance ofworkers in maintaining society is acknowl-
edged, along with the assumption that they are doing a fine job and should keep
it up. Privatel}', upper-class people might retain their disdain of"the lower orders,"
as is found inVita Sackville-West's letter to her husband, Harold Nicolson: "I hate
democragr. I hate la populace. I wish education had never been encouraged ... I
wish la populace had never been encouraged to emerge from its rightful place"
(quoted in Smithies 1982,170). But public presentations of London workers
(Cockney cabdrivers who drove cheerfully through bombs, shop girls who showed
up for work even if they had to walk) were wholeheartedly admiring.
Public presentations of cheef}', uncomplaining workers remained at a fairly
banal level, but there were more serious attempts to find out what people actually
wanted. The Ministry of Information's Daily Reports on Morale, which covered
London and the provinces, reported the ebb and flow ofpublic feeling, the con-
cerns and fears of the people, and their suggestions for future improvement. The
Wartime Social Survey targeted specific issues and sent interviewers to collect
opinions from a random sample ofthe population; among the topics covered were
the influence ofMinistry ofInformation films, whether people preferred white or
brown bread, and whether they would like communal feeding centers. (The vita-
min-packed "victory loaf" was neither brown nor white but a shade of gra)', and
communal feeding centers, dubbed "British Restaurants" by Churchill, were set
up when it was found that people wanted them.) A Ministry ofInformation morale
report from 14 August 1940 showed the popularity of these measures: "Low in-
come people glad to be questioned, report several observers, and even express grati-
fication that Government wants to know what they think because 'this is a people's
war''' (INF 1/264,97/15 H.!.).
Mass-Observation, originally set up in 1937 to study and document British
behavior, remained an independent organization throughout the war but provided
the government with a great deal of information about the wants of ordinary
citizens. And rather poignant is the indication that people felt free to make their
opinions known. The archives of the Ministry of Information show a letter writ-
ten on 18 September 1939 by one E.B. Morgan, a city solicitor, who suggested
several propaganda strategies and enclosed a mawkish draft ofa speech designed
for Princess Elizabeth, in which she was to tell evacuated children that "There's
nothing at all to be frightened about" and "Do just what you're told." His
suggestions were discarded, but a note attached to his letter advised that his sug-
gestions be "cordially" replied to (INF 1/10). Thus the task of creating wartime
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propaganda became a joint, albeit unequal, project of government officials and
ordinary citizens.
Such laudable attention to the wants of the little people did not flow from
goodwill alone. A divided nation cannot hope to win a war. The paradox ofBrit-
ish nationality was clear in 1939: though one of the oldest and most stable na-
tion-states in Europe, it was simultaneously a highly stratified socie~ Divided by
class, region, ethnicity; politics, and religion, the citizens ofthe United Kingdom
had to be molded into some kind ofunified whole.Theirs was a nation-state com-
posed offour distinct geographic and cultural entities (England, Scotland, Wales,
and Northern Ireland), each with its own languages, accents, music, food, ethnic
identity; capital city; and patron saint.6 It was a nation with a class system so strong
and so entrenched that it affected everything from education and career choices to
foods eaten and names given to children. It was a nation in which regional loyal-
ties were strong and regional dialects mutually unintelligible, where city and country
folk viewed one another as alien creatures. Politically; the United Kingdom ranged
from the Communist Party to the British Union of Fascists. In such a divided
society; unity could not be taken for granted 'but had to be carefully built. Ken-
neth Burke calls this process of building group solidarity "identification": "Iden-
tification is affirmed with earnestness precisely because there is division.
Identification is compensatory to division. If men were not apart from one an-
other, there would be no need for the rhetorician to proclaim their unity" (1962,
546). In war, it is necessary to identify oneselfwith a larger entity that purports to
represent oneself and one's chosen comrades. In a religious war, religion is the
unifying factor; in a class war, class feeling rules the da}T. In a war ofnation-states,
it is essential that citizens identify themselves with the state and feel that their
compatriots are similar to them because of the fact of nationality; in a sense as
interchangeable as foot soldiers. In such a way; the personal self is exchanged for
the political self; the "we" ofwartime is always a political "we."
Appeals to patriotism are common in wars between nation-states, but such an
appeal is complex in the United Kingdom, where the nation-state does not corre-
spond exactly with the nation. As mentioned, the United Kingdom consists of
England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland-pretty much in that order.?
Though England is the most populous and the most powerful, there was an attempt
during the war to stop using England as a synecdoche for Britain, if only to gain
the loyalty ofthe blitzed citizens ofGlasgo~ the out-of-work miners ofSouthWales.
This appeal to patriotism had to deal with the fact of being British collectively as
well as being English, Scottish,Welsh, or Irish individuall~ Howwas this to be done?
One technique was to mix everybody together, ignoring difference and divi-
sion while stressing similarity and unity. A radio broadcast from New Year's Eve
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1944 combined a reading ofTennyson's "In Memoriam" and a high-church ser-
mon from St. Paul's with the commentary of (among others) a Worcestershire
farmer, a "girl-worker" in a Manchester parachute factory; a Scottish train conduc-
tress, a Welsh transport worker, a telephone operator in Northern Ireland, and a
South London housewife. As the clock struck eleven, the commentator called upon
The men and women of the civil defence, guardians of our home and
factories. Calling the men and women on the land, who have fed our
people. Women workers who do men's work, so that their men may
fight. The housewives of Britain who have kept the home fires burning.
Factory workers who this year saw the triumph of their labours. The
transport workers and all who helped to launch our armies into Europe.
The dockers and shipyard workers, builders and launchers of the inva-
sion fleets. Clerks and teachers, tradesmen, shopkeepers and a thousand
more. We call the whole of Great Britain-north, south, east, and west.
We call on you all-the people of Scotland, of Northern Ireland, of
Wales. [NSA ref: nos. F44/214 and LP24739-40]
Another technique was to address the divisions that exist even in unity and to
speak to two interests at once. One ofthe most remarkable expressions ofthis dual
loyalty is in a speech given by David Lloyd George, announcing the canceling of
theWelsh national eisteddfod, the famous singing contest held everyyear ofpeace-
time in the first week ofAugust. This speech was played on the BBC on 7 August
1940; thus the entire country could hear Lloyd George skillfully manipulating the
ambiguities and tensions inherent in being both British and Welsh:
For unknown centuries, our ancestors have resisted the invaders of our
shores and valiantly fought for freedom from foreign domination. This
is not the first time Britons have been called upon to repel even a Ger-
man invasion. As a small nation which has ever fought tenaciously for its
national recognition and rights, Wales has a special interest in the result
of this tremendous struggle for international right and freedom. This is
the day of the agony of little nations. On the continent ofEurope, their
national liberties and their hopes have been crushed under the terrible
iron chariot of the Nazi legions. But the three smaller nations of the
British Isles have been taught by their own history that although the
national spirit of a people may be bruised and even temporarily broken,
it never dies, for it lives on in the memories, the traditions, and the songs
of their native land. [NSA reE nos. 2619-20 and LP26122b6]
He goes on to discuss the increasing danger to Britain emanating from the Con-
tinent and concludes, "If her people are worthy of their forefathers, Britain will
pass through this hurricane fearless and erect and will emerge from its rage mightier,
more honoured and more powerful than ever for the good of mankind."
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What exactly is Lloyd George talkingabout? At one level, he is pledgingWelsh
support to the British war effort, for the Welsh are always ready t~ fight oppres-
sion and defend their native land. At another level, he is reminding his audience
that theWelsh understand oppression because they have known it themselves, and
that if they fight for freedom abroad, they expect it at home as well. Especially
ambiguous is the sentence "This is not the first time Britons have been called upon
to repel even a German invasion." This statement may refer toWorldWar I, when
Germany bombed Britain but did not actually invade. But strictly speaking, the
word "Briton" refers to the original inhabitants of Grert Britain, who were con-
quered and pushed to Wales by the invading Angles and Saxons, who were, of
course, Germanic. Unity may supersede division, but division is not forgotten.
There were also attempts to forge unity across time as well as space and to link
the entirety of contemporary Britain with the greatness of Britain's past. British
culture and British history were presented as some ofthe things for which the war
was being fought; defeat would mean the loss ofa distinctly British way oflife. A
Ministry of Information report from 1940, entitled "Report of Planning Com-
mittee on a Home Moral [sic] Campaign," makes the following suggestions to the
BBC: "Performances of English music, readings of English poetry and stories of
heroic achievements already occupy a considerable part of the programme, but
might be increased without fear of tub-thumping or complacency" (INF 1, 250,
H. 1/1). Wartime accounts noted people's fondness for repeating a phrase attrib-
uted to Queen Victoria: "There is no depression in this house. We refuse to listen
to possibilities of defeat: they do not exist" (quoted in Woon 1941,71; Vere
Hodgson's diary; 4 January 1941). W1Jrds for Battle, a Crown Film Unit produc-
tion from the early 1940s, further demonstrates this process of identification
through space and time; it also gives a friendly nod to Britain's most powerful ex-
colony and ally (INF 6/338). An unseen Laurence Olivier reads from Camden's
"Britannia," Browning's "Home Thoughts from the Sea," Abraham Lincoln's
"GettysburgAddress," and various patriotic works by Milton, Kipling, and Blake.
The film culminates in Churchill's speech promising that "We shall defend our
Island, whatever the cost may be." As Olivier speaks, the camera pans over British
cities, towns, and fields, showing the places Churchill had pledged to defend.
Another obvious historical parallel can be seen in a short, comedy-of-manners radio
drama set during the Napoleonic Wars, in which Edith Evans and John Gielgud
discuss the impossibility of Britain being defeated by "Boney" (NSA reE no.
LP37454f3, 16 May 1943).8
And the words ofShakespeare, that greatest ofBritish voices, were everywhere.
Showing the long-standing British love for puns, the Crown Film Unit made films
entitled Thereby Hangs a Tail (INF 6/1813) and Tell Me Where Is Fancy Bread
(INF 6/1810). This prevalence for quoting Shakespeare seems to have been the
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province of all classes: Anthony Eden's radio broadcast of 14 May 1940 urged
volunteers "to make assurance doubly sure" (quoted in Calder 1969, 105); East
Enders George and Helena Britton wrote in a letter to their daughter, "Ifan op-
eration is necessary; 'twere well it were done quickly" (10 February 1943); while
Kensington diaristVere Hodgson related a funny story and then remarked, "Cow-
ards die many times before their deaths!" (10 October 1940).
IfShakespeare was the greatest voice ofthe past, then the voice ofthe present
belonged to Winston Churchill. A Wartime Social Survey conducted.in August
1940 showed that the popularity of Churchill as a speaker far eclipsed everyone
else, with Anthony Eden as a distant second (INF 1/264,97/15 H.I., 6 Septem-
ber 1940). Even those who detested his politics were moved by his skill as an ora-
tor. Anne Lubin admitted being inspired by Churchill's speeches despite the fact
that she "hated his guts.... But he had a wonderful turn ofphrase, and he could
inspire. But then, of course, any demagogue can do that. Hitler did, didn't he?"
(personal interview, 13 March 1993). Anne was not alone in her feelings; many
believe that Churchill's success came only from his skill as a wordsmith. George
Wagner, a German., political refugee, says:
Churchill's political career was abysmal. And but for the war, he would
have only been a little smudge in the annals of English history. A very
unstable English politician who made a mess of nearly everything he
touched. As home secretary before the war, he was dreadful. In the Ad-
miralty at the beginning of the war, he was, if anything, even worse.
Mter the war, he ruined the English currency and, but then, when Hitler
came, he was from fairly early on, dead-set against him and became then
the leader of the internal opposition in the Conservative party against
Chamberlain's appeasement policy. And ofcourse, he was a literate man,
a bit besotted by the pompous Augustan style of the eighteenth century;
and producing quite a bearable twentieth century version of the same.
And he liked to write speeches, and he liked even more making these
speeches. And the "blood, sweat, and tears"-they were very well con-
ceived ... but in the end, you know, like other star performances, you
know the tricks, you begin to get a little bit tired of it. [personal inter-
view, 23 April 1993J
Clearl)T, of course, the British population did get a bit tired of it; Churchill
was voted out in the election of 1945. (Vere Hodgson, a former left-winger who
became enamored ofChurchill's speeches during the war, was horrified by this act
of "ingratitude" and echoed Othello: "Oh, the pity ofit!" [29 July 1945]). But no
one knew better than Churchillhow to express and foment uni~ In a speech given
on 19 May 1940, soon after he became prime minister, Churchill spoke of the
need for unity to transcend partisan political differences:
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Having received His Majesty's commission, I have formed an adminis-
tration of men and women of every party and of almost every point of
view. We have differed and quarrelled in the past; but now one bond
unites us all-to wage war until victory is won, and never to surrender
ourselves to servitude and shame, whatever the cost and the agony may
be. This is one of the most awe-striking periods in the long history of
France and Britain. It is also beyond doubt the most sublime. Side by
side, unaided except by their kith and kin in the great Dominions and
by the wide Empires which rest beneath their shield-side by side, the
British and French peoples have advanced to rescue not only Europe but
mankind from the foulest and most soul-destroying tyranny which has
ever darkened and stained the pages of history. [Eade 1951, 184]
Here, the political "we" is formed not of those who agree on politics but of those
who have agreed to set political differences aside. The political "we" is framed as
though it is above politics; the cause of "mankind," the eradication of "tyranny;"
and the refusal to submit to "servitude and shame" are the ties that bind.
Churchill was not always so direct in the building of identification; to the
contrary; he sometimes showed an extraordinary ability to exploit the ambiguities
oflanguage. This subtlety is apparent in a line from the same speech: "The inter-
ests of property; the hours of labour are nothing compared with the struggle for
life and honour, for right and freedom, to which we have vowed ourselves" (Eade
1951, 184). Here, the political "we" is formed by the two entities that are the stan-
dard twentieth-century justifications for war: self-defense ("the struggle for life")
and freedom ("honour, right and freedom"). But what is most interesting is the
seamless way that Churchill couples the terms "property" and "labour" and thus
unites two forces that are usually opposed to one another in class-stratified British
socie~ On the most obvious level, this sentence means that the war will take a
great deal ofwork ("hours oflabour") and that it will require the use and destruc-
tion of a great deal of property ("interests of property"). This situation is lamen-
table but it cannot be helped, and it is the duty ofeach citizen to spare nothing in
the coming fight. But on a deeper level, this sentence asserts that "property" and
"labour" are on the same side. Both the "propertied" classes (who live by income
from their "interests") and the "labouring" classes (who live by income from "hours"
spent) must forget their differences and work together; the class struggle must be
subsumed by the war against the Axis powers.
Wartime sources show that many people accepted such identification as a
wartime necessity; unity was chosen as a pragmatic thing. For some people,
Churchill became a genuine hero; Vere Hodgson suggests "a statue in gold" as a
fitting tribute (23 December 1940). A Ministry of Information report from 6
August 1940 shows that, at the time, Churchill was actually more popular than
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the government he led: "The Prime Minister's leadership is unchallenged but evi-
dence suggests that there is no such close identification between the people and
the Government as a whole" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.!.). Churchill may not have
been universally loved, but his ability to rally the population was making him
universally necessary: A Ministry of Information report from 31 May 1940 de-
scribes the attitudes of working-class Londoners: "Taxi men and other manual
workers' trades declare they are behind the present Government. 'We may have to
fight Churchill after, but he's the man for us now.' Appreciate Bevin and Morrison
in Government" (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.!.).
If Ernest Bevin, a working-class trade unionist, and Herbert Morrison, a
policeman's son, could become cabinet ministers, then perhaps Britain was changing
after all. In a broadcast on 14 February 1941, W]. Brown gave a working-class,
trade unionist conception of national unity; coupled with a passionate plea for a
new type of Britain, a place where all have worth and value and fight equally to
defend the common weal:
I want a world where man may meet his fellow men not on the basis of
the position he occupies nor the size of his bank balance nor the type of
school he went to, but on the basis ofhis own inherent qualities ofmind
and spirit. Can we hope to see this? Yes, I think· we can. For in the
community of danger and sacrifice which this war imposes on all of us,
in the fraternity ofarms, in the comradeship of the Home Guard, in the
fellowship of fire fighting, in a hundred ways, artificial differences are
being melted in the fires ofwar. [NSA reE nos. 6348-9 and LP6348]
Less optimistic were George and Helena Britton, left-wing, working-class residents
ofthe Bethnal Green district ofEast London. In a letter to their daughter in Cali-
fornia, they show a partial and pragmatic attachment to unified national goals for
the duration: "We have a long and hard road to travel before the German military
machine can be ground to powder. When it is, we have the task before us ofbeat-
ing our own capitalists and taskmasters" (11 November 1942).
One of the most common tropes in the theme ofwartime unity was the no-
tion that the blitz had turned Britain into a battleground; thus everyone-service
personnel and civilians alike-was in the front lines, and Britain was referred to as
the "home front." A Ministry of Information morale report from 10 September
1940 outlined this strategy; even suggesting that blitzed civilians be buried with
Union Jacks during a cloth and paper shortage: "Now that they [Londoners] are
beginning to feel, and are being referred to, as 'soldiers in the front line,' every-
thing should be done to encourage this opinion ofthemselves. It would undoubt-
edly help if the public were made to feel that their friends and relatives had died
for their countl)T, in the same sense as if they were soldiers, sailors or airmen. It
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might be a small but extremely telling point i£ for instance, the dead were buried
with Union Jacks on their coffins, or if the Services were represented at their fu-
nerals" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.!.).
The king's Christmas broadcast from 1940 followed this theme, stressing that
all citizens were bound together in the comradeship of fellow soldiers. He also
stressed the difference from World War I:
In the last great War, the flower ofour youth was destroyed, and the rest
of the people saw but little of the battle. This time, we are all in the front
lines and the danger together.... Remember this: if war brings separa-
tion, it brings new unity also-a unity which comes from common per-
ils and common suffering willingly shared.... I have seen for myself the
battered towns and cities of England, and I have seen the British people
facing their ordeal. I can say to them all that they may be justly proud of
their race and nation. On every side, I have seen a new and splendid
spirit of good fellowship springing up in adversity-a will, a desire to
share burdens and resources alike. Out ofall this suffering, there is growing
a harmony which we must carry forward into the days to come, when
we have endured to the end and ours is the victory. [NSA reE nos. 2831-
2 and LP 2812f2]
Compared with the ringing timbres and imperial locution of Churchill, George
VI was not an especially good speaker. A shy man with a speech impediment, he
had not expected to be king and was made so only by his brother's marital prob-
lems and suspected fascist sympathies.Yet most felt kindly toward this gentle-voiced
family man who refused to leave the capital when his country was in danger and
who sent his daughters only to the English countryside, like any other evacuated
children. Creina Musson, the daughter ofan army officer, tells the following story
about the royal family's reputation:
Somebody said, would they send the princesses over to Canada or one of
the other Dominions, as they were in those days. And the queen said
(the present queen mother) said, "Oh, no." She said, "The princesses
couldn't go ... without me and I couldn't go without the king and the
king would never go." And of course, the king was very, very popular.
Well, they both were because they stayed in London a lot, and when
Buckingham Palace was bombed the queen mother, then the queen,
said, "Now I can look the East End in the face." Because they used to go
down to the East End on the days after the worst raids, you know. Pick
their way among the rubble and so on. And they were very much loved.
[personal interview, 28 July 1993]
Though the king spoke ofvisiting "the battered towns and cities ofEngland"
(not Britain), it was in London that this image ofa home front battleground was
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the strongest. During the blitz, the News Chronicle spoke not of Britons but of
Londoners as "front.:.line soldiers" (quoted inWoon 1941, 82), and many asserted
that there were no civilians in London. S.H., whose father was a career navy man,
said that during the early part ofthe war, itwas Londoners rather than service people
who were inured to bombs and air raids (personal interview; 22 March 1993). And
on 6 November 1940, George and Helena Britton read in the paper that fourteen
thousand civilians had been killed and twenty thousand injured (with four-fifths
of the casualties occurring in London), as opposed to three hundred deaths and
five hundred injuries among soldiers.9
London was a central focus of wartime propaganda for both practical and
symbolic reasons. The London blitz was harsher and more sustained than similar
attacks on the provinces, lasting from September 1940 to May 1941. In addition
to bearing the brunt ofwartime dangers, many Londoners suffered more acutely
from wartime privations: Londoners did not have gardens or farm animals on the
scale that country people did and thus could supplement their rations less success-
full~ London was the political, commercial, financial, and artistic center of the
count~ its major port, and the largest city in the world. London was where war-
time decisions were made, where much wartime propaganda was created. It was
also the headquarters ofmany European governments in exile and, after Dunkirk,
the only major European city outside ofthe USSR at war with the Axis powers. If
London fell, the Allies fell-or so it seemed at the time.
It was necessaf)', therefore, for Londoners to understand their importance, both
as residents ofa strategically important city and as the people who made the city
work--or could make it stop working. Londoners were valiant soldiers in the battle-
ground that was London. Churchill, commenting on the blitz in a speech to the
London County Council in July 1941, praised Londoners by saying, "The cour-
age, the unfaltering, unconquerable grit and stamina ofthe Londoners showed itself
from the very outset" (NSA reE nos. 3843-5 and T3843b1). A film entitled Or-
dinary People, made by the Crown Film Unit in 1940 and 1941, also praised the
common foot soldier who was the London civilian. In the prologue to the film,
R.G. Menzies, then prime minister ofAustralia, praised the ordinary folk who were
doing extraordinary things:
[The film] is made by the people of London, about the people of Lon-
don-the plain people-the true people. I have recently been seeing
something of them and I now know what it is like to be in a city that's
being bombed.
Great things are happening in Britain, but perhaps the greatest is the
display of neighbourliness, of kindness, of cheerfulness, of uncomplain-
ing suffering that is being given by ordinary people who secure no fame
and have no place in the headlines.
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In this picture, you will catch a glimpse of that spirit which is the
surest bulwark of -Britain against senseless and indiscriminate bombing
by the half-civilised Hun. In brief: in this picture you will see why Hitler
cannot win. [INF 6/330]
Often, the "cheerful Cockneys" were singled out for special tribute. BasilWoon's
comments on the East End, written in 1940 and published in 1941, are typical in
that regard: "The East End. Taking it on the chin, as it always has taken whatever
has come to it during its dark, hopeless history: The East End, which knows how
to suffer-and to hate....The East End, which can look at the ruins ofits homes
and the bodies ofits families and shake its fist and c~ 'Thinks'e's got us darn! 'E's
got another think comin'!' Grubby, glorious East End" (1941,23).
As Gareth Stedman Jones remarks in his study of"The Cockne}'," this stereo-
typical image valorized members of the urban working class, even while present-
ing them as inured to hardship, ready to greet trouble with a joke rather than a
riot or an organized picket line (1989, 314). As Jones points out, this valorization
crossed political boundaries, replacing the Conservative rural ideal with the ideal
ofa contented working class, giving Labour the iconography ofa mass working-
class hero.
Other sources stressed the unity of all classes and groups of people, a unity
heretofore unknown in British socie~ In a letter to a Canadian friend, a London
air-raid warden described his fellows: "We're nearly all voluntary workers, and its
[sic] been astonishing to find men and women coming down after a day's work
and cheerfully doing night dut}', ready to do anything, or go anywhere. And we're
all sorts and kinds-barristers and journalists and secretaries and shopkeepers and
lorry drivers and manufacturers-and we get on famously. And we've no rights
and no authority and a lot ofwork and responsibility and no discipline except what
we make for ourselves. And it works!" (quoted in Lambert 1940, 38). Others
stressed the unity that came from a sense ofcommon purpose. A particularly moving
account of this sentiment was given by J.B. Priestley in a retrospective broadcast
on 11 May 1945:
In that magnificent summer of 1940, when I spent my days collecting
information and my nights broadcasting it to the world beyond the ring
of steel round us, I think I felt better than ever before or since. We lived
at last in a community with a noble, common purpose. And the experi-
ence was not only novel, but exhilarating. We had a glimpse then of
what life might be ifmen and women freely dedicated themselves not to
their appetites and prejudices, their vanities and fears, but to some great
communal task. And not even the brute threat ofwar, the menace of the
very skies, could remove from that glimpse a faint radiance of some far-
off promised land. [NSA reE nos. 8018-9 and MT8018]
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No image was more prevalent during the war than that of the unified Lon-
don populace, and no image has been more attacked by postwar scholars. Tom
Harrisson writes: "Much has been made ... of the drawing together ofstrangers.
. . . But it would be a mistake to make too much ofthese temporary associations.
There were few signs ofany keen urge to share once an immediate threat was past.
There were as many fresh disputes and frictions as new fellowships" (1990, 311).
Similarl}', Angus Calder suggests that the forging ofnew unities often required the
strengthening ofnew divisions: "Clearl}', evacuation, like other wartime phenom-
ena such as the direction of labour and conscription into the forces, did help to
mix people in Britain together as never before and gave a basis for a new degree of
mutual respect and understanding, where those people were disposed to be kindly
and tolerant.... But heightened social awareness among some sections of the
middle classes clearly did not exclude the sharpening ofprejudice in others" (1991,
63).
Both Harrisson and Calder show an ambiguity in their attitudes toward the
notion of wartime unity: it was there and not there at the same time. A similar
ambiguity is found in oral history interviews. Many of my interviewees remem-
ber the famed unity ofwartime, while others remember incidents ofpettiness and
selfishness as well. One of those to whom the image ofwartime unity rang true
was Geordie, an engineer from the north ofEngland who was stationed in Lon-
don during the war. Geordie responded to my question about unity with a quo-
tation from Milton, then a description of the hardships visited upon wartime
London. He spoke with great admiration ofthe Londoners and mentioned, as did
Creina Musson, the morale boost provided by the royal family: After describing
the blitz and the V2 raids, he wrote: "Whilst all this was going on the morale was
superb, the fact that [the king and queen] were resident in Buckingham Palace,
which was itself bombed, had much to do with it, each day they visited bombed
areas and mixed with the Londoners to share their troubles. Never belittle the
ordinary Londoners, they just wouldn't give in, their behaviour and wit was ex-
emplary; they all deserved a medal, believe me, I was there!" (personal letter, 19
January 1993).
Whereas Geordie stresses the courage ofLondoners, others focused on their
cheerfulness and friendliness. Many people mentioned, with delight, an impor-
tant change that wartime had wrought in British social behavior: people talked to
one another. Angus Calder·remarked: "During the first weeks of war, observers
were impressed with a bizarre phenomenon. In the buses, the trains and the pubs
of Britain, strangers were speaking to one another" (1969, 34). Several of my
interviewees remarked that people would tell one another ifa local shop had scarce
items such as bananas; people with cars gave rides to strangers; and people whose
gas had been cut off by bomb damage boiled kettles in their neighbor's homes.
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BasilWoon discusses meeting his neighbors: '~d1reflect what grand people they
all are, and how glad 1am to know them-and then 1reflect that, but for the Blitz,
we'd all be strangers still" (1941, 169). Ettie Gontarsky; from a working-class Jew-
ish home in central London, remembers her parents' kindness to a family who had
been bombed out: "I can remember one particular family who were Orthodox
Jewish, and my parents said to them, 'Look, Friday night, you come up into our
kitchen and you light your Sabbath candles. Regard it as your home.' And this
was the kind ofatmosphere ... that went on" (personal interview, 4 April 1993).
LE.W, from a working-class family in south London, also mentions that
people spoke to one another without introduction, bombs being a great icebreaker:
"You had a common aim, and you were not fragmented because ofthis common
aim, that you were going to win this blooming war, that you were all concerned
about that and helped each other in order to win the war. This was probably the
reason for it. And the fact that you could walk out in the blackout and you wouldn't
be molested or anything like that, young girls walking around in the blackout"
(personal interview, 7 May 1993). There was no fear ofother British people; dan-
ger came only from one's national enemies. Poppy Morris gives a pragmatic rea-
son for the unity ofwartime: "We wanted to win the war and we wanted to survive
and to survive you had to hang together, didn't you? That is survival, isn't it?"
(personal interview, 1 July 1993). Albert Fredericks, whose family owned a small
business in north London, spoke ofwar's role as a great leveler: "Everybody helped
one another. Didn't matter what walk of life, whether you were rich or poor, you
were all in the same boat. You could have been killed the next night or the next
day the same as anybody else. And everybody had that great spirit that helped one
another" (personal interview, 6 May 1993).
Yet others showed the cracks in the varnish. Harold Melville Lowry was in
the Friends Ambulance Unit at the beginning of the war and the British army at
the end. When asked about the notion ofLondon unity; he replied: "I think that's
true generall}', 1mean, it's not universal.There were some people who made a good
thing out ofthe war. We did have a black market, but it wasn't very big. Generally
speaking, people respected regulations and they were content with their rations;
they didn't try and get things under the counter" (personal interview, 21 January
1993). Others, however, spoke bitterly of the favored few for whom the butcher
would keep choice cuts ofmeat or who could bribe the greengrocer for a banana
or a lemon. Discussions ofunity; like discussions ofother aspects ofwartime life,
are filled with contradictions. Sylvia Gordon said that people were very kind and
they shared everything, but she also has memories ofthe rude and unhelpful treat-
ment she received from a London housing authority (personal interview; 18 June
1993). The records ofthe Tilbury Shelter in the East End show a diverse group of
thousands forming a community with its own newspaper, youth clubs, concerts,
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and religious services.The records also show complaints ofbadly behaved children,
people who leftverminous bedding in other people's bunks, and a drunkwho, when
refused admittance because he did not have the appropriate ticket, shouted at the
warden: "I'm an Englishman and you're a so-and-so Jew; wait till Hitler comes!"
(private papers).
G.H.R., from a working-class family in north London, worked in a textile
mill until his call-up into the arm~ His comments show the various contradic-
tions that abound in the notion ofwartime unity:
War naturally cuts down the amount of social intercourse which people
had. In the phony war people carried on as before and the war itself
made people aware of being "us" on a little island and there was "them"
especially "him."
As to fellow feeling, the story went around in the press and on radio
but I cannot really say that one actually experienced it much due as I
said.
However once the bombs came down it was different ... we seemed
to split into protectors and protected. In other words there were more
opportunities for asserting one's helpfulness-in shelters a sort of natu-
ral core group emerged-fairly constant-they organised anything go-
ing from sing-song to cups of tea....
My own belief is that we reacted according to the psychological prin-
ciple that an external enemy consolidates a group and gives them iden-
tity. This being so all us British were in, everyone else was out until
Russia was invaded and then there was a feeling that they were like us. 10
[personal letter]
Marjorie Newton, a schoolgirl from a working-class famil~ spent most ofthe war
in London, with brief evacuations to Essex and Leicester. She also expresses the
view that wartime unity was partly a creation of government propaganda that
sometimes did and sometimes did not correspond to the lived reality: "To some
extent there was a sense of 'all being in it together' but there was an element of
official mythmaking. I have mentioned two examples oflackoffellow feeling where
my friend was badly treated by a farmer when she was evacuated and also the loot-
ing that took place after raids. I also noticed when I left London in 1944 and went
to·Leicester that rationing was nothing like as severe as it was in London" (per-
sonalletter) .
Interestingly; those who were children, and particularly evacuees, during the
war seemed less apt to have strong memories ofwartime uni~There are probably
many reasons for this: memories of childhood tend to be vaguer than those of
adulthood; the distrust that some foster families felt for the city children billeted
on them (some called the evacuees "refugees") did not lend itself to a spirit of
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oneness; the tension ofevacuation itselfmay have superseded other emotions; and
unity was most strongly claimed in London itsel£ where the bombs and sense of
national importance fostered both pride and purpose. But praise of the ordinary
Londoners was essentially limited to adults. Perhaps wartime children do not have
strong memories ofunity because their place in this unified populace was consid-
ered tangential and unimportant: theywere simply supposed to get out ofthe cities
and let the adults get on with the serious business ofwinning the war. 11 Veryyoung
children probably would not have been aware of the official mythmaking at all
and thus would have been unable or at least unlikely to canalize their memories
along these lines.
J.D., from a working-class family in central London, was a schoolgirl of six-
teen when she was evacuated. Most working-class children began work at four-
teen in those days, and her foster family commented derisively on her continued
study: '" [We] cannot understand what a girl ofyour class is doing studying at your
age. You should be at work''' (personal interview; 15 January 1993). She dismisses
notions ofwartime unity as: "Propaganda.... I mean, there was a flourishing black
market, rich people didn't go hung~ But there was a very good rationing system
which didn't exist in the First World War, I gather.... But, no, it wasn't true. It
wasn't true at all.They didn't all pull together, it was everybody out for themselves.
. . . I think there was a much more intense patriotism about then, you know, 'We're
British, nobody's going to get us down''' (personal interview, 26 April 1993). Yet
even her critical comments are ambiguous; she mentions a widely expressed pa-
triotism and the system ofrationing which ensured that everyone got basic nutri-
tion, ifnot the delicacies to be had on the black market or the expensive food still
available in restaurants.
The image ofwartime unity; particularly unity during the blitz, has been criti-
cized by scholars such as Tom Harrisson, Clive Ponting, Paul Fussell, and Angus
Calder. All make valuable points, yet I believe their mistake lies in dismissing the
notion ofwartime unity because it did not exist at all times and for all persons.
Arthur Marwick says: "It does no good to glorify the Second World War, or to
minimize the grinding boredom, the real grievances and the terrible suffering. But
it does no good either to deny the exaltation, the sense of achievement and the
heightening ofconsciousness" (1976, 181). Unity is not a thing that one can eas-
ily quantify or measure. It was an emotional and ideological state that people tried
to create during the war, and in such striving many felt that they had succeeded.
Whether national unity was strong or weak, a governmental imposition or
the spirit of a great people, most agree that it was a wartime phenomenon. Irene
Wagner, a German Jewish refugee, comments on her adopted homeland: "The
common tragedy welded people together. The Brits are that sort oftype ofpeople
that will have a stiffupper lip and 'My house is my castle' type ofthing, but come
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not only traged}T, but come any disaster, and they will huddle together. And there-
fore, the huddle together means also contact" (personal interview, 4 March 1994).
During the blitz, the residents ofher apartment building got to know one another.
Their doors opened, and they offered one another cups of tea. But when they no
longer needed each other's aid or companionship, such friendliness faded awa~
"Thewar ended," says Irene. "The doors shut" (personal intervie~ 4 March 1994).
The Need for Humor
Humor may not be an obvious concomitant ofwar, but in wartime Britain it was
considered an essential morale booster. Humor was prized not only for the escap-
ist reliefit provided, but for its ability to render the terrifying ridiculous and there-
fore manageable. M.M. Bakhtin writes:
Laughter has the remarkable power of making an object come up close,
of drawing it into a zone of crude contact where one can finger it famil-
iarly on all sides, turn it upside down, inside out, peer at it from above
and below, break open its external shell, look into its center, doubt it,
take it apart, dismember it, lay it bare and expose it, examine it freely and
experiment with it. Laughter demolishes fear and piety before an object,
before a world, making of it an object of familiar contact and thus clear-
ing the ground for an absolutely free investigation of it. Laughter is a
vital factor in laying down that prerequisite for fearlessness without which
it would be impossible to approach the world realistically. [1981, 23]
Laughter renders the world manageable, perhaps controllable, and at least bear-
able. Laughter turns objects and situations on their heads, presenting them as their
opposites, so that a terrifying situation has great potential for comic representa-
tion. Laughter is especially useful in dealing with the unknown: to laugh at a death
is callous, but to laugh at the potential for death is brave.
Even before the blitz, laughter was sought as a relief from the grimness and
uncertaintyofthe war. A Ministry ofInformation morale report from 27 May 1940
remarked, "Cinema audiences thin. Comedies and musicals preferred to serious
and war pictures" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.!.). But it was during the blitz that the
image of the fearless and defiant Londoner, laughing while bombs fell, came into
its own as a rhetorical trope. London did not just take it; London took it with style.
The construction and valorization ofthis image specified the behavior most likely
to render wartime conditions bearable. Richard Fawkes writes: "The Blitz was a
deliberate attempt to destroy civilian morale and became a part offolklore before
it was over. The tales ofheroism and courage, the stories of the night before (the
'bomb' story became the latestway to boreyour friends) and accounts ofthe humour
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of London's citizens became part of legend· as did the myth that every Cockney
dug from the rubble came up with a wise-crack on his or her lips" (1978, 65).
The Cockney image, that idealized portrayal of the quintessential Londoner,
embodied the ideal of humor. These cheerful, uncomplaining types lived in the
parts ofLondon where bombs fell most heavily; so it was well that theywere cheerful
and uncomplaining. The film Ordinary People shows an example ofthis Cockney
spirit in its representation of two young working-class men who are caught out-
side in an air raid. When the raid is over, one looks around for his friend and upon
finding him says, "Blimey; I thought they'd got you." His friend grins and holds
up his hand. "Me?" he says. "Naw, I'd got my fingers crossed" (INF 6/330). Gareth
Stedman Jones describes how the Cockney image combined patriotism with hu-
mor in a distinctly urban way: "The late-Victorian cockney archetype had gath-
ered together many of the ingredients ofa populist and city-based conception of
the nation and had projected the fantasy ofa metropolitan community grounded
in the good-humoured, if sometimes ironic, acceptance of social difference and
subordination. During the Second World War, it was Labour which proved to
possess a more certain sense of the patriotism of the urban nation. The Labour
press did not turn its back upon the 'cockney' stereotype, but subdy transformed
it" (1989, 314). Both Conservative and Labour supporters could rejoice in the
"cheerful Cockne~" Labour supporters could stress the accomplishments and
contributions ofan urban, working-class hero, while Conservatives could be pleased
with the notion ofthe contented lower orders, happy with their jokes and foolery;
never straying from their appointed place in the social hierarch~
The Cockney archetype may have lived more in the minds ofWhitehall pro-
pagandists than in the real streets of Lambeth and Poplar, but the actual use of
humor among the London populace was too widespread to be denied. Virtually
every contemporary account ofwartime London speaks ofthe jokes, wordplay; and
puns that have long been part ofBritish culture. A Ministry of Information mo-
rale report from 28 June 1940 shows the combination of work, humor, patrio-
tism, and dedication to the war effort that the government was trying to encourage:
"Cowley Estate, Stockwell reports tenants busy making shelters comfortable with
carpets to sleep on, furniture, beds for children, pictures ofKing and Queen, ar-
tificial flowers, UnionJacks, etc.Women scrubbing floors and laughing, 'wish Hider
could see us now!'" (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.!.). Joking was an index ofpatriotism;
therefore, many jokes emanated from governmental institutions. The witty "Be
like Dad-keep Mum" slogan indicated that even the need for silence could be
expressed with hilmor.
Shopkeepers were fond ofplacing signs on what remained of their bombed-
out storefronts; this was a way to speak directly to other Londoners and to show
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the ability to carry on, quietly and with words ofhumor. Anne Lubin remembers
the mornings after air raids: "You'd be going along, and there're all these shop fronts
all smashed open. People were-they immediately; straight away had put notice
in, 'Open for Business.' And, ofcourse, that was a lovely pun as well, because there
was no window there" (personal interview, 21 January 1993). "More OpenThan
Usual" was another variation on this theme. Stores were open because shopkeep-
ers refused to be cowed; they were also open in a literal sense because of their lack
ofwindows. The kind ofshop might affect the sign that hung in its window. Janet
remembers a sign on a fishmonger's shop that made a rhyme out of food short-
ages: "Owing to Hitler, the fish is littler" (personal interview, 30 January 1993).
BasilWoon reports a sign in a barber shop that read: "Open as Usual. Close Shaves
a Specialty" (1941, 27). Woon also reports a sign that' surely takes the prize for
turning the tables on the enemy: "We were going to build a new building anywa~
This saves us £11,000 for demolition. Thanks, Goering!" (173).
Popular entertainment was an obvious avenue for humor. Comedians such
as Flanagan and Allen, the Western brothers, and Arthur Askey were widely en-
joyed. The popular Hi, Gang! radio program, with the Americans Ben Lyon and
Bebe Daniels, combined humor with music, as did venerable British traditions
such as the music hall and variety programs, which also found their way to the
radio. (A BBC catalogue for 4 December 1944 lists a Punch and Judy show-in
Arabic.)The government continued its practice offinding out what people wanted
and tryil).g to provide it as much as possible, particularly in little things. A Minis-
try of Information morale report from 30 May 1940 stated: "A ... survey made
to ascertain reactions to variety programmes on the wireless showed an overwhelm-
ing majority in favour ofcontinuing them even under emergency conditions. Many
say they will be more necessary than ever" (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.I.).
Almost everyone listened to the radio (usually called "the wireless" in those
days) for both information and entertainment. The blackout and the blitz made
travel ofany kind difficult and potentially dangerous, so going to the theater, the
cinema, or a restaurant was fraught with problems. The radio, on the other hand,
provided at-home amusement and beckoned wartime Londoners to stay by their
own firesides. The radio was both companion and teacher, the voice ofauthority
and the comfort of a friend. On 4 July 1940 Vere Hodgson wrote, "My wireless
continues to be my greatest jo~" On 6 September 1942 she described a skit done
by theWestern brothers on the wartime slogan "Is YourJourney Really Necessary?"
The slogan was designed to cut down on wartime travel so that fuel might be saved
and trains carrying troops and military supplies might travel without difficul~
Wartime train travel was crowded, uncomfortable, and uncertain-signs had been
removed from stations in case of invasion, so one had to be especially careful to
get out at the right place, not the easiest task when traveling in the blackout. The
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skit parodied wartime travel and asked the old question in a new way: "We lis-
tened to the Western brothers in a skit on: Is your journey really necessary? It was
really funny: ... One verse was about the feeling ofan unfortunate traveller who
found himself one of 20 in the carriage with 140 in the corridor, and the door
opened to admit the British Army with Geraldo and his Band.... It finished up
with a scene at Hitler's birth, and the doctor asking the new born infant the same
question. ~,
Without doubt, the most popular radio program, the one most often remem-
bered by my interviewees, was ITMA, short for lis ThatMan Again, an incredibly
zany; self-reflexive, and densely packed bit ofwordpla~According to Angus Calder,
more than sixteen million people listened to the program everyweek (1969,362).
The main character, played by the British comedian Tommy Handley; was h~ad
of the fictional Ministry ofAggravation and Mysteries, housed in the Office of
Twerps. Later, he became mayor of the seaside resort of Foaming-at-the-Mouth,
a name similar to many genuine English villages. Everythingwas pilloried in ITMA
and presented in familiar stereotypes: the decrepit and rather stupid British upper
class, the bumbling and overeager middle class, the vulgar and uncouth working
class, the crass and violent Germans, the scheming and incompetent Italians, and
the incomprehensible, golf-playing Scots. ITMA provided its own cast of stock
characters; they included the German spy Funt the Italian "foreign secretary" Signor
So-So, the charwoman Mrs. Mopp, and the cheery commercial traveler, who tried
to sell everything from makeup to taxes.The dizzyingwordplay is everywhere, even
in an aside ofTommy's, from a program of26 September 1941: "Now, what's on
the agenda? [Yowl ofcat] Oh, the cat's sitting on it. Get offit; it's not a catalogue.
You've gone and purred all the print off the pages. That's the worst ofhaving ev-
erything tabulated" (NSA reE nos. F41/102 and T28071b1).
Wordplay is, in fact, the hallmark of ITMA. Its producer, Francis Worsley;
discusses the importance ofwords and sound to the creator ofradio programs: "He
has to rely on sound alone so that most of the means by which stage comedians
have been getting laughs for years are denied him-no funny falls-no business
with comic hats or makeup--just plain sound.This boils down to funny lines and
funny noises.... The radio script writer is confined then to character study; that
is getting laughs out ofthe peculiarities ofmanner and speech ofhis puppets, 'situ-
ation' comedy which without visual help presents all sorts oftechnical difficulties,
or pure verbal word play" (1946, 51). Each character has his or her identifying
speech style. ForTommy's "foreign secretary;" Signor So-So, it is malapropism. As
Tommy says ofhim, "He's always monkeying about with the language. I think he
talks King Kong's English" (NSA reE nos. 22230-3 and T22226b2, 28 October
1943). Sometimes So-50's malapropisms provide the opportunity for political
commentary; as when he discusses advertising a show:
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So-So: In all the shops I hung up great big blackguards.
TOmmy: (laughs) Well, it's time some of them were hung up. I can
name three for a start. Oh, you mean placards, do you? [NSA reE
nos. F41/102 and T28071b1]
For Tommy's American assistant, Sam, it is alliteration. Sam is a very nervous lad
who starts every conversation with "Boss, something terrible's happened." As
Tommy and company get ready for the show; Sam gives the dread tidings: "The
stage manager says the slap-up special safety curtain simply sags because some-
body snappled the screws out ofthe side ofthe stage" (NSA reE nos. F41 /102 and
T28071bl).
Fun£ the German spy, usually speaks on the telephone, and he speaks badly:
In a verbal duel with Tomm)', Funfalways loses. As Tommy and his friends await
the arrival ofthe actors by train, Funfthreatens this outcome. Tomm)', reflexive as
always, replies with the name of an ITMA actor, Jack Train:
Funf There will be no train.
TOmmy: What, not even Jack Train?
Funf There will be no show, either. Funf has spoken.
TOmmy: ... [Slams down phone] I'd like to see him stop the show. He
can't even stop his retreat. (NSA reE nos. F41/102 and T28071b1)
FrancisWorsley describes the necessity ofmaking the German spy funny and con-
nects this comic villain to similar figures in British folklore and popular culture:
"Funf" was the epitome of Bogeyman, his name taken from the Ger-
man numeral funf[sic] but pronounced, with British contempt for for-
eign languages, Foonf People were really a little scared-the might of
Germany was recognized-witness the flight from London at the out-
break of war-and this comic spy provided a safety valve. . . . Almost
everyone who had a telephone had also a humorous friend who never
failed to open the proceedings with "This is Funf speaking." Tommy
had thousands ofcalls from practical jokers, children began to play "Funf"
games and the Pantomimes that year-1939-rang with his name. Yes,
Funf was the Fairy Queen as well as the Demon King of this first Itma
series. He was, of course, in the tradition of all British comic villains
stretching right back to the Beelzebub of the Miracle plays-the power
of evil made funny to rob it of fear. [1946, 46; emphasis in original]
Foreigners were not the only ones subject to verbal parody: The British work-
ing class provided Mrs. Mopp, the charwoman, who is always experimentingwith
wartime recipes and whose verbal wit is equal to Tommy's own. Her speech style
is sexual innuendo, and she always begins conversations in the same way:
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Mrs. Mopp: Can I do you now, sir?
TOmmy: Go away; Mrs. Mopp. Can't you see I'm dressing? Come back
when I'm covered.
Mrs. Mopp: Can't I darn your dickey; sir?
TOmmy: It doesn't want darning. That's a spider's web on it.
Mrs. Mopp: Couldn't I empty your chest, .sir?
TOmmy: Empty me chest? No. You can't even take a stitch out of me
side. [NSA reE nos. F41/102 and T28071bl]
The British upper class is not always portrayed so sympatheticall~ Their stereo-
typical locutions and dropped final g's give many opportunities for comed~ In one
episode, Tommy is in a house when hunters arrive, wanting their hunt breakfast,
which is not there:
TOmmy: Anyway, it's nearly tea time.
Upper-class voice 1: Oh, bad show, dashed bad show.
Upper-class voice 2: My dear sir, breakfast is always served about this
time in huntin' circles.
TOmmy: Well, I never hunt in circles. It makes me dizzy.
Upper-class voice 1: Bad show, dashed bad show.
TOmmy: This fellow must be a radio critic. [13 January 1944]
ITMA existed for awhile after the war, but "victory ITMA" seemed somewhat lack- .
luster compared with the verbal skirmishes of the war years. Tommy (by a happy
coincidence, the typical name ofthe British soldier) had triumphed and therefore
was no longer needed. Nonetheless, whenTommy Handley died, Ettie Gontarsky
remembers a sense ofpersonal loss: "It was literally a day ofmourning; we felt we'd
lost a personal friend. Oh yeah, we were so cut up-we'd never seen this person,
it was a character on the wireless. The wireless was very important at that time.
Most important. Not only about the news, naturally; but also about these pro-
grams.... Which I think were brilliant" (personal interview, 4 April 1993).
Creative humor was not always the product of official agencies or mass cul-
ture; the much praised "ordinary people" laughed at their own targets. The en-
emy; of course, was a primary target, but so were governmental foolishness and
ineptitude. Soon afterVE Day; Vere Hodgson chuckled over wartime requirements
for laughter: "I was very amused at the rescinding of the Bill against Gloom and
Desponden,* Now it is not against the law to be gloomy or despondent! So great
was our danger in certain years that we were forbidden to look miserable. Now we
can be as unhappy as we please! Freedom is returning" (16 May 1945). More caustic
were George and Helena Britton, who were unimpressed by wartime propaganda
and wrote on 14 April 1940: "The stuff they dish out over the wireless these days
makes one sick." In a letter to their daughter written on 28 August 1940, they
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show that East End humor can be sharper and more biting than the "Cockney"
palaver beloved by Whitehall: "Don't forget that a Cabinet Minister has said that
shabbiness will be the mark ofpatriotism. Surely he must appreciate the fact that
a very large proportion ofthe population continually flaunt their patriotism in that
wa~"
A diary entry from William Bernard Regan, a bricklayer from the East End
neighborhood called the Isle ofDogs, parodies the image ofthe gallant RAP pilot
and the unflinching support that the fearless Londoners gave him. During a VI
raid, Regan and his friends watched the pilotless aircraft being shot down: "They
seemed to be small fast fighters, with an apparently outsize bombload. Just about
here, Martin who had varnished his tonsils with his usual double scotches, got very
talkative, and tried to bolster himselfwith loud talk. 'I'm with you, lads, first to go
out, I'll be there,' etc. etc. Before he could impress us, another one came over, passed,
went silent, dropped, same white flash, pause-red flash, bang" (15 June 1944).
Regan was also able to target the enemy-with a parrot story: "[The parrot] was
well educated, and after preening itsel£ it gave a most wonderful recital ofobscene
language I have ever heard, and the building trade wants some beating. It finished
off with two words, repeated very rapidly; 'F-- Hitler, F-- Hitler, F--
Hitler,' my sentiments exactly" (13 September 1940). Sometimes the oddities of
war provided their own opportunities for humor. Janet, who had come to
London from Ireland in the late 1930s, worked as a nurse during the war. She re-
members a patient's reaction during a bad air raid near the hospital where she
worked: "We were having rather a bad raid one day; one evening, and I was in
this, working this men's ward. 'Oh,' I said, 'pretty awful, isn't it?' He said, 'You
don't need to wor~You're neutral. What are you worrying about, you're neutral.
You come from Ireland.' I said, 'Thank you very much. I don't think I've got
anything on me to show that.' That kind of humour you'd get" (personal inter-
view, 30 January 1993).
Silent repression and unified patriotism are always encouraged in wartime;
why was humor so equally important? I suggest that humor was emphasized in
part because it was a pleasure that could not be rationed. While eating and drink-
ingwere restricted and expensive, one could still bemer~ Humorwas cheap, readily
accessible, and one could make it oneself Second, as noted, humor was a kind of
defiance, an act ofridicule that could remove terror. If the Fifth Column were no
more dangerous than the incompetent spy Funf (who could always be bested by
Tommy Handley), if the most notorious British traitor could be reduced to the
jeering appellation Lord Haw-Haw, then the world seemed a little more orderly; a
little less threatening. It would have been disastrous if these representations had
been taken literall~ But even if they were not believed, they allowed people the
illusion ofsome measure ofcontrol. Similarly; the image ofa cheerful, wisecrack-
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ing population was comforting; he who laughs alone may be mad, but he who
laughs in company has friends and allies.
"The British are very good at taking the Mickey out ofthemselves," says J.D.
(personal interview, 26 April 1993).They could also "take the Mickey" out oftheir
government and their enemies. By reducing both themselves and their adversaries
to objects ofhumor, the world seemed to shrink to a manageable size. Then people
could perform that most necessary ofwartime tasks: "just getting on with it." Since
this was a "people's war," it was the people's laughter that was valorized. Light opera,
Restoration comedy; and Oscar Wilde may have had their place in wartime Brit-
ain, but this place is not well remembered. It was the music hall and the radio
comedian, the Cockney joke and ironic way of speaking that represent British
wartime laughter. These democratic, easily accessible forms, what Bakhtin calls "the
common people's creative culture oflaughtei' (1981, 20), showed a common people
loyal to their country and a country devoted to the welfare ofall its people. And
who knew who would have the last laugh?
The Need to Talk about the Future
I will not cease from Mental Fight,
Nor shall my Sword sleep in my hand
Till we have built Jerusalem
In England's green and pleasant land.
-William Blake, "Jerusalem"
Wars are usually considered temporary measures designed to achieve a common
end. Though some may agree to fight in a blind excess ofpatriotism and others go
to battle for the mere love of fighting, most people need a sense ofsomething to
fightfOror, at the very least, to fight against. A "total war" such asWorldWar II, in
which civilians as well as soldiers are required to make sacrifices and endure dan-
gers, makes discussions of the future-a future unlike the pain-racked present-
especially important. Professor Bartlett, writing from the Psychology Laboratory
at Cambridge, gave sound advice to the Ministry of Information: "Within a few
months ... your publicity will have to go out to masses of people who are over-
tired, over-strained, irritable and in consequence a great deal more negatively critical
than usual.... You can't permanently allay public irritation by words, however
cunningly they are arranged and distributed, but it may be that the only thing to
do is to foresee this prospective state ofthe public and have some sort ofpalliative
publicity ready (INF 1/318, H.E 345). Bartlett's advice was taken to heart. On
18 May 1940, for many people the low point of the war, the ministry also sug-
gested that fine words were not enough: "Even at the eleventh hour people are
seeking and needing a positive purpose, something aggressive, dynamic, beyond
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themselves, worth dying for, not just survival or 'blood, sweat, and tears'" (INF 1/
264, 97/15 H.I., emphasis in original).
Words may have been insufficient unto themselves, but they remained neces-
sal)T. Words were the means by which future goals could be discussed, negotiated,
and publicized. Words continued to be the quintessential propaganda tool, for they
are the onlywaywe have to describe what lies ahead. Different sectors ofthe popu-
lation were targeted as requiring an articulation offuture goals. In May 1940 the
Ministry of Information suggested that "some fundamental statement on a post-
war social policy coming from the 'the new Government' would have an effect in
rallying the extreme Left-Wing section ofyouth organisations" (INF 1/264, 97/
15 H.I., 19 and 20 May 1940). On 5 August 1940 demands about war aims came
from "the more thinking section ofthe population" (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.I.). Here,
the ministry implied that left-wing and intellectual views were to be incorporated
into government policy-and no doubt modified-but not quashed or summarily
dismissed.. On 15 August 1940 the ministry began to notice some pleasing results
of its efforts:
It is of great importance that people should realise that in this war they
are fightingjOr something-not merely against something. In reply to a
question on our war aims, no less than 68% of people said we were
fighting for liberty or freedom, 100/0 said we were fighting to save our
lives or our country; 70/0 said to destroy the rule of force and Hitlerism,
and 60/0 to save civilisation. Only about 20/0 expressed cynical views about
our war aims. This shows a most satisfactory state of affairs. The people
of Britain are fully alive to the positive aspects of the struggle in which
we are engaged. [INF 1/263, H.I. 85; emphasis in original]
A similar complacency was apparent on 5 September 1940, when a morale report
noted that "while various small intellectual groups are still asking for a definition
of war aims, there is evidence that the great bulk of the population are satisfied
with the present situation and are prepared to leave this matter until victory is in
sight or attained" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.I.).
Yet such complacency did not eliminate discussions of the future, which re-
mained an indispensable part ofwartime rhetoric. Particularly at the beginning of
the war, governmental support was not automatic in a highly stratified country
emerging uneasily from the Great Depression. Lurking behind the reluctance of
most normal people to go to war, even for the noblest ofpurposes, was the specter
of the World War I soldier or veteran-maimed, gassed, or dead. Well and bit-
terly remembered was David Lloyd George's promise that soldiers ofthe GreatWar
would return to a "land fit for heroes." Instead, the veterans of the First World
War found unemployment and inadequate social services and medical treatment,
and were left to shift for themselves, to depend upon family or charity; or, in the
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worst of cases, to beg in the streets. Having served their country; their country
showed no inclination to serve them. During the Second World War, there was a
determination that this state ofaffairs should not happen again. This mood is well
expressed by Harold Melville Lowry:
One of the things which grew up during the war was a determination
that the world after the war, supposing we won it, and I suppose we really
never thought that we would lose except in those early days before Russia
and America were involved. But after that, I think we always felt that we
would eventually win. And we wanted, in the words of Lloyd George
after or during the First World War, 'a land fit for heroes.' Certainly there
was this determination that all the things that were wrong with the old
prewar society would be put right. [personal interview, 21 January 1993]
George Wagner analyzes the process ofhegemony as flowing from two main
sources: the need for the government to convince people that they would not be
duped and forgotten as they had been after World War I, and a "collective bad
conscience" on the part of Conservative politicians for neglecting the veterans,
appeasing Hitler, and doing nothing to ease the economic misery of the 1930s.
He also mentions Lloyd George's "land fit for heroes" speech:
And the wonderful speeches ofLloyd George duringWorldWar I, "When
the war is over, you'll have a fatherland worthy of the returning heroes."
And what came? Unemployment, misery, and so on, and so forth. Now
that was a thing which people kept on quoting, kept on talking about,
"God, are they going to do us again after we've done our duty?" And
that is where this war was different because already; certainly from the
moment on that there was a coalition and Labour was in the govern-
ment, from May-June 1940, there was a continuous flow ofstatements:
"This time, you'll not be done again. This time we'll make sure that you
get your reward, and this time, we'll think of all the social and so on
misdeeds." And somehow among Conservatives ... there was a bit of a
collective bad conscience: if we hadn't allowed the world to go to pot
economically, all these things wouldn't have happened. And we really
were very ruthless, and we cosseted Hitler.... By the time the change
back from Attlee to Churchill came ... the difference between the Labour
government and the Conservative government was one of degree but
not of principle. [personal interview, 7 April 1993]
Clement Attlee, who became Labour prime minister in the 1945 election, offers
a similar analysis ofthe wartime consensus between the major political parties: "I
can remember no case where differences arose between Conservatives, Labour and
Liberals along party lines. Certainly not in the War Cabinet. Certainly not in the
big things.... When one came to work out solutions they were often socialist
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ones, because one had to have organization, and planning, and disregard vested
interests. But there was no opposition from Conservative ministers.They accepted
the practical solution whatever it was" (quoted in A. Calder 1969, 99).
Looking toward the postwar future and implementingwartime social programs
went hand in hand. Social programs were one way to rectify the neglect of the
interwar years and to reward the fighters of the forces and the home front. The
usefulness, even the necessit}T, ofwartime social programs made them respectable;
there seemed no reason why; once implemented, they should not continue when
the war was over. An enormous amount of discussion about wartime programs
and postwar society existed: on the airwaves, in private conversation, and in secret
documents.The Ministry ofInformation was involved in this discussion from the
beginning. A remarkable document entitled "Post War Aims" was drafted by the
ministry between December 1939 and August 1940; it discussed both wartime
and postwar poli~ In a section entitled "Social Reconstruction at Home," the
document proclaimed that a modified socialism would benefit wartime capital-
ism and accepted somewhat uneasily the concomitant rise of the middle and
working classes that such a change would entail: "The replacement of laisser-faire
by a rationally planned system would permit an enormously increased war pro-
duction; and the rise of the propertyless but vigorous social class, typified by the
airmen and technicians drawn from state schools, would revitalise our society and
provide a new source of leadership" (INF 1/862).
But the document goes much farther and adds a moral imperative to the afore-
mentioned economic one. The path is prepared for the Ministry ofInformation,
in accord with the people it discusses, to build Jerusalem on England's green and
pleasant land:
The primary aim must be to create a society founded on elementary
conceptions ofhuman dignity, and on the idea ofparticipation in shared
enterprise. It must provide a decent living for all, based on the standard
of physiological health which modern science has enabled us to set up.
War-time conditions have already compelled us to make sure, not only
that the rich do not consume too much, but that others get enough.
The needs of war production call for new measures for improving the
housing, welfare and transport ofworkers. The evacuation scheme should
give the impetus to radical improvements in our educational system and
social services. The war-time measures to protect the standard of living
point the way to a planned population policy. The mobilisation ofman-
power should spell the end of mass unemployment and those who are
unavoidably out ofwork must be regarded as citizens serving in a reserve
labour force. War measures for rationalising the distribution of various
products should lead to a remodelling ofdistribution as a whole, so as to
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transform increased productivity into increased consumption on a higher
standard. At the moment the claims· of armament and supply prevent
these measures from being used to effect the social transformation out
ofwhich a healthy and well-planned Britain would emerge. But it is vital
that they should at once be publicly proclaimed as the basis for a new and
thoroughgoing socialpolicy. [INF 1/862; emphasis added]
Thus, one of the most important attributes ofwartime propaganda was its
orientation toward the future. Rather than dwelling on the exigencies ofthe present
(bombing, rationing, the possibility ofa German victory), wartime was treated as
a societal baptism by fire, a difficult but ennobling transition period to a just,
peaceful, and free socie~ It was not enough to implement emergency social pro-
grams; it was important to proclaim that such measures were both reward and
reason for the war itself The necessities ofwar had wrought enormous changes
on the British social landscape, and the government loudly proclaimed its intent
to turn these changes to positive advantage. Ifevacuation had forced the well-to-
do to see how poor children lived, then it was inexcusable to allow them to live so
poorly any longer. If those ofthe "propertyless but vigorous social class" had risen
to prominence because ability counts more than pedigree in an emergency, then
class positions lost any moral or rational justification. If rationing had enabled a
more just allocation ofresources, then what could excuse returning to a world in
which the rich feasted while the poor went hungry?
The government was not always sanguine in its belief that the postwar world
would usher in the NewJerusalem or that the people trusted in the government's
ultimate benevolence. On 9 October 1942, when the thrills and danger ofthe blitz
were long over, the ministrywrote in a secret memorandum: "Post-war conditions
seem to be more a cause ofanxiety as to what they may bring to the individual in
the shape of unemployment and distress than ofhope for the blessings that they
may bring to the nation at large" (INF 1/284, H.I. 1013/3). Such sentiments had,
of course, to remain secret. (This document, like many others, was not available
to the public until 1972.) Public discussions ofthe postwar world focused on the
beneficial changes that war had wrought and the fact that peace could continue
these changes without danger or suffering. Ritchie Calder's book Carry On, Lon-
don is a paean to the new world order arising from the ashes of the old. Being a
Scot, he quotes Burns rather than Kipling, Milton, or Shakespeare; being a Briton,
he cherishes London:
In a thousand ways, for a thousand common objects, people have learned
to work together, to appreciate each other's values, .and to realise, as
Burns said, "The rank is but the guinea's stamp; The man's the gowd for
a' that." New democratic institutions have sprung into being. Men, and
women, have discovered latent qualities of leadership....
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We are a nation galvanised by a new sense ofpurpose. At the moment
that purpose is directed to settling this war, to ridding the world of a
tyranny which would seek to crush that individuality which has roused
itself to defeat it. We must never again lapse into torpor, indifference,
and sluggishness which threatened to make democracy a sham. We must
harness this new dynamic energy to the constructive purposes of peace,
to the regeneration of the world. London, because it showed so em-
phatically by the character and the courage of its people, that a free
people cannot be bludgeoned by force and that free men and women
can rise to almost any demand made upon them, their spirit, their hearts,
and their minds, has become to the world the symbol of a new awaken-
ing and a new hope. [1941, 159-60]
This orientation to the future was not always cloaked in such noble and ambigu-
ous language. John Hargrave Wells Gardner sharply criticized governmental pro-
pagandists for their inefficiency and their inattention to certain controversial
economic solutions: "Truth needs a trumpet no less than lies.... Where is that
trumpet and that trumpeter? They are not in the Ministry of Information. Nor
can they be, until we have the courage ... to place in the very forefront of our
war-objectives, not merely the ending of Hitlerism, but the technique ofthe Eco-
nomics ofAbundance" (1940, 146; emphasis in original).12
Books such as Calder's and Gardner's, however wide their circulation, reached
fewer people than the BBC. Radio broadcasts show the same tendencies as do these
writers: vague but stirring praise ofwartime spirit and its potential for change in
the postwar world coupled with discussions ofspecific social programs to be imple-
mented during or after the war. Though left and right cooperate in the former
tendency; the voices ofthe left are stronger and more fervent in the latter. The former
tendency can be seen in King George's Christmas broadcast of 1940: "Out ofall
this suffering, there is growing a harmony which we must carry forward into the
days to come, when we have endured to the end and ours is the victo~ Then,
when Christmas days are happy again and good will has come back to the world,
we must hold fast to the spirit which binds us all together now" (NSA reE nos.
2831-2 and LP2812f2). The trade unionist WJ. Brown expressed similar senti-
ments in a broadcast on 14 February 1941. Brown's words were designed to ap-
peal to a broad base, but they are not as ambiguous as the king's; Brown mentions
political and economic institutions that need changing. He even refers to the model
society as "the good republic," a form of government that, in the modern world,
would obliterate kings: "We are beginning to think ofeach other for what we are
worth as human beings and not merely for what we have. Peace, economic secu-
rity; fellowship-these are the main elements of the good republic, the dream of
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which has haunted man's mind for centuries. It may be that only out of the cru-
cible ofsuch ordeals as we are now experiencing that the golden metal ofthese things
could come" (NSA reE nos. 6348-9 and LP6348).
The theme that "things will be different this time" was important in many
radio broadcasts. "Women ofBritain," fourth in a series calledAnAmerican in En-
gland, is a good example of this theme. "Women ofBritain" was a CBS presenta-
tion that aired on the BBC on 5 September 1942. It was written and directed by
the progressive American writer Norman Corwin, produced by the liberal Ameri-
can journalist Edward R. Murrow, with music composed by the British pacifist
Benjamin Britten. In "Women ofBritain," a sympathetic American (in the hard-
boiled journalist mold) walks the blacked-out streets of London, overcome with
admiration for the activities ofwomen: "The widowed and bereaved left behind
to mourn. That's the way it's been with women since war immemorial, hasn't it?
Until this war. Something new has been added to this one.They don't stay at home
and mourn anymore. Every home in Britain is a front line....Yes sir, it's different
this time" (NSA reE nos. 5661-5 andT5661). He is unimpressed by the rich women
who dine in evening dress in the big hotels, but full ofadmiration for the women
factoryworkers, the bus conductresses, the women in uniform, the left-wing Mem-
ber of Parliament Ellen Wilkinson. He discusses future goals with a middle-aged
woman who is working as a chambermaid because the regular chambermaid has
been called up:
Chambermaid: Why, you know what a woman said to my sister last
week, she said, "I'm having such trouble getting a maid because all
my maids keep getting called up. So I'll be glad when this war's
over, she said, because after the war, there'll be lots of unemploy-
ment and good maids'll be plentiful and cheap."
Narrator: What did your sister tell that woman?
Chambermaid: Well, my sister said to her, "You have another guess
coming, ma'am." That's what she said, right to her face.
Narrator: Hmm. What else did she say?
Chambermaid: She said, "This war ain't being fought to make maids
plentiful and cheap," she said. "This war ain't being fought to make
the world safe for unemployment. Just the opposite." She talked
right up, she did. Oh, my sister can be a terror, you know. 'Course
she's younger than me. [NSA reE nos. 5661-5 and T5661]
The narrator, however, thinks this terror ofa woman is "dead right." At a mixed
ack-ack battery; he watches women learning to shoot and discusses with the cap-
tain the future education and emancipation ofwomen who, prior to the war, had
"lived in a pretty narrow world." The narrator ends by saying: "These girls, these
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women ofBritain, so keen, so concentrated on their work, have got their eyes fIXed
on more than one target. Perhaps they're training their guns on an objective greater
than they know" (NSA reE nos. 5661-5 andT5661). This mixture ofadmiration
and condescension was common in wartime treatments ofwomen's achievements.
Yet the fact that women's contributions were sought and women's work was re-
spectable represents a fairly momentous change.
Working-class men also expressed their views on the radio, complete with non-
-standard accents 'and left-wing ideas. On 22 May 1942 a group of Welsh trade
unionists debated the question "What shall we do with our future?" This detailed,
politically sophisticated discussion assumed left-wing solutions to economic prob-
lems, and one man affirmed his "socialist faith" with a tenderness that Churchill
(among others) must have found unnerving (NSAreE nos. 4621-3 andT4621b1).
On 5 February 1943 two doctors debated the topic of "State Organised Medi-
cine," with one doctor arguing for a continuation ofprivate practice and one ar-
guing that doctors should be salaried members of the civil service (NSA reE nos.
5932-4 and T5932b1). The question of national health insurance was common
on the popular Brains Trust program as well. On 2 December 1942 Sir William
Beveridge spoke on the BBC and described several highlights from the Beveridge
Report, which laid the foundations for the postwar welfare state. Among the so-
cial programs that Beveridge described were children's allowances, old-age pensions,
and medical insurance of everything for everybody (NSA reE nos. 4936-8 and
LP4936f1).
My interviewees held a wide range ofopinions on the reasons for World War
II. Some believed literally in the pledge to defend Poland, while others accepted
their country's call to arms simply as a patriotic duty. Many; particularly those who
had had less than their share ofthe pie before the war, believed that theywere fight-
ing for a better world. Ettie Gontarsky says: ''A lot more equalitywas on the agenda.
There was a great levelling of the class system.... I feel that the ordinary serving
soldier, sailor, airman felt, 'Well, it's our turn now. We're going to have something
to sa)'. We fought for our country; we're going to have something to say about it.'
Now; those are my words, but I think this could sum up the feeling of a lot of
people at the time" (personal interview, 19 April 1993). Similarly; Anne Lubin
remembers: "I thought that that was what the war was about, for a more just socie~
And of course we were absolutely delighted when there was a land-slide, and a
Labour government came in, and we thought this was the beginning ofEl Dorado"
(personal interview, 13 March 1993).
These are two examples of the "ordinary people" beloved by wartime propa-
ganda, the gallant soldiers ofthe home front, those who made the planes and kept
the home fires burning. In the "People's War," they had done their duty: As Jews
and antifascists, they were devoted to the defeat ofHitler; as British citizens, they
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expected a bit of their own back. If all Britons were soldiers and all soldiers were
heroes, then it was time to build a land fit for heroes.. As working-class people,
they were the eternal foot soldiers; as women, their position had always been
undervalued. But things were changing rapidly in every wa~ They could see the
changes with their own eyes-fires and bombs, rationing and day nurseries-and
they heard what the government had to sa~ The future would bring a change for
the better, just as soon as the war was over. And this promise was easy to keep, for
the future would be better if only because the war was over. Who could tell what
else would happen?Would El Dorado emerge?Would the NewJerusalem be built?
Foot soldiers, like policemen, have an ambiguous position-they guard the
status quo but are not acceptable in the "Best Socie~" Rudyard Kipling described
this attitude in "Tommy":
For it's Tommy this, an' Tommy that, an' "Chuck him out, the brute!"
But it's "Savior of 'is country" when the guns begin to shoot;
An' it's Tommy this, an' Tommy that, an' anything you please;
An' Tommy ain't a bloomin' fool-you bet that Tommy sees!
After the war, Tommy saw. In the 1945 election, in a much-debated precedent, an
overseas Tommy could vote. Ifblitzed civilians were treated as honorary soldiers,
then suddenly the nation was full ofTommies. And the nation waited to see how
the general and milord would treat this change in their ranks, and whetherTommy
would ape his former betters or share his place with Mrs. Atkins and Jud~
4Time Long Past
Narratives of"Wartime London
Like the ghost of a dear friend dead
Is Time long past.
A tone which is now forever fled,
A hope which is now forever past,
A love so sweet it could not last,
Was Time long past.
-Percy Bysshe Shelle}', "Time Long Past"
Stories about wartime London are to this day an important component ofBritish
cultural and national identi~ Told with relish to tourists, scholars, and bored or
fascinated grandchildren, these stories are ways of keeping the past alive and of
asserting one's own place in a crucial historical epoch. They are also the precious
cultural capital ofthe generation that experienced the war. The many small stories
told by the much-touted "ordinary people" ofwartime London flow into the master
narratives of European history; enriching them, enlivening them, and occasion-
ally colliding with them. Even before the war's end, people realized how impor-
tant stories about wartime would be. Shortly afterVE Day; Kensington diaristVere
·Hodgson wrote: "How the bombs will be multiplied in reminiscence during these
years in stories, and people who never heard one, will think they were in the heart
ofthe Blitz. Never mind, I have recorded my sufferings and I shall be able to refer
back" (22 May 1945).
No cultural product about the war is easier to find than these wartime narra-
tives, yet none is harder to assess. It is possible and perhaps even likely that many
people do, as Vere Hodgson suggests, multiply the bombs in memory that they
never heard in reali~ Yet the war was filled with enough drama to make such
embellishments unnecessary in many cases. None of the incidents described by
my interviewees was either impossible or unlikel~ Like other reconstructions of
the past, retrospective narratives must be viewed both as cultural constructs and
as sources ofhistorical information, though their accuracy cannot always be real-
istically assessed, even when compared with ~ritten testimon~ Stories built of
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memory are always subject to the ravages of time, which can erase some details
while inscribing others. My interviewees were well aware ofthe dangers and value
ofpersonal memories. After telling me several fascinating stories, Ettie Gontarsky
'remarked, "I'm afraid it's all rather waffle~ this, 'cause it's memof}T, and you know,
one's memory after all these years, it's not exactly very clear" (personal interview; 4
April 1993). However, even when the historical accuracy ofwartime narratives is
uncertain, they yield another kind ofinformation, for they tell us about the ways
that people make use ofstories about the past.Wartime Londoners were well aware
of their status as makers ofhistory; and they were not about to let future genera-
tions forget either the large narratives that we call history or the smaller stories that
are our own.
At present there is great interest in narrative among scholars ofmany differ-
ent disciplines, including history; folklore, literature, and anthropology: The dis-
cipline ofhistory takes as a central charter the creation ofnarrative reconstructions
of the past; in the words ofHayden White, a historical work is "a verbal structure
in the form ofa narrative prose discourse that purports to be a model, or icon, of
past structures and processes in the interest of explaining what they were by repre-
senting them" (1973, 2; emphasis in original).The words "history" and "story" were
used interchangeably in English as late as the nineteenth century; in many lan-
guages, only one such word exists (Geschichte in German, histoire in French, storia
in Italian). Since much human thinking, at least in the West, is based on ideas of
chronology and temporali~narrative achieves an importance even in disciplines
that do not choose it as a prime concern. Walter J. Ong writes: "In a sense narra-
tive is paramount among all verbal art forms because of the way it underlies so
many other art forms, often even the most abstract. Human knowledge comes out
of time. Behind even the abstractions ofscience, there lies narrative of the obser-
vations on the basis ofwhich the abstractions have been formulated" (1982, 140).
Historical narratives-purportedly true stories about the past-present spe-
cial theoretical and methodological concerns. Classic historiography, particularly
as exemplified by its nineteenth-century masters, treated narrative as a virtually
transparent mode ofrepresentation within which the past could be most properly
situated.! Such historiographic narratives are so broad-based that their narrative
elements are muted, their emphasis focused on documented information, ratio-
nal explanation, and claims to historical truth. In accord with Ranke's dictum to
portray the past "as it really was," such narrative structures appear to be wholly
natural because no character has been invented, no event fabricated (White 1973,
6). In the twentieth century; this naive faith in the transparence and naturalness
, of historical narrative has been criticized by scholars such as Walter Benjamin,
Hayden White, and Paul Ricoeur. Yet, as Ricoeur points out, even the most self-
consciously analytical history depends upon a conception ofhistorical time that is
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essentially narrative in nature (1984a, 91). In other words, history that is com-
pletely divorced from narrative ceases to be histol]T.
In the twentieth century; historians are less sanguine about the reliability of
written documents; some are inclined to pay attention to oral artifacts as well. Allan
Nevins (1984), who first proposed the idea oforal history in 1938, believed that
new developments in technology made oral history both possible and inevitable:
the telephone, the telegrap~, and rapid intercity transportation were depriving
historians of their traditional fund of documents. At the same time, historians
recognized that written documents are not indisputable sources of"truth" but are
contextually anchored, potentially inaccurate personal accounts that have the great
virtue ofnever changing. Scholars ofwartime Britain are able to draw upon a fan-
tastically rich fund ofwritten and oral documents, from history books, archives,
libraries, films, radio programs, records, and personal interviews. All ofthese sources
indicate the importance of narrative in discussing the past and in surviving the
present.
A distinction should be made between narratives told during the war and
narratives told about the war. Stories told during the war were used, like other art
forms, to promote unity and to create the ideology necessary for successful pros-
ecution of the war effort. As such, they were subject to wartime censorship and
were limited in terms ofstructure and theme. Postwar stories are subject to no such
restrictions and exist in counterpoint to wartime material. Consider, for example,
two different descriptions-one wartime, one postwar-of people's reactions to
air raids. The wartime story is taken from the diary ofVere Hodgson, a middle-
aged, middle-class Kensington woman who began keeping a detailed diary dur-
ing the summer of1940 and continued it until the end ofthe war. On 6 December
1942 she paraphrased a story she had read in a book entitled The Front Line: "I
like the story ofthe little boy in aWelsh town who was dug out by rescue men. He
was found because he could be heard singing GOD SAVETHE KING over and
over again beneath the wreckage. He was only six, and it took six hours to release
him. He sang all the time. When asked why he said his father was a collier and
had told him that the men always sangwhen they were trapped underground, and
he thought he had better do the same thing." The Welsh coal mining areas were
well known for political radicalism and for occasional bursts of Welsh national-
ism. The links to England, though institutionally much more solid than the ties
between England and Scotland, were culturally and politically uneas}T. The English
suppression oftheWelsh language was bitterly remembered;Wales was, in a sense,
a country that England had conquered and annexed centuries before. Yet in the
story; a child ofthis radical milieu declares his loyalty to the British monarchy and
his affinity with all of Britain by singing-over and again-the British national
anthem. Such a story published in wartime fostered the popular notion ofcross-
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class, cross-ethnic British unit}', and its citing inVere Hodgson's diary-which was
written to describe the war to non-British friends-fostered it yet more.
Postwar storytellers are aware ofthe famous image ofwartime unity and must
come to terms with it; at the same time, postwar stories allow us to see the defi-
ciencies that wartime storytellers could not discuss. George Wagner, a German
political refugee who came to London shortly before the war, told the following
story about less-than-exemplary behavior following an air raid: "Now, there were
all sorts ofpeople lying around the road, some simply stunned, and there was one
woman who worked with us, who said, 'I wasn't hurt, but I was lying there, and
somebody was pulling at my golden earrings.' So that existed here, too" (personal
interview, 23 April 1993). Such astory would not have been published and prob-
ably would not have been told during the war. Yet the context of the telling is
important; this storywas told in response to my question about whether there was,
in fact, unity and camaraderie in wartime London. Ifwe listen to GeorgeWagner's
commentary on his story; we see that he is positing it as an exception: "So that
existed here, too. But nothing like as bad as anywhere else.... By and large, the-
I mean, these tales about how wonderful they stood up to it, so on, so on, what a
grand old race, the usual thing, 'Land ofHope and Glory;' toot, toot, toot, toot,
they're always a bit overdone. But there is a solid kernel of fact" (personal inter-
view; 23 April 1993).
In oral history interviews and in printed and archival material about wartime
London, I found roughly three kinds of narratives. I refer to them as anecdotal
narratives, historical narratives, and epochal narratives. Like the anthropological
distinction offolktale, legend, and myth, these narratives work at the level of the
personal quotidian, the communal historical, and the universal symbolic. Anec-
dotal narratives tell ofsmall-scale events that affected few people. (Though, as we
have seen in the story quoted byVere Hodgson, the telling ofsuch a tale may have
political and propagandistic importance beyond the event itself) Most anecdotal
stories that I found were narratives in which the teller of the tale was also the pro-
tagonist, but some people told stories about friends and family as well. The stories
that I call historical narratives describe events that the teller believed to be ofhis-
torical importance but in which the teller was not necessarily a participant. These
events were typically small-scale and ofshort duration, but they were deemed to
have historical significance that went beyond the participants.
The epochal narratives, by contrast, deal with the course of the war itselfand
indicate the teller's own interpretation ofa large-scale world crisis. Some historians,
such as Angus Calder and Clive Ponting, have used the word "myth" in discussing
this level ofdiscourse, and it is at this level that the wartime London debates typi-
cally occur. In general, my interviewees did not relate full-blown epochal narratives,
perhaps believing them too obvious to bear repeating, but commented instead on
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aspects of this well-known sto~ The standard British narrative of World War II
tells ofa timewhen civilization was threatened but not conquered, when free men
and women banded together to defeat the forces ofevil. In this narrative, Britain
stood, brave and united, fighting alone until joined by the Allies, never defeated,
never down-hearted. London appears as a communal protagonist in this narrative,
the chiefactor in the fight against Nazism. Whereas few people disagreed with the
basic structure ofthis narrative, all highlighted the strands that they felt were most
important and criticized aspects that they believed were facile or simplistic.
To treat history as a narrative is not to suggest that writing history is the same
as writing fiction or that, completeness being impossible, scholarly standards may
be abandoned. To the contral)', such an approach may involve the tightening of
scholarly standards. In recognizing that all history is selective, we can accept no
document, written or oral, without considering it in context and without seeking
corroborating evidence. Such methodological stringency does not preclude the
reconstruction and understanding ofthe past; we can still amass different kinds of
evidence and assemble a fairly good idea ofwhat has happened, in certain times
and places and to certain people. Nonetheless, we cannot ignore the ideological
implications embedded in the narrative structures that historians use to represent
the past. Hayden White's study ofthe great nineteenth-century historians articu-
lates this premise:
Considered purely as verbal structures, the works they produced appear
to have radically different formal characteristics and to dispose the con-
ceptual apparatus used to explain the same sets ofdata in fundamentally
different ways. On the most superficial level, for example, the work of
one historian may be diachronic or processionary in nature (stressing
the fact of change and transformation in the historical process), while
that of another may be synchronic and static in form (stressing the fact
of structural continuity). Again, where one historian may take it as his
task to reinvoke, in a lyrical or poetic manner, the "spirit" of a past age,
another may take it as his task to penetrate behind the events in order to
disclose the "laws" or "principles" of which a particular age's "spirit" is
only a manifestation or phenomenal form. [1973,4]
White, like many pioneers, goes too far. His emphasis on the implications and
potentialities of narrative structure threatens to subsume the entirety of the his-
torical task. His unrelenting formalism and stress on what he terms the
"protoscientific" character of history seem to leave the selection of data and
emplotment to the chance whimsy (or deliberate ideological bias) ofthe historian.
An important critique is supplied by Paul Ricoeur who, like myself: finds much
to value in White's analysis:
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A certain tropological arbitrariness must not make us forget the kind of
constraint that the past exerted on historical discourse through known
documents, by demanding an endless rectification on its part.... Of
course, we must combat the prejudice that the historian's language could
be made entirely transparent, so that the facts would speak for them-
selves; as if it were enough to get rid of the ornaments ofprose in order to
do away with the figures ofpoetry. But we would be unable to combat
this first prejudice if we did not at the same time combat the second,
according to which the literature of imagination, because it constantly
makes use of fiction, can have no hold on realit)r. [1984b, 34-35; em-
phasis in original]
To perceive history as a narrative is to emphasize both its completeness and
its incompleteness. A narrative is a complete, bounded entity with a beginning, a
middle, and an end. Yet because it is bounded, it ignores events and people that
exist outside its boundaries. One ofthe most succinct historical narratives is Julius
Caesar's description ofhis victory at Zela: "li'ni, vidi, vici" ("I came, I saw; I con-
quered"). In three Latin words, Caesar tells an entire story ofwar, triumph, and
conquest. In "Questions of a Worker Who Reads," Bertolt Brecht suggests that
Caesar's descriptions ofevents and dramatis personae might bea bit limited: "Caesar
beat the Gauls. Didn't he even have a cook with him?" Brecht's worker both ac-
cepts the historical parameters that Caesar has set and radically transforms them:
Caesar's stories remain reports oftriumph and victo~but Caesar's position is much
more equivocal (Brecht 1961: 45-46). Brecht forces us to ask: Did Caesar control
the legions or depend upon their cooperation? Was it Caesar's genius or the army's
strength that conquered Gaul? What of the cook he had in his army?2
Brecht's worker transforms Caesar's narrative but does not discard it. Though
he wonders about the people over whom Caesar triumphed, he does not tell the
tale from the defeated point ofview. Other historical narratives have been com-
pletely rejected by those who disagree with their premises; thus, parallel narratives
exist, each describing the same occurrences in very different ways. For example,
the story ofColumbus discoveringAmerica, taught to everyAmerican schoolchild,
has been inverted by Native Americans and others concerned with human rights,
who tell it as a tale ofColumbus invadingAmerica. The familiar story ofsuccess,
courage, and adventure becomes a story ofdefeat, victimization, and tragedy:
Likewise, Rachelle Hope Saltzman (1988) shows that the British General Strike
of 1926 is remembered and described quite differently by strikers and strikebreak-
ers. To strikers and their supporters, the strike is a story ofworking-class courage
and unity defeated by the superior strength and power ofthe capitalist class.To the
strikebreakers (or "volunteers," as they preferred to call themselves), the strike was
a time when middle-class and upper-class people rallied together and successfully
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defeated the threat ofa potentially revolutionary working class.The "event" ofthe
strike, the bare bones ofthe narrative, is essentially the same in stories ofboth types.
There is little debate about what happened during the General Strike or what the
salient parts of the story are. The interpretation of these accepted facts, however,
makes all the difference. Were the workers or the capitalists the dangerous ones?
Were the strikers heroes or nascent thugs? Were the strikebreakers heroes or des-
pots? These are the questions that must be answered before the story has much
meaning. Thus the creation of a meaningful historical narrative can be divided
into three parts: data collection, or amassing the evidence; weaving the data, the
facts, into a coherent story; and supplying a meaning to this story within the light
of a larger story; perhaps one of British history; perhaps one of Western civiliza-
tion, perhaps one ofhumanity: In the themes and story lines of these narratives,
we can find important symbols and key metaphors for remembering, understand-
ing, and representing past experience.
Anecdotal Narratives
Narratives are a means ofplacing one's experiences within history and ofshowing
one's part in a larger scheme ofevents. Narratives gleaned from personal interviews
are especially interesting because they exist in the present while simultaneously
describing the past. In so doing, they refract the past through the lens ofthe present
and comment upon both time periods by reference to one another. Richard Bauman
describes the special qualities oforal narrative with reference to Roman Jakobson's
distinction between narrated events and narrative events: "Oral narrative provides
an especially rich focus for the investigation ofthe relationship between oral litera-
ture and social life because part of the special nature of narrative is to be doubly
anchored in human events.That is, narratives are keyed both to the events in which
they are told and to the events that they recount, toward narrative events and nar-
rated events" (1986, 2).Written retrospective narratives can also perform this double
function; they exist within the culture of the present even as they comment upon
the past. In looking at the patterns that emerge from these narratives, we can see
not only what has happened in the past, but why the past must be remembered.
Retrospective narratives are highly selective entities, carefully and often lov-
ingly constructed out ofthe raw material ofmemory. As memory is fashioned into
story; certain facts are chosen to represent the experience ofthe past. Once the story
has been set and as more time passes, specific narrative threads are higWighted while
others are cast in shadow. This process need imply no actual forgetting-the facts
of the story may remain the same-but the teller's present point ofview will de-
termine the facts that will be emphasized, the facts that will be told at all.The coun-
terpoint to these retrospective narratives is provided by narratives actually told
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during the war, which we can glean from written wartime documents. In exam-
ining both oral and written narratives, as well as the tension between them, we
can add valuable information· to current debates about the nature of wartime
London. We can also see the ways in which past concerns remain present ones.
Both wartime and postwar stories are shot through with contradictions: the
wartime rhetorical emphasis on humor and normality contrasted sharplywith the
lived reality of horror and abnormali1:)T. During wartime this contradiction was
downplayed, the horror muted, while stoical courage and bold jests were high-
lighted. Ritchie Calder's description ofpeople sheltering in the vault ofa church
is one example of a story that emphasizes the refusal to relinquish humor and
normali1:)T. Calder is aware ofthe contradictions, but his subjects appear not to be;
these "cheerful Cockneys" carry on their ordinary activities unafraid of German
bombs or British revenants, apparently ignorant ofthe irony that Calder highlights:
"In a corner, by the light of trembling candle flames, a little group was playing
cards, quite undeterred by the creepy unnaturalness, or the grim humour ofusing
the dead as a card-table.They treated the whole thing as so commonplace and with
so little sense of the superstitious that if the spirits of the dead, disturbed by this
strange intrusion, had decided to walk, those East Enders would probably have
asked them to take a hand at cards!" (1941, 37).
Many postwar narratives are in a similar vein, emphasiZing a strange mix of
humor and horror, ofordinary people caught in extraordinary circumstances. In
postwar narratives, we also can see a kind of tale forbidden in wartime: stories of
unrelieved horror and bitterness, with no sense ofpurpose or iron}'. Occasionall}',
I heard such stories from people who had been evacuated children, particularly
those who had been very young at the time ofevacuation. Unaffected by wartime
rhetoric, too young to understand the purpose of separation from their families,
evacuees were unable to canalize their emotions in ways that their parents could.
Shirley was from a middle-class, Jewish family in East London (her father was a
doctor) and was only six years old during the time of her first evacuation, at the
beginning ofthe war. As an evacuee, she found herselfthe target ofanti-Semitism
("It's because ofyou Jews there's a war!") and neglect. During her last evacuation,
she was forced to play outside in the snow when she had a heavy cold. As a result,
she developed double pneumonia, and her parents brought her back to London
the night the docks were on fire:
I can remember this train breaking down outside Liverpool Street sta-
tion, stopping. And the whole ofLondon was alight; there were just bombs
dropping and you could see buildings, outlines ofSt. Paul's.... I remem-
ber the fear. Obviously I felt ill because I had this double pneumonia.
And there were some Americans in the carriage; one of them, I think,
dropped a helmet nearly on top of my head. It was very frightening. I
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mean, ifyou're sitting in a train in the open when most people are shel-
tering, you expect a bomb to sort ofdrop onto the train. I can still see it;
I mean, it's very vivid in my mind. The searchlights and the fires and,
oh, it was horrible. [personal interview, 22 January 1993]
These examples-from the matter-of-fact courage of the card players in the
crypt to the terror of the sick child-will give some idea of the range of tales told
about wartime London. I have chosen to concentrate in this section on four kinds
of anecdotal narratives that I found to be especially prevalent: humorous stories,
love stories, horror stories, and near-miss stories.3These stories correspond roughly
to the dramatic conventions ofcomedy (humorous stories), romance (love stories),
and melodrama (horror and near-miss stories). I do not believe that any of them
represent tragedy in the classical or Shakespearean sense.This is not to suggest that
people told no stories of sadness and loss; such stories are inevitable when one is
discussing war. But in all the wartime stories and in most of the postwar inter-
views, there is a sense that this sadness and loss was not purposeless, that the ulti-
mate outcome of the war was right. Even those who felt most bitter about the
stupidity and violence ofwar did not say that ta.'le war should never have been fought
or that the wrong side had won. Such opinions filay be held, but those who hold
them are unlikely to say so into a fieldworker's tape recorder; their memories are
either too painful or too far removed from the political mainstream to allow an
interviewer to get near them. Such opinions are so completely at odds with the
national imagery ofwartime and so inimical to most contemporary British politi-
cal stripes that they are unlikely to surface unless one is specifically looking for them.
Humorous Stories
Nothing is funnier than unhappiness.
---Samuel Beckett, Endgame
If the essence of humor is inappropriateness, then wartime London was a fertile
seedbed for comed~Anne Lubin remarks, "You ... saw these peculiar sights of
the whole front ofa house awa~ halfthe floors gone, and sitting on a mantelpiece,
a teddy bear or something like that that had been untouched" (personal interview,
21 January 1993). As noted, humor was an essential part ofwartime rhetoric, a
way ofbelittling danger and rendering it more manageable.The bizarre occurrences
and grotesque juxtapositions ofwartime were exploited for all their comic poten-
tial. Londoners, like medieval fools, were proud of their ability to find humor in
the grimmest situation and to twist words until they made one laugh. Geordie, a
young engineer at the time, remembers the aftermath ofaV2 attack on New Cross
as follows: "Two doors from me the husband and wife were at their gate laughing,
she had just put a plate of sausage, bacon and egg on the table when the rocket
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went 0[£ the plate exited with the window and landed instead on the garden hedge.
True, honestly; and it was considered a great joke at the time" (personal letter, 18
February 1993).
While couples watched their lunches disappear into hedges, popular enter-
tainment was replete with zany and implausible humor. Tommy Handley and his
radio program ITMA kept up a dizzying series ofjokes: Mayor Tom shows a film
of his bogus trip around the empire and says, "This is the accident I had in the
Occident" (NSAre£ nos. 2684-R, F42/3 andT28071b2, 9 January 1942);Tommy
casts himself as "Sweeney Tom, the Demon Blubberer of Fleet Street" (NSA ref
nos. F41/102 and T28071bl, 26 September 1941); and Tommy visits a school
and suggests writing a Christmas song called "I'm Dreaming of a White Black-
board" (NSAre£ nos. 22230-3 andT22226b2, 28 October 1943). FrancisWorsley;
who produced ITMA, described Handley's character as a "swashbuckling, plau-
sible, quick-witted rogue-a racketeer, slick but not very successful-all his gran-
diose schemes go crazily wrong. There is something Elizabethan in his reckless
attitude to life and his zest for the colourful-something very British in his refusal
to admit defeat-something very admirable in his contempt of humbug and
bumbledom" (Worsley 1946, 45).
In 1940 there was very little to laugh about, and the government was con-
cerned about morale in the East End, where the raids were heaviest and the resi-
dents had few resources with which to make things palatable. Fearing defeatism
or open revolution, the government worked (albeit slowly and somewhat capri-
ciously) to improve shelters and provide services for those rendered homeless. At
the same time, it turned the tables on those who were seen as potential threats and
marked them as targets ofofficial praise. Angus Calder writes: "Fairly or unfairly;
the reaction of the East Enders to the failure ofthe authorities to plan for the real
nature of the blitz was first bewilderment, then anger. Yet they did not revolt nor,
truly speaking, panic. Explaining this phenomenon, some journalists of the pe-
riod created a myth ofthe Cockneywisecracking over the ruins ofhis world, which
is as famous as the myth ofthe Few soaring into battle with laughter on their lips,
and equally misleading" (1969, 165-66).
The Cockneywas a folk character ripe for the plucking. Like the timeless peas-
ants beloved by nineteenth-century antiquarians and nation-builders, the Cock-
ney is always in danger ofdisappearing Oones 1989). Like those selfsame peasants,
Cockneys are poor but contented and represent an essential heart of the national
character. Unlike peasants, however, prewar Cockneys were not particularly admi-
rable characters. The urban milieu had rendered rural virtues obsolete: the Cock-
ney was clever rather than wise, canny rather than generous, a bit ofa rogue and a
huckster, the kind ofperson who could pickyour pocket so cleverly he would make
you laugh and admit it was probably a good thing. As Gareth StedmanJones points
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out, the Cockney character has a long history and is open to many interpretations,
but a popular twentieth-century conception includes a "picturesque cheerfulness
and wit embedded in characteristic turns ofphrase, a mildly irreverent attitude to
law and authority; a comic particularism, a stubborn and often illogical ethical code,
combined with a good-hearted patriotism. To invoke this 'cockney' is also to in-
voke a particular notion ofan urban community: a community ofthe poor, but of
a distinctly conservative and indigenous kind. There is no place in a 'cockney' ty-
pology for the spiv, the teddy boy; the punk ... nor ... for the West Indian, the
Bangladeshi, or the Cypriot" (1989,278). Cockneys had their traditional occupa-
tions, and the Cockney costermonger was a classic example. A perfect exemplifica-
tion ofthis notion ofthe Cockney is described byVere Hodgson, after listening to
a radio program on 20 June 1943: "The Postscript to-night was by three men who
love their country-a Scots farmer, a Welsh trade Unionist and a London
costermonger. Theywere all excellent, but the costermonger was the best ofthe lot.
When he gets to heaven the first thing he is going to ask St. Peter for is a barrow."
Yet this conservative, nonethnic rendering of the Cockney; as Jones readily
points out, does not exploit all ofits potentialities. DuringWorldWar II, such an
interpretation may have been most acceptable to the ruling powers, but praise of
an urban, working-class milieu opens doors that may not easily be slammed shut.
After all, Cockneys, like peasants, actually exist, and they are liable to define them-
selves if one is not careful. One woman I interviewed, a Jew and a socialist, de-
scribed herself as a Cockney because she had been born within the sound of the
bells of Bow; and indeed, this is the conventional definition of the Cockney to-
da~ Harry Geduld, who grew up in the Jewish East End, describes the color and
diversity ofhis Cockney neighborhood:
Like my mother before me I am a Cockney. I was born in the London
Hospital, Whitechapel Road. In my childhood, the area was a bustling,
working-class Jewish neighborhood like the Lower East of New York at
the turn of the centur~ It is a locale with many historic associations. For
example: Chaucer and Harold Pinter were born in the vicinity. . . . In
1381, at the Mile End, the eastern extension ofWhitechapel Road, Ri-
chard II was forced to put an end to serfdom. It was in this district that
Jews first settled when Cromwell readmitted them into England in 1657,
where Captain Cook's home was locat~d, and where William Booth es-
tablished the Salvation Army in 1868. In the late Victorian period, the
London Hospital, my birthplace, housed the Elephant Man. Opposite
the hospital, in Buck's Row, Jack the Ripper committed one ofhis grisly
murders in the fall of 1888. And close by, some twenty-three years later,
occurred the Sidney Street Siege, in which soldiers and police battled a
group ofJewish anarchists. Quite a neighborhood!
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To be a Cockney one must be born within the sound of the bells of
Stratford-atte-Bow Church. In a literal sense, I suppose I am one of the
last of the breed since no one has heard those bells since the church was
destroyed in 1942. (Geduld 1995: 48)
Cockneys, whatever their presumed virtues or politics, are actual people; and
whatever else they may be, they are inescapably Londoners and inescapably East
Enders, probably poor (though not destitute) and of either the working class or
the lower middle class. In other words, they exist in the milieu most likely to be
radical and multi-ethnic, which explains why a conservative, Anglo-Saxon view
ofthem might be desired by a conservative ruling class. Thus, praising the humor
and the valor ofthis milieu, making it a model for the entirety ofLondon and indeed
ofBritain, may result in getting more than one has bargained for-one may keep
people in their places while bombs are falling but be voted out ofoffice once peace
returns.
In discussing humor in wartime London, it must be remembered that hu-
mor was not always of the mindlessly patriotic kind and had many important
functions in the making and remembering ofwartime London. G.H.R., from a
working-class family in north London (i.e., not a Cockney), was not taken in by
the sudden praise of his class. He writes:
One odd thing about the war was the change of attitude by our betters
when war came. Whereas previously we had been hands, perhaps on one
hour's notice, we suddenly became the salt of the earth. When the con-
script army was gathered, the government in its wisdom thought that if
we were to be enthusiastic we should be informed-preferably thinking
the right thoughts. (1945 showed how mistaken they were.) Anyway
they ordered that we should all attend groups where we were lectured
from supplied papers. Unfortunately this did not always follow and more
often than not the meeting became a discussion which occasionally wor-
riea the brain. [personal letter]
Though G.H.R. was neither a cheerful Cockney nor an unthinking jingoist, his
memories are filled with the humor that the grotesqueries ofwar can create, the
nervous relief that comes when one has stopped holding one's breath and realized
that fear was pointless this time, and of the wit and wordplay that remain a part
of this language-loving culture. He tells the following story about his experience
as an air-raid warden: "On one occasion, we (we went in pairs) went to where a
bomb had fallen, the house front was damaged. I walked through into the house
calling and had an answer. In a back room, a man was sleeping in a made up bed
on the floor. He blinked at my torch and said, 'How did you get in?' We told him"
(personal letter).
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Another incident, which occurred while G.H.R. was at work in the factol)',
tells of a visitor's dangerously careless behavior. However, since no real harm oc-
curred, the story is told in an ultimately humorous way:
A call from central office one day required me to produce the basics for
an unusual revolver. I learnt that one of the girls in assembly had a
boyfriend in the RAP. [He] had the gun as he was an RAF policeman but
no holster. The job was done and next leave he appeared at the factory
where girlfriend showed him off He produced the gun and someone
took it-pointed it-and it went off The fool had left it loaded. I found
it almost beyond belief I don't believe anyone was hurt but rumour had
it that it killed the manager-he looked alright to me. [personal letter]
A very similar irony is found in wartime material, as in the following story from
the diary ofWilliam Bernard Regan, who, ifhis diary had been found by a jour-
nalist, would doubtless have been called a cheerful Cockne~ Regan's comments
are about the first VI attacks in June 1944: "Nothing on the news about the raid;
at 10:00 A.M. Forces news gave out, that rocket planes were used over the south of
England. Periodically; throughout today; they have been coming over, but Mr.
Morrison says there is nothing to worry about, as he has the situation in hand, or
will have as time goes b~ Still, we shouldn't worl)', he is O.K."
In sum, humor did exist in wartime Britain; it was a technique for survival
against the horrors ofwar and a skill much loved and prized in British culture. As
such, it was seized by government propagandists and blown cheerfully out ofpro-
portion. Since it existed both in national mythology and in wartime experience, it
remains an important part ofthe stories told by those who remember the war. Such
retrospective humor is also a way of letting out one's breath once more, of realiz-
ing that one is still alive though others have died, and of not taking this chance
survival too seriousl~
Love Stories
Faces came and went. There was a diffused gallantry in the atmosphere, an
unmarriedness: it came to be rumoured about the country; among the self-
banished, the uneasy, the put-upon and the safe, that everybody in Lon-
don was in love-which was true, if not in the sense the country meant.
-Elizabeth Bowen, The Heat ofthe Day
It would be hard to imagine an atmosphere more conducive to sexual excitement
than one that combined danger, purpose, constant change, haphazard sleeping ar-
rangements, an influx of foreigners, and the knowledge that one might not live
through the night. Illegitimacy and sexually transmitted diseases increased during
the war (as did marriage and, especially after the war, divorce), yet many wartime
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love stories have an atmosphere ofinnocence rather than prurience. Although war-
time circumstances may have swept away the final traces ofVictorian morality; from
the vantage point of the 1990s, wartime love stories seem charmingly old-fash-
ioned.They are stories in which romance, rather than sexuality; is the central char-
acter, yet they seem not prudish but filled with a graceful reticence.1vIy interviewees
made it clear that relationships between the sexes had changed a good deal during
their lives. G.H.R. describes his weekends with his fiancee, whose place ofwork
had been evacuated to Bournemouth, as "tame by modern standards" (personal
letter). Ettie Gontarsky tells ofentertaining her boyfriend in the front room ofthe
family flat while her parents were in the shelter but remarks that such sessions were
"very innocent, very innocent in those days" (personal intervie~ 4 April 1993).
Love, like humor, was both an unrationed pleasure and a gesture of mild
defiance-it was a way of refusing to give up the normal aspects of life even in
very abnormal circumstances. And just as the chanciness and absurdity ofwar-
time life provided many opportunities for laughter, so did the uncertainty and
excitement ofwar lend their aid to sexual love. "It was sheer Hollywood," said Ettie
Gontarsky ofher American' boyfriend: "Here were we, English girls, fed on Hol-
lywood, brought up on Hollywood-Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford, Betty Grable,
Clark Gable, you name it-we lived that kind ofromanticized-we had these ro-
manticized ideas. Suddenly you've got a boyfriend who is from there, who speaks
with the same accent and very nicely too, who rings you up and says, 'Darling,
they're playing our tune.' Well, you just melt" (personal interview, 4 April 1993).
Ettie was not the only one who mentioned the films as a model for romantic
behavior. G.H.R. writes:
From World War I, we had the cinema to which most of us went regu-
larly, and it is a question of whether we copied the actors or they us. It
did seem at the time that we learnt from the films how to dress, how to
fix our hair and also how we treated one another. Coming as I did from
working class stock and prejudiced in the working class tradition, the
films presented a life of people wealthier than we were but on the whole
acceptable. It does seem to me in retrospect that our relationships were
very similar, and at a personal level we treated our girls like the men on
the films did. As a result I believe girls were respected and treated in a
special way.... Girls did not expect undue familiarity (?) and relations
were warm but strictly chaste. Babies out ofwedlock were very rare and
society had little sympathy for the couple but especially the girl. . . .
During the war all our normal patterns ofbehaviour were changed. Men
got called up and so did women. Women went into industry and the
services. Girls and men who were completely unused to it left home and
family and very often were put into groups living far from home with no
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familiar surroundings. Boredom and loneliness, together with the un-
certainty, created problems. Since the future was so uncertain, young
people did things they would never have contemplated. At the same
time, there was an attitude of irresponsibility, far from home and away
tomorrow or soon. Promises were made, especially by men, which on
reflection were forgotten. Probably most young people coped but there
was a substantial number that found problems. [personal letter]
Anne Lubin likewise notes how the strangeness and uncertainty ofwartime fos-
tered both romance and danger: "The place was absolutely teeming with uniforms
from allover the world, and it seemed to be terribly romantic as well as exciting.
I'm lucky I never fell. I reallyam" (personal interview, 13 March 1993).
And yet, as G.H.R. notes, it was "tame by modern standards." Wartime films
are almost unbearably chaste, with marriage portrayed as a pillar of society and
sexual romance sublimated to the romance ofdoing one's duty in wartime. Ret-
rospective stories ofwartime romance are not so improbably pure, but they do have
a certain cinematic quality; a climate of magic and coincidence and the chance
wonder that attends much wartime happiness. G.H.R.'s story of the night he
became engaged is an especially delightful example.The date is 1 September 1939,
the day that Germany invaded Poland, making war inevitable. G.H.R. arrived
home after work and a meeting of a local youth organization:
After the hasty meal, I thought about my ever-loved and what she would
do-I guessed she'd come to find me. We lived 1112 miles apart and so
with some trepidation I set out on foot-buses were in a bit ofa muddle
and she might walk. Since some minds think alike we met half way-
this was no mean thing since the routes between the two houses were
varied and if we had not met-remember-complete blackness every-
where.
We went to my house-being empty and our future, being uncertain
and possibly short, we decided to spend it together. A couple of hours
later I walked her home, and promising to go to her house the following
evening I walked home myself [personal letter]
Ifuncertainty heightened romance, then romance itselfwas a kind ofcertainty:
Eileen Scales met her husband on her sixteenth birthday; when she and her grand-
mother and aunt were helping to clear the debris caused by a bomb in their neigh-
borhood. Soldiers billeted nearbywere also helping, among them her future husband:
We started to talk, and I knew him for one week and he was sent to-
that was just after D-Day-and he was sent out to Holland I think
when it began. And I didn't see him for about another year, just used to
correspond, until he came home on leave. Came home about a year-later
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for a fortnight's leave. And we became engaged and I was seventeen by
then. And then he went out again, I think, for about another year. So I
didn't see him for another year.... And then after he'd been home the
second time, they then sent him to Palestine. So I didn't see him for
quite a while again. And then when he came home we got married. That
was '47. [personal interview, 5 March 1993]
The interrupted courtship, the early engagement, and the eventual marriage be-
tween relative strangers ofrather different backgrounds (she was a Londoner, he a
country boy) were all part ofthe vicissitudes ofwar. As things changed, one looked
for something that did not. Eileen says:
I suppose I was very young at sixteen to have-or seventeen-to, you
know, come to a decision that here is the man I was going to marry.
Maybe I wasn't taking it that seriously at the time. I don't know. I mean
when you're seventeen I suppose you don't. We were engaged; he bought
an engagement ring. And I suppose when things are so dangerous and so
unsettled, maybe something like that is something to hold on to. You
know for him perhaps the thought, well, there was a girl back home,
waiting. Whether we were both really taking it that seriously I don't
know. [personal interview, 5 March 1993]
Despite the fragmentary courtship, Eileen's marriage was a happy one. Oth-
ers were not so luc~ One woman I interviewed found herself at loose ends after
the war had put a stop to her education. She made a hasty marriage, and by the
time she realized what a serious mistake it was, she had several children and re-
mained in this disastrous marriage for the better part of twenty years. Another
woman found her husband so changed and traumatized from his wartime expe-
rience that she was in actual danger;.she left the marriage very shortlyafter his return.
Manywomen, ofcourse, waited for husbands or boyfriends who simply never came
home. Conversely; many men returned to find that their places had been taken or
their wives were busy with babies ofuncertain paternity-there were harsh invec-
tives against the sly Canadians, Poles, Free French, and ofcourse Americans, uni-
versally acknowledged as "over-paid, over-sexed, and over here." Even Jan Struther,
whose "Mrs. Miniver" sketches spoke ofan idealized domesticity; found that her
previously happy marriage could not survive the five years ofseparation when her
husband was a prisoner ofwar. Like most wartime experiences, wartime love af-
fairs were shot through with contradictions: the excitement and danger ofwar,
which made romance inevitable, also threatened its very existence. Wartime ro-
mance was a game of chance. G.H.R., whose no.arriage survived a three-year ab-
sence while he was in the army and remained happy more than fifty years later,
looked back on the way war had changed his life and said, "The gods smile on
some ofus-not always deservedly" (personal letter).
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Horror Stories
Deep with the first dead lies London's daughter,
Robed in the long friends,
The grains beyond age, the dark veins of her mother,
Secret by the unmourning water
Of the riding Thames.
After the first death, there is no other.
-Dylan Thomas
''A Refusal to Mourn the Death, by Fire, of a Child in London"
The necessary partners to tales of love among the ruins and defiant laughing in
the face ofdanger are, ofcourse, the ruins and the danger. Horror stories emerge
slowly in interviews about wartime life. They are less enjoyable to tell and to re-
member, and they defy the standard image ofsteadfast togetherness and jolly ca-
maraderie. Horror stories of this kind barely exist in wartime material, which is
not to suggest that wartime sources are free ofhorrible incidents. But in wartime
narratives, the horror exists always to be transcended, to be a stepping-stone to
something else, the necessary stage upon which the drama of courage and defi-
ance may take place. In postwar narratives, such morale building is no longer
necessary; nor is it legally mandated. In postwar horror stories, the horror itselfexists
as the central focus, grotesque, purposeless, and bleak. It is not ennobled by fine
phrases or subsumed into the story ofsomething else. It simply exists, a grim re-
minder of the price ofwar.
That a city besieged by enemy bombing should be a place of terror need sur-
prise no one, but horror stories must fight against the shining official image ofwar-
time London. "There's nothing romantic, nothing exciting about a war," says Kitty
Brinks, in defiance of so much that has been said about it. Kitty remembers dif-
ferentl~ In the following interchange, one can see that it is I, the interviewer, who
is trying to make the story have a happy ending. Such an ending is not permitted:
KB: I remember one sight that I saw that made me feel bad. A man
sitting on a wall while they were excavating, trying to dig out his
family. He sat there for three days waiting for his wife and children
to be dug out.
IF: Did they make it?
KB: I doubt it. Not after three days. They were digging and digging.
He just sat there as though he just wasn't there; he was there in
body. His body was there. It was a horrible sight that I can still see
today: ... There's nothing romantic, nothing exciting about a war.
Nothing at all. Because it's not only other people that get killed, it's
us. And I still see that man sitting on the wall waiting for his family
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to be dug out. When someone says to me, "Must have been
exciting," oh! Never! It was never exciting. [personal interview, 25
January 1993]
"It's not only other people that get killed," says Kitty; but ofcourse, for those
who rememberWorldWar II, it was only others who got killed. Looking back from
the safety offive decades later, one may well be nostalgic for a time that promised
at least fifty more years oflife, as the present cannot. ''Although we were very con-
scious ofbeing close to death all the time during the war," says R.B., "we're always
close to death. But you don't really consider it. I mean, especiallywhen you're young,
you think you're going to live forever. Only other people die" (personal interview;
21 April 1993). Being close to death is, as R.B. reminds us, a natural part of
everyone's life. But there are horrors that war brings that are not natural, not a path
that all ofus must take. "There's worse things than death and that's living and being
maimed," says R.B. Her story about such an event takes place on the traditional
day of the macabre:
I . . . remember an occasion when a young friend of mine had just
started work that week . . . in a factory of some kind. And she was
working on the top floor and an incendiary bomb came through the
roof there, and in the panic of the girls to get away from it, she was
knocked onto it. And she had so many-operations because her face was
badly disfigured and I never-I mean, I didn't see her at that time, I saw
her a long time afterwards. But that's always stayed with me and that
was on a Friday the 13th. [personal interview, 21 April 1993]
Many people saw the war not as unrelieved horror or unrelieved hope but as
a constant interweaving and crosscutting ofthe two. G.H.R. told many stories of
wartime comedy and near-magical coincidences, but he had plenty ofstories on
the dark side as well. In discussing his experiences as an air-raid warden, he de-
scribed several funny incidents and then wrote: "Another night heavy bombing
including a land mine had fallen about two miles north ofus. A lorry collected a
contingent to go to aid the locals and help. When we arrived an area about a quarter
mile across was level. We were to search in the rubble for survivors-particularly
checking shelters. It was all very organised with pairs covering every inch. I was
given a young policeman as a partner. As we walked carefully he remarked that
some-one had lost a toy doll and he picked it up-then he fainted-it wasn't a
toy" (personal letter).
The death ofchildren is one ofthe most horrifying consequences ofwar. Eileen
Scales, like G.H.R., became engaged during the war and emerged generally un-
scathed, but she has many stories about others who were not so luc~ The follow-
ing story is filled with the contradictions inherent in wartime experience, humor
and terror, survival and death, chance and irony:
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I remember the night too that we had this awful bomb drop. We were
all in the shelter and we were in there with these neighbours and this
little baby. And my mother, when this bomb hit, almost fainted. She
was, you know, came over very faint. This neighbour hadn't got water to
throw over her so she threw the contents of a bottle of orange squash
over her! The next morning my mother, when we got out of the shelter
(of course we had to stay-I suppose it was about three in the morning
that it happened), couldn't understand why her eyes were all sticking
together! It was horrible. It was a very bad night that, you know. . . .
Four or five people were killed outright-it was so sad because the little
girl was five and clutching her teddy bear when they dug her out. And
the parents of the child had come from somewhere else because the
grandmother had said, "It's too dangerous where you're living, come stay
with us." And they'd only come the week before and were killed. [per-
sonal interview, 5 March 1993]
It is difficult to subsume such tales into one offinal success; to the individual
teller, it is the dead child who is the focus ofthe stol)T, not the ultimate Britishvicto~
Yet it is possible to subsume such stories into a larger one, for despite many such
enemy attacks, Britain ultimately won the war. One hopes that these smaller sto-
ries, painful reminders ofthe tortuous path that wartime took, retain their jagged
integrity within the larger picture. What makes these stories ultimately subsum-
able is the fact that the horror in them is caused by enemy bombs and shells. No
one is surprised when enemies behave like enemies. What is more difficult to ac-
cept-and what rips more deeply at the myth ofwartime unity-are the stories in
which danger is caused not by enemies but by supposed friends. My interviewees
told ofmany incidents that defied the conventional image ofwartime camarade-
rie, tales ofpettiness, greed, profiteering, anti-Semitism, and racism. But I heard
stories of actual cruelty mainly from evacuated children.
Evacuation was difficult under the best ofcircumstances. Even those who were
not ill treated might receive relatively little affection; those whose foster families
were warm and loving lived in constant fear for their families back in London.
Shirley Ann remembers playing with dead kittens as an evacuee because she had
no toys. Many evacuees were so homesick that they came back to London within
a few months, their families having decided that the physical danger in London
was less than the psychological danger of being left in the count~ G.D. stayed
with a family that she remembers as being stern but kind, but her younger brother
was not so luc~ He and three others were mistreated by their foster family until
concerned villagers took over and moved the evacuees to other families. Some were
so shaken by evacuation that they will not discuss it.
Sometimes mothers accompanied their evacuated children.These children had
an obvious psychological advantage, though often the billets did not last, with two
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adults vying for control of the home. Marian was four years old at the start of the
war and was evacuated with her mother and younger brother. They stayed in the
billet only nine months, but it was long enough to garner one ofthe most horrific
wartime narratives that I know:
The lady that we lived with ... had a couple, at least two evacuees
staying with her. And I was telling that there was a little girl
about my age or maybe a year older kept complaining that she had pains
in her legs.... She would walk through the lane and she would stop and
have to hold onto the side of the wall. And she was always complaining
bitterly about being tired and her legs hurting her. And the lady of this
house we lived in said, "It's nothing, nothing," and she got fed up with
her in the end. She got her mother to come and take her home and
apparently the girl died of rheumatic fever. She had had no medical
attention while she was away. [personal interview, 2 February 19~3]
This wanton neglect, this mindless cruelty to a child separated from her family so
that her life might be spared, is not easily integrated into a narrative that stresses
unity; camaraderie, and caring. Perhaps the farther one gets from the center of
London, the looser the tale ofcamaraderie becomes. Many villages in Britain never
felt a bomb, and Londoners (like Glaswegians and other evacuated city children)
were considered an alien species by many country folk. So the difficulty; as well as
the occasional tragedy; ofevacuation is played down, when it is mentioned at all.
It fits uneasily with standard wartime narratives.
It can, however, be banalized into an evening's light entertainment. TheMouse-
trap, the longest running play on the postwar British stage, is based on an Agatha
Christie novel in which a mistreated evacuee sets about killing those responsible
for the evacuation in which he was tormented and his brother killed. He is suc-
cessful in his revenge and then is led away-to prison or perhaps to a mental hos-
pital, courtesy ofthe welfare state.The British murder mystery is paradoxically the
coziest ofgenres, and it makes this most horrible crime tame and tid)T. In the novel,
the fact ofevacuation is clearly spelled out, while the play is more ambiguous about
the reasons the children were placed in a foster famil)T. Nonetheless, the play is filled
with references to the war-rationing is still in effect-and the audiences who first
saw it in 1952 would easily guess the reason the children were separated from their
famil)T. So the tale ofa mistreated evacuee need not even mention the fact ofevacu-
ation; such stories need not impinge on wartime memory at all, but only make
one think of a successful postwar tourist trap.
Near-Miss Stories
In a seminal article, William Labov and Joshua Waletzky (1967) analyze personal
narratives evoked by the question "Were you ever in a situation where you were in
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serious danger of being killed?" Without realizing it-and without using those
words-I was essentially asking the same thing. Again and again, when I asked
people to tell me about wartime, about the blitz or shelters or simply what they
were doing during the war, I got stories ofnear misses. These stories were so preva-
lent, among so many diverse and dissimilar people, that I was forced to examine
the significance ofthis theme. I began to see these narratives as a prime concern of
those who remembered and spoke about wartime London, a key metaphor of
wartime itself
Often these narratives were laced with humor, as is the following story told
by Ettie Gontarsky; who during the war was a young fashion designer living with
her family in central London:
I remember we were all in the garage, in the Lex Garage Shelter, and an
incendiary fell on a house next to ours.... When I think about it now,
I think, you know, either I was mental or I was so distraught that I didn't
know what I was talking about But I saw my brother, as we heard
that there was a firebomb next door which meant that our house was
also in danger of setting alight. And I got hold of my brother and ifyou
can imagine, I said, "Philip, please, go indoors and up in my bedroom,
there's a box of make-up. Please go and rescue it for me. Please go and
rescue my box ofmake-up." And he gave me the most withering look;
he said, "You'll be lucky." [personal interview, 4 April 1993]
Though Ettie self-deprecatingly describes herself as "distraught," she certainly is
not panicking or demonstrating any sign ofhysteria. Showing ~o concern for herself
or for the fact that she might soon be homeless, she is worried about the items
that will enable her. to continue her normal life as a fashionable young London
woman. Though the irony of the story is highlighted in its retrospective telling,
the focus on humor is in line with the wartime emphasis on the Londoner's abil-
ity to laugh even when the skies rained bombs. As wartime propagandists were
keenly aware, this ability requires courage, discipline, and repression, qualities
essential for the fighters of the home front.
My interviewees rarely spoke directly ofpersonal acts ofextraordinary cour-
age; blowing one's own trumpet is considered poor form in Britain. Instead, they
described bravery in ways that actually downplayed it, making it seem humorous
or commonplace. The ordinary was valorized in wartime, and there was a certain
quality ofgrit and defiance exemplified in the refusal to give up one's routine and
one's claim to a normal life.The following near-miss narrative, told by Eileen Scales,
shows her family's ability to "take it" and "carry on." Eileen was a teenager work-
ing in a London office during the war. She lived with her family in a suburban
neighborhood in south London and sheltered in an Anderson shelter in the back
garden. The following narrative shows the concerns of Eileen's mother:
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I think my mother's biggest problem was the meals and whatever were
we going to have for our pudding that day! I remember one occasion
that was when we were having daytime air raids so it was a case ofhaving
to take our dinner or our lunch into the air-raid shelter. And I remem-
ber that she'd been saving up her coupons in this book to get dried fruit
because dried fruit was so short, there was such a shortage and it was all
on ration. And she made this pudding with plums in it, with sultanas
and things in it. And when the air raid had ... sort of ceased up for a
little bit she said, "Well, I'll run in now and I'll fetch this pudding." As
she came back a bomb dropped and she fell into the air-raid shelter with
the pudding! The pudding basin was in thousands ofpieces and nobody
could eat the pudding. There were pieces ofchina sticking into the pud-
ding. My mother nearly cried I think that day to think of all that fruit
that had gone, all the dried fruit. And we just sat and laughed. [personal
interview, 5 March 1993]
In severely rationed wartime Britain, dried fruit and sweets of any sort (in-
cludingsugar) were in short supply; fresh fruit, particularly bananas and citrus fruits,
usually unobtainable. A pudding such as the one made by Eileen's mother would
have required weeks of careful planning on the complicated "points" system.
Wartime recipes are full ofsuggestions for using grated carrot or mashed potatoes
as substitutes for fruit (see Minns 1980); perhaps Eileen's mother used these sub-
stitutes without her family's knowledge, but Eileen remembers the uneaten pud-
ding as on a par with prewar standards. Despite the loss ofthis delicacy; it is laughter
that wins out. Eileen's mother's quiet courage is shown by her very lack ofconcern
for her own safety (she was thrust into the shelter by bomb blast and narrowly
escaped injury or death); she wept only for a culinary masterpiece that she could
not serve to her famil~ In this near-miss narrative, the near miss itself is played
down; in so doing, the story highlights the family's matter-of-fact courage, hu-
mor, and will to continue a normal life.
Yet near-miss narratives did not always contain examples ofhumor or stoical
"carrying on." Often, they simply showed the element ofluck that is the survivor's
lot. Irene Wagner; a German Jewish refugee, tells the following story ofa daylight
VI raid in 1944. She and her husband George, a German political refugee, were
on their lunch break; they were working for the British government in a capacity
so secret that they still cannot discuss it. Her story is as follows: "Now what hap-
pened, during a fateful day; when we went out to lunch, and because my watch
had stopped, we went out earlier than expected.We got home and during our lunch,
there was a mighty crash. Absolutely fantastic. And on our way back, we noticed
that we would have stood in that entrance to our office as the bomb came down,
and we would have had it" (personal interview, 1 February 1993). As a demon-
stration ofthe arbitrariness offate, this story could scarcely be bettered.TheWagners'
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lives were saved not by special insight or bravery but by the failure ofa mechanical
timepiece, which disrupted their routine. Had they gone to lunch at their normal
time, they would not have returned. There is no suggestion ofbravely carrying on
in adversity or ofturning disaster into a joke, simply the recognition that survival
often is due simply to luck. The arbitrariness offate is both disquieting and com-
forting: it is comforting because it shows that victims cannot be blamed, for they
do not choose their fate-a lesson that may have been especially important for the
Wagners who, had they remained in their homeland, would have been among its
victims. But ifone does not choose to be a victim, then contrariwise one cannot
prevent it. As many people told me, wartime induced a kind of fatalism; "if the
bomb has my number on it" became a popular catchphrase. In other words, ifyou
got hit, then you got hit; there was little that one could do.
In an attempt to ward off or combat the arbitrariness of fate, some people
developed special powers. Marjorie Newton, a London schoolgirl at the time, wrote
the following:
As the winter of 1940/1941 went on my mother developed a strange
ability to sense whether or not a raid would continue all night. Some-
times there would be a raid and then a lull for hours after which the
bombers would return. It was a very cold winter and people in the shel-
ter became restive and wanted to return to their beds. My mother would
go into the yard outside the shelter, lift her head, close her eyes and sniff
the air, then she would come down and tell us whether or not it was safe
to go home. I don't know how she did it but it certainly worked, in fact
local police and wardens would consult her during a lull. ... On 19th
March there was a very heavy raid followed by a lull of some hours. My
uncle finished his duty period and came down to say he was going home
and would bring us a flask of tea. It was bitterly cold that night and the
others asked my mother to "have a sniff" She started to go upstairs and
I followed her, suddenly she screamed at me to get down. I heard a
sound like a great sailing ship and then an enormous crash. We both fell
down the stairs and the lights went out.... Some of us had torches and
a lantern was lit, we were all covered in dust but were not seriously hurt
and decided to stay where we were for the time being. Later a warden
came down and told my mother that our house had been completely
destroyed by a parachute mine and that the gas main outside our house
was burning. Some time later two men from the First Aid Post came
down the stairs dragging a body, they said he was either dead or dying
and they would return later to take him to the mortuary. I saw his face
and knew it was my uncle. His face was grey, his hair and eyebrows were
burned, he was bleeding from his nose, mouth, ears and one leg. Sud-
denly he made. a rattling sound in his throat and my mother realised
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that his false teeth were lodged at. the back of his throat and choking
him. She forced his mouth open and pulled out his dentures so that he
could breathe. Later he was taken to the hospital and released the next
week. [personal letter, 4 January 1993]
This story actually tells ofseveral near misses and attempts to cheat fate. First, there
is Marjorie's mother, with her uncanny ability to sense the length ofa raid bysmell.4
While performing this olfactory divination, Marjorie and her mother narrowly
escape being hit by a bomb; they are covered in dust but unharmed. However,
their house is destroyed; thus the shelter, and their prescience and sense in using
it, has quite possibly saved their lives: another near miss. Marjorie's uncle, who
has returned to the house for the homely and very British task of making tea, is
caught in the blast and injured; in fact, rescue workers believe he is dead. Again,
it is Marjorie's mother who possesses lifesaving power: she recognizes the supposed
death rattle as the sound offalse teeth caught in the throat; she removes them, and
the man is able to return home after only a week in the hospital. In Marjorie
Newton's stoI)T, the near misses are a combination ofluck and prescience, uncanny
insight and ordinary common sense. There is also a touch ofhumor in her uncle's
being brought back from the dead by the removal of his dentures.
The preceding stories are what folklorists call "personal narratives," i.e., nar-
ratives in which the teller of the tale is also the protagonist. Anecdotes about oth-
ers were less popular among my interviewees, but some had missed most of the
war themselves and had to rely on the experiences of others. G.D., a small child
evacuated to the country for most of the war, tells the following tale about a near
miss her grandmother experienced. Humor is mixed with heroism in this stof)T,
which clearly had become a family legend, but the heroism is performed by the
family dog: "My grandmother had a sweet shop ... very tiny little shop ...
in Hackne~and it was open right through the war. And she had a dog, collie dog
it was, Rex. And Rex, the siren went and on this occasion for the first and only
time Rex grabbed my grandmother and dragged her under the table. And in fact,
there was blast and the room fell about her. But she was safe because she was under
the table, and Rex saved her life" (personal interview, 19 January 1993). In this
narrative, man's best friend behaves the way Rin Tin Tin did in the silent films of
the preceding decades; even dogs are allowed a role in London's famous solidarity
and courage. As in many other stories, there is great reluctance to blow one's own
horn (or one's grandmother's horn); boasting is considered excessively vulgar i~
Britain.
In fact, as G.D. and 1went through her father's papers, we found a letter
commending him for single-handedly rescuing fifteen people trapped in the de-
bris caused by an air raid. G.D.'s father had been an air-raid warden and a founder
ofone ofthe largest shelters in London's East End. Like every wartime Londoner,
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he told many stories about his experiences. But this act ofgenuine heroism is one
he had never told. People were far more likely to praise the heroism ofothers, both
individually (as in this letter about G.D.'s father) and collectively (as in Churchill's
ringing speeches in praise ofLondoners or general statements about the grit ofthe
cheerful Cockneys). In personal narratives and anecdotes, one's own (and one's
family's) courage and sense are shown as nothing out of the ordinary (a way of
showing the innate quality of the British people, perhaps); and people's lives are
saved by luck, fate, and circumstance as well as by the heroism of ordinary Lon-
doners and loyal family pets.
I originally became interested in near-miss narratives because of their abun-
dance in postwar interviews, but they were widely told during the war as well. Vere
Hodgson told the following tale about her friend Mrs. Fisher on 16 November
1940:
It seems that by a miracle she was in her little lobby doing some ironing
at 8 P.M., when the land mine struck. Everything went black. She found
herself being choked by cement and debris, and hit by falling masonry.
She could smell the escaping gas and hear it hiss.... She heard voices
calling, and crawled towards what she thought was the door. It was part
of a fallen wall!
The road was full of screaming people. Twenty wardens were round-
ing the people up and taking them out of the twenty houses, because
none were habitable. The rain was pouring down. They were walked
along to St. Charles' Hospital, where the windows of the Casualty Ward
had gone. So they had to sit in the dark ... in the cold ... all suffering
from shock. Someone finally nailed down the Black-out. Mrs. Fisher's
head was bleeding, but it was not much....
Mrs. Fisher is so plucky over it.
Why are near-miss narratives so prevalent? Possibly because this is what my
interviewees thought I wanted; I said that I was interested in "wartime," and they
gave me the stories most directly connected with the war. Also, near-miss narra-
tives simply make good stories, as Labov and Waletzky discovered with their fa-
mous query: There is nothing quite so exhilarating as a near miss; since intensity
is most noticeable at points ofcontrast, nothing makes us feel our aliveness so much
as a brush with death. We are then in a sense reborn, while petty worries and jeal-
ousies are swept away; the precipice is revealed to us, and simultaneously we are
saved from it. A secret Ministry of Information report on morale, dated ·17 Au-
gust 1940, describes the following phenomenon: "Intensified raids have not af-
fected morale; rather the reverse: confidence is increased, opinion is stiffer and there
is a feeling ofgrowing exhilaration. The spirit of the people in raided areas is ex-
cellent" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.!.).
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Discussion of a near miss was also a way that fear could be rationalized and
transferred to others. During the war, any sort ofdefeatist talk, any talk that could
cause "alarm and despondengr," was illegal. To express fear for oneselfwas at best
bad form, at worst treason.To speak pityingly and sorrowfully ofthe death ofothers
was an acceptable way to express and sublimate fear; both the danger and the
suffering referred to someone else. Jan Struther, in her Mrs. Miniver sketches, wrote:
"To shrink from direct pain was bad enough, but to shrink from vicarious pain
was the- ultimate cowardice. And whereas to conceal direct pain was a virtue, to
conceal vicarious pain was a sin" (1940, 173). To speak ofthe death ofothers was
one way to express and simultaneously to ameliorate one's own fear.
This may explain why near-miss narratives were so prevalent during the war
itself; and they may have lasted because they have been told so many times and
because they best express the feel ofwartime London. Yet in a sense, any story of
wartime is a near-miss narrative: only those who have experienced danger and
survived can tell stories about it. Funny stories are funny because one escaped the
bomb; horror stories are horrible because others did not. Indeed, the overarching
narrative ofwartime London, ofa courageous people defying bombs and laughing
at danger even while they defeated it, is the story ofa near miss. It is a-story ofpeople
who were close to death and defeat, but who ultimately survived and triumphed.
"We were luc~" people told me again and again, a sentiment often expressed
by those who seemed to have most right to complain. Irene Wagner had come to
London before the war andwas followed byher parents and grandmother. After being
arrested in Germany; being kicked out ofher university; watching her fellow Jews
disappear and her country fall apart, she had accepted exile as the price ofsurvival.
Yet she told me several times how lucky she had been. And indeed she had been;
she knewjust how lucky in 1945, when her job for the British government required
seeing the first photographs out ofBelsen. "There," she said, a secular internation-
alist who knows a good proverb when she sees one, "but for the grace of God."
Thus it is with all survivors ofwartime; they know how lucky they have been.
This awareness may explain the nostalgic tinge in many personal stories ofwar-
time, for the danger has past and the teller has survived. History is a story without
end, but memory knows the ending. In Britain, tellers ofwartime tales know that
the war is over and Britain has won, the bombs have stopped falling and can do
no more harm. This is one reason why oral sources are insufficient unto them-
selves: they take account chiefly ofhistory's survivors. History as a whole must also
take account of the destroyed and the dead, the true losers ofwar. In the past, it
was commonplace to say that history is written by the winners; with the advent of
the social history movement, this statement is no longer quite true. What is true,
however, and almost too obvious to mention, is the fact that history is written by
those who survive. Dead men and women tell no tales.
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Yet the stories of survivors tell us much about the meaning of war and the
interpretations, both political and personal, that people carry with them through
their lives. Near-miss narratives are, I believe, a metaphor for talking about the
war as a whole. Simultaneously tales of hope and tales of disaster, these stories
emphasize both destruction and survival, life as brushed with death. In my
interviewees' words, the pain and sorrow of wartime is mixed with the joy, the
wonder, and perhaps the guilt ofhaving survived. However much they may have
suffered, they have little to complain about when compared to the dead. These
near-miss narratives show an awareness ofhow close the tellers were to joining that
silent majority-and how lucky they feel to have been spared. Whether by the grace
of God or the arbitrary nature ofwarfare, those who write history or give infor-
mation to historians are automatically on the side of the blessed.
Historical Narratives
Historical narratives are stories that my interviewees and other wartime London-
ers deemed to be ofhistorical significance, though the incidents they describe may
not be well known. The two historical narratives that I have chosen to discuss are
stories of direct hits on air-raid shelters. Of all the unnecessary tragedies of war,
these tales have an especially ironic twist: people were bombed because they went
to a place in order to be safe from bombing. As such, they emphasize the individual's
helplessness in wartime-precisely the opposite message of British propaganda,
which emphasized the important contributions ofeveryone. This fact may be one
reason why these narratives were downplayed and obscured in wartime, and why
they figure more prominently in oral memory than in written documentation.
While mention is made of these incidents in the historical record, the attention
drawn to them is small; in popular memory; they loom rather larger, reminding
my interviewees once again that there, but for the grace of God, went the}'.
At the height ofthe blitz, in October 1940, more than 150 people were killed
when a bomb hit a shelter in the suburban London neighborhood of Stoke
Newington. Despite the fact that it was one of the worst shelter disasters of the
war, it is virtually unknown. Only a few ofmy interviewees knew ofthis incident-
one because she had been in it. Vera was a teenager working as a typist during the
war. She lived with her family in Stoke Newington and sheltered in the local
CoronationAvenue shelter, which consisted ofthree rooms.Theywere in the third
room on 14 October 1940:
On this particular night we were settled in our room, my father was
laying in his bunk bed, and I was standing by him. And my mother was
seated on the bench with my younger brother. My older brother decided
Ludgate Circus, in east central London, at dawn after a night ofair raids, 11 May
1941. St. Paul's can be seen in the background. (Courtesy of the Imperial War
Museuem)
People sleeping (or trying to) on the platform of Elephant and Castle Underground
Station. (Courtesy of the Imperial War Museuem)
Above: Men playing draughts (checkers) in Liverpool Street Station. Below: Londoners
playing cards in an air-raid shelter in an attempt to stave off boredom. (Courtesy of the
Imperial War Museuem)
Above: A young couple settles down for the night in an air-raid shelter. Below: Ortho-
dox Jews studying in an air-raid shelter. (Courtesy of the Imperial War Museuem)
A nurse comforts two injured children in a hospital after a raid in which their mother,
father, and brother were killed, 21 March 1941. (Courtesy of the Imperial War
Museuem)
Rescue workers carry a woman on a stretcher after a daylight air raid. (Courtesy of the
Imperial War Museuem)
Be like Dad-keep Mum! was
one of the many wartime posters
reminding British citizens that
careless talk costs lives. (Courtesy
of the Public Record Office)
CARELESS TALK COSTS LIVES
Hitler lurks in the background while
fWO men chat in this marvelous
wartime poster by Fougasse. (Courtesy
of the Imperial War Museuem)
CAQE:..L€.SS TALK
COSTS LIV£,.S
While the WOmen of
Britain-Come into the
Factories wartime poster (lefi)
depicts women's imponance
to the war effort, Keep
mum-she's not so dumb!
(above) presenrs women as
being dangerous to the
cause. (Courtesy of the
Public Record Office)
Above, left: Harold Melville Lowry, 1993.
Above, right: Anne Lubin, 1993.
Right: Ettie Gontarsky, 1993.
Below: George and Irene Wagner, 1993.
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that he wanted to go for a walk so he and a friend went out; they went for
a walk along the road. The air raid was quite thick at that time, there was
a lot of gun fire and noise. Suddenly, all the lights went out! And there
was the sound offalling masonry and the door that led into our ... room
was blocked. And it was complete darkness. And after the initial shock,
somebody called out, "Don't panic! Remember you're British!" I'll never
forget that. And nobody did panic but we just, he said, "Just walk to-
wards the emergency exit." Now the emergency exit was on the far side
of the room; we were on the extreme right of the room and the exit was
on the left. So we had to walk along, my dad got off his bunk and held
my hand. We went over and found my mother-it was only a step or two
to get hold of my brother's hand and my mum. And we walked along to
the exit. We were the last famil}'. And by the time we reached the exit, the
water was up to my armpits. The water pipes had broken and we were,
we came out soaking. And we climbed up the ladder which led us to the
opening which was the emergency exit. And we went out into the night.
. . . The first two rooms were completely destroyed, and we had been in
the third room. [personal interview, 20 July 1993]
One hundred sixty-four people died in this disaster; of these, over fifty drowned
because the bomb struck a water main and the shelter filled with water. Yet the
Stoke Newington bombing was and is obscure. Wartime censorship hushed it up
at the time, most historians do not mention it, and few of my interviewees had
heard of it. Lester Haines, a London filmmaker who has interviewed and filmed
survivors of the disaster, was appalled by the incident's obscurity:
There is a definite feeling from the official records that because it was a
working-class area away from the centre ofLondon it wasn't so important.
Even more disturbing is the evidence that because many of the vic-
tims were Jews who had fled from Europe to escape Hitler, in some way
their deaths didn't matter so much.S [quoted in Cooper 1992,20]
,Haines suggests that "the reason it was then forgotten was partly the censorship,
,f partly because the victims were working class and Jewish and partly because it was
so early in the war" (20).
Far better known is the shelter disaster at Bethnal Green, which occurred on
3 March 1943. In 1943 the RAF had begun the bombing ofBerlin; the Luftwaffe
had promised reprisals, and these were expected by the residents ofEast London,
who had suffered from the intense and concentrated bombing ofthe 1940-41 blitz.
Bethnal Green is situated in the Cockney heart of the East End, and many local
residents used an unfinished underground station (Bethnal Green Underground)
as a shelter. On the evening of3 March 1943, as people were entering the shelter,
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a salvo ofrockets from a nearby gun battery went off The noise confused people,
who misinterpreted the sound and believed it to be the beginning ofan air raid.
As people hurried down the stairs, someone tripped (some say it was a woman
carrying a child), which in turn tripped people rushing in behind. In the space of
ninety seconds, 173 people died ofsuffocation (Kendall 1992, 27-28).
Anti-Semitism, which had obscured the Stoke Newington disaster, set out to
explain the Bethnal Green one, and within hours rumors ofa "Jewish stampede"
swept Britain. Although the coroner of the Bethnal Green disaster said, "There is
nothing to suggest any stampede, and panic, or anything of that kind" (Kendall
1992, 29), it is difficult to imagine what else would have caused people to hurry
so quickly and thoughtlessly that 173 people could suffocate to death in a minute
and a halE Such "un-British" behavior had to be explained. After all, British pro-
paganda had just spent years talking about the lack of panic demonstrated by
Britain's besieged population. Vera remembers .that when the Stoke Newington
shelter was hit, someone called out: "Don't panic! Remember you're British!" The
same admonition was flashed on cinema screens during air raids. Since British
people do not panic-particularly not the "cheerful Cockneys," who are used to
the hardships oflife and greet them with a smile-such behavior must have come
from a "foreign element."
The Bethnal Green disaster was not so well concealed as the one at Stoke
Newington, as Vere Hodgson's diary entry from 6 March 1943 shows: "It was at
Bethnal Green, and though they say there was no panic, everyone thinks there must
have been. It is aJewish quarter andJews have the reputation everywhere ofscram-
bling out ofdanger as fast as they can, and rather tending to look after themselves."
This "reputation" certainly made its way everywhere. The British government was
afraid ofanti-Semitism and tried to squelch it in the working classes, because anti-
Semitism was a sign of divisiveness and hence a threat to morale. (The govern-
ment was less vigilant in rooting out anti-Semitism in more rarefied circles.) On
9 September 1940 the Ministry of Information had issued the following secret
report: "Owing to the behaviour of the Jews, particularly in the East End where
they are said to show too great a keenness to save their own skins and too little
consideration for other people, there are signs ofanti-semitic trouble. It is believed
locally that this situation may at any moment become extremely serious" (INF 1/
264,97/15 H.!.).
Ironically enough, it was the residents ofBethnal Green themselves who knew
that rumors ofa "Jewish stampede" were untrue. Jews did live in Bethnal Green,
but not in large numbers (in contrast to Vere Hodgson's characterization of the
area as a "Jewish quarter"); Jews were far more concentrated in other East End
neighborhoods such as Whitechapel. Jews who lived in Bethnal Green often did
not shelter at the Bethnal Green Underground, a known haunt ofthe British Union
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of Fascists, and instead preferred the Liverpool Street shelter despite the fact that
it was farther away: Vere Hodgson seems to realize her mistake; in an attempt to
be fair she wrote the following entry two weeks later: "There were only five Jews
in the Shelter disaster. The rumour has certainly gone round that the Jews stam-
peded. But it does not seem to be so at all. The people died ofsuffocation in a few
seconds apparently:" A similar impulse to fairness had occurred in the Ministry of
Information several years earlier, when it released the following secret report on 11
September 1940: "A certain amount ofanti-semitism in the East End still persists,
but that is not so much on account of a marked difference in conduct between
Jews and Cockneys, but because the latter, seeking a scapegoat as an outlet for
emotional disturbances, pick on the traditional and nearest one. Though many
Jewish people regularly congregate and sleep in the public shelters, so also do many
ofthe Gentiles, nor is there any evidence to show that one or other predominates
among those who have evacuated themselves voluntarily through fear or hysteria"
(INF 1/264,97/15 H.I.).6
Harold Melville Lowry describes British anti-Semitism, in contradistinction
to Continental anti-Semitism, as "a rather nasty sort ofunthinking prejudice. It's
not the pseudo-scientific attitude ofthe Nazis about some races being inferior and
that sort of thing" (personal interview, 21 January 1993). Tony Kushner, in his
study of British anti-Semitism during World War II, writes, "The two clearest
features ofmodern British antisemitism are that Jews are perceived firstly as a for-
eign group and secondly as a malevolent power in society" (1989, 9). British anti-
Semitism appears to be largelyxenophobia, the distrust ofan island people for those
who have come (or whose recent ancestors have come) from beyond the sea. This
insularity can also be seen on the plaque that the bishop ofStepney and the mayor
ofTower Hamlets placed on Bethnal Green Underground on the fiftieth anniver-
sary of the Bethnal Green disaster. The plaque reads in part, "Site of the Worst
Civilian Disaster of the Second World War," a grotesque inaccuracy unless one
realizes that the word "British" is to be understood. (There is a memorial to the
Stoke Newington disaster, too: an overgrown monument in Stoke Newington's
Abney Park Cemetery:) .
Why is Bethnal Green so well known and Stoke Newington virtually forgot-
ten? Anti-Semitism, as Haines suggests, is certainly one factor; it highlighted
Bethnal Green by laying blame on the traditional European scapegoat, while al-
lowing Stoke Newington to sink into obscurity as somehow less important. But I
believe other forces are at work as well. Stoke Newington was, in a sense, a larger
version of what was going on allover the city-civilians being killed by enemy
bombs. Because this bomb hit a public shelter, the casualties were high, though
when compared with East End shelters, the Stoke Newington shelter was not es-
pecially large; it was used by several hundred people as opposed to the thousands
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who used theTilbury Shelter on Commercial Road or, indeed, the Bethnal Green
Underground.Tragic and horrible as the Stoke Newington disaster was, it differed
largely in scope rather than in kind from the many small tragedies that happened
each night in private homes and back gardens.
Bethnal Green was something else again. No enemy bombs killed the victims
there; instead, death was caused by something that everyone said could not hap-
pen: Londoners, in particular the "cheerful Cockneys," panicked and stampeded
for shelter. While the Stoke Newington disaster allowed one to hate the perpetra-
tors with a clear conscience, Bethnal Green struck at the mythic heart ofwartime
London. It is remembered, perhaps, as a nightmarish example ofwhat happened
when Londoners did not pull together, a horrible cautionary tale in which panic
and selfishness were suicidal, and British citizens caused British deaths. Bethnal
Green allows none ofthe righteous anger that could accompany blitz tragedies such
as Stoke Newington; indeed, Bethnal Green is a monument to failure. Bethnal
Green could not, as Stoke Newington could, be subsumed into generalized tales
of British courage and suffering at the hands of the Germans. Bethnal Green did
not allow one to turn one's anger "Fresh and whole, against the stranger," in the
words ofRostrevor Hamilton's wartime poem "Bias" (quoted in Murdoch 1990,
163). Many tried to blame the "stranger within" and, shamefacedly and grudg-
ingly but with a beliefin British fairness, realized that this blame was unfounded.
There were no strangers at Bethnal Green. The failure ofallies is far more disqui-
eting than the villainy of enemies.
Epochal Narratives
Over against every remembered narrative that I encountered is a great supernarrative
ofwartime Britain, with London as its central character. In crude and simplified
form, the narrative runs something like this: The weak Chamberlain government
had pandered to Hitler's megalomania and was finally and reluctantly forced into
war because ofa promise to defend Poland. During the first year ofwar, the "phony
war" period, Hitler continued his conquest of Europe while relatively little hap~
pened in Britain. In 1940 Winston Churchill became prime minister, the Battle
of Britain was fought in the skies, and the blitz began. Inspired by Churchill's
leadership and outraged by the Germans' wanton attacks on civilians, the British
people united as they had never done before. Great and small, rich and poor fought
together and defeated the threat ofNazism. In this narrative, London and its people
play the role of the hero, a communal protagonist such as one finds in Gerhart
Hauptmann's Die Weber or Lope de Vega's Fuente Ovejuna. London was cast as a
place where danger confronted matter-of-fact courage, resilience, and kindness;
above all, London was seen as a place of unity:
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The communal protagonist ofthis dark comedy-the unified London popu-
lace-has proved to be one ofthe most durable, overarching, and, in recent years,
highly contested images ofWorld War II. Clive Ponting (1991) has pointed out
that without American capital, a unified Britain would have been forced to sur-
render. A.J.E Taylor (1963) demonstrates that Chamberlain's policy of concilia-
tion was perfectly consistent with European diplomacy at the time, particularly
within the Conservative Party of which Chamberlain was leader. Angus Calder
(1969; 1991) and Tom Harrisson (1990) have documented myriad occasions
during which the London populace was neither unified, calm, nor courageous.
Yet this image prevails and remains an indelible part ofBritish political discourse.
This supernarrative, so easily told in retrospect, was in fact created during the
war; the ending was told before it had actually happened. Consider, for example,
a radio broadcast ofJ.B. Priestley on 5 June 1940, immediately after Dunkirk. In
commenting on this event, Priestley described the successful outcome ofthe war
at a time when it was hardly assured: 'Md our great-grandchildren, when they
learn how we began this war by snatching glory out ofdefeat and then swept on
to victof)T, may also learn how the little holiday steamers made an excursion to hell
and came back glorious" (NSA reE nos. 2562 and LP2560b5).Winston Churchill's
speech on the same subject, broadcast on 18 June 1940, was less sanguine. It is a
long speech, full ofdiscussion ofmilitary tactics, yet devoid ofany genuine mili-
tary information that might be communicated to the enem~ In the first line, he
calls Dunkirk a "colossal military disaster" (unlike Priestley's description ofthe event
as "glorious"), but Churchill assures the listeners that after consulting military
advisers, "there are good and reasonable hopes offinal victory" (Eade 1951,204).
Victory is not assured; it is certainly possible, but it is up to the British people to
bring about victo~Churchill makes this point clear in the final and best-remem-
bered part of the speech: "Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duties, and so
bear ourselves that, if the British Empire and its Commonwealth last for a thou-
sand years, men will still sa)', 'This was their finest hour'" (207). The narrative of
ultimate victory was clearly spelled out; it was up to the British people to will the
narrative to life.
This remarkable political strategy of treating the war as a pre-scripted drama
in which everyone had important parts was a fundamental part ofwartime rheto-
ric, as Churchill was keenly aware. In this same speech, he spoke briefly about the
military errors that presaged Dunkirk, then proposed to leave such discussions of
the past "on the shel£: from which the historians, when they have time, will select
their documents to tell their stories. We have to think ofthe future and not of the
past.... Ofthis I am quite sure, that ifwe open a quarrel between the past and the
present, we shall find that we have lost the future" (Eade 1951, 198-99). The fu-
ture could be controlled only ifpast controversies were subsumed into a narrative
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that would bring about the desired consequences. Hayden White's exegesis of
Kant's theory of history is instructive here: "Kant's position was something like
this: The way I conceive the historical process, apprehended as a process of tran-
sition from past to present, the form which I impose upon my perceptions of it,
these provide the orientation by which I move into a future with greater hope or
despair, in the face of the prospects which that movement is conceived to have as
a movement toward a desirable (orawayftom an undesirable) goal" (1973, 57; em-
phasis in original). Churchill, Priestley; and all the other rhetoricians and ordinary
folk who proclaimed victory long before it happened were in accord with Kant's
insight; unless one conceives ofan event as ending well, one lacks the hope neces-
sary to bring such an outcome about. A comic or happy ending can only occur if
one is able to envision it in advance.
If this vision of the war was ultimately comic and in some sense cheerful, it
was optimistic only in a very cautious wa~The small-scale retrospective narratives
can provide a clue for interpreting the epochal narratives. We have seen how the
story ofthe near miss permeates narratives ofwartime London and how it can be
seen as a metaphor for the war in general. In the same way that each individual life
was threatened, so was the life of Britain as a whole. If individuals narrowly es-
caped disaster, then so in retrospect did Britain itself This epochal near-miss nar-
rative was, as noted, already being shaped during the first year ofthe war. The danger
was too real and too near for an easy victory to be expected, yet an ultimate victory
was always assumed, accompanied though it might be with "blood, sweat, toil,
and tears." During the year in which Britain "stood alone" (despite military aid
from the Dominions and a massive influx ofAmerican capital), the British people
were in great danger, yet by dint ofunity and courage they survived and triumphed.
A wartime book by Hamilton Fyfe, whose title Butfor Britain . . . sets the
tone perfectly; describes the year ofthe blitz in terms ofa near-miss narrative: "But
for Britain, the workers ofall Europe and millions outside Europe would have been
subjected to ... slave~There is no doubt as to what the Nazis would have done
ifno check had been offered to their victorious onrush. That is their idea ofa new
order, with this addition: destruction ofall forms ofreligion excepting worship of
the State, the State being the person or persons who control the machinery of
government" (14). Fyfe's story has a communal protagonist as its hero, and this
hero is "the British People. Not the Government apart from the people. Not any
one class or order. The people as a whole" (7). Although Fyfe praises the entirety
of the British people, he gives special mention to Londoners: "By the united tes-
timony ofall who were among them during their ordeal Londoners behaved with
unwavering resolution to 'take it'" (86).
This placing of London in a privileged position, of using London to repre-
sent both the best ofBritish character and the worst ofBritish home front experi-
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ence, is common in much propaganda, popular representation, and memof)T. On
14 July 1941 Winston Churchill gave a speech at a London County Councillun-
cheon, in which he praised the entirety of Britain, stating that "London was up-
held by the sympathy and the admiration of the other great cities of our island"
(with a quick additional reference to Northern Ireland). Churchill honored the
provincial cities for their "constancy in a comradeship of suffering, of enduring,
and of triumph," a comradeship that has "united us all." But it is London that is
the chiefobject ofhis praise: "But there was one thing about which there was never
any doubt: The courage, the unfaltering, unconquerable grit and stamina of the
Londoners showed itselffrom the very outset. Without that, all would have failed.
But upon that rock, all stood unconquerable" (NSAre£ nos. 3843-5 andT3843b1).
London is the indispensable actor in this near-miss narrative, the paterfamil-
ias of the family that is Britain, the head of the nation that is head of the empire.
Ministry of Information films such as "London Can Take It" (INF 6/328) and
"OrdinaryPeople" (INF 6/330) focus on the destruction ofLondon and the courage
ofLondoners; the latter film begins with an address "To the future historian: This
film was played by ordinary people ofLondon."Though other films and speeches
provide montages ofpan-British images (miners in Wales, dancers at Blackpool),
no other city emerges with as much dominance, as much sheer time devoted to it
as London. Yet at times the Ministry ofInformation listed morale as being higher
in the provinces than in London (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.I., 27 May 1940). In fact,
a Ministry ofInformation document from 7 September 1940 mentions complaints
from provincial towns about the excessive publicity that London received (INF 1/
264, 97/15 H.I.). Even now, there is little general knowledge about the Plymouth
or Cardiff or Clydebank blitzes (only Coventry; by the sheer magnitude of the
destruction it endured, still has its bitter fame); few speak ofGlaswegian evacuees
or of the defiance of Liverpudlians. If Britain was united, it was assumed that
London was at the helm.
At first glance, it may not be surprising that a nation's capital should represent
the entirety of the nation; and indeed, as the governmental, financial, commer-
cial, and artistic center of the United Kingdom, London had no rivals as the seat
ofpower. On the other hand, romantic representations ofessential national char-
acter usually fasten on rural, rather than urban, images. Indeed, cities have always
been problematic for romantic nationalists, containing too many foreigners, too
many ethnic minorities, too many people who want to change the essence of the
nation rather than preserve it. DI1S Volk is a concept that requires ethnic or racial
homogeneity; and cities give the lie to this concept. This is not to say that roman-
tic representations ofrural England did not exist; they existed in abundance, from
both right-wing and left-wing sources, and PatrickWright (1985) shows that they
lost none of their resonance during the war years. But to these pastoral, timeless
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images ofEngland's green and pleasant land was added the image ofthe noble cit}',
the suggestion that the essence ofBritain could exist in the narrow streets ofPop-
lar and the crooked back alleyways ofBethnal Green. Beside the feudal squire and
the village schoolmaster could stand the Cockneystreetmonger and the City banker,
and perhaps even the Jew, the Indian, and the Chinese immigrant.
One can see how this narrative and this cast ofcharacters are simultaneously
progressive and reactionaryr. To praise all classes ofBritish society equallywas a new
and remarkable thing; it gave hope ofincreased power and influence to the work-
ing and middle classes, yet it offered no suggestion that the basic class structure be
changed. (In the film version of"Mrs. Miniver," it is the middle-class profession-
als, not the decadent aristocrats, who emerge as leaders; yet the middle classes re-
main in the middle.) It is a story in which Britain-not any political philosophy
or moral principle-is cast as the greatest threat to Nazism. As such, it is a story
that subsumes antifascism and imperialism, internationalism and xenophobia, a
well-nigh perfect example ofGramscian hegemon)T. But what is truly remarkable
about this narrative is the way that it was scripted and told before it had happened.
As always, it was Churchill who said it best. In his first speech after becoming
prime minister, he declared in a world broadcast that Britain's goal was "to wage
war until victory is won, and never to surrender ourselves to servitude and shame,
whatever the cost and the agony may be" (Eade 1951, 184). On 18 June 1940,
directly after the fall of France, Churchill gave another famous speech, in which
ultimate victory is still assumed, though it is tempered with the acknowledgement
ofdanger:
What General Weygand called the Battle of France is over. I expect that
the battle of Britain is about to begin. Upon this battle depends the
survival of Christian civilization. Upon it depend.s our own British life,
and the long continuity of our institutions and our Empire. The whole
fury and might of the enemy must very soon be turned on us. Hitler
knows that he will have to break us in this island or lose the war. If we
can stand up to him, all Europe may be free and the life of the world
may move forward into broad, sunlit uplands. But if we fail, then the
whole world, including the United States, including all that we have
known and cared for, will sink into the abyss of a new dark age made
more sinister, and perhaps more protracted, by the lights of perverted
science. Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duties, and so bear our-
selves that, if the British Empire and its Commonwealth last for a thou-
sand years, men will still say, "This was their finest hour." [206-207]
This is, in fine, the story of World War II from the officially sanctioned British
perspective-a great danger, a period ofsuffering stoically borne, British courage
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and unity in the service of a common goal, ultimate victory; the restoration of
freedom to the peoples ofthe world. That these events had not actually happened
when the speech was made seems a mere detail; the structure of the story was in
place, and the British people all had their parts to pla~
We know now that the story did come tru,e: the remarkable political strategy
ofcreating a narrative and then setting policy that will allow people to enact it was
apparently successful. A Home Intelligence report on morale, prepared on 13 June
1940, shows that Churchill was very much in accord with the mood ofthe people.
Though they differed in their levels ofoptimism, people expected the same end-
ing to the story:
Depression and pessimism are 'at a high level but reaction is "flat" and
without high emotion. People are waiting for the fall of Paris which is
regarded as inevitable although the feeling is widespread that this will
not mean the end of the war either for France or for ourselves.
At the same time belief in ultimate victory is still general although
this belief is now qualified by such comments as: "We might as well
commit suicide ifwe didn't go on believing in victory," "I suppose in the
end we shall win," "The cost ofwinning does not bear thinking about."
[INF 1/264,97/15 H.!.]
Ofcourse, government researchers could only gauge people's thoughts from what
they said, and since defeatist talk was illegal, people may have been less than will-
ing to express such opinions to government officials. Yet wartime diaries show a
similar point ofvie~
Josephine Oakman, an artist who lived in Chelsea, kept a detailed diary of
the blitz, in which she described' the appearance of battle-scarred London, the
sounds of guns and sirens, and her sense of wartime spirit, alternately praising
Londoners' morale and grumbling when people did not pull together. On 24
February 1941 she described a film that rang true to her own narrative ofthe blitz.
The film is The Great Dictator, made by the former East Ender Charlie Chaplin:
"I saw the Chaplin film today and would like the text ofthe last speech ofChaplin's
against 'dictators.' I thought it magnificent. To think our England and Greece are
fighting against all this-just together-for liberty; justice and humanity; it is good
to be of England." Chaplin's allegorical rendering of World War II clarified the
issues for Josephine Oakman; it expressed both the risk to humanity that Nazism
posed and the justness ofEngland's cause. On 24 August 1941 she presented her
own narrative:
We had now had a year since our blitz started in earnest last autumn-
it had been a strange year and in many ways a terrible one. I have learnt
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m~ny things-things ofwhat are really worthwhile in life. Material things
seem to vanish like smoke in importance-it is better to have one's friends
around than all the gold on the earth. The greatest thing is service-and
being kind to others-to first help and serve and to look for no gain. I
have lost friends, a home and possessions and yet I am still here. I have
several times missed death by inches and I still remain. I want to see this
war to the end-it is my one wish-and see all the terrors of cruelty of
these air raids as things of the past-and see the beginnings of a lasting
peace-which-God willing will endure! [emphasis added]
Her narrative is a near miss for herself and her country; but-as she painfully ac-
knowledges-not a near miss for all. The outcome of the war is never in doubt;
the only things in doubt are the date at which victory will come and whether or
not the peace will endure.
Ofcourse, no historical source is without its problems; the most private writ-
ing becomes an act ofpublic self-presentation by the mere fact ofplacing it in an
archive and allowing people to read it. People give us access to the sources that they
want us to see, and they may not allow us to view them in an unflattering or shame-
fullight. As G.D. and I went through her father's papers, she would not permit
me to quote from those that she felt gave "the wrong impression," nor did she give
those papers to archives. Memory; as Maurice Halbwachs reminds us, is a social
phenomenon, and people may not allow us access to memories that are currently
judged to be incorrect. The same phenomenon can be seen in the oral history
interview. During one interview; I asked questions ofa woman while her friends
listened and occasionally commented. When I asked, "Did you ever think Britain
would lose?" she stopped and thought for a moment. Before she could speak, her
friends chimed in with, "No!"; after a few seconds, she too said, "No." As Halbwachs
remarks, "It is in society that people normally acquire their memories. It is also in
society that they recall, recognize, and localize their memories.... It is in this sense
that there exists a collective memory and social frameworks for memory; it is to
the degree that our individual thought places itself in these frameworks and par-
ticipates in this memory that it is capable of the act of recollection" (1992, 38).
Herein lies the central problem in current debates about wartime London: are
people remembering properly? Is the story being properly told? We know that the
end ofthe story came true; we are less sure ofwhat this story leaves out. Part ofthe
problem lies with what Hayden White terms "emplotment," the way in which the
form of the story demonstrates the historian's judgment of past events. Following
Northrop Frye, White singles out comed}', traged}', romance, and satire as four of
the most common modes ofhistorical representation (1973, 7-11). Much wartime
material and many postwar reconstructions tell the story as a romance, in which
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heroic actors bring about the triumph ofgood over evil. This view glosses over in-
stances ofselfishness, greed, apath~ and lack ofagreement among the "good" char-
acters. Interestingl~ it does not gloss over the danger and wickedness ofthe enem~
for such threat is necessary for the romantic hero to have something to overcome.
No one is more hostile to this point of view than Paul Fussell. He tells the
story ofWorld War II as a satire, "the precise opposite ofthis Romantic drama of
redemption" (White 1973, 9).To Fussell, the popular wartime narrative leaves out
virtually everything: it is a tissue oflies, half-truths, and sentimental nonsense: "For
the past fifty years the Allied war has been sanitized and romanticized almost be-
yond recognition by the sentimental, the loony patriotic, the ignorant, and the
bloodthirs~ I have tried to balance the scales" (1989, ix). Fussell, an American,
criticizes both American and British wartime propaganda so thoroughly that one
is left with the conclusion that the entire war was simply a gargantuan waste. But
the satire is a parasitic genre, depending as it does on a preexisting narrative, and
Fussell concentrates more on deconstructing the old narrative than on building a
new one. As such, his story is so fragmented (possibly to show the incoherence of
wartime thought) that there is essentially no story left, only chaos and rage. For
Fussell, the old narrative is in ruins, but he supplies no new one to replace it.
Fewscholars go as far as Fussell.The dominance ofthe old narrative is so strong
that one may fight it but not defeat it; Fussell's story shatters on it, but the old
narrative does not break. Many historians have essentially accepted its basic plot
structure while at the same time pointing out its simplifications and omissions.
This kind ofemplotment might be judged a dark comedy or tragicomed~grimly
expressed by A.J.E Taylor: "The British stand in September 1939 was no doubt
heroic; but it was heroism mainly at the expense of others" (1963,26). Tom
Harrisson is one author who uses this sort ofemplotment. Faced with the discrep-
ancies between the records ofMass-Observation in the 1930s and 1940s and the
memories ofpeople in the 1970s (sometimes the same people remembering the
same incidents), Harrisson opted unequivocally for information "recorded at the
time on the spot" (1990,327). His conclusion is to dismiss memory from consid-
eration (even, to be fair, his own) and to trust only the written record: "The record
... can seem improbable today because it reads so differently from the contempo-
rary; established concept ofwhat 'really happened' in that war. There has, in par-
ticular, been a massive, largely unconscious cover-up ofthe more disagreeable facts
of 1940-41.... It amounts to a form of intellectual pollution: but pollution by
perfume" (15). Harrisson's wartime data suggested that the notion of a unified,
cheerful British populace was, at best, simplistic; he describes many incidents of
depression, dissatisfaction, selfishness, and outright panic. At the same time,
Harrisson cannot entirely reject this vaguely defined "established concept ofwhat
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'really happened"': "Under all the varied circumstances, the final achievement of
so many Britons was enormous enough. Maybe monumental is not putting it too
high.They did not let their soldiers or leaders down. Not infrequently; indeed, they
propped their leaders up, in a situation where leadership at the local level was lack-
ing" (278).
On a different subject but in a similar vein is Clive Ponting's 1940: Myth and
Reality. Ponting begins the book with his own version of the "current widely ac-
cepted view ofwhat happened in 1940" (1990, 1). After setting up this straw man,
he declares that "when we examine the historical record, however, not one ofthese
statements turns out to be true" (2). Ponting's "widely accepted view," unlike
Harrisson's, deals with governmental and financial matters; and he rightly chronicles
the facts that may irritate a complacent view of 1940: incidents ofgovernmental
misjudgment, for example, and the fact that "standing alone" against Hitler meant
being propped up with massive amounts of foreign, particularly American, aid.
However, though he struggles against the popular images, he does not entirely
escape them, nor does he wish to:
The purpose of this book is to strip away the myth and examine the
events of 1940 from a different perspective. The result is a radically dif-
ferent, less comfortable view of Britain's "Finest Hour." This book goes
behind the scenes to examine many of the facts and episodes that were
kept carefully concealed at the time. The fact that the emphasis is on
high government policy and not on the details of military campaigns,
nor on feats of individual courage and heroism, nor on the human suf-
fering of war, is not to deny or denigrate them in any way. The choice
was made deliberately to deal with those aspects of 1940 so often ne-
glected or played down by other books. UJe must never forget those who
died or suffered in the Second World Wzr in order to defeat a vile and evil
system. [2-3; emphasis added]
On the other hand, Angus Calder does not think that Ponting's view is'terri-
bly radical. Calder writes, "Ponting writes as ifexposing scandalous untruths and
cover-ups: in fact there is virtually nothing in his book which was not known by
scholars, and all interested members of the public, in the sixties" (1991, xiii). If
Taylor writes about diplomacy; Fussell about propaganda, Harrisson about behav-
ior, and Ponting about political policy; Calder writes about everything. In his ear-
lier book, The People's ~r, he discusses everything from military strategy to the
wartime use of cosmetics; he also sets out his own lucid, compassionate, wryly
skeptical story of the war:
The war was fought with the willing brains and hearts of the most vigor-
ous elements in the community, the educated, the skilled, the bold, the
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active, the young, who worked more and more consciously towards a
transformed post-war world.
Thanks to their energy, the forces of wealth, bureaucracy and privi-
lege survived with little inconvenience, recovered from their shock, and
began to proceed with their old business of manoeuvre, concession and
studied betrayal. Indeed, this war, which had set offa ferment ofpartici-
patory democracy, was strengthening meanwhile the forces of tyranny,
pressing Britain forwards towards 1984. [1969, 18]
In his later book, The Myth ofthe Blitz, Calder looks less closely at the "facts"
and more closely at the "myth." Writing from the vantage point of 1991, he be-
lieves that the myth has lost its "old dominance," despite its persistence in "a vast
number oftexts still current ... and a great deal of,common-sense' thinking" (xiv).
The book is as much about how people discuss and remember the war as it is about
the war itself But Calder recognizes the important connections, the fact that people
remembered and talked about the war while it was still going on, and that a nar-
rative scripted in advance enabled a desired end to come about:
Myth may distort what has happened. But it affects what happens. The
'story' of the Blitz and individuals' own personal 'Blitz stories' were
mythologised within 'everyday life' in terms ofexisting mythologies....
Believing that they were 'making history' in harmony with the Absolute
Spirit of 'England' (or 'Britain') , people tried to believe as that spirit
seemed to dictate. Heroic mythology fused with everyday life to pro-
duce heroism. People 'made sense' of the frightening and chaotic actu-
alities of wartime life in terms of· heroic mythology, 'selecting out'
phenomena which were incompatible with that mythology: But, acting
in accordance with this mythology, many people-not all, of course-
helped make it 'more true.' [14]
Calder's use of the term "myth" is fair-minded and not pejorative; he insists that
myth "should not be taken to be equivalent to 'untruth,' still less to 'lies'" (xiii).
Yet the use ofthe word myth is always a method ofdistancing; the term may not
be insulting, but it always refers to the beliefs of somebody else. Myth simplifies
and selects and flattens out experience; it reduces the confused lives ofmillions to
a single, neat story line. But can any epochal narrative, even the most meticulously
researched history book, do anything else?
Calder's analysis is brilliant, his books probably the finest explications of the
British home front. But they are not definitive, and they are not even in accord
with all ofhis fellow historians, far less with the millions ofothers who remember
and speak about the war. As Arthur Marwick points out, what one sees depends
upon where one stands:
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I believe that there is some truth in the myths, and that, above all, for
good or ill, the Second World War did profoundly change British soci-
ety. In part, of course, judgment depends upon what your standards are,
what sort of change you believe to be possible in human society. It is no
reflection on Angus Calder's impeccable scholarship to point out that he
is a committed socialist. Without any doubt at all, the Second World
War did not produce a socialist society. But I would prefer to take as my
standard of measurement the state of British society in the 1930s, rather
than some hypothetical ideal state. [1976, 11]
Yet one disturbing assumption remains throughout this debate: the notion
that these "myths" were swallowed wholesale by the people for whom they were
fashioned, that "the people" (whoever they might be) accepted the simplistic nar-
rative as true with none of the critical skepticism shown by Calder, Harrisson,
Fussell, and others. There has, in fact, been little attempt to discover if so-called
"popular beliefs" were held by actual people. Popular beliefs about wartime Lon-
don are curiously disembodied; they float in air and rest like fog on London, ap-
parently with as much power to blind. Yet the comments ofmy interviewees are
filled with the same contradictions that one finds in scholarly works. Anne Lubin
suggested I read The Peoples ~r in order to find "the parts not covered in cheery
official records" (personal letter, 12 January 1993). When I asked her about the
popular image of the unified London populace, she replied:
People remember what it suits them to remember. If I tell you that the
first thing that greeted me when I went for my interview, having volun-
teered to work in the factory, was a woman who sat there saying, "You
wait till you get inside and see all those bloodyJews in there, all swanning
around, getting out of the army." Words to that effect. And I thought,
~'My God, what are we fighting for?" But also there was a feeling-if
somebody, if your water was cut of£: there was no difficulty about get-
ting a kettle ofwater ... or anything; doors were open, and people did
try and help one another. [personal interview, 13 March 1993]
"People remember what it suits them to remember." Memories and the events
they recall are, as Anne shows, highly contradictol)T. During the war, viciousness
coexisted with kindness, solidarity with selfishness. Indeed, how could it be oth-
erwise for an event that lasted six years and affected millions ofpeople? Is it logical
to expect that solidarity existed every minute ofthe war, for every person in Lon-
don? At the same time, should we consider all reports ofLondon unity a propa-
gandistic sham when we discover evidence to the contrary?
My interviewees' comments on the epochal narratives are instructive here; they
know these narratives well and believe them to be both true and false. London was
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simultaneously unified and fragmented, exciting and horrible. Ettie Gontarsky's
comments on the war show her knowledge ofthe epochal narratives and her own
interpretation ofthem: "It was a time that I hope will never happen again. But-
and one can romanticize, which is dangerous to romanticize aboutwar-but I think
one has to say that some good things happened during the war which might not
have happened. Like people forming friendships, relationships, cementing rela-
tionships, creating new ties with people you might never have done under differ-
ent circumstances" (personal interview, 4 Apri11993). Her comments show her
understanding of the war as a necessary crisis, a time of unavoidable pain and
unavoidable purpose, which one tried to face with as much spirit as possible: "I'm
sure that for a lot ofpeople, they lived in a way which they hadn't lived up to the
war, in the sense they had a sense of purpose. Which many people didn't have.
There was a sense ofpurpose.We had to win the war. That was no questions about
that. Whatever our political views, ifan~Whatever our religion, ifan)'. We had to
win the war. So there was a strong sense ofpurpose, a strong sense ofservice....
There was a sense of danger, a sense of excitement, a sense above all ofpurpose"
(personal interview; 19 April 1993). This is no sentimentalization ofcatastrophe,
but a statement of political allegiance: to Ettie, the war had both purpose and
meaning, achieved at great price. The war was an amalgam of humor and pain,
personal courage and mass destruction, none ofwhich can or should be forgotten.
Eileen Scales's comments on the war are similar to Ettie's; they highlight both
the suffering that war brings and the unique camaraderie that shared suffering
engenders. Again, what you see depends upon where you stand; Eileen's politics
inform her interpretation: "This was our country and it was a common cause that
we were all fighting for. And it's sort ofall for one and one for all sort of thing. . . .
I think it made you very; very patriotic and as I say it made people, I think person-
ally; much nicer to each other" (personal interview, 5 March 1993). Yet increased
kindliness was matched by increased danger. Eileen was a schoolgirl of twelve at
the start of the war; by its end, she was engaged to a soldier in the infantt')T. Her
perspective changed with her growing maturity and awareness ofdanger: "I sup-
pose at twelve it was quite an exciting time. But when you grew older, I think you
realized how awful, you kno~And when you got to know young men that were
in the forces and then they'd perhaps be killed. I got to know quite a lot ofyoung
men and quite a lot ofthem were killed, and you then realized, you know, what a
dreadful, dreadful thing it all was" (personal interview; 5 March 1993).
For George and IreneWagner, the war meant a complete disruption, the trad-
ing in of their old lives for new ones. Because of this fact, the war had a special
urgen~ an unquestioned necessit)'. Irene told me, "The workwhich we were doing
during the war was, I think, to say, 'Thank you' to people who rescued us, in a
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way" (personal interview, 4 March 1993). More than those who had watched the
rise ofHitler from the relative safety ofEngland, the Wagners knew the strength
of the enemy they were fighting. Most British people whom I interviewed (with
the exception ofsoldiers) told me that they never feared or even thought that Britain
might lose the war. Those who had some experience with Germany saw things
differently: When I asked Irene if she ever thought that Britain would lose, she
replied: "I was ve!}', very afraid, I think, in the first year. You know, when France
fell, and-but I was too busy to think about that. I don't think for one moment
I thought we would lose after the first shock ofFrance falling. And then, after the
Battle of Britain, I knew: 'Britons never, never, never, ever shall be slaves.' With
the determination, you know, not to let this happen" (personal interview, 23 April
1993). In her ironical quoting of "Rule, Britannia," Irene shows her growing ac-
ceptance ofthe British perspective on the war: there was danger and hardship but
also the determination to emerge victorious.
Narratives that include incidents ofdisunity; fear, and selfishness are far more
subtle than romantic tales that gloss over such things as though they did not exist.
Yet if these narratives are framed as dark comedies, then their ultimate judgment
is that the war ended well, if not happily: Indeed, romance is often considered a
subgenre of comedy; differing largely in atmosphere, presentation of characters,
and simplicity of ideas rather than actual emplotment. Those who point out the
contradictions and omissions ofthe standard wartime narrative-incidents oflack
of unity; dependence on American finance, the terror of war itself-have made
the narrative more subtle and complex and have in a way improved it. As scholars
and rememberers fight against this standard narrative, they are highlighting the
parts ofthe narrative that they believe require most attention; they are not discarding
it wholesale or replacing it with alternate narratives.
Doubtless there exist those who believe that the defeat ofHitler was a bad thing
or that the British people did nothing while their leaders did everything or that
any war is indefensible, but by and large, they express their views with silence.7
During the war, such views were treason, and the traitorous Lord Haw-Haw was
the best-known exemplar ofsuch a view. Even pacifists find their place within this
wartime narrative: conscientious objectors contributed to the war effort through
organizations such as the Friends Ambulance Unit. Some prewar pacifists, such
as the writer A.A. Milne or my interviewee Harold Melville Low!}', gave up their
pacifism during the war, believing that Nazism was so great an evil that it threw
the evil of war into shadow. Even those who, for religious or personal reasons,
remained absolute pacifists throughout the war, offer no counternarratives or al-
ternative explanations; pacifism is mute when confronted with fascism.
A.J.E Taylor wrote: "I am glad Germany was defeated and Hitler destroyed.
I also appreciate that others paid the price for this, and I recognize the honesty of
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those who thought the price too high" (1963, 26). The question of the price of
victory is at the heart ofdebates on World War II, a question for which each per-
son may have a different answer. Britain was never defeated, but it was weakened
and scarred; both individually and collectively; the British people had suffered, and
this suffering did not end completely when the peace treaty was signed. Britain
emerged from the war with massive debts, with shortages and rationing that lasted
until the mid-1950s, with its cities in ruins, its empire disappearing, and its mili-
tary strength eclipsed by the United States and the Soviet Union. At the same time,
the postwar era ushered in the National Health Service, free university education,
and other bulwarks of the welfare state. And the fear ofsudden death or national
defeat-so real and yet so obliquely expressed-was over. The near-miss narratives
show how prevalent this fear was and at what price victory was bought. People
now ask, as they never could during the war, "Was the price worth it? Was victory
so much the sweeter for being preceded by suffering? Did the lessons learned by
war build the New Jerusalem on England's green and pleasant land?"
The other question that looms large in the debates about "what reallyhappened"
in World War II is not about the time period itselfbut the way it is remembered.
As Patrick Wright says, the war has been "redeclared," and the enemies may look
a little different now; the wartime goals different from the ones declared in 1939.
In a country where the memory ofWorld War II holds so much sway; each creates
the wartime victory in his or her own image. And many ask, as did my interviewee
Fred Mitchell, "What the hell was it all for?" (personal interview, 18 May 1993).
Paul Fussell's vitriolic rage at cheery memories ofwartime focuses on an im-
portant omission: what British andAmerican memories often leave out is the death
and dismemberment ofsoldiers; such memories concentrate instead on the joy of
survival. Fussell's target is not really the war itselfor the soldiers who fought it, but
those who represent and remember it improperl}'. Yet, while we cannot accept
romanticized views ofa happywar, neither can we accept Fussell's notion that only
horrific memories are valid. Ifwe take seriously the memories of those who lived
through wartime, then neither point ofview is more real than the other. War leaves
in its wake misery and destruction; it may also leave behind the unique camara-
derie ofshared suffering and an awareness oflife more intense and perhaps more
valued for its constant brushes with death. To complicate matters, World War II
destroyed a system ofgovernment more cruel and violent even than war itself It
is up to each person to take account ofthe price that has been paid and, in so doing,
to decide which memories are most important and most worth keeping.
The past, as Halbwachs tells us, is always reconstructed, and it is reconstructed
for a reason. Perhaps people cannot remember thinking that the war might be lost
because they never said it, never saw it in print, and know now that they won. Yet
the war was won at a great price; it was not an easy victof)T, but a near miss. If the
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war was won by the ordinary people ofBritain (as wartime propaganda said again
and again), then ordinary people deserved something in return. In this way; the
war can be used to criticize the present, just as in wartime it was used to predict
the future.
5London Pride
Music and Wartime London
TOmmy Handley: Well, I suppose I better face the music. How are you,
bandmaster?
Bandmaster: I'm absolutely allegro, your Worship.
TOmmy Handley: Oh, that's fine. Last time I saw you, you were slightly
pizzicato. You'd been out on the baton.
Bandmaster: Impossible. I may have been suffering from an attack of ca-
denza.
TOmmy Handley: Yes, you probably had a fugue in the throat.
"ITMA," January 1942
Few art forms cover so broad a base as the one called music. 1 Some arts, such as
theater, are essentially communal, while others, such as literature, are in large
measure solita~Some are basically the province ofamateurs, such as storytelling,
while others are largely the domain ofprofessionals, such as sculpture. Yet music
encompasses all these realms: it ranges from the communal forms of symphony
and choir to the solo vocalist or concert artist to the solitary music student prac-
ticing in a small room. Music ranges from the highly virtuosic, in symphonies and
chamber orchestras and opera companies, to the completely nonprofessional: the
exhausted parent singing a lullaby to an infant or the worker who chooses to lighten
work with a song, whether it be the communal chantey ofthe sailor or the solitary
singing of the housewife. Music is essential to ritual: it is part of public ceremo-
nies such as weddings and funerals; it also exists in the solitary prayers ofindividuals.
It is the sine qua non ofthe art form dance; it is a fundamental, ifoften overlooked,
part ofcinema. With the wide availability ofsecondarily oral forms ofmusic, such
as radio and recorded sound, it is likely that many people spend some part ofeach
day listening to or producing music.
Yet music has no obvious referential or material function. It cannot feed the
hungry or house the homeless. Only rarely does it impart information or foster
understanding. In moments of emergency, music is usually absent. Troops may
march into battle to the sound ofpipe and drum, but once the fighting has begun,
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soldiers listen to the orders ofofficers and the sounds ofguns and bombs. Firefighters
must talk in order to coordinate action and rescue survivors, but they need not
sing; indeed, singing might well be considered distracting or frivolous. Like other
art forms, music is considered the product of leisure time, a pleasure rather than
a necessi~
Yet music, like other art forms, rarely remains in this marginal position; it crops
up in the most unlikely places. In extended periods ofcrisis, rather than sharp mo-
ments of emergency; music almost always appears. During World War II, people
sang in the POWcamps ofSingapore and Sumatra, in the death camps ofAuschwitz
and Birkenau, and in partisan brigades behind enemy lines. In Eichstatt, German)',
Allied prisoners ofwar even put on a music festival. In Great Britain, people sang
in the armed forces, in the factories, in the air-raid shelters, and at home.Through-
out the war, people composed, performed, and listened to music on numerous oc-
casions, formal and informal, amateur and professional. It seems that music, while
not essential to human survival, is nonetheless an essential part ofhuman life.
But what is music? This question has long puzzled musicians, ethnomusi-
cologists, sociologists, and philosophers. The English word "music" has no exact
translation in many languages and no exact equivalent.in many cultures. Most
definitions of music that strive for universality are dissatisfying and tautological;
essentiall)', they boil down to "Music is whatever people say music is." John Blacking
writes: "Music is a product of the behavior ofhuman groups, whether formal or
informal: it is humanly organized sound. And, although different societies tend
to have different ideas about what they regard as music, all definitions are based
on some consensus ofopinion about the principles on which the sounds ofmusic
should be organized. No such consensus can exist until there is some common
ground of experience, and unless different people are able to hear and recognize
patterns in the sounds that reach their ears" (1973, 10).The vagueness in Blacking's
definition is inevitable; music's intangibility and cultural variance make a general,
universal definition of music well-nigh impossible. The most specific part of
Blacking's definition, "humanly organized sound," covers far more than music.
Language is humanly organized sound, as are doorbells and air-raid sirens and
banging on the ceilingwith a broom when the neighbors are too loud.What makes
music different is the fact that it is considered a special form ofcommunication.
Music, whether well or poorly done, is considered an art form, and its purpose
tends to be affective rather than referential. One can, for example, speak and sing
the same words, but the difference b.etween these two performances is more than
one of timbre. To sing words is to make some sort of comment that the words
themselves do not.
In wartime Britain, music existed in many forms and was used for many
purposes. Both the use ofmusic and the image ofpeople making and listening to
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music contributed to wartime hegemon~ Song lyrics proclaimed loyalty to Brit-
ain and to the war effort and assumed an ultimate victo~ Popular music cheered
people and enabled them to continue their duties with hope and optimism. Art
music was seen as a sign of civilization, one of the things for which the war was
being fought. In this chapter, I examine the use ofmusic and the image ofmusic
in wartime London, and look at the ways that this art form contributed to war-
time hegemony and wartime life.
The Use and Image of Music
As stated earlier, music is often considered an inessential, leisure-time activi1:}T,despite
its prevalence in many people's lives. Paradoxically; the nonemergency nature of
music was one of the things that made it beloved in wartime London. The idea
was that people who create or listen to music are those who are living normal lives,
with time for relaxation and art. They are not people who are afraid or without
hope, but people who know how to enjoy life and can create beauty and meaning
for others.Thus the image ofthe person enjoying music is precisely the image that
the government wished to create of the wartime Londoner. Frank E. Huggett, in
his book on wartime music, remembers a perfect manifestation ofthis image in a
newspaper headline: "On 30 September 1940, the Daily Mirror had a headline:
'LET THE PEOPLE SING? YOU CAN'T STOP 'EM!' The picture below
showed Cockneys dancing and singing in the devastated streets ofthe East End to
the sounds of a harmonium perched precariously on the debris of their former
homes" (1979, 109; emphasis in original). Thus the cheerful Cockney becomes
the singing Cockney; whose matter-of-fact courage and love ofa good time remains
unabated; Cockneys do not allow bombs and ruined homes to spoil their fun. There
is, ofcourse, no way to determine ifpeople are Cockneys from a newspaper pho-
tograph, but Huggett knows how to properly interpret the Daily Mirror's intent.
He continues the image with his own commentary: "In one East End pub, the
customers went on singing, even though their voices could scarcely be heard through
the continual concussions ofhigh explosives, while the landlord went round with
a collecting box for the Spitfire Fund. When an underground shelter in a factory
in south-west London was hit and the water main was shattered, the girls in one
section sang RollOut the Barrel to their trapped workmates" (109).
Singing is a good way to communicate with people trapped by debris, for the
voice carries more effectively in song than in speech. For the person trapped, sing-
ing was a declaration ofsurvival; it also told the rescuers where to look. Although
the fact ofsinging may be purely functional, the choice ofsong is ideological and
shows the singer's point ofview. Basil Woon, in his wartime eulogy to his fellow
Londoners, reports the story ofa woman trapped under five tons ofmasonry that
had to be moved by hand. When a hole was made to pass oxygen to her, she could
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be heard singing "Land of Hope and Glory" (Woon 1941,34-35). Both the
woman's singing of a patriotic song and Woon's reporting of this story contrib-
uted to the wartime image ofa brave and united population that would never give
up, that proclaimed love of their country and loyalty to their side even when the
enemy threatened to crush them.
More than fifty years later, Eileen Scales remembers an incident uncannily
similar to the one mentioned byWoon. WhereasWoon's wartime story never hinted
at the possibility ofdeath, Eileen's postwar story shows that even the bravest and
most patriotic can be defeated in war: "The person that had an upstairs flat there,
an elderly lad)!, I suppose she was about sixty-five, was actually alive when she was
dug out. And we could hear her singing while they were digging her out 'There'll
always be an England.' You could hear her singing and I think she lived for about
a month and had broken legs and was terribly injured. But we could hear her....
We could actually hear her singing 'There'll always be an England' while they were
digging for her" (personal interview, 5 March 1993). Though Eileen's story tells
of a sad wartime reality that would have been downplayed during the anxious,
morale-building days of the war itself: both stories emphasize the ways in which
ordinary citizens used songs to show their patriotism and courage.This is precisely
the state of affairs that the government wished to bring about.
Music became a linchpin ofhome front morale. On 22 May 1940 the Min-
istry ofInformation made the following suggestions in a secret report: '~ction to
improve morale in air-raid shelters. Tell actors that they are counted upon to keep
people cheerful, lead singing, etc. Have words ofsongs ready to hand round. Tell
people to bring gramophones, games and toys" (INF 1,250). The ministry had
other suggestions for making the blitz fun,_ and sponsoring open-air rallies was one
of them. On 23 July 1940 Sir Wyndham Deedes wrote to Sir Kenneth Clark,
commenting favorably on a rally that had just taken place: "The success of the
Hendon rally shows that this is the moment to encourage communal singing and
open air dancing, if possible. People are rather tired at present and have a feeling
of suspense.... They should be able to have community fun and dancing and
singing would be extremely popular. For heaven's sake let us get rid ofthis feeling
that the MOl is out to depress and spy on people! Let us provide an antidote by
giving the people music and some active form ofcommunal life that they can join
in and thoroughly enjoy!" (INF 1, 250).
The choice ofsongs was as important as the fact ofsinging; the British gov-
ernment had no wish to encourage rousing choruses of"Deutschland, erwache!"
or the Horst Wessel song.2 The songs of the Hendon "Rout-the-Rumour RaIl)!,"
held on 21 July 1940, were chosen to be as patriotic, hopeful, and inclusive as
possible. They were selected to represent an almost careless assurance ofvictory at
a time when things looked their worst. The song-sheet program contains a few
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hymns, such as "Fight the Good Fight" and "0 God, Our Help in Ages Past," to
assure people that they were fighting with God on their side. It has a few World
War I classics, such as "Pack Up Your Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag," to remind
people that Britain had beaten Germany fairly recently and could do so again.3
One of the World War I songs, "It's a Long Way To Tipperal)'," also served to
embrace the Irish contingent. "Men ofHarlech," a song ofWelsh victory over the
Saxons, made a similar call to Wales. "Loch Lomond" was the Scottish offering,
despite its sad tone and the fact that it is not a war song at all. "John Peel," a tra-
ditional song about fox hunting, represented the English heritage. Well-known
patriotic songs, such as "Land of Hope and Glory" and "Rule, Britannia," em-
phasized the national and imperial power of Britain. "It's a Lovely Day Tomor-
row" and "The Long, Long Trail" stressed the principle ofhope. Though few of
the songs were overtly political, all were chosen for their political effectiveness.
Not only songs but other forms ofmusic were chosen as proper conduits for
public feeling. It was believed that certain kinds ofmusic could canalize emotion
in ways helpful to the war effort. On 10July 1940 a Ministry ofInformation morale
report stated: "Many people feel a need for martial music, processions and bands,
and other stimulants of righteous aggressiveness. The sight of Dominion troops
in London has been heartening, but there have been many suggestions that op-
portunities should be found for parades and marches" (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.L).
Eileen Scales, whose fiance was in the infantry during the war, remembers her own
reactions to martial music:
Ifyou heard military music then it all sort ofmade you feel rather patri-
otic and a bit proud ofyour country, you know. Military music still does
that to me anyway. I think, you know, all the battles that different regi-
ments have fought, and they've always been very proud of their battle
honours and things like that. So military music always does tend to
make me feel a bit emotional, but it also did then.... Yes, the song,
"There's Something about a Soldier." There used to be something about
a soldier, you know, something that made you feel a bit proud and patri-
otic. [personal interview, 3 May 1993]
Other kinds ofmusic could stimulate a feeling of togetherness by emphasiz-
ing the "Britishness" of the music played. According to Ian McLaine, a Ministry
of Information planning committee "suggested that the BBC make the greatest
possible use of folk tunes and national music and the press be persuaded to
emphasise the theme ofwhat Britain means to its citizens" (1979, 72). The BBC's
listings ofwartime radio programs show a wide variety of British music and mu-
sicians, including music hall songs, Gaelic work songs, several BBe orchestras,
and the Band of the Scots Guards playing the "Internationale." Another point of
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view on the power ofmusic is presented by Major A.H.B.R., who wrote in a letter
to his wife on 2 November 1940: "I did hear a delightful concert a short time ago
when Schumann's Concerto in A minor was played in part by Miss Myra Hess (I
think it was she) along with a few other delightful pieces including her adaptation
ofa Bach Chorale-I agree with you entirely and ... Myra Hess said the same-
now more than ever is music necessary as a sort ofmild sedation" (Imperial War
Museum Department of Documents 88/21/1).
Finally; the need for some sort ofrelaxation and entertainment was recognized.
Music was an excellent choice because it was cheaply and readily available; it could
be produced by anyone who could croak out a tune. Grand opera was no longer
mounted at Covent Garden, but music appreciation classes increased. Music could
exist anywhere, at any time; one could even sing in the cold and dark of an air-
raid shelter. George Orwell wrote in January 1942: ''A people at war ... cannot
get on without rest and amusement. Probably these things are more necessary in
wartime than at ordinary times. And yet when you are fighting you cannot afford
to waste precious materials on luxury goods, because this is primarily a war of
machines, and every scrap of metal used up in making gramophones, or every
pound of silk used up in making stockings, means less metal for guns and
aeroplanes, or less silk for parachutes and barrage balloons" (West 1985, 71).Thus
a people at war should shun amusements that require expensive consumer goods,
clothes, or labor and should encourage more democratic forms that can be home-
made. Orwell writes: "The amusements which can be encouraged ... are games,
sports, music, the radio, dancing, literature and the arts generall)T. Most of these
are things in which you create your amusement for yourself: rather than paying
other people to create it for you" (72).
An astonishing number and variety ofactivities arose from this policy ofmusic
promotion. Many of these activities, as noted, encouraged people to make their
own music. Songbooks designed for amateur use were published, such as Lawrence
Wright's ~r-Time Songs, subtitled "Nearly 200 Popular Choruses from 'Rose of
Tralee' to 'Boomps-A-Daisy'; Specially Chosen for Camp Concerts, Community
Singing, Parties, Clubs, Etc." Like the song sheet from the Hendon rally; Wright's
songbook is broad-based and inclusive, though it leans more to lighter fare.. It has
~ large selection ofpopular songs, including ''Ain't Misbehavin''' and "Yes!We Have
No Bananas"; English folk songs, including "The Bailiff's Daughter" and
"Widdicombe Fair"; Welsh songs, including ''All through the Night" and "The
Ash Grove"; Scottish songs, such as '~nie Laurie" and ''Auld Lang Syne"; and
Irish songs, such as "Cockles and Mussels" and "The Minstrel Boy;" the last being
one ofthe few that has anything to do with war. It also includes a generous selec-
tion of American songs, such as "Clementine," "Carolina Moon," and "John
Brown's Body"; the World War I classic "Mademoiselle from Armentieres"; a few
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songs written for the occasion, such as ''Adolf'' and "They Can't Black-Out the
Moon"; and a version of"Vive La Compagnie," which proclaims, "Let ev'ry good
fellow now fill up his glass / And drink to the health ofour glorious class."
Reactions to this bombardment of musical propaganda were mixed. John
Hargrave Wells Gardner was angered by what he considered emotional manipu-
lation focused on an improper outcome. In 1940, fully aware of the propaganda
value ofmusic and the government's exploitation of it, he wrote:
Another example, by which the mood of the people was gradually pre-
pared for war, is to be found in the revival of songs that were popular
during the Boer War and the war of 1914-18. From the time of the
Armistice to 1935-36 (when Rearmament began in earnest) no one
played "It's a long way to Tipperary, )) nor 'Pack up your troubles in your old
kit-bag. )) ... And then, when it was necessary to say to the people at
large, "War is pretty well inevitable, so you'd better begin to feel a bit
more warlike-you'd better begin to feel the .spell of armies on the
march-the mass spell of ordered action," the spellbinding was begun,
not in words alone, but in the old-associations-link-up of the old tunes.
. . . There is nothing inspiring in any of this song-propaganda, but all of
it together has a hold upon the imagination. It casts a spell. Whether it
is the kind of spell from which a New Britain, a New Europe, a New
World can emerge-a world free from social-economic insanity-is ex-
tremely doubtful. I should say it was the same old spell, an evil spell.
[1940, 125, 127]
Moira, a small child during the war, also remembers a conservative, imperialist
use to which music was put, though on a much smaller scale. She describes mu-
sical activities in the village school where she was evacuated during the war:
Some of the ones I can remember from school are those awful patriotic
songs like "Land of Hope and Glory, Mother of the Free," and we used
to have to-this again ties in with the war-we had to wear red shorts
(which our mothers had to make), white blouses, and the big girls ...
had to wear these blue paper-covered things on their heads and do march-
ing! To things like "Land of Hope and Glory." It was all patriotic, you
see. But it was very Tory patriotic because they had to-Miss _
was encouraging them to go into service with the gentry and that's the
last thing they wanted to do. You know, be servants. [personal interview,
16 January 1993]
Others remember wartime music as a way that people passed the time to make
it more bearable. Anne Lubin, recalling wartime community singing, remarked,
"1 think there's something happens, a chemical reaction happens when you start
either talking or singing that cheersyou up" (personal interview; 13 March 1993).
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Singing was something that anyone could do, a way that ordinary people could
create their own entertainment and simultaneouslyshow their optimism and mettle.
On 28 February 1943Vere Hodgson remarked approvingly on a line from a popular
song, "Ifyou're up to your neck in hot water, be like the kettle and sing." Even
while bombs were whistling in the dark, people could sing.
Singing London: Music in the Shelters
The image of people singing in air-raid shelters is one of the most powerful and
carefully maintained ofall wartime London motifs.4 Several people told me that
they did not personally experience shelter singsongs, but they thought that such
events were more common in the large shelters of the East End. The documents
ofone such shelter, theTilbury; show plans for the formation ofshelter choirs and
note that "assistance in getting these going can be obtained through the C.E.M.A.,
the Evening Institute, the local churches, and musical societies" (private papers).
Indeed, such activities received wide encouragement and publicity. On 5 October
1940, BBC announcer Robin Duff broadcast from an air-raid shelter in the
Kennington section ofeast London (NSA reE nos. 2951 and LP2943f7). He re-
ported, "Ifthere was any noise from outside, they started singing." He then played
examples of the shelter's musical activities, which included a group singing new
lyrics about the shelter to the tune ofan old song.
Such activities were found not only in the working-class districts of central
London and the East End. A Ministry ofInformation report from 28 August 1940
describes the suburban neighborhood ofGreenwich: "Greenwich contact reports:
Women in shelters singing to drown noise ofH.E. bombs" (INF 1/264, 97/15
H.!.). These activities did not meet with universal approval. On 31 August 1940,
the Ministry of Information morale report was less encouraging than the one of
three days earlier. The commentary is ironic and, like much material from war-
time Britain, laced with Shakespeare: "On some Estates, shelter marshals run public
shelters and organise community singing and games of darts in public spirited
manner successfully murdering sleep" (INF 1/264,97/15 H.!.).
Memories ofwartime shelter singing abound. Many ofthem are so similar to
BBC presentations and Ministry ofInformation pep talks that one wonders (and
will never know for certain) how much is remembered experience and how much
is remembered propaganda. Ivy Regan, in a moving and detailed written account,
describes the terrifying ordeal of the first large air raid of the blitz. On 7 Septem-
ber 1940 this raid battered the Isle of Dogs, the East End district where she and
her family lived. As a tonic to the terror and uncertainty of the raid, singing and
Cockney humor behaved in precisely the ways that the government wished them
to. As she and her neighbors sheltered in a school near their homes:
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Sticks of bombs whistled down and the air was literally torn apart in a
loud rushing noise as they sped earthward. Everyone instinctively
crouched. Holding my breath in an agony of suspense I waited for the
blast, fully expecting to be blown to pieces. The bombs exploded, rock-
ing the great building to its foundation; but by some miracle the school
escaped unscathed and nobody was hurt. But the awful expectancy had
been too much and I sensed arising panic as the overwrought women
burst into tears, and the little ones sensing their fear began to scream.
Something had to be done and done quickly; so with parched throats a
few of us tried to sing. Then myoid Dad, possessor of a fine rich tenor
voice, began to sing something they all knew, "Just A Song At Twilight."
It was touch-and-go at first as he tried to adjust his dry throat. There
was a sudden hush as they listened to him sing; then here and there a few
voices around us joined in-then more-and soon it became a swell as
they sang the lovely old refrain with him. What a tonic that was! To hear
those tired folk lift up their voices in song-then more songs-and the
witsamong us with their spontaneous Cockney humour had us all laugh-
ing in no time. [Violet Ivy Regan Papers]
An on-the-spot account of the same night, recorded by Mass-Observers in
the East End neighborhood ofStepne)T, describes a very different reaction to sing-
ing. As bombs fell outside, an Air Raid Precautions (ARP) helper in a street shel-
ter tried to lift people's spirits by singing "Roll Out the Barrel." A middle-aged man
shouted at her, "Shut your bleedin' row! We got enough noise without you"
(Harrisson 1990, 62). The ARP helper tried again with another song, but could
get no one to sing with her and finally gave up. Mass-Observers do record more
successful attempts at shelter singsongs during the Battle ofBritain and during the
long period when the blitz had become routinized as daily life. Several of my
interviewees have vague memories ofsinging as a time-filling activity in dark, cold
Anderson shelters; they remember singing popular songs such as "Run, Rabbit,
Run" and children's songs such as "Ten Green Bottles." Joan Gray remembers an
unsuccessful attempt to behave the way cheerful Cockneys were supposed to:
"When the war first started and the bombing started, we sort of tried to sing to
hide the bombing, but it didn't really work" (personal intervie~ 15 April 1993).
Anne Lubin, on the other hand, remembers being cheered by shelter music, com-
munity singing, and organized concerts. She also remembers a time when music
helped after the raid was over:
I can remember a conductor on a bus. There'd been a bad raid that
night-this was in London-been a bad raid, and a lot ofpeople might
well have been involved, I don't know, but I know the bus was quite
quiet, which was unusual, 'cause people very often would talk to one
another, especially after a bad raid, and someone would say, "Oh, what
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was it like round your way?" and that kind of thing. But the bus was
very subdued, and the conductor suddenly burst out with one of these
songs-I've forgotten which one it was-and you know, immediately,
the whole atmosphere lifted. And everybody started talking to one an-
other again. [personal interview, 13 March 1993]
Singing, like humor, became an index of patriotism. It was a way to show
optimism and courage, to banish sorro"\\', to bring normal pleasures into abnor-
mal circumstances. But singing was not the only form of music known to war-
time Londoners. Instrumental music was also used to combat more ominous
sounds. On 22 October 1940 Vere Hodgson wrote in her diary: "Our musical
box is lovely. Its sweet melody is in contrast with the odious noises of the Merry-
go-round in the s~"And even the odious noises in the sky could be contemplated
with some equanimity if they were considered a strange variety of music.
London Music: The Symphony ofWar
The discordant and threatening sounds ofwar were often humanized and dimin-
ished by referring to them in terms of music. On 19 March 1944 Vere Hodgson
began a description of an air raid with the words "The band began to play." On
3 Apri11945 she described a train journey: "It was lovel}', too, not to depart to an
orchestra of Flying Bombs, as I seem to have done so often-or to the menacing
rumble ofa Rocket." Quentin Reynolds, speaking over an air raid in the opening
commentary of the film London Can Take Ih says: "These are not Hollywood
sound effects; this is the music they play every night in London-the symphony
ofwar" (INF 6/328). In Listen to Britain, a Crown Film Unit production about
music in wartime, the Canadian Leonard Brockington says in the foreword:
"Blended together in one great symphony is the music of Britain at war. The evening
hymn ofthe lark, the roar ofSpitfires, the dancers in the great ballroom at Blackpool,
the clank ofmachinery and shunting trains, soldiers ofCanada holding in memory
their 'home on the range,' the B.B.C. sending truth on its journey round the world,
the trumpet call offreedom, the war-song ofa great people, the first sure notes of
the march ofvictory, as you and I, Listen to Britain" (INF 6/339).
Listen to Britain was made in 1941 and 1942, and it focused on the music
and sounds of wartime Britain, combining high art and folk art, popular songs
and military bands. It shows Myra Hess playing a Mozart piano concerto in the
National Gallery while the audience (including the queen) listens spellbound. It
shows an unnamed woman in an ambulance depot singing a bel canto rendition
of "The Ash Grove" to her slightly bored coworkers. It shows the bells ofBig Ben
playing their signature tune, women in a Middlesex factory singing "Yes, My
Darling Daughter" as they work, and the variety artists Flanagan and Allen sing-
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ing "Round the Back of the Arches" to an appreciative audience in a factory can-
teen. The film ends with a choral rendition of "Rule, Britannia." The descriptive
material provided by the Crown Film Unit shows that "listening to Britain" meant
paying attention to natural and mechanical sound as well as to music; all were part
of the "symphony ofwar."
Listening to Britain also meant paying attention to the sounds and voices of
different classes: farmers in their fields, workers on the night shift, soldiers march-
ing through a city street:
While larks sing in the peace of the country at evening, their notes are
drowned by the roar of Spitfires and the clatter of tractors. As the black-
out curtains of a small house are being drawn another familiar sound is
heard-Joseph McLeod reading the six o'clock news.... In the Tower
Ballroom at Blackpool those on leave or off duty, are dancing to "Roll
Out the Barrel," the strains of which are interrupted by the clanging of
a cage at a pit-head as miners go on the night shift. We hear the familiar
clink-aclank-clink ofshunting trains. Inside a stationary passenger train,
some Canadian soldiers sing "Home on the Range." Meanwhile the
aeroplane factories are working non-stop and the hard metallic sym-
phony of war production is drowned by a bomber taking off outside.
[INF 6/339]
Ministry ofInformation ftlms metwith varying success; some were far more popular
than others.5 Listen to Britain touched a chord in a young airman serving in South-
ern Rhodesia: "'Listen to Britain' ... was a great source ofjoy to me ... showing
that even in War time music is playing a bigger part in the lives of those at home
than it did in peace time" (INF 6/339).
Other Ministry ofInformation films concentrated on specific musical topics.
Films were made about the pianist Myra Hess and the song "Lili Marlene." An-
other ministry film described CEMA, the Council for the Encouragement ofMusic
and the Arts (INF 6/471). The precursor of the Arts Council of Great Britain,
CEMA was founded in January 1940 with the intention of bringing first-rate
music, theater, and art to people who did not ordinarily have access to such things.
CEMA sponsored concerts of art music in provincial towns, factory canteens,
historic buildings, and rest centers for the homeless and also provided funds for
the formation ofmusic clubs (as noted, theTilbury Shelter planned to ask CEMA
for help in forming shelter choirs). The introduction to the CEMA film declared:
"This Council was started in the first winter of the war, to bring pleasure in the
highest forms ofinspiration to those millions who were, as it were, blacked out in
the general black-out allover Britain at that time. This Council took music and
the arts ... to factories, mining towns, sea ports, which may have suffered in the
war, or may be cut offfrom their normal source ofentertainment" (INF 6/471).
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CEMA, like many wartime innovations, kept one foot in the left wing and
one in the right, borrowing from the socialist desire to make the good things in
life available to workers and the policy ofnoblesse oblige that brings culture to the
benighted ("blacked-out") masses. In the CEMA film, which lists DylanThomas
among its authors, art and culture are presented as hallmarks ofcivilization, while
the freedom to choose one's preferred cultural products is in sharp contrast to Nazi
censorship:
Man: What's the point of all this'ere art? Pretty pictures don't win
anything. Not now anywa~
Newton: We all know what we're fighting against, but don't you think
we sometimes forget what we're fighting for?
Man: Not pretty pictures.
Newton: Yes, but they're part of it. We've got to fight because if we
didn't we wouldn't be free. Free to work, to play, to listen, to look at
what we want to. [INF 6/471]
Far better known than CEMA was ENSA, the Entertainments National Ser-
viceAssociation. ENSXs primary mission was to bring entertainment to the troops,
though it did sponsor concerts in shelters, factories, and rest centers as well. Whereas
CEMA tended to concentrate· on high art, ENSA painted with a much broader
brush, sponsoring programs that featured variety artists and comedians as well. In
fact, ENSA was often considered a refuge for second-rate actors and comics who
would have been out ofwork during peacetime; a wartime joke claimed that ENSA
stood for "Every Night Something Awful." This comment is unfair considering
the range ofENSXs activities and talent, but it doubtless represented many people's
experience with the organization. Anne Lubin, who left her native London to work
in a war factory in Birmingham, remembers ENSA coming to the factory canteen:
I can remember one or two that they had in the canteen when I was in
Birmingham. They were abominable. I mean, a couple of oranges up
your jumper, and that was supposed-a man, you see-supposed to be
absolutely hilarious. Very poor corned)'. I cannot remember a good ENSA
show. Not at all. There must have been some.... I think all the best
people were in the forces and entertaining the forces, and we got the
leftovers.... They were not witty; they were just dirty. I mean, I don't
mind a dirty joke if it's really witty-I could tell you a few myself-but
these were not; they were just plain dirty. (personal interview, 13 March
1993]
Mass-Observation found similar sentiments during the war. In one factory;
the workers' committee "actuallycomplained about the low quality ofthe humour
in many E.N.S.A. concerts, and requested more music and straight stuff Two
C.E.M.A. concerts (classical, instrumental and vocal music) have been very SllC-
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cessful, and attempts have been made for more" (quoted inA. Calder 1969, 372).
This preference delighted ENSXs director, Basil Dean, a theatrical producerwhose
own taste led to more high-brow fare. ENSA did provide a large number ofhigh
art concerts during the war years. For example, in 1943 and 1944, ENSA provided
concerts for war workers that featured major British symphony orchestras. Walter
Legge, in a report about ENSA's activities from September 1943 toJuly 1944, writes:
"Throughout the season the programmes were built on the highest artistic levels,
without any concession to what is usually regarded as 'popular taste.' This policy
has proved to be much to the liking ofwar-working audiences" (1946, 309).
In the same years, ENSA sponsored concerts of symphonic music to forces
personnel. A book on wartime art and entertainment shows amazement at the good
taste of the masses: '~though many of the men were hearing this type of music
for the first time, they listened with concentrated attention and expressed their
appreciation in the most enthusiastic manner. Naturally not all the music provided
by E.N.S.A. was up to this standard, but the experiment showed that the most
unlikely audiences will appreciate good music if given the chance of hearing it"
(Myers 1948, 108). Dean had long wanted to bring classical music and theater to
the troops but had been checked by authorities who felt that such fare would not
be appreciated. Richard Fawkes suggests several reasons for their eventual change
ofheart: "The criticism ofall but the best variety shows, the lack of talented sing-
ers and dancers and the growing need, discovered in the adversity of the Blitz, for
entertainment ofmore lasting value. That a symphony orchestra should prove as
popular as a dance band came as a surprise" (1978, 72). Similarly; an OldVic tour
ofWales, sponsored by CEMA, was a rousing success. The audience particularly
liked a production of Macbeth in which the man with "vaulting ambition" was
portrayed as Hitler (Fawkes 1978, 71).
Despite ENSXs many concerts to war workers, its primary focus was on en-
tertaining the troops. "W0rkers Playtime, on the other hand, concentrated on pro-
viding lunchtime entertainment at factory canteens. "We're not in any way in
competition with the E.N.S.A. concerts that go round to a number ofthese facto-
ries," said John Watt, director of U70rkers Playtime. "We're just trying to help"
(NSA reE nos. 4125 and LP4125b1, 26 October 1941). WlOrkers Playtime leaned
toward popular music and light, music hall fare and was broadcast at 12:30 P.M.
over the BBC. On one broadcast, Ernest Bevin, the rough-voiced, trade unionist
minister oflabour, introduced UIOrkers Playtime by stressing the importance ofits
audiences: "Victory can only be secured through work" (NSA reE nos. 3411 and
LP3404f7, 25 and 28 October 1941).The Ministry ofLabour helped finance the
program, perhaps to ward off the dangers ofall work and no pIa)'. Though a child
during the war, Shirley Ann listened to U70rkers Playtime broadcasts and remem-
bers their own brand ofhumor: "They would always have a quiz. And there was
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one quiz; Wilfred Pickles used to get somebody from the audience to come up to
give a little bit of quizzing. And I can always remember one coming up and he
said, 'What does a woman wear that a man never sees?' And you had to try and
guess that. What does a woman wear that a man never sees? And this is going back
years now, and I still remember it. Don't give up! [laughs] Perfume" (personal in-
terview, 18 February 1993). Fred Mitchell remembers "\%rkers Playtime produc-
tions coming to the factory where he worked, but he had a better way to spend the
lunch hour. With manywomen in the factof)T, lunchtime was "courting time," and
canteen entertainment took a definite back seat (personal interview, 18 May 1993).
Whereas "\%rkers Playtime allowed workers a time for play; Music While lOu
"\%rk allowed them to listen to music while still working. Music While lOu WVrk
played light instrumental music for brief periods during the workday; and many
factories played these broadcasts for the benefit of their workers. Anne Lubin re-
members looking forward to the broadcasts:
It broke the morning up. It was very monotonous working in a factory,
at least what I did was, and so you knew that when Music While .lOu
U70rk came on in the morning, you knew that you were halfvvay through
the morning; it wouldn't be long till dinnertime. And the same thing
again in the afternoon, round about three or half past three, you had it
once again, Music While .lOu U70rk. They discovered that if you played it
all the time, it had no effect on people, but if you had a half an hour at
a time, people could look forward to it, and it had an effect on produc-
tion, so they said. And people would sing along. They didn't have any
vocals on that; they only had tunes. But people sang along with them,
whatever they were playing. [personal interview, 13 March 1993]
Music While lOu WVrk began on 23 June 1940 with its midmorning and
midafternoon sessions; a·l 0:30 P.M. broadcast was added in 1942 for the benefit
of the night shift. Because it was broadcast over the radio, it was heard by mil-
lions, both in and out of the factory: Nonetheless, its target remained the indus-
trial worker. A Ministry ofInformation report from 12 July 1940 discusses a fac-
tory in south London: "Woolwich factory reports wireless and gramophone music
have greatly increased workers' cheerfulness: 'staffworking busily and happily in
spite oflong hours and do not seem unduly tired. This is proved by freedom from
serious accidents'" (INF 1/264, 97/15 H.!.). The purpose of Music While lOu
WVrk was not sheer humanitarianism. As Anne Lubin mentioned, a cheef)T, ener-
getic, uninjured worker is a productive one. Frank E. Huggett quotes a wartime
factory report that claimed: "The music exhilarates the workers without acting as
a harmful distraction. When the set was shut down for a week, there was a 20 per
cent drop in output" (1979,65). Ifthe Ministry ofFood was responsible for bread,
then Music While lOu "\%rk provided circuses.
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In music, as in many other things, the primary disseminator was the British
B~oadcastingCorporation (BBC). The sole broadcasting network in Britain dur-
ing the war, it was divided into two stations: the Home Service and the Forces
Programme. The Forces Programme, which began in February 1940, specialized
in light music and other entertainment suitable for listening in noisy forces can-
teens.The Home Service was much more varied, and a typical week might include
radio drama, the leftish inspirational broadcasts ofJ.B. Priestle)T, the middlebrow-
intellectual Brains Trust, the news in several dozen languages, and music of all
kinds. Prior to the war, the BBC had paid little attention to listener preference and
had offered the public what it felt was good for them, the radio equivalent ofcod
liver oil. John Reith, director general until 1938, had banned dance music and
variety programs from broadcasting on Sundays. Such musical autocracy was un-
becoming in a people's war. It was also embarrassing to discover that people were
turning to foreign broadcasting stations in order to hear the light music denounced
by the BBC. The BBC relented by degrees, though not without a fight. It contin-
ued to argue for the composition and broadcasting of rousing patriotic songs,
despite the fact that most such songs left listeners cold. Sentimental ballads were
the popular songs ofthe da)T, and this music was requested most often by those in
the forces and on the home front. This music was also the kind targeted for eradi-
cation by the BBC's stern '~ti-SlushCommittee." Spike Hughes wrote in 1945
ofthe struggles still going on between the BBC and the public: "Toda)T, thousands
of servicemen overseas ask to hear Miss Vera Lynn singing 'Miss You.' They are
not allowed to hear it, because the B.B.C. considers it would be harmful to mo-
rale and remind the sailor too much of home" (1945, 80).
Although the BBC lamented the taste of the majorit)T, it could be cheered by
the preferences ofa substantial minorit)r. The BBC's Listener Research Department
discovered a sizable audience for art music, noting that those who preferred sym-
phony concerts, grand opera, and chamber music were a minority ofthe popula-
tion but a very large number of people. The public's appreciation for art music
grew substantially during the war, and the BBC attempted to increase this trend
still more. Finally aware of the value ofaudience input, the postwar BBC invited
members of the general public to join its Music Panel: "The only condition of
membership is a real interest in serious music and awillingness to co-operate" (Silvey
1946, 174).
Despite its disdain for popular taste, the BBC did increase its presentations of
popular music, and such fare became available on Sundays as well. B.E. Nicolls
stated in the BBCYear Book for 1943 that "it was essential that our troops should
not feel that the BBC was letting them down byleaving it to other stations to provide
the light entertainment that they chiefly wanted" (quoted in Huggett 1979, 52-
53). Huggett suggests, somewhat patronizingl)T, the reason for the popularity of
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the sentimental ballads: "For the unsophisticated these simple songs ofhope could
express all their most intimate yearnings more readily than they could ever have
done themselves; but it was not sentimentality alone that made them so popular.
People were conscious then, as they are even more now; of the contrast between
these songs' optimistic sentiments and the grim reality of their wartime lives: the
irony helped to distance them from events and to make them more bearable" (42).
The popularity of such music made it incumbent on the BBC to provide it
for listeners. In November 1941 Sincerely lOurs-vera Lynn began broadcasting
(Lynn 1975, 97). Billed as a "sentimental presentation by Howard Thomas," this
half-hour program consisted of Vera Lynn's renditions ofsongs requested byover-
seas servicemen.6 Vera Lynn also decided to visit servicemen's wives who were in
the hospital having babies, so a chosen few heard personal congratulations beamed
from back home by Lynn herself She speaks, with becoming humili~ofher role:
"I was simply acting as a message carrier between separated people, and through
the words ofa song I told one what the other wanted to say: They may have quar-
relled, they might have been shy-like most people; there was always a song which
would convey what they couldn't say for themselves" (98).
The BBC also found a song for every occasion. In order to create musical hege-
mony; the BBC granted concessions to the public in the form ofpopular and sen-
timental music; at the same time, it continued to provide messages suitable for
wartime and for inspiring a loyal and warlike spirit.These messages were sometimes ;
far from subde, such as· the antiphonal trumpet fanfare "Come IfYou Dare" from
Purcell's "KingArthur" (played 19 September 1941) or a male voice choir rendition
ofthe children's song "London's Burning" (played on 4 July 1942). Music hall songs
were designed to cheer people up (and were a concession to popular taste); more
serious feelings might be stirred by the haunting sound of HigWand pipes, played
by Scottish regiments in Britain and on the Continent. Vere Hodgson, an assidu-
ous radio devotee, remarked with pleasure on a broadcast ofthis type: "To hear the
Highland pipers over the radio in St. Valery was cracking" (8 September 1944).
More elaborate musical presentations were also broadcast. One remarkable
example is called "Marching to Victory;" which aired on 11 August 1940 (NSA
ref nos. 2577-9 and MT2577). The program begins with the sound of soldiers
marching, an order to "Halt!," then the words: "We halt for a moment the marching
feet ofhundreds ofthousands ofmen ofthe British empire to talk about the music
they've brought to the shores and country lanes ofBritain. Music you've never heard
before, perhaps, but music that's putting new life into the mother couiJ.try:" "March-
ing toVictory" concentrated not on British music but on music from the Domin-
ions and the empire---one ofthe few acknowledgments that "standing alone" meant
getting substantial aid from an empire that numbered 500 million people. The
title came from a song of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force:
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We are the boys from way down under, •
Marching to victory,
We're not afraid of Hitler's plunder,
We'll put him where he should be.
Making a careful distinction between Nazis and everybody else in Nazi-controlled
and Nazi-occupied lands, the song optimistically proclaimed, "The Poles, the
Czechs, and Germany as well / Will fight to put the Nazis on the shel£"
The title song was not the only selection from the antipodes; a sizable num-
ber ofsongs from "down under" were represented on "Marching toVicto~"Sev-
eral Maori songs were played in the Maori language; a song composed by a Maori
corporal (in English) was featured as well. "Waltzing Matilda' needed no intro-
duction, but the lovely Australian folk song "The Road to· Gundagai" did. The
introduction to a Maori haka (a dance accompanied by chanting) proclaimed
admiration for all these rough-and-ready ex-colonials, from sun-drenched Austra-
lians to hearty Canadians: "They've brought an electric something with them, a
courage, a confidence, a swagger, new blood, new hope and in the songs they've
written, homely or heroic, swinging or sentimental as the case may be, they speak
to us of the lands they've left behind them, of the deeds they hope to do, and of
what they think of the enem~which is plenty: Listen."
Music from the Dominion ofCanada was prominently featured in "March-
ing to Victo~"The Royal Canadian Air Force sang, "Wait till we get them in the
air, boys" with the same innocent swagger beloved by British pilots in the summer
of 1940.This song, which discusses the activities ofthe conquering hero, contains
a line that caught the censor napping: "In every ho~se, there'll be a maiden laden."
An instrumental piece, a version of "Road to the Isles" played by a brass band,
linked Canada with its British roots. The announcer proclaimed, "The Canadian
Highland Regiments haven't forgotten the 'Road to the Isles,' the songs of their
ancestors. Once again, they've brought back Scottish music to lead Canadians into
battle." Few songs could be less suited to marching than "Road to the Isles,' with
its irregular rhythms and lilting dance tempo, though the brass band does its best
to iron out such irregularities.? The adaptation of traditional Scots music by a
Canadian regiment was part ofa mythic linking of the soldiers with "their ances-
tors"; it is doubtful that all members of Canadian Highland Regiments were de-
.scendants ofHighland Scots, any more than all the members ofBritish Highland
Regiments were actual Highland Scots.
An Indian announcer made a further connection between exotic foreigners
and exotic highlanders as he moved the program away from Western music and
toward the rest of the empire:
So far, you have mainly heard the martial music of the West, the music
of brass and drums and marching boots, the music which catches the
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ear and the heart of 140 million people in the empire. But there are 500
million people in the British empire. What about the 360 million, the
majority of the British empire, Indians? They too have a fighting tradi-
tion. But it's not the tradition ofheavy boots marching and brassy trum-
pets blowing. It is the ancient tradition of the spear and the sword, the
swift foot and the cunning hand, the lone warrior and the mountain
passes ofthe Himalayas. There beneath the snows on the northwest fron-
tier live a proud and ancient people, the Patans, whose music has per-
haps something in common with that of the hill people of the Scottish
Highlands.
The loyalty of Indians toward their colonial rulers was not assumed during the
war. Indeed, a large amount ofpropaganda was aimed at getting Indians to fight
for, rather than against, the British; George Orwell, to take a renowned member
ofthis enterprise, served as talks producer ofthe BBC's Indian section from 1941
to 1943. A letter to Sir Malcolm Darling, head of the Indian section, from the
Indian novelist Mulk Raj Anand indicates the tensions that many Indian intellec-
tuals had to face. Anand, torn between his antifascist sympathies and his dislike of
British colonialism, turned down his old friend's request for help:
Since the breakdown ofnegotiations between the Viceroy and Gandhiji,
the position of Indians in this war has become very invidious.... Even
those who have the most distant affiliations with the Congress, are bound
to feel a certain sense of national humiliation it with full awareness of
the internment of hundreds of their compatriots and the savage sen-
tence on Pandit Nehru, they do anything to help the war effort.... And
the one question that has been taxing my mind all these months is how
to reconcile that affiliation with my belief that fascism would destroy all
I stand for. I am afraid the British Governmelit has done nothing which
may help to solve the dilemma which faces some of us.... This enforces
on us a kind of vague neutrality. [West 1985, 15]
Although this tension was largely ignored in home front propaganda, "March-
ing toVictory" was one ofa few friendly nods in the direction ofthe subcontinent
that contained the "majority of the empire," though Malays and Chinese
Singaporeans (among others) might resent this division of the empire into West-
erners and Indians. The Indian announcer of "Marching to Victory;" with his
educated voice and upper-class English speech, sounds as though he might be more
at home at an Oxford college (or with George Orwell and Sir Malcolm Darling at
the BBC) than on the mountain passes ofthe Himalayas or in the remote villages
ofthe Scottish Highlands. His description ofa "proud and ancient people" to whom
warfare is an art, rather than the bloody business ofmachines and insensate slaugh-
ter, presents the Patans as "noble savages" who prize warfare as a cultural tradition.
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At the same time, the announcer represents the "majorityofthe empire" as a people
skilled in war, a people proud of their culture, a people who outnumber their
masters, a people to be reckoned with.
A different invocation of tradition came from Newfoundland, at the time a
British-run Dominion. An updated, anti-Hitler version of the sea chantey "Row,
Bullies, Row" turned a bawdy work song into a lighthearted song ofwar. The new
song, with its easy assurance of ultimate victory; proclaimed: "Row, row, bullies,
row / The Newfoundland boys have Hitler in tow:" The Newfoundland boys will
not be enthralled by "Liverpool judies," as in the original song. This time, it is
they who wield the power and speak of Hitler as an easy pre~
People's reactions to the BBC's musical barrage varied. On 6 December 1942
Vere Hodgson wrote: "Such a lot oflovely singing [on the wireless] ."Yet on 24Janu-
ary 1943 she wrote: "There are very few good songs on the wireless now:" Many of
myinterviewees spokewith affection ofGlenn Miller and otherAmerican-style dance
bands. Certain songs were remembered as being ubiquitous: "TheWhite Cliffs of
Dover," "Run, Rabbit, Run," and "We're Going to Hang Out the Washing on the
Siegfried Line" among them. Creina Musson comparedwartime popular music with
present-day offerings: "Oh, yes, had some good songs in those days. A bit of tune
to them unlike the awful noise they have nowadays" (personal interview; 28 July
1993). Anne Lubin remembers that "popular music was very melodious. Mostly;
of course, it was 'Darling, I love you, I long to see you again' type of thing, you
know; 'When the moon is blue, and so am I too and I'm longing to see you again'
type ofthing. AndVera Lynn, ofcourse ... it wasn't bang-bang; I mean, you could
sing the songs, so everybody did" (personal interview; 13 March 1993).
At the same time that the BBC was increasing its broadcasts of popular and
light music, a substantial proportion of the 'population was discovering an inter-
est in art music. The popularity of CEMA and ENSA symphony concerts has
already been noted. BBC listener research showed a decline in hostility to art music
between 1941 and 1942 and a small but significant increase in enthusiasm for
symphony concerts, chamber music, and plays (Silvey 1944, 164). Music appre-
ciation classes at the Workers' Edu~ationalAssociation (WEA) increased a hun-
dredfold between 1938 and 1944 in almost all parts of the country (Workers'
Educational Association 1946, 240).8 The WEA speculated on a number of rea-
sons for this increased interest:
I do not think there can be much doubt that broadcasting has had a
stimulating effect on public taste in music.... In a less spectacular way,
C.E.M.A. had undoubtedly contributed, especially as WE.A. Branches
have taken a prominent part in the organisation of C.E.M.A. concerts,
and ... have often followed them up by using them as propaganda for
the organisation of classes.
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Apart from this . . . many people actually engaged in the war effort
have taken up Musical Appreciation as a relaxation. It is a real and justi-
fiable escapism, and a tonic which has strengthened their morale. Fi-
nally, the number of tutors who possess the necessary technique for
teaching adults to appreciate music has increased. [Workers' Educational
Association 1946,241-42]
The oblique reference to the increasing number of trained music teachers masks
the sinister circumstances of its happening. George Wagner discussed one reason
for this explosion of music:
Now, there was one factor which improved the scene a bit. Among the
German and particularly Austrian Jewish refugees who had come to Brit-
ain, there were quite a considerable number ofvery good orchestral players
from German and Austrian local symphony orchestras. And they filled
up, insofar as they were not interned first9, they filled up the orchestras
and made for quite a decent standard and gave sort of first impetus to
the fantastic development of music in Britain after the war. And a lot of
musical tastes were raised or kindled for the first time. People no longer
said, "Oh, classical music, bloody awful." [personal interview, 23 April
1993]
The BBC, understandably enough, took the credit for bringing classical music
to those who had not heard it before and for fostering a new interest in art music
throughout the nation. R.] .E. Silvey; the BBe's listener research director, quoted
the testimony ofa north-countrywoman who kept house for her father: "Before I
had radio I had no interest or understanding ofmusic and first came to love good
music through listening to the Promenade Concerts. To the B.B.C. broadcasts of
all that is best in music lowe the only real pleasure I have ever had-and acknowl-
edge a debt of gratitude that can never be repaid" (Silvey 1946, 172). One does
not know whether to rejoice for a technology that can bring happiness to unfor-
tunates or to weep for someone whose life was so straitened that her only pleasure
consisted of hearing concerts beamed from far awa)T.
Unlike the "Merrie England" folk revival of the early part of the century; the
wartime music boom laid little emphasis on working-class folk and rural music,
outside ofa few obligatory radio broadcasts. The class-stratified nature ofEnglish
music was treated as another opportunity for democratization, yet in this case the
opening ofopportunity to the working classes meant a simultaneous and concomi-
tant denigration of working-class music itself Books on wartime music tend to
concentrate on art music, with occasional nods to music created for the working
classes, such as American-style jazz and sentimental popular ballads. Music actu-
ally created by the working classes, such as music hall and folk song, gets extremely
short shrift. The image of the benighted worker slowly awakening to the golden
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dawn of "good" music is captured by Gladys Crook in a rosy article entitled
"New Audiences." It is worth quoting at some length:
A well-known pianist who has toured in factories for C.E.M.A. since the
earliest days of its inception says: "When we first started these concerts,
the workers appeared indifferent and almost resentful when they found
the sort of programme we intended giving. On a second visit they were
definitely interested, but rather afraid ofshowing it, lest their neighbours
should think them a bit queer. Now, they all give us a marvellous wel-
come and show keen interest and enjoyment all the way through."
These remarks would undoubtedly be endorsed by all the very many
fine musicians who have done this work. It is a stimulating experience to
see hundreds of tough-looking workmen, mostly in caps and dirty blue
dungarees, listening spellbound to Bach and Purcell played on the oboe,
an instrument many of them had never even seen before. Clustering
around the player afterwards they asked about the instrument, showing
the keenest interest in it as well as in the music performed. It is unlikely
that any of those men would previously have visited the lo~al concert
hall if that same distinguished player had been appearing, and equally
probable that many of them will do so for his next visit. [1946, 78-79J
One can practically hear her crying, "They simply need to be taught, the poor
things!" It should be pointed out, however, that the poor things might not have
had much money to spend on concertgoing after feeding a family on £2 per week;
and it is doubtful that a workman, should he venture into the concert hall to hear
his favorite oboist, would be welcomed in his cap and dirty blue dungarees. Mu-
sical sound has no inherent class connotations, but the accoutrements ofmusical
performance are filled with them. One ofthe remarkable accomplishments ofthe
wartime concerts was to adapt the presentation of classical music to a working-
class milieu: concerts were cheap or free, were performed at lunchtime, and in many
cases, were taken to people's places ofwork. Since first-class musicians such as Myra
Hess andYehudi Menuhin performed at these concerts, it was not a case ofselling
the castoffs at bargain price. At times, custom may be stronger than law; and break-
ing the class-bound customs of art music presentation was no easy thing.
Spike Hughes, scoffing at cockeyed optimists like Gladys Crook, writes about
concerts in army camps and factories: "Much as I hate to doubt that these musi-
cally illiterate thousands do enjoy Good Music, I am churlish enough to think that
they listen to Good Music because they are fed-up, far from home, have the music
brought to them and have little freedom to escape to do the things they want to"
(1945, 97). However, in the next sentence, he declares that soldiers who served in
Italy developed a genuine love for opera because theywere able to see it "in its native
surroundings ofgilt, plush, garlic and encores" (98). Hughes's cranky skepticism
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about any newfound love of art music among the working classes is balanced by
his desire for a kind of musical mix-and-match bar, where all classes can get all
kinds of music off the peg:
It isn't just a question of "selling" music by informal presentation; it is a
question of setting a good example. Music (i.e. "good" music) has a
thoroughly bad reputation among the masses, towards whom the so-
called "music-lover" behaves as an unnecessarily and unbearably supe-
rior person.
Weare supposed to be living in a democratic age. Well, democracy isn't
all a matter of raising the lower ones up; the higher ones have got to come
down and see what's going on in the four-ale bar, and then everybody can
graduate to the saloon-bar and a good time can be had by all. [91]
Though much wartime music was a form of needed escapism, equally im-
portant were the many musical compositions that took the war itself as subject
matter. Many popular songs were written to comment on wartime themes: "Com-
ing in on a Wing and a Prayer," "The White Cliffs of Dover," "In Der FUhrer's
Face," "Oh, What a Surprise for the Duce," "We're Going to Hang Out the
Washing on the Siegfried Line," and "Don't Let's Be Beasdy to the Germans" among
them. Art musicians also composed pieces that reflected wartime concerns. Some
plied their musical trade in the service of government agencies, such as William
Walton, who wrote film scores for the War Office and the Ministry of Informa-
tion. (One of his compositions was the incidental music of Olivier's Henry 10
Others composed pieces about specific wartime events, such as Ralph Vaughan
Williams's 1945 "Thanksgiving for Victory," first performed on VE Day, and
Michael Tippett's 1941 ''A Child of Our Time," which incorporates Mrican-
American spirituals (some ofwhich compare the plight ofAfrican-American slaves
with that of Hebrew slaves in Egypt) in its musical representation of the rise of
fascism.
Constant Lambert's '~ubadeHerolque" was inspired by his being in the
Netherlands with the Sadler's Wells Ballet Company at the time of the Nazi inva-
sion; the idea came to him on the quay in Rotterdam as he waited for the boat to
take him home. A well-nigh forgotten solidarity with the Soviet Union is revealed
in titles such as Elizabeth Maconchy's "Stalingrad" and Sir Arnold Bax's "Ode to
Russia." Even a work s4ch as "Peter Grimes," which has nothing to do with the
war and was composed by the conscientious objector Benjamin Britten, could be
venerated because it was composed by a British composer during the war-an
example of the greatness of the British spirit under adversi~ Since British com-
posers had long suffered an inferiority complex with regard to their German and
Italian counterparts, artists of Britten's stature (with his felicitous surname) were
especially to be cherished. Rollo H. Myers writes: "In spite ofthe material dangers
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and difficulties to which this country was exposed during six long years, spiritual
and artistic values were never lost sight ofor allowed to be submerged in the heat
and dust of the struggle. Musicall}', Britain has won her spurs and can now face
the future with confidence. Gone are the days when it was possible for foreign
nations to refer to her as (the land without music.' It was never true, and never less
so than today" (1948, 139).
For many people, it is music that brings back the feel of the war years more
surely than anything else. Frank E. Huggett writes:
For every generation, the popular songs of its youth have a perennial
appeal, recalling those sunny days when the feelings were still warm and
unclouded by suspicion or disillusion; but for millions of people who
lived through the Second World War, the songs of 1939 to 1945 have a
special meaning that they will never lose. . . . Some of them, such as
((We'll Meet Again," ((A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square," ((Lili
Marlene," ((The White Cliffs of Dover," ((The Anniversary Waltz" and
many more are engraved so indelibly by the pressure ofpersonal associa-
tion upon the memory that even now some people find the recollections
they evoke too poignant to bear with equanimity. [1979, 8]
Alfred Schutz has written about the peculiarly time-based dimension ofmusic,
the fact that music must be grasped step-by-step (polythetically) and thus is grasped
at the same time by all beholders. We cannot skim music as we do books or glance
at it quickly as we might visual art; music forces us to conform to its time dimen-
sion. At a concert, we cannot hurry ahead or linger behind our fellow listeners;
the nature of music requires us to listen together. Schutz points out that ((it will
(take as much time' to reconstitute the work in recollection as to experience it for
the first time" (1971, 173). Recorded sound even makes it possible for us to listen
to exactly the same sounds that we heard years before and in so doing, to reexpe-
rience an event of the past. Sound may linger in memof}', but it also has the abil-
ity to bring the past into the present.
In public presentations ofwartime Britain, music is used to maintain and revive
an image of the past-an image of unit}', courage, and cheerful patriotism. A re-
cent television film of Dad's Army used a Flanagan and Allen tune as its theme
song, a song that asked, ((Who do you think you are kidding, Mr. Hitler?" In the
film, members ofthe local Home Guard sing (WIThings Bright and Beautiful" as
they capture a German spy in the village church. On Valentine's Day 1993, BBC
Radio Two presented ((Forces Sweethearts," a program ofmusic and readings pre-
dominantly from the First andSecondWorldWars. At the taping ofthe show, the
audience waved paper Union Jacks and sang along as Dame Vera Lynn led war-
time standards such as ((The White Cliffs of Dover," ((Roll Out the Barrel," and
((Bless 'EmAIl." At the ImperialWar Museum's WorldWar II exhibit, ((Run, Rabbit,
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Run" and other popular songs play continuously; at the Winston Churchill Brit-
ain at War Theme Museum, which opened in 1992, "Rule, Britannia" plays in
the gift shop.
Private memory can provide an astringent counterpoint to such complacent
musical reconstruction, for memory can show that public presentation did not
always match private reception. Anne Lubin remembers: "'There'll Always Be an
England,' that was terribly popular. Actually; I always hated that song, I'm afraid,
because I detest this so-called patriotism which makes my country right all the time
and there's never any criticism of it, because that's the real meaning of chauvin-
ism. And I don't like it at all; I think it breeds very nasty sentiments in people. It
means that anything that's not ofyour country is awful. ... So that was never one
of my favourites. But it was a very popular song" (personal interview, 13 March
1993). Her comments show the delicate umbrella that hegemony builds. Anne
was a Jew and an antifascist; as such, she was strongly in favor ofintervention and
volunteered for work in a war factory even before she was called up. Yet her rea-
sons for supporting the war did not involve the mindless patriotism that she felt
was invoked by songs like "There'll Always Be an England." This song, written in
1939, optimistically declared that "England shall be free" and ignored any men-
tion of the future status ofScotland, Wales, or Northern Ireland. Its patronizing
claim "The Empire too / We can depend on you" supports a vision of imperial
might and rigorous maintenance of the status quo. This was not the England-
not the Britain-that Anne Lubin fought to defend.
S.H. also remembers being uninspired by the kind ofrousing music that the
government thought necessary: "Songs ofdefiance were purely propaganda.They
weren't sung by and large except on the wireless.... People might join in. Nowa-
days they will sing them as a reminiscence but I don't think that people went round
singing songs because ... some interfering clever neighbour would say; 'I don't
knowwhat you've got to sing about when so and so was killed last night,' you know.
You wouldn't go around singing like that except when they gathered in sort ofpep-
up groups maybe" (personal intervie~ 22 March 1993). Shirley; a child during
the war, finds that war songs and memories have an appeal in retrospect that they
did not have at the time. She found the war traumatic, but nonetheless feels nos-
talgia for it now: When I asked why; she replied: "I guess it's part of your child-
hood, I suppose. Well, for me. I'm quite a romantic anywa~ So tunes and Vera
Lynn and, you know, the songs like 'White Cliffs ofDover'-everything is going
to be all tight when the war is over. I don't know, it's sort ofan ambivalent feeling
of fear and yet looking back and thinking, 'Oh, yes, I remember that'" (personal
interview, 22 January 1993).
Others remember wartime songs associated with specific personal events.The
songs seem to act as a fIXative to memory; anchoring it in time and commenting
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on it simultaneousl}'. The songs were war songs because ofthe time period in which
they were sung and composed, yet the lyrics often focused on happier topics such
as lovers meeting. This built-in irony between the violence ofwar and the sooth-
ing sweetness ofwartime songs may have added an extra poignangr. Ettie Gontarsky
explains: "The songs went very deeply with me. And of course they were about
us. And what was happening. And if they were romantic and ifwe were having a
romance at the time-and I did have two or three during the war, or three or four,
which were rather nice-the songs involved a memory; like this particular one with
this American; I don't even know ifhe's still alive. 'Darling,' he rings up, 'Darling,
they're playing our tune.' It was sheer Hollywood. It was romantic. But it was lovely
of its kind" (personal interview, 4 April 1993).
"It was sheer Hollywood." Hollywood provided many images of wartime
Britain, ofwhich Mrs. Miniver was probably the most famous. The Hollywood
films naturally featured American music, which proved very popular in wartime
Britain. Dance music was especially beloved; when Glenn Miller died on his way
to entertain the troops in France, many people were devastated. G.H.R. writes,
"The British music was either funny-satirical or patriotic but the American im-
port was sheer escapism" (personal letter, 8 May 1993). Many people remembered
learning songs from films or seeing films in which music was presented as an in-
dex of civilization, living on in spite of the Nazis. Dangerous Moonlight, a 1941
film, featured Anton Walbrook as a Polish pianist playing his Warsaw Concerto
while bombs rained outside-a spirited defense ofbeauty and civilization against
the forces ofdestruction. A London housewife remembers her response to this film:
"1 can still remember seeing that film as if it was yesterda}'. 1was feeling very de-
pressed as my husband was in the desert and I had not heard from him for weeks.
My daughter suggested that we should go to the cinema as she knew that I liked
Anton Walbrook. I loved the film and although I came out ofthe cinema in tears,
the music made me think that everything was worthwhile" (quoted in Huggett
1979,82).
Some personal memories ofmusic have a similarly cinematic qualit}'- In link-
ing songs to specific memories, people provide a musical backdrop for their own
lives. Vera's story is one such memory:
There's one song, it was called "I'll be Around." You wouldn't know it.
When I worked at this club ... I met somebod}'. A very, very nice young
man and we were walking together along Piccadilly and there was a dog
fight. You know, the aeroplanes; it was during an air raid. And we were
walking along, and this young man had been a singer in a band and he
was, as we were walking and watching, he was walking along singing this
song in a beautiful voice. And you can picture the scene, we were walk-
ing along and he was singing and there they were killing each other or
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fighting for their lives up there. And the ack-ack guns, the anti-aircraft
guns were shooting. But he was singing and we were walking along. It
was, we were oblivious to everything else, I just heard him singing this
song. I've always remembered. [personal interview, 20 July 1993]
In sum, music was used for manifold purposes in wartime Britain. It was used
to entertain, to inspire, and to cajole; it was used to make people forget their troubles
and to concentrate on the serious business ofwinning the war. London, as the center
of broadcasting, recording, and the major symphonies, exerted an enormous in-
fluence over the music of the nation. Musical hegemony was achieved largely
through urban music; whether art or popular, it was music created in cities and
disseminated to the rest of the country. Folk and rural music might be played on
the radio to emphasize mythical links of Britishness, but even these songs were
chosen by an urban government or an urban-based broadcasting station. Several
songs were written especially for the capital, such as Noel Coward's stirring "Lon-
don Pride" or the haunting Maschwitz and Sherwin ballad ''A Nightingale Sang
in Berkeley Square."IO London's symbolic capital remained unabated, its image as
seat ofpower and defender ofcivilization only strengthened by its position as the
center of the British music world. It was in cities such as London that one could
sing while bombs rained outside.. It is time now to turn to the musicians them-
selves. I will concentrate on two professional, London-based musicians who adapted
their art to the circumstances ofwar and, in so doing, were looked upon as heroines.
The Musicians
In print, memory; and archival documents, one can find mention made ofa wide
variety of professional musicians: the American bandleader Glenn Miller, his
English counterpart Geraldo, the Cockney entertainers Flanagan and Allen, the
music hall performer Gracie Fields, and the concert violinist Yehudi Menuhin.
Female vocalists crooning sentimental love songs were the rage; as GeorgeWagner
acerbically puts it, "Some females with cast-iron vocal chords made great reputa-
tions and a hell of a lot of money" (personal interview, 23 April 1993). In this
musical barrage two people stand out, in part for their popularity as musicians and
in part because they came to symbolize a spirit ofmusical defiance to Nazism. In
their hands, music was a spiritual achievement and an ordinary human pleasure,
the sort of thing that British people were fighting to preserve. Though both mu-
sicians toured during wartime, their home base remained London and their iden-
tities that ofLondoners; they were the musical quintessence ofwartime London.
Vera Lynn's popular ballads were so much in demand by service personnel that she
was dubbed the "Sweetheart of the Forces." The concert pianist Myra Hess orga-
nized and played in inexpensive lunchtime concerts at the National Gallery; in the
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center ofblitz devastation. Though it is tempting to seeVera Lynn as representing
working-class popular music and Myra Hess as representing middle-class art music,
their positions were actually more complicated. Both came from the margins of
British society; and both ended up symbolizing its center.
vera Lynn
Vera Lynn was born in the working-class neighborhood ofEast Ham, in the East
End ofLondon. She was a child performer, and though only a teenager when the
war began, she was already a seasoned professional. "When war broke out, she had
performed as a band singer, recording artist, and radio artist; she had even sung on
the fledgling medium oftelevision, which ceased broadcasting during the war. Her
specialty was the sentimental ballad; among her signature tunes were "We'll Meet
Again," "Yours," and "The "White Cliffs ofOover." Lynn wrote in her autobiog-
raphy: "For the most part I sang sentimental, wistful songs. They may have been
the ones I was best at, but they were also the ones the troops asked for" (1975, 98).
Spike Hughes analyzes Lynn's style as representing the essence of Cockneyism, a
style that struck a chord not only with the troops but with the home front as well:
During the war I have been living over a small factory in London; the
girls in the workshop sing above the noise of the machines, and every-
thing they sing (ranging from the "Volga Boat Song" to "We'll Meet
Again") they sing as it might be sung by Miss Lynn. The effect is pure
Cockney, for there is a Cockney way ofsinging which is as characteristic
of our musical life as bel canto is characteristic of Italy:
The most easily recognisable features of what we might call "Bow
Bell Canto"ll are frequent breaks in the voice and a whining intonation
which is accentuated by the convention that turns all sentimental songs
into songs ofa broken heart, regardless of the subject-matter of the lyric.
Miss Vera Lynn herself is a Cockney, born and bred. As a performer
she has developed the natural characteristics of her native style of sing-
ing to a highly successful and commercial degree. Even when she sings a
song like Jerome Kern's "Long Ago and Far Away," which is a song deal- '
ing with a new-found love, Miss Lynn convinces the listener that she has
lost everything. The Cockney tradition dies hard, but .while the tradi-
tion lasts, Miss Vera Lynn will remain an almost perfect example of the
Local Girl "Who Made Good. [1945,79-80]
Hughes's rendition of the Cockney is not one of constant cheerfulness, but
one that emphasizes sentimentality. Though gender may account for some ofthe
differences between Hughes's analysis ofLynn's Cockneyism and more common
presentations ofcheerful, wisecracking Cockney men, the consistent thread is that
ofturning hardship into pleasure. Vera Lynn may not be cracking jokes while her
heart breaks, but she is singing; misery may not be funny in her hands, but it is
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entertaining, even optimistic. "We'll Meet Again," one ofher most famous songs,
is actually a song ofparting, but the lyrics emphasize the imagined pleasure offuture
reuniting. Lynn writes: "Ordinary English people don't, on the whole, find it easy
to expose their feelings even to those closest to them. In November, 1939, and for
.a long while after, the unpretentious off-the-peg sentiments of 'We'll Meet Again'
would go at least a little way towards doing it for them" (1975, 81). The combi-
nation ofLynn's optimistic lyrics and sentimental style is like the pleasure ofa good
cry. It is also the pleasure and happiness ofwartime London, pleasure sharpened
by its closeness to pain, happiness and normality turned noble because they exist
in defiance to crisis.
Part of Vera Lynn's appeal lay in her own personali~ Spike Hughes writes:
"Miss Lynn's appeal to the male public has ... a great deal [to do] with being a
sister-substitute. The cultivation ofsex-appeal is not part ofher stock-in-trade; to
a million servicemen stationed away from their families Vera Lynn is a kind ofkid
sister who reminds them ofhome. She has the same kind ofvoice, the same lack
ofsophistication, the same need for protection. She is a thoroughly Nice Girl and
she sings the songs they like" (1945, 80). Women enjoyed Lynn's singing as well;
as Angus Calder says, "She was the 'Forces' Sweetheart,' but their sweethearts liked
her too" (1969, 363). Ofcourse, there were many women in the forces, to whom
Vera Lynn seemed like a trusted friend rather than a sweetheart. It was fortunate
that the Forces' Sweetheart was someone whom men would like to kiss (chastely;
as a good-night kiss) and women would like to pal around with.
Lynn was also cherished for her devotion to the simple, ordinary pleasures of
life and her sincere"beliefin songs scorned by the elite but loved by the masses. In
her autobiography; she quotes a "middle-aged listener," a veteran of World War I,
who wrote to Radio Times in 1941 about the charms of the Forces' Sweetheart:
The words of her songs may have been so much sentimental twaddle.
But she treated them with as much tenderness as though they were pre-
cious old folk songs, as though they meant something, something that
she believed in and assumed that her audience believed in too.... It may
not have been great art. Who cares? I can only confess that if twenty-five
years ago that young soldier of an earlier generation could have heard
Vera Lynn singing to him-as if to him alone-simply and sincerely, all
the silly, insincere songs about home and the little steeple pointing to a
star and the brighter world over the hill, that old war would have been
made so much less unhappy for him. [1975, 94]
Lynn praises this anonymous author's ability to pinpoint the essence ofher sing-
ing. She presents herselfas talented but trained only by experience, a musician who
stands with the masses rather than apart from them, a singer who gives her audi-
ence the musical equivalent ofsugar candy because she loves it too. She is the polar
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opposite ofthe austere art musician who provides culture to those who understand
it; instead, Lynn is a kind of musical Girl Guide: "So, what did I have? A voice
which gave the impression of being higher than it actually was.... arising from
that a need to have most songs transposed down into unusual keys-which auto-
matically gave them a 'different' sound; a very accurate sense ofpitch, which ap-
parently I'd been born with; clear diction, which might have been my way of
compensating for what I knew to be a rather'cockney speaking voice; and a genu-
ine respect for simple, sentimental lyrics, which I could sing as ifI believed in them
because I did believe in them" (1975, 95-96).
Her warm, unpretentious style was matched by a desire for service; in war-
time, entertaining the troops meant helping those who were helping her. Though
Hughes sees her as needing protection, Lynn's decision to entertain troops abroad
showed a very real courage; she chose to go to Burma, where entertainment was
most needed, because it was a place that most entertainers (not to mention sol-
diers) preferred not to go. It was her own idea to visit servicemen's wives who were
in the hospital having babies and then to broadcast these visits on her program
"SincerelyYours-Vera Lynn." The desired effect ofthis simple, homely touch can
best be described by Lynn herself "To be able to say to some poor boy serving out
in Burma or North Mrica, or somewhere at sea, that I'd actually been to see his
wife and that I'd taken her some flowers and talked to her, was like getting hold of
their hands and putting them together.... I quickly found out that while it was
marvellous for the handful oflucky ones, it was also good and reassuring for those
who didn't get chosen because they'd know that the contact was there, and that it
worked" (1975, 98).
Lynn's autobiography; written in a witty and conversational style, discusses not
only her career but also the simple, ordinary pleasures ofher life, such as meeting
her husband and earning enough money to move to a house with a bathroom. In
America, such down-home appeal would probably be attributed to a small-town
or country girl. In wartime Britain, however, Vera Lynn exemplified the touted
virtues ofthe Londoner. Like the king, she remained in London except when duty
took her abroad; she did not escape to America as she so easily could have. Yet unlike
the king, she was portrayed as an ordinary person keeping the home fires burn-
ing, an ordinary wartime Londoner, a cheerful Cockney par excellence. Her auto-
biography eschews politics but brims with patriotism and avows her loyalty to the
institution of the monarch~ She was ignorant of the political ramifications of
"SincerelyYours-Vera Lynn" during the war but acknowledges it later as another
way that her singing could help her compatriots:
Although I didn't hear about it at the time, the programme did have
some slight warlike intentions, in that the War Office had expressed
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concern at the pernicious influence that "Lili Marlene," a German fe-
male voice using Lale Andersen's recording of the song "Lili Marlene" as
a signature tune, was having on the British troops, who used to tune in
to her. Apparently she used to imply that the wives of British serving
men were up to all sorts of things in return for black market butter and
meat while their men were away at the front. What was needed was our
own radio antidote to it. [1975, 97]
The solution was to counter the "sexy, seductive voice" of Lale Andersen by "us-
ing me in the role ofa believable girl-next-door, big-sister, universal-fiancee" (97).
Vera Lynn, portrayed as an ordinary Londoner who carried on with cheerful-
ness and courage, became a symbol ofwartime spirit, an icon ofpatriotism, a war-
time Londoner writ large. Her absolute devotion to British society and her
symbolizing ofits mainstream is especially interesting in light of her marginalization
by this socie~ Her songs were scorned and derided by many; popular taste and
popular music treated with condescension at best, contempt at worst. Personally;
Vera Lynn was a young, working-class woman, an East Ender and a popular singer,
married to another East End pop musician who also happened to be a Jew. Yet
nowhere in her writing is there any indication that she feels marginalized; to the
contrary; she presents herselfas absolutely representative, for that is what ordinary
means. ·In wartime, the margins became the mainstream: the cheerful Cockneys
symbolized the true repositories ofBritish spirit, the essence of the folk, the salt of
the earth. Far from showing any resentment toward a society in which working
people cannot afford bathrooms, she is proofthat democracy works. Lynn's rise from
her bathroomless house in East Ham to the heights of international stardom and
finally; decades after the end of the war, being made a Dame Commander of the
British Empire showed that the myth ofsocial mobility had come ofage in Britain.
Possibly it was another American import, along with Spam and nylon stockings.
Reactions to Vera Lynn's singing varied. A number of my interviewees said
that they preferred the more robust style ofthe richer-voiced Anne Shelton.Tastes
were moving in that direction even during the war. A readers' poll from Melody
.Maker of 16 March 1940 shows a list offavorite women vocalists, withVera Lynn
as number one and Anne Shelton not mentioned. A similar poll of 13 May 1944
shows Anne Shelton as number one and Vera Lynn not even among the top four
(Huggett 1979, 184). Vere Hodgson wrote on 22 July 1944: "I find Vera Lynn
soon palls. It is more like moaning than singing." Nearly fifty years later, Creina
Musson said, "Then ofcourse, there wasVera Lynn, the Forces' Sweetheart. I never
met any of the forces that liked her.... But she became a sort of institution and
she's still alive, she's still singing. The one they all liked was somebody called Anne
Shelton" (personal interview, 28 July 1993). I.E.W had similar tastes but in ret-
rospect could understand the charms of the Forces' Sweetheart: "I wasn't terribly
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keen on Vera Lynn.... I liked Anne Shelton, I thought she was much better. But,
of course, since the war I have now realized the appeal of Vera Lynn. She had a
certain poignancy in the way she put over a song and the songs which she sang. It
must have been, for people who were in love and away from each other, it must
have been very poignant" (personal intervie~ 7 May 1993). Jack and PoppyMorris,
on the other hand, liked both singers. In response to my question, they discuss
the attractions ofa singer who, like Jack, came from the East End of London:
]F: Did you like Vera Lynn?
PM: Yes! I did quite.
]M: Genuine sob in her voice.
PM: And her diction was perfect. I mean, she hadn't been trained, not
a proper trained singer but her diction was--
]M: A Cockney from the East End of London, you know.
PM: You could hear every word she was saying. She had an appeal, this
woman, you see. [personal interview, 1 July 1993]
Others mentioned Vera Lynn with little evaluative comment, simply as a
popular singer of the da)!, part of the musical landscape. Toda)!, Vera Lynn's style
sounds hopelessly dated, for sentimentality is no longer in vogue. Yet she perfectly
exemplified the musical fashion ofher time. Her voice is pleasant, her musician-
ship excellent, and her renditions ofsentimental songs refreshingly free ofaffecta-
tion (though the same cannot always be said ofthe instrumental accompaniment
to her singing). Unlike working-class singers who sang music hall songs for the
entertainment of the working classes, Vera Lynn sang for all British people in de-
fense of a British way of life. As the war was supposed to do, Vera Lynn broke
through class barriers; she brought mass culture to people ofall walks oflife. In so
doing, she upheld British society as a model ofdemocracy and declared that people
like herselfwould see to it that there would always be an England.
Myra Hess
Glad memories come, of old, long-distant days
When I, with many hundreds, saw and heard,
And joined with many hundreds in her praise,
Glad memories, all, with no remembered word,
But with the sense that she who played perceived
The world undying, that composers know
At moments, as reward for years ofwoe,
She touched the deathless world and we believed.
-John Masefield, "Remembering Dame Myra Hess"
No wartime musician is remembered with more respect or reverence than Myra
Hess. Even those who never went to a chamber music concert (and would have
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been utterly bored had they done so) spoke of her with pride. Hess was born in
1890 to a middle-class Jewish household in London. She made her professional
debut in 1907 and was a well-known concert pianist by the time World War II
began. UnlikeVera Lynn, she never had to defend the music she played. Art music
was inherently respectable, though a woman artist performing it was not. In the
late-Victorian era into which Hess was born, a woman appearing on stage was
unusual and somewhat shocking. Yet there was never anything shocking about
Myra Hess. Wartime and postwar material present her as a kind ofchaste goddess
ofmusic, a Diana of the keyboard. Descriptive material from a film made about
her life puts it well:
Music has been her life-long passion. She was taught to play the piano as
a small child, in the same way as other children ofher acquaintance were
taught, but her parents had no intention of making her a professional
musician. Indeed, when the girl told them of her ambition they were
astonished and dismayed. It was not unusual for women to become music
teachers, instructing pupils privately or as members of the staffofa girls'
school; but it was a very different thing for a woman to earn her living as
an instrumentalist on the concert platform.... But music so filled her
whole horizon that Myra Hess was quite determined she would devote
her life to nothing else. [INF 6/29]
Vera Lynn's personality was an inherent part of her appeal, but Myra Hess's
personality is virtually absent; she is treated as a kind ofconduit for the music it-
self Whereas Lynn sang ofearthly delights that everyone knows, Hess presented
spiritual joys that are beyond one's knowing: "Some famous instrumentalists have
permitted their own personalityand mannerisms to become too obtrusive; but there
is nothing flamboyant or self-assertive about the playing ofMyra Hess. An utterly
truthful rendering of the music is her dominating desire on the platform. In her
playing of tranquil legato passages there is a spiritual beauty which remains a
memorable experience to all who have had the rich delight of listening to this great
woman artist" (INF 6/29). The emotional and unrestrained playing of "some
famous instrumentalists" (particularly Jewish instrumentalists) might be better
received on the Continent than in Britain. Hess, on the other hand, was a Jewish
musician who behaved like an English lad~
IfMyra Hess had simply been a dedicated and talented pianist, she probably
would not be remembered as a wartime heroine. What changed her status was her
decision to hold a series of lunchtime concerts at the National Galle~ Her idea
was to provide music (with an emphasis on chamber music) at a time convenient
for war workers, in a central location, and for a nominal price. The first concert
was held on 10 October 1939, with an entrance fee of one shilling. More than
one thousand people attended this concert, and so many people had to be turned
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away that the concert was repeated later that afternoon. Like the CEMA concerts
in factories and shelters, the National Gallery concerts provided music to a new
audience in a wholly new wa}T, and a wartime institution was born.
Hess played at the first concert and at many others; even when she was not
the featured performer, the National Gallery concerts were herbrainchild.The most
popular composers proved to be Mozart, Beethoven, and Bach, but British com-
posers were prominently featured as well.The director ofthe National Gallery said:
Myra Hess has not allowed the highest standards to be relaxed-never in
her own playing, and never, so far as is humanly possible, in the choice of
artists who play here. To maintain this sense of quality, this feeling. that
these are standards which must survive all disasters, is the supreme func-
tion of the arts in war-time. Those of us who are connected with the
Gallery can never be sufficiently grateful for the fact that, through the
art ofmusic, it has been able to fulfil in war essentially the same purpose
which it fulfilled in peace-that ofmaintaining through beauty our faith
in the greatness of the human spirit. [quoted in Myers 1948, 116-17]
To these comments, Rollo Myers added his own thoughts: "Without that faith it
is difficult to see how the country could have survived" (117). Hess is presented
here as one who held aloft the torch ofcivilization against the forces ofbarbarism.
Her courage and that of her fellow musicians was demonstrated by the fact that
even when the National Gallery was bombed, the concert series continued.
No work on wartime music would be complete without a prominent refer-
ence to Myra Hess. Listen to Britain~ the Ministry ofInformation film about war-
time music, had "National Gallery" as one ofits working titles; perhaps it planned
to concentrate on the National Gallery concerts or to use the concert series as a
symbol ofwartime music in general. The film shows a clip of Hess and the RAF
Orchestra playing Mozart's piano concerto in G. Even in this briefclip, the power
of Hess's artistry is apparent, and the audience-from the queen to the workers
with their sandwiches-is spellbound. Hess's concentration is so complete that one
understands the transcendence attributed to her. She is simply dressed in black,
her hair pulled back in a bun, her hands strong and in control, her face suffused
with passion. For some forces personnel serving abroad, Listen to Britain was a
glimpse ofhome. G. Maurice Turner, serving with the RAF in Southern Rhode-
sia, wrote a letter of appreciation for Listen to Britain in which he said: "Particu-
larly did I enjoy Myra Hess and the R.A.F. orchestra playing (in part) a Mozart
Piano Concerto. It was really a first class effort. I am sure such a film is a source of
joy to we [sic] fellows who have been away for two years" (INF 6/339).
The symbolism ofMyra Hess remaining in London and providing spiritual
beaut}', undeterred by bombs, was an important part ofher appeal. Yet an equally
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important part was the democratizing nature of the National Gallery concerts
themselves. In a people's war, she brought to all classes music usually reserved for
the elite. Again, to quote descriptive material from the film about her life: "Dame
Myra Hess has a deep sense ofher responsibility to the public. She believes it to be
the paramount task ofan artist to maintain and present those 'permanent values
without which' as she has said 'a country must suffer spiritual disintegration and
decay: This is a vital function at any time,' she declared, 'and war increased rather
than diminished its importance.' It is with whole-hearted devotion that she served
her country during the war by her timeless work in 'maintaining through beauty
our faith in the greatness of the human spirit'" (INF 6/29). This dedication was
rewarded ~n 1941, when she was made Dame Commander ofthe British Empire.
Folk memory has preserved the fact that Myra Hess was Jewish, but one would
be hard-pressed to find this information in any ofthe promotional material writ-
ten during or soon after the war. Her Jewishness was considered either unimpor-
tant or unfortunate. Instead, she was presented as the repository of "permanent
values," an example of "the greatness ofthe human spirit" that surpasses ethnicity
or religion.Thirtyyears later, such specificitywas acceptable; Marian C. McKennas
1976 biography ofMyra Hess mentions her Jewish heritage in the first paragraph.
McKenna's descriptions of Hess's family and early life are filled with a romantic
exoticism, of which the following passage is fairly representative: "Myra was al-
ways proud ofher Jewish ancestry: ... As Sir Neville Cardus once observed, music
is not a language the English speak from the heart, as the Slavs and Italians do;
and this may have influenced Myra in looking more to her German and Jewish
origins as a source ofthat intellectual and spiritual stimulus which is the nourish-
ment ofall art. Some ofher Christian friends, only half in jest, expressed the wish
that they could also claim some Jewish blood; perhaps then they; too, would be
more musical" (1976, 2).
Despite the anti~Semitismendemic in wartime Britain, public reactions to Hess
were wholeheartedly approving. Postwar memory also retains this reverent image
ofher. Jack Morris, though he was "more interested in girls than music at the time,"
attended one ofHess's concerts at the National Gallery (personal interview, 1July
1993). In his comments, we can see the popular image and propagandistic inten-
tions of the National Gallery concerts, as well as the way that Hess's name is inex-
tricably linked with them: "This Myra Hess thing started in the Blitz to keep the
morale ofthe people up because they played right throughout all the banging and
the bombs.... Myra Hess and Harry Cohen were responsible for a wider audi-
ence getting interested" (personal interview, 1July 1993). Before the war, classical
music was for "eggheads," certainly not for everyone. But the National Gallery
concerts were different. Jack Morris explains: "They were cheap at lunchtime....
People came in off the streets. And it was, it was right in the center of London,
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Trafalgar Square is virtually the center; well, center ofthe West End anyhow. And
they popularized it, and people could meet friends and chat in comparative safety"
(personal interview, 1 July 1993).
J.D. worked in a central London office during the war. Though she was gen-
erally more interested in other things, she also went to a few Myra Hess concerts.
As a working-class teenager, she was part of the new audience targeted by the
National Gallery enterprise. LikeJack Morris, she mentions convenience, location,
and price as factors that made this concertgoing possible and attractive:
I wasn't that crazy about serious music at the time, but you know, it was
there so I thought well, I might as well go.... They were in the National
Gallery.... and they used to get Dame Myra Hess to give piano recitals.
And they were always packed out with servicemen and everything. I
think it was pretty cheap too.... And it was lunchtime and, of course,
I only had an hour for lunch. And being about seventeen, you know,
you don't want to spend your lunch hour listening to classical music.
You'd rather eat, but I did go to a couple of those. {personal interview,
26 April 1993]
Even people who never went to the National Gallery concerts spoke ofthem with
pride, as a part ofthe wartime improvement ofmany aspects oflife. Anne Lubin did
not attend any National Gallery concerts but mentioned them as part of "a revival
ofwhat you might call the good things .oflife" (personal interview; 13 March 1993).
Creina Musson, a physical education teacher, knew a friend ofMyra Hess. As
such, she was the only person I knew who spoke about Hess as a person rather
than some disembodied spirit of music: "She was a real comic, Myra Hess, and
they used to have great fun.... Myra Hess used to lie on top ofthe piano and play
down like that and lie on the floor and play" (personal interview; 28 July 1993).
This description is quite a contrast to Hess's austere public image, but McKenna
concurs, providing a more bohemian picture than one could glean from the fa-
mous photographs ofa plump, middle-aged woman seated at a Steinwa~McKenna
writes: "Her youthful determination to make her own way; her defiance oftaboos
like smoking in public, and her subsequent zest for Rabelaisian stories and vulgar
jokes may be viewed as varied forms of rebellion against hypocrisy and the stulti-
fying atmosphere characteristic ofVictorian parlours" (1976, 13). Creina Musson's
comments on Hess's public image are quite different. Creina went to several ofthe
National Gallery concerts and remembers them with great affection. She says: ''A
very great pianist in England who had stayed, she actually had a contract to go to
America when war broke out. She was an English Jewess, Myra Hess.... She was
so popular, Myra Hess. So loved by everybody" (personal interview; 28 July 1993).
Not everyone whom I interviewed spoke about the National Gallery concerts;
the audience for art music, as the BBC polls discovered, grew substantially during
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the war but remained a minori~Myra Hess was responsible for helping to increase
this minority and she is remembered as a symbol ofcivilization at a time when bar-
barism threatened. At the same time, "Her mission is not only to interpret the work
ofgreat composers to those who can appreciate it, but also to enable more and more
people to make contact with beauty by learning to love the finest in music" (INF
6/29). Little is remembered about Myra Hess the person beyond the fact of her
ethnic marginality; instead, it is Myra Hess the symbol that has endured. Born in
a century when Jews and women experienced unprecedented emancipation, she
ended up symbolizing the greatness of the British spirit and bearing a title of the
British empire. Like Vera Lynn, Hess represented both the progress ofdemocracy
and the fact that democracy grew firmly in British soil.The left could celebrate the
breakdown ofbarriers, the right be reassured that societyhad changed little by letting
a few more members into the club. And delicious ironies remain about these two
musical heroines ofwartime who had mildly transformed the mainstream by be-
coming part of it. In a patriarchal society at war, these two musical symbols were
women: one a working-class teenager crooning despised sentimental ballads, the
other a middle-aged Jew who bore the same surname as Hitler's second-in-com-
mand and played world-class renditions of Mozart and Beethoven.
The Music
Choosing a few pieces ofmusic out ofwartime London's musical array was not an
easy task. I have chosen to look at three songs and one piece ofart music that were
especially common in memories· and in wartime material. All of these pieces of
music suffered interesting permutations during the war. Two of the songs I have
chosen, "The White Cliffs of Dover" and "We're Going to Hang Out the Wash-
ing on the Siegfried Line," were English songs designed to inspire and cheer the
British population. "Lili Marlene" was a German song that proved so popular with
Allied (and Italian) troops that it was subject to constant transformation. And
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony; a citizen of the world, provided one of the most
interesting musical symbols of the war. Many other songs could be added to my
list-the national anthem "God Save the King" or the Cockney classic "Knees Up,
Mother Brown," to name a few-but I hope this small but varied sample will pro-
vide some indication of the roles ofwartime music.
"The White Cliffs ofDover"
Popular songs are among the surest ways to inspire wartime memo~ Shirley; one
ofmy interviewees, provided a long list ofpopular songs that she remembered from
the war years and commented, "Ifyou hear them again ever, they remind you of
the war" (personal communication, 23 January 1993). Frank E. Huggett, in his
book about songs and memories ofWorld War II, writes: "The popular songs of
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the Second World War are one of the most neglected aspects of its history; yet for
millions of ordinary men and women living at the time they were of supreme
importance in sustaining morale, in helping to identify and to express feelings, and
in providing much-needed relaxation and entertainment.Their impactwas so great
that even now there is almost nothing else which can recapture so precisely the
atmosphere ofwartime and all its changing moods" (1979, 7). One of the most
famous of these popular songs was "The White Cliffs of Dover," a sentimental
ballad par excellence. It was a song of hope and love for Britain, despite the fact
that it was actually written by two Americans. It was aVera Lynn favorite and, like
her, a child ofits time. Anne Lubin liked "TheWhite Cliffs ofDover" but did not
consider it of lasting value: "Oh, it was sickly sentimental, but it was appropriate
for its time.... And most popular songs are not really lasting, are they? They're
just musical ephemera" (personal interview, 13 March 1993).
If "TheWhite Cliffs ofDover" was an ephemeral song, it emphasized the tem-
porary nature ofwartime. Unlike other wartime ballads that virtually ignored the
subject ofwar, "TheWhite Cliffs ofDover" focuses on the idea that present hard-
ships will yield to future delights.Though war is not actually mentioned, the song's
intent is unmistakable:
There'll be blue birds over the white cliffs of Dover,
, Tomorrow, just you wait and see,
There'll be love and laughter and peace ever after,
Tomorrow, when the world is free. [quoted in Stephens 1987, 91J
It is a song oriented toward the future, toward a "tomorrow, when the world is
free," when blue birds will fly peacefully around the white cliffs. Possibly; the blue
birds represent happiness, or, as Brian Murdoch suggests, they are "the peace sym-
bol coupled with the national symbol" (1990, 187). In wartime, they signified a
Britain that did not actually exist, a Britain that was yet to be. The images ofthis
peaceful, perfect Britain are a revitalization of its rural past:
The shepherd will tend his sheep,
The valley will bloom again,
And Jimmy will go to sleep
In his own little room again. [quoted in Stephens 1987, 91]
Again, the obliqueness of the references to war does not mask the meaning;
such intent would have been particularly clear to wartime audiences. Present lis-
teners might be puzzled, but wartime audiences would have known instantly that
Jimmy was not sleeping in his own room because he was in an air-raid shelter. The
images invoked are unashamedly pastoral despite the fact that rural Britain suf-
fered relatively little in comparison with the cities, particularly London. In places
with shepherds and flowery valleys, Jimmywas probably sleeping in his own room
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anywa~ It was in London and environs that this principle ofhope was most needed,
and the fantasy ofsheep-covered hills and blooming valleys could be part ofa fan-
tasy of a peaceful and better world, a tomorrow filled with "love and laughter."
Wartime propaganda discussed the future in stirring speeches and detailed out-
lines ofsocial programs; sentimental ballads could describe the future with dreamy
images and soothing melodies.
W Ray Stephens, author of Memories and Melodies ofWorld U1ar II, tells an
oddly sentimental near-miss narrative that he links to "The White Cliffs of Do-
ver": "During the Battle ofBritain days, while I was stationed in Godstone, south
ofLondon, directly under the flight path of the air raids, we had quite a number
of bombs fall all around us and even in town. One morning we went to look at
the latest hit near a large estate home. The Anderson shelter had received a direct
hit and all that remained was a gaping hole. For some unknown reason, the fam-
ilyand two boys had decided to sleep in the house that night-so Jimmy would
have his own bed back" (1987, 90). None ofmy interviewees claimed such a dra-
matic association with this song, yet when asked about wartime music, virtually
everyone mentioned it whether they personally liked it or not. Fred Mitchell, a
teenager during the war, invented new words to the song with his friends, but he
refused to repeat such scurrilous lyrics fifty years later (personal interview; 18 May
1993). Moira called it "a bit sentimental but, you know, it's the sort of thing that
people liked" (personal interview; 16 January 1993). Shirley explains its appeal:
"It was all about tomorrow. 'Tomorrowwhen the world is free' was one ofthe lines
from it. I suppose I felt, presumably, that" (personal interview; 22 January 1993).
Irene Wagner was unimpressed with the song's sentimental charms but found it
an indelible part ofthe wartime landscape: "It was so patriotic, it was so soppy-
oh, I dislike it intensel~ But yes, that is what reminds me of the war" (personal
interview, 4 March 1993).
Like day nurseries, Spam, and women working, "TheWhite Cliffs ofDover"
was a part ofwartime London, a part loved by some and despised by others. The
song spoke ofa time when Britain would be a better place but linked this improve-
ment to the mythical joys ofrural England. It was sweet and unpretentious, hopeful
and sad, for it spoke of joy only in an imagined future. Like "It's a Lovely Day
Tomorrow" and "We'll Meet Again," it gave comforting and soothing reassurance,
promising that everything would be all right if people would only be patient, if
they would only "wait and see." How long this waiting might last, the song did
not venture to sa~
'Zili Marlene"
It was "Lili Marleen" in the original German; in English, it was usually rendered
"Lili Marlene." It was that rarest of entities: a popular song that gained critical
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acclaim. Yet it was more than a song; it was a wartime phenomenon. To discuss it
simply as an evocative wartime ballad, a German equivalent to ''ANightingale Sang
in Berkeley Square," is to miss an important part ofits histo~ "Lili Marlene" leapt
national and linguistic boundaries with ease, gathering new lyrics and new asso-
ciations as it did so. It belonged to the Germans, the Italians, the English, the
Canadians, and to many more besides; an English film made about it even referred
to it as a "trophy ofwar" (INF 6/360). "Lili Marlene" was primarily a soldier's song,
fantastically popular with the troops but less so with the home front. Yet many on
the home front were familiar with the song, and the BBC played it on the radio
in a variety of languages. It is especially interesting for our discussion because of
its constant metamorphoses; it contributed to musical hegemony in many differ-
ent ways and for diametrically opposed causes.
"Lili Marleen" was originally a poem. Hans Leip, a young soldier duringWorld
War I, was in love with two women who were merged into one in his poem. His
Lili Marleen stands with him by the lantern outside his barracks, where all can see
that the two are in love. Yet as a soldier, he is called away from his love and sent to
battle. He wonders who will stand with Lili Marleen ifhe is killed, and in the final
stanza he glimpses her through the mists surrounding his grave. Leip wrote the
poem in 1915, perhaps feeling a premonition that he would soon die. (He didn't;
he died in 1983 at the age ofnine~)The poem was published after the war in a
collection called Die Kleine Hafenorgel (The Little Barrel-organ). There is some
debate about the publication date of the collection, and a Ministry of Informa-
tion film, made in 1943 and 1944, puts the date at 1930. However, in light of
"Lili Marleen's" enormous popularit)T, the film tried to stress the song's links with
democracy and antifascism, such as noting that Hamburg, the town where it was
written, was "the last German stronghold to fall before Hitler's attack" (INF 6/
360). In light of these claims to democracy; it might have been embarrassing to
mention that the song was published with Nazi approval, though most sources
list the publication date as 1937. Leipwrote a tune to go with it, but his tune never
really caught on; the melody that sent it around the world was written by Norbert
Schultze. Leip was very likely neither a Nazi nor a Nazi sympathizer, but there is
no way to make a good guy out of Schultze, an employee of Goebbels's Propa-
ganda Ministry and the author of such ditties as "Bombs over England." Lale
Andersen's recording of the song, made shortly before World War II, used the
Schultze melod)', and this was the recording that swept Europe and North Mrica.
Many legends have sprung up about this famous recording, particularly in
battles with the Mrika Korps, where it was played by German-controlled Radio
Belgrade each night at 9:57 P.M. Martin Page writes ofthese legends: "There were
stories ofthe British and the Germans moving into battle against one another, both
singing Lili Marlene. There was a German rumour that at El Alamein, the 51st
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HigWand Division launched an attack in the hope ofcapturing a copy ofthe record.
Later, it was claimed that both sides would sometimes cease firing a little before
ten o'clock at night, and resume shortly afterwards, .so that they could hear it on
the radio" (1973, 86). "Lili Marlene" was indeed a trophy ofwar, a tool ofmorale
that each side fought to claim. A soldier, writing to Page about an experience in
Italy; tells of a time when the song turned its back on its German forebears and
acted as an Allied decoy to lure German troops:
A small party of German soldiers had been drinking in some little cafe
on their side of the line and when they had had enough and decided to
go, they linked arms and lurched off along the road in what they be-
lieved to be the direction of their billet....
It seemed a terrible long way, but after several rests, they heard the
strains of Lili Marlene coming from a building by the side of the road.
They burst in, convinced that they were among friends at last, only to
find that they were in our regimental cookhouse, where our cooks were
having a bit of a party. They were duly put in the bag. [86-87]
Whether these stories were true or not, the popularity of"Lili Marlene" can-
not be denied, as the many variations on its lyrics attest. An unusually faithful
translation occurs in a Canadian version, which played on the BBC on 12 Sep-
tember 1943 (NSA reE nos. 7624 and T7599b7). The singer is a Canadian sol-
dier in Sicily; his old-fashioned tenor accompanied only by violin and whistling.
Other versions preferred not to dwell on the dead soldier and the sweetheart who
finds someone else when he is gone. Several versions of "Lili Marlene" stress the
theme of the loyal couple waiting patiently for the day when they would be to-
gether again. Oswald Edwards, a private in the Second Army; arranged a version
for two voices and piano. The English words he used were attributed to an "Un-
known 'Tommy''' and begin:
Outside the barracks by the corner light,
I'll always wait and wait for you at night,
We will create a world for two, I'd wait for you the whole night
through-
For you-Lily Marlene, for you-Lily Marlene. [Oswald Edwards
Papers]
Brian Murdoch reports that Lale Andersen recorded this English version af-
ter the war (1990, 251). These lyrics bear a very strong resemblance to an Italian
version of the song; according to Murdoch, the English words were in fact based
on the Italian ones (178). The Italian version is far more romantic and hopeful
than the stark, ultimately pessimistic words ofLeip's poem. In the Italian version,
Lili Marlene's face and smile sustain the soldier as he marches through the dirt,
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and the final stanza is the polar opposite of the dead soldier gazing at his beloved
through the mist:
Present me with a rose to keep against my heart
Bind it with a thread of your golden hair.
Perhaps you will cry tomorrow
But afterwards you will smile
With me, Lili Marlene, with me, Lili Marlene.
A further contrast can be seen in an Italian presentation ofthe song, which played
on the BBC on 12 September 1943 (NSA reE nos. 7624 and T7599b8). As op-
posed to the simplicity in Lale Andersen's German version and the pleasant ama-
teurishness ofthe Canadian soldier, the Italian version is professional and cheerful.
A tenor soloist sings, in bel canto style, to the accompaniment of the municipal
orchestra of Ionia, Sicily: The accompaniment is light and playful, with a strong
downbeat and a variety of instrumental trills, and one can hardly doubt that Lili
will be reunited with her lover.
Allied soldiers wrote many English lyrics to the tune of "Lili Marlene." One
version reported by Page expresses an English soldier's fear that his place back home
will be taken by an American. A common theme in soldiers' songs, "My Faithless
English Rose" is just as pessimistic and far more savage than the original "Lili
Marlene":
I've just returned to England from somewhere overseas,
Instead of love and kisses, the girls gave me the breeze;
Said they preferred the Yanks·and gum,
A little jeep, a country run,
My good-time English sweetheart,
My faithless English Rose. [quoted in Page 1973, 121]
An Australian version, entitled "The Dive Bombers' Song," declares that Lili
Marlene will not be reunited with her lover because as a German soldier, he will
not survive the Allied attack:
Get the right deflection,
Check reflector sight,
Give your speed correction,
And see your range is right.
Then you can press the tit, old son,
And blow the Hun to kingdom come,
Poor Marlene's boy-friend will
Never see Marlene. [quoted in Page 1973, 87]
The popularity of "Lili Marlene" caused a certain amount of anxiety in
Whitehall, both because the song was a German product used to cheer German
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troops and because it emphasized the themes of parting and being replaced by
someone else. An official English version was commissioned, and the popular
songwriter Tommie Connor provided a version that stressed faithfulness and re-
uniting as surely as did "We'll Meet Again." Murdoch says, "Hans Leip's original
is sentimentalized into the common theme of the sweetheart who will still be
waiting" (1990, 178). Anne Shelton and Vera Lynn recorded the Connor version
in England, as did Marlene Dietrich in the United States. 12 In the final stanza of
Leip's poem, Lili's mouth appears to the dead soldier through ghostly mists; in the
Connor version, Lili's mouth waits for him and sustains him as he "rests" in his
billet. Whereas Leip's soldier haunted his sweetheart, Connor's soldier is haunted
only in dreams:
Resting in a billet just behind the line,
Even though we're parted, your lips are close to mine,
You wait where that lantern softly gleams,
Your sweet face seems to haunt my dreams,
My Lili of the lamplight,
My own Lili Marlene. [quoted in Boni 1947, 203]
As noted, Vera Lynn described the War Office justification for her program
Sincerely lOurs-~raLynn as an English counteroffensive to "Lili Marlene": "The
War Office had expressed concern at the pernicious influence that 'Lili Marlene,'
a German female voice using Lale Andersen's recording of the song 'Lili Marlene'
as a signature tune, was having on the British troops, who used to tune in to her"
(1975, 97). Here, "Lili Marlene" is not merely a song but the personification of
the seductive German female. 13 Whereas Vera Lynn may have provided an anti-
dote to "Lili Marlene," it was clear that no mere antidote would do; the song was
so popular that it had to be captured and rendered a spoil ofwar. A Ministry of
Information film entitled The True Story ofLilli Marlene was made in 1943 and
1944. It speaks of "Lili Marlene" as a trophy "captured in the Libyan Desert in
the Autumn of 1942" (INF 6/360). It then gives a cinematic history of the song,
describing Lale Andersen as "a little Swedish girl."14 The film supplies yet another
set ofEnglish lyrics for the song, and the blond woman representing LaleAndersen
SIngs:
In the dark of evening,
Where you stand and wait,
Hangs a lantern gleaming
By the barrack gate.
We'll meet again by lantern shine,
As we did once upon a time,
We two, Lili Marlene,
We two, Lili Marlene. [INF 6/360]
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In translation,. the themes of faithfulness and reuniting are emphasized, though
the original Lale Andersen version stressed the opposite.
In the film, the capturing ofthe song and its rehabilitation from a bit of Nazi
propaganda to an English trophy is correlated with Allied victories in North M-
rica. Rommel's elite Mrika Korps was a fearsome enemy; and "Lili Marleen" was
its favorite song. As German victories in North Mrica fed German optimism, the
invasion ofthe Soviet Union began, and "Lili Marleen" continued to keep company
with German troops. The film discusses a Lale AndersenWinter Relief Fund and
shows Emmi Goering (a poor man's Wagnerian soprano) singing "Lili Marleen"
at the Berlin State Opera House. Lale Andersen is depicted, wearing a long white
gown and holding a swastika flag, singing in English to a nightclub full of Ger-
man soldiers. The film's German announcer says: "The popularity ofLili Marlene
spread with the victories ofthe glorious wehrmacht [sic]. Only last week, the 150th
Lala Anderson [sic] Cafe Bar was opened in Germany; and a statue ofLili Marlene
was erected on the Smolensk Road" (INF 6/360).
Victories in North Mrica marked the turning ofthe tide for the Allies, a point
that was obvious when the film was made in 1943 and 1944. Defeat ofthe Mrika
Korps at El Alamein and Algiers were crucial first steps to Allied victory; and "Lili
Marlene" became one of the spoils ofvictory in North Mrica. Denis Johnston re-
ports in the film: "So the Eighth Army swept on to El Agheila, capturing on its way
800 miles of desert, 75,000 prisoners, 5,000 tanks, 1,000 guns, and the famous
enemy's song ofLili Marlene" (INF 6/360). In the film, Lale Andersen is rehabili-
tated in Allied eyes by the ancient principle of "The enemy of my enemy is my
friend." She is shown as an inmate ofa concentration camp, trying to send messages
to her native Sweden, and saying, 'WI I want is to get out ofthis terrible country:"
After the victory at Stalingrad, "Lili Marlene" was turned on its head: "Now
it was our chance; now it was the B.B.C.'s turn to send a message from LalaAnder-
son [sic] to the German troops, to send the tune back to Germany-the same tune,
but with different words, and a different singer-Lucie Mannheim" (INF 6/360).
Lucie Mannheim's voice is less well-suited to cabaret singing than Lale Andersen's,
but it has greater depth and passion. The lyrics to Mannheim'sversion are extraor-
dinary; they are told not from the point ofview of the soldier (as in all other ver-
sions), but from that of Lili Marlene herself: who is heartbroken when her lover
dies. In the final stanza, she suggests another use for the lantern where the two used
to meet. Lucie Mannheim is shown singing in a recording studio, and she sings
the final lines with such force that a technician in the booth looks up in surprise:
Fuehrer, I thank and greet you,
For you are good and wise,
Widows and orphans meet you
With hollow, silent eyes.
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Hitler, the man of blood and fear,
Hang him up from the lantern here,
Hang him up from the lantern
Ofyour Lili Marlene. [INF 6/360]
The final version in the film is one purportedly written by the Eighth Army:
Once again, the commentary presents the song as a trophy ofwar: "Lili Marlene
was born in the docks in Hamburg, and then she went to Berlin, and then through
to Belgrade. She was sent to the desert and was captured, and then she was trans-
formed and marched with the armies ofliberation into the heart ofEurope" (INF
6/360). Lili Marlene appears here as a rehabilitated camp follower, escaping her
German creators and taking her place with the victorious Allies.The Eighth Army
version.proclaims:
Mrika Corps is vanished
From the earth,
Smashed soon will be
The swine that gave it birth
No more to hear that lilting refrain
Each night again, that soft refrain,
With you Lili Marlene,
With you Lili Marlene. [INF 6/360]
In 1944 another set ofsatirical lyrics to the tune of "Lili Marlene" appeared.
This version was in response to a remark attributed to Nancy; Lady Astor, who
supposedly referred to the troops fighting in Italy as "D-Day Dodgers." (LadyAstor
hotly denied that she said anything ofthe kind.)This savage reply to her purported
comment ends with:
Look around the hillsides, through the mist and rain,
See the scattered crosses, some that bear no name.
Heartbreak and toil and suffering gone,
The lads beneath, they slumb~r on,
They are the D-Day Dodgers who'll stay in Italy: [quoted in Page
1973, 162]
Though "Lili Marlene" was certainly part of the musical landscape ofwar-
time London, as the various BBC broadcasts attest, few ofmy informants spoke
of it when asked about musical memories. Perhaps this is because "Lili Marlene"
was, first and foremost, a soldier's song, and the people whom I interviewed were
in large measure civilians. "Lili Marlene" was also a rarity among World War II
songs in that it actually spoke ofthe hardships ofwar. Most wartime songs stressed
a future time ofpeace and happiness, while "Lili Marlene" spoke ofthe uncertain
present. Even in its most sentimentalized versions, it was still the song ofa soldier
parted from his lover bywar. It was given a privileged place in the BBC RadioTwo
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broadcast on Valentine's Day 1993, and it is prominently mentioned in every
published source on wartime music, yet its importance seems to have been greater
on the battlefield than on the home front. It calls forth memories more bitter and
stark than those evoked by "In the Mood" or "TheWhite Cliffs ofDover." Ifhome
front music was largely escapism, then we can understand the secondary place given
to "Lili Marlene"; how much better to think of "We'll Meet Again" than of the
soldier dying on the Continent or the woman waiting byherselfin the lonely street.
"U!e're Going to Hang Out the Washing on the Siegfried Line"
"We're Going to Hang Out theWashing on the Siegfried Line" was a popular song,
but unlike "Lili Marlene," no one claimed it had artistic merit. A cheerfully bom-
bastic song with a catchy tune, it showed the British love for puns in its compari-
son ofthe German fortifications along the French border (the Siegfried Line) with
a clothesline. Written in 1939, it showed an optimism that can only be attributed
to ignorance of German military strength. W Ray Stephens writes, "This was
another early attempt at patriotic bravado during the first few months of the war,
when neither the songwriters nor the military knew what was really going on"
(1987, 14). Its suggestion that winning-the war will be as easy as washing clothes
seems reckless and callous in retrospect:
Whether the weather may be wet or fine,
We'll just rub along without a care,
We're gonna hang out the washing on the Siegfried Line
If the Siegfried Line's still there. [quoted in Stephens 1987, 15]
Stephens calls it "an unfunny piece" that fell "flat on [its] cadences when it was
quickly realized that ... the German Siegfried Line had closed for the laundry
business" (7).
Despite a general agreement that "We're Going to Hang Out the Washing
on the Siegfried Line" was not a great song, it is one of the most widely_remem-
bered songs of the war. My interviewees mentioned it far more often than more
critically acclaimed songs such as "London Pride" or ''A Nightingale Sang in Ber-
keley Square." Their judgment of the song, however, was not generally favorable.
Fred Mitchell, when asked about songs ofthe war, mentioned "The Siegfried Line"
and then added, "And all that rubbish" (personal interview; 18 May 1993). S.H. and
his wife had a disagreement about the popularity of "The Siegfried Line." When
she mentioned the song, he said, "We didn't go around singing that rubbish!"
(personal interview, 22 March 1993). She insisted that people did indeed sing the
tune and later mentioned dancing to it (personal interview, 22 March 1993).
Harold Melville Low~ who was a soldier during the last few years ofthe war,
gave a soldier's response to wartime songs, in particular "The Siegfried Line": "There
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were some very bombastic ones in the very early stages of the war about 'We're
Going to Hang Out the Washing on the Siegfried Line,' where, as I'm afraid we
tend to do, we very much underestimated our enem)T. But these are the sort of
attitudes which are commoner amongst civilians than they are amongst soldiers.
I think soldiers quickly get a respect for their enemy" (personal intervie~ 21 January
1993). Soldiers knew that the Siegfried Line would prove to be more trouble than
a clothesline. Thus it is not surprising that this song which belittled the difficulty
and sacrifice that combat soldiers faced, should be more popularwith those at home,
who preferred to think ofvictory as something readily obtainable and easily won.
It was only toward the end ofthe war, when victory was actually in sight, that the
complacent silliness of "The Siegfried Line" could be appreciated by soldiers. W
Ray Stephens writes: "In 1945, when the Allies did reach and breach the German
Siegfried Line, there were a few feebl~ choruses sung for that occasion, but only in
remembrance.... Lyricist Jimmy Kennedy's words came home when ... as a
Captain in charge of a Second Army Convo)T, he passed through the Canadian
sector ofthe Siegfried Line~d saw another sign saying 'This is the Siegfried Line'
and underneath some army socks and a bra, etc. was another big sign to the effect
~d this is the washing!'" (1987, 14).
Whereas the many polyglot, transnational versions of "Lili Marlene" are well
known, the fact that "The Siegfried Line" inspired a German parody has been
forgotten. IS I have seen no mention of the parody in any published or archival
source, nor did any of my interviewees speak of it. I happened across it by acci-
dent in the National Sound Archive in London. It was written in 1941 or 1942,
when Germany was winning the war. On 27 September 1944, when the Allies
were winning, GodfreyTalbot played the recording on the BBC.Talbot introduced·
the parody by recalling the original song, already out-of-date five years after it was
written: "You remember the popular song at the beginning of this war, the one
called 'We're Going to Hang Out theWashing on the Siegfried Line,' a songwhich,
you will also remember, passed out during the dark days when we retreated from
France. What I didn't know until recently was that soon after the days ofDunkirk,
the Germans took this 'Siegfried Line' tune ofours, and they made a jeering, tri-
umphant parody out ofit, laughing at us for imagining that we should ever crack
that great line of theirs" (NSA ref no. LP33654b8).
It seems that both sides underestimated the enem)T. The German parody of
"The Siegfried Line" is an extraordinary and chilling piece. It begins with a trum-
pet fanfare, which is soon joined by a brass band. Then a clarinet, with the band
accompanying, plays: the first two lines of"The Siegfried Line," interspersed with
more trumpet fanfares. The last two lines of the tune are played by the full band
and lead into the singing (in English) of the first stanza:
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We're going to hang out the washing on the Siegfried Line,
Have you any dirty washing, Mother dear?
We're going to hang out the washing on the Siegfried Line,
For the washing day is near.
But the final line ofthe stanza is not completed-a bomb comes screaming down,
and the singing stops. After a few moments, the singers begin the stanza again,
but they only get as far as the first line when another bomb crashes down. Many
bombs fall now, and we hear desperate voices crying, "Stuka! Stuka! Mother dear!"
Still more bombs fall, and then, very slowl)', a few singers begin to sing the first
line. They are interrupted in the middle of the line by more bombs, and the final
"on the Siegfried Line" is sung by only one person, who sobs out these few words
before he too is silenced. A horn plays for a brief interval, then the band returns
with a loud, triumphant tune; inTalbot's words, "taking over the song in crashing
Teuton style." This tune is the prelude to a choral rendition of "The Siegfried
Line" in German. The German lyrics use the same tune and pick up the theme of
laundry in a mocking taunt. Yet the final irony belongs to Godfrey Talbot, who
mocks the notion of German victory by saying, "That's the gramophone record
which the Germans made, laughing at us with our own song. I'll bet they don't
sell many copies ofthat record in Germany now. The wheel has turned full circle.
The laugh is now on the enemy" (NSA reE no. LP33654b8).
"We're Going to Hang Out the Washing on the Siegfried Line," like "Lili
Marlene," was a cultural artifact that was treated as one of the spoils ofwar. Yet
because the value of this artifact was not rated very highl)', few noticed or cared
about its capture by the enem~ In the end, when the enemy succumbed, a few
feeble attempts to take back the song were made. These attempts are now well-
nigh forgotten, but the song itself is not. It is remembered as an example of the
mood ofarrogant complacencywith which the British went into the war, the mood
that changed quickly with the tragedy ofDunkirk. Such arrogance, such careless
assurance ofvictory; was part and parcel ofthe British refusal to give up or to admit
that defeat was possible. And the day did come when British washing hung on
the tattered remains of the Siegfried Line.
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony
Britain was accustomed to borrowing a certain amount ofmusical inspiration from
the Continent. Though music critics asserted that the twentieth century marked
Britain's musical coming ofage and insisted that Britain could no longer be called
"the land without music," itwas as common in wartime to hear music by Beethoven,
Bach, and Rossini as by Elgar and Purcell.Two ofBritain's finest composers, Ralph
VaughanWilliams and Benjamin Britten, were going strong during the war, a fact
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that helped Britain's musical self-esteem. Nonetheless, it would have been impos-
sible to please art music aficionados without substantial offerings from German
and Italian composers. Spike Hughes's comments, while not exactly accurate, rep-
resent the wartime mood: "It seems curious that the B.B.C. and the rest did not
celebrate our own entry into the war with a riot of home-grown music. Instead,
the air was filled with the sound of the march from Wagner's Tannhiiuser-until
Italy came into the war, since when everybodyhas had a go at the overture to Rossini's
Tancredi. Fortunately; there are no Japanese composers of note" (1945,97).16
If German and Italian music were inevitable, associations with their fascist
homelands were not. British and Allied musicians sought to make Continental
music their own. Myra Hess playing Beethoven andYehudi Menuhin playing Bach
in critically acclaimed performances had a built-in irony that required no com-
ment. Just as German popular music was captured as a trophy of war, so was
German art music. The Allied use of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony was an espe-
cially ingenious example ofthis reversal ofassociations. Beethoven, the democrat,
the symbol of the German Enlightenment, was seen as the repository ofa noble
German culture that the Nazis were busy destroying. As such, he was the repre-
sentative ofa transcendent European culture in which the Nazis had no part. The
"fate-knocking-at-the-door" theme from his Fifth Symphonywas a call to all demo-
crats, all Allies, all who loved freedom; it was also a statement to the Nazis that
fate would soon be knocking at their door.
I was first alerted to the musical symbolism of Beethoven's Fifth by one of
my interviewees, G.H.R. In a letter of25 February 1993 he wrote, "Beethoven V
was linked with Churchill's famous finger sign so lots ofpeople listened to it for
the first time." In response to my request for more information, he wrote:
"Beethoven's Fifth ... begins with a repeated motif of three shorts and a long-
• • • -. In Morse code this is V (forVictory) and it formed the famous Churchill
two finger sign (copied probably from Agincourt). There was some attempt to en-
courage anti-German sympathizers on the continent to tap out this rhythm since
the Germans were aware ofits significance to us-and hence could be tormented.
I believe in France, however, that singing ~upres de ma Blonde' was more com-
mon" (personalletter).17 After a Danish woman told me, without prompting on
my part, that the BBC played Beethoven's Fifth when Denmark was liberated by
the Allies, I began to look more closely at this fascinating cultural inversion.
According to Charles J. Rolo, the use ofthe letterV to represent victory came
from the appropriately named Victor de Lavaleye, the BBC's program organizer
for Belgium (1942, 173-74). Lavaleye was searching for a visual symbol that would
have meaning for both Flemish and Walloon speakers and that could be easily
written in the dark. He chose the letterV-standing for Victory in English, Victoire
in French, and Vrijheid in Flemish-as a symbol that could easily be chalked up
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on walls when no one was looking. The BBC encouraged people in France and
the Low Countries to write the letter V on walls and other public arenas as an
anonymous visual expression ofdefiance to the Nazis.
In 1941 the V symbol was transmuted into sound. Rolo writes:
Somebody . . . had struck upon the idea of incorporating the Morse
signal for V into British broadcasts. It immediately occurred to all con-
cerned that this Morse signal (. • • -) was the rhythmic theme of nu-
merous pieces of music, in particular of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony,
one movement of which, based on this theme, is called "Fate knocking
on the door." On his June 27 broadcast, Colonel Britton introduced the
V sound to his audience. The next day, the BBC's program for French
listeners carried a special feature entirely built around the V sound. Not
only were the theme of the Fifth Symphony and the Morse signal abun-
dantly used, but the feature demonstrated in a striking manner how
every sound in the daily life of a French village or town could be made
into a V: the school mistress calling her children by clapping her hands
in V rhythm; trains rattling through the night; dogs barking and cocks
crowing at dawn; customer~ calling for the waiter in the village cafe; the
blacksmith hammering on his anvil-all created a V symphony worthy
of the best sound effects of a Rene Clair film. [1942, 178]
I have been unable to locate this French broadcast, but an apparently similar piece
played on the BBC on 27 February 1942 (NSA reE nos. 4000 and T3999b2).
This remarkable work, entitled "Symphony inV," was arranged by Ludwig Koch.
It incorporates natural, mechanical, and human-made sounds that demonstrate
the V rhythm and, in some cases, the descending intervals from Beethoven's Fifth.
"Symphony in V" begins with the sound of bombs falling and exploding,
then the sound ofan airplane engine. The first V sound comes after the airplane:
a relatively slow, single-tone rendition ofthe V rhythm made by a mechanical de-
vice such as a car horn. It is followed by a faster and higher-pitched V rhythm,
also single-toned and made by a mechanical device. The second V sound is inter-
rupted by bombing, but it soon returns at a quicker tempo. Next we hear the bells
of Big Ben and the sounds of city traffic; a car horn honks out the V rhythm as
Big Ben strikes the hour. Then a Caribbean-style orchestra plays, with some in-
teresting rhythmic flourishes on the V rhythm and a variety of tonal patterns.
Sounds ofconversation and the clink ofcutlery come next; against this backdrop,
someone strikes a utensil against a glass and taps out theV rhythm and notes. Next
is a dance orchestra, whose tunes have a rhythmic pattern of three shorts and a
long, but no other resemblance to Beethoven's Fifth. The wind blows next, and
metallic objects rattle in a V rhythm. A train whistle blows a mournful and sus-
tained V pattern, which increases in tempo as the train begins to move, and we
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realize that the train is chugging inV rhythm. Bells ring next and various mechanical
devices sound alarms inV rhythm.The threatening sounds fade, and we hear birds
singing; one bird call, louder than the rest, is inV rhythm. More mechanical sounds,
perhaps another train, overlap the bird calls; then one hears actual knocking at the
door in V rhythm. Finally, we hear an orchestral rendition of this portion of
Beethoven's Fifth Symphon~Applause is appreciative but scattered at first; finall)',
it too settles into the V pattern.
There was some attempt to reclaim Beethoven's Fifth by the Germans; it was,
after all, a piece by a German composer. Goebbels played the Fifth Symphony on
German radio and claimed that the V stood for "Viktoria." But the Allies did not
listen. Beethoven's Fifth continued to symbolize Allied victory and German de-
feat. The BBC made full use ofthese associations when it made Beethoven's Fifth
the signature tune for its broadcast London Calling (NSA reE nos. 6586 and
T6573b7, 9 February 1944). Private citizens also shared these ideas about Beetho-
ven's Fifth. In 1940 a young soldier stationed in London went to concerts on his
nights off but never told his friends for fear of their merciless teasing. His des-
cription of the Promenade concerts ofAugust 1940 stresses both the individual
pleasure and the communal comfort he drew from music, in particular Beethoven's
Fifth: "In the evenings, whenever I could, I made my way to Queen's Hall and
joined the patient throng ofPromenaders who drew strength and solace from the
ageless music.... Friday night was Beethoven Night.at the Proms. The Fifth
Symphony went down particularlywell, I thought.With its opening theme in the
minor key-you know, the ~'Fate knocking at the Door" thing-and the eventual
glorification oftriumph in the major, it seemed somehow to express the mood of
wartime London in an uncanny way that I'm sure everybody felt just as much as
I did" (Len Waller Papers). In a radio program broadcast on 31 December 1944,
the BBC played the V rhythm after descriptions and commentary about D da~
Then a working-class male voice said: "That's the V sign. V for victo~ Maybe
we'll get it this year after all, now the invasion's on" (NSA reE nos. F44/214 and
LP24739-40). And when victory finally came to Europe, another BBC broad-
cast showed a drum beating out the V rhythm and notes, while the bells of St.
Margaret's, Westminster, played accompaniment (NSA reE no. LP36346b10).
Just as land was captured and men were captured, so were cultural artifacts
taken as prizes ofwar. Sometimes they could be recast by the captors and used against
those who had held them first. Such artistic inversions did not seem traitorous,
but a transcendence ofnational boundaries. Beethoven's Fifth, like the many refu-
gee musicians who played it, escaped Germany and fought for the Allies; it played
in celebration ofAllied victo~ Yet it stayed in Germany as well and played in de-
fense of the Reich. Each side claimed it, and each side sought to play it more.
6Present Tense
Memories of"Wartime London
In marching, in mobs, in football games, and in war, outlines become
vague; real things become unreal and a fog creeps over the mind. Tension
and excitement, weariness, movement-all merge in one great gray dream,
so that when it is over, it is hard to remember how it was when you killed
men or ordered them to be killed. Then other people who were not there
tell you what it was like and you say vaguely; "Yes, I guess that's how it
was."
-John Steinbeck, The Moon Is Down
Any study of the past is in some sense a study about memo~The past is gone
irretrievably; but memories remain, providing us with information and yielding
meaning about past events. Even historical sources apparently created "on the spot"
are the creations ofmemory; a general's account, a newspaper report, and a descrip-
tive letter are all created after the events that they recount. Memory is thus inher-
ent in any historical stud~Though there is certainly a difference between a memory
offive hours and a memory offifty years, it is not always clear how this difference
is manifest; the more recent memory is not necessarily the more accurate or the
more meaningful. When events are shared and collective memories become as
important as personal memories, society is given a mirror image of itsel£ and
memories become sites ofpolitical discourse. Thus the search for meaning in both
collective and personal memory becomes a quest for political answers. One looks
through the lessons of the past in order to answer the questions of the present.
I began this studywith a fairly simple idea ofthe "finest hour"-Greer Garson
as Mrs. Miniver singing bravely in the bombed-out church, Winston Churchill's
broadcasts inspiring and uniting people in all parts ofthe count~ I wanted to learn
about the human experiences behind this golden image-the real-life Mrs.
Minivers-to turn my two-dimensional portrait into a three-dimensional one. I
learned that the finest hour cannot be taken simplistically; that it does not and cannot
hold true for all people and all moments of the war, but that it does have validity
for some people and at some times, though often with substantial modifications.
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I learned that class, gender, and ethnicity could make an important difference in
the ways that one experienced and hence the ways one remembers the war. Though
class, gender, and ethnicity do not dictate what a person thinks, they often deter-
mine one's personal experiences and how one is treated by others. I also learned
that discussions and criticisms of the past are often discussions and criticisms of
present-day politics. Memories ofthe past are points ofcontrast to the present; such
memories focus attention on present-day concerns by highlighting their similari-
ties and their differences to past events.
The use of memory for political purposes provides the scholar with a fasci-
nating glimpse into present-day political questions. By analyzing the memories
that were shared and emphasized by my interviewees, I discovered important link-
ages that people found between past and present. Yet memories--"-whether oral or
written-are like the bones ofa dinosaur, a tantalizing but always incomplete record
ofthe past. Oral memories are particularly difficult to deal with because their orality
allows for .constant change, and the past, now gone forever, cannot be fluid, even
though our vision of it may be. Scholars such as myself who use oral sources to
learn about the past embrace memory as much as we are frustrated by it. Memory
is what we seek, yet memory is changeable, chameleon-like, ultimately uncontrol-
lable. We wish to use memory to learn about the past, yet we fear being taken in
by inaccuracy; mistake, even deception.
Scholarly debates about the value oforal sources often fasten on the inherent
instability of memory, the primary terrain of the oral artifact. To its critics, oral
testimony is, at best, a methodology ofscholarly necessity; where no written records
exist, scholars must fall back on oral sources. Other scholars have suggested that
the tension between spoken memory and written history may be oral testimony's
greatest contribution as well as its most troubling problem. Alessandro Portelli has
demonstrated that important information may lie in the discrepancies between the
historical record and the narrated memof}T, and concludes: "What is really impor-
tant is that memory is not a passive depository of facts, but an active process of
creation ofmeanings.Thus, the specific utility oforal sources for the historian lies,
not so much in their ability to preserve the past, as in the very changes wrought
by memo~These changes reveal the narrators' effort to make sense of the past
and to give a form to their lives, and set the interview and the narrative in their
historical context" (1991, 52). Thus, memory is not a window to the past or a
wrapper within which the past is contained. Instead, memory is an analytical tool
by which the past is interpreted in the light of the present.
The privileging ofthe written over the oral, and the concomitant denigration
ofmemof}T, is a relatively recent phenomenon, asWalter]. Ong points out (1982,
96-97). Yet such privileging is deeply embedded in contemporary academic dis-
course; as such, written documents are often simply assumed to be more correct
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than oral ones. A person's memory often is judged by how well it coincides with
the written historical record; where discrepancies exist, memory is generally deemed
to be at fault. Faced with an abundance ofwritten documents, historians ofwar-
time Britain often treat memory as an unnecessary distraction, even a distortion,
a kind ofblinkered false consciousness to which most ofBritain has succumbed.
Angus Calder's 1969 magnum opus The People's Wittr is a magnificent book and
remains probably the standard social history ofwartime Britain, but it gives very
short shrift to oral sources. Tom Harrisson, in Living through the Blitz, explains
that he is not opposed to oral testimony recorded "on the spot," but he has no
faith in long-term memory; in justification for his view, he cites examples ofpeople
who described events quite differently in 1940 and in 1970.
Paul Fussell, writing about American and British conceptions ofWorld War
II, treats memory as an idiot and a liar and argues, "For the past fifty years the
Allied war has been sanitized and romanticized almost beyond recognition by the
sentimental, the loony patriotic, the ignorant, and the bloodthirsty" (1989, ix).
Indeed, it has become common for scholars to consider the "popular" image of
wartime Britain as a kind ofsmokescreen that one must penetrate before arriving
at the truth.Though popular conceptions ofthe "finest hour" have been debunked
and derided, there has been little research done on the extent to which people
actually accepted and held these so-called "popular ideas." Popular ideas are often
assumed to be equivalent to the representations created by popular culture, gov-
ernmental directives, and wartime propaganda. Thus the battle lines are drawn
between a reifiedpopular memory and an increasingly specialized historical schol-
arship that either ignores oral and memory-based sources or treats them with a
contemptuous and somewhat shrill dismissal.
In crude fashion, the opposing camps are as follows. On one side are the
popular oral histories, the memoirs, the films, the television dramas, the whole
nostalgia machineI')T. On this side is the story ofa brave and united people stand-
ing alone against Hitler, never giving up until victory was theirs. The artifacts of
nostalgia all have at their center a bittersweetness, bravery and kindness mixed with
hardship and suffering.These artifacts have lost none oftheir resonance in the half
centurysince wartime. In the early 1990s, while I interviewed survivors and pored
through archives, nostalgic representations of wartime blossomed. In 1992 the
Winston Churchill Britain atWarTheme Museum opened in London, complete
with bomb shelters, wartime fashions, and a simulated air raid. At the Imperial
War Museum's WorldWar II exhibit, wartime songs (such as "Run, Rabbit, Run")
played continuously; while rows of glass cases exhibited gas masks, ration cards,
and posters bearing the legend "Careless Talk Costs Lives." In the main gallery of
the ImperialWar Museum stood an enormousV2; during the war, an instrument
of mass destruction inferior only to the atom bomb and the gas chambers. The
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artifacts ofnostalgia do not ignore the suffering and hardship ofwar, but treat them
as the necessary backdrop for the tale of ultimate victo~ If the journey was long
and dangerous, then its end was so much sweeter.
On the opposing side, the side where historical scholarship usually pitches its
tent, is little sweetness and more bitterness. Historical scholarship does not negate
the story ofa brave people standing alone against Hitler, for the facts seem to bear
it out; instead, history objects to the simplification of this story and to the stress-
ing of certain facts at the expense of others. Historians such as A.].E Taylor, An-
gus Calder, Arthur Marwick, and Clive Ponting suggest-with reason, justification,
and mortality statistics-that an era filled with privation and siege has a problem-
atic claim as its nation's "finest hour." Their works are more inclusive and less
individualistic than the artifacts of nostalgia; thus they have less use for personal
memories. Angus Calder, referring to the work ofPatrickWright, who in turn draws
from the theories ofAgnes Heller, puts this point ofview well: "Everyday life is
full of stories. These are concerned with 'being-in-the-world' rather than with
abstractly defined truth. Such stories have to be plausible, but their 'authenticity/
which is a vital ingredient, does not depend on true knowledge. When authentic-
ity collides with 'factual' truth, people in everyday life, even historians trying to
work outside it, will often stubbornly resist the latter" (1991, 9).
In pressing the discrepancies between fact and storyr, Calder implies that his-
torians can indeed "work outside" the narratives ofeveryday life. He also implies,
with Wright and Heller, that abstract truth is readily recognizable once one takes
off the blinders imposed by the vicissitudes of everyday life. This assumption is
somewhat dubious even when applied to demonstrable facts, but it is still more
problematic when applied to such vague and ambiguous qualities as "morale" or
"unity;" to name two entities that haunt what Calder terms "the myth ofthe Blitz."
In citing incidents in which the myth does not coincide with actual behavior, he
provides an important scholarly analysis, but he furthers the reification ofthe myth
itself by tacitly assuming its obvious character and homogeneous interpretation.
Calder's analysis ofthe blitz as a myth, a text, is bold and original. He cogently
explains his use of the much-abused term "myth": "The account of that event, or
series ofevents, which was current by the end ofthe war has assumed a 'traditional'
character, involves heroes, suggests the victory ofa good God over satanic evil, and
has been used to explain a fact: the defeat of Nazism" (1991, 2). Yet texts, even
sacred texts that we term myths, are not read in the same way by all people. The
current, often fierce, debates about the blitz show the abundance of multiple in-
terpretations ofthis well-known sto~The battle that now rages is for the memory
ofthe battles that were fought and won fifty years ago. In the current war ofideas,
there is little sign of retreat from either side. Neither the "finest hour" nor the ar-
dent debunkers will go away:
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Memory; like any other historical source, should be treated with circumspec-
tion. One should not expect it to be a window to the past and then be outraged
when it is not. Memory is not a transparent screen through which we step, like
Alice through the looking glass, into a strange and distant world. Memory is an
analytical tool similar to a microscope, focusing first on one part of the past, then
on another, highlighting threads that were perhaps not visible when the business
ofliving the events in question took all ofone's concentration.There is, in the work
ofscholars such asTom Harrisson and Paul Fussell, a sense that the feelings evoked
by memories of past events should correspond exactly to the feelings that were
present in those events; and that when these two emotional states do not match
up perfectly; distortion or even deception has occurred.
Yet, for most people there is a clear and conscious acknowledgement that
memory does change the perception of the past; and this shift in perception, far
from being a loss or a lie, is a means ofunderstanding or ofhealing, ofcoming to
terms with the past. Events that were embarrassing or uncomfortable at the time
become humorous in the retelling; events of great pain or hardship may convey
wisdom or insight when they are considered in retrospect.We have all heard people
say; and we have all said, "I'm sure I'll laugh at this someday" or "I know I'll feel
differently tomorrow"-avery real, everyday recognition that memory does alter
consciousness in beneficial as well as deceptive ways. My interviewees were well
aware ofthe elusive properties ofmemory and told me, again and again, that they
could not be certain they were remembering things correctly; that it was, after all,
fifty years ago. Memory did not consist of dipping one's hand into an easy con-
tinuum of-experience and bringing up a bit ofthe past. Instead, memory remained
packaged and boxed away; placed in another part ofone's life, to be brought out
and examined on certain occasions, such as interviews with American graduate
students. Ettie Gontarsky told me that answering my questions was like looking
at "another life on another planet" (personal interview; 4 April 1993).
Scholarlycriticisms ofmemory-based sources often depend on a commonsense
definition ofmemory; not one that has been carefully examined. At the same time,
such arguments usually display an uncritical acceptance ofwritten sources from
the era in question. Tom Harrisson concludes that "the only valid information for
this sort of social history ofwar is that recorded at the time on the spot" (1990,
327; emphasis in original). He depends for his facts on the archives ofMass-Ob-
servation, an organization that he helped found in 1937 and which he ran during
the war. Duringwartime, Mass-Observers went to blitzed towns and areas andwrote
down observations ofresidents' behavior and conversation; these descriptions were
then used by the government as a key to the morale of the populace.
The archive, currently at the University ofSussex, is an excellent resource, but
it should not be used quite so uncritically: people who have just endured bombing
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are not at their most lucid or typical, as the following report from wartime Home
Intelligence makes clear: "Immediately after the raid, people are dazed and in a
condition of mild shock. They are surprised and thankful to be alive. They feel
importantand are inclined to exaggerate the experiences through which they have
passed. Those who have suffered loss are feeling sad and depressed. A few feel
hopeless. All are tired. There is a considerable degree of isolation, both physical
and psychological.There is a craving for attention, sympathy and encouragement"
(INF 1, 174A, B.123; emphasis in original). Neither are outside observers always
correct in their judgments. Psychological research has shown that eyewitness ac-
counts are notoriously unreliable (Munsterberg 1909; Stern 1982; Loftus and
Palmer 1982; U.S. Supreme Court 1982; Buckhout 1982). Mass-Observers were
not recording machines; they were human beings who often suffered the same
trauma that their subjects did. If these conditions rendered people less capable of
sober judgment, such an effect would be true for Mass-Observers as well as for
those they observed.
My intention here is not to denigrate the work ofMass-Observation but simply
to point out that all methodologies have their problems. Psychological research
has shown that memory ofeven a few hours lag can be highly malleable and sub-
ject to outside influence such as an interviewer's question (Stern 1982, Loftus and
Palmer 1982, U.S. Supreme Court 1982). Similarl)!, the very act ofperception is
selective; one may observe something and not be sure what he or she is observing.
The brain fills in cognitive gaps on the spot just as it does in memory. Robert
Buckhout writes:
Human perception and memory function effectively by being selective
and constructive.... Perception and memory are decision-making pro-
cesses affected by the totality of a person's abilities, background, atti-
tudes, motives and beliefs, by the environment and by the way his
recollection is eventually tested. The observer is an active rather than a
passive perceiver and recorder; he reaches conclusions on what he has
seen by evaluating fragments of information and reconstructing them.
He is motivated by a desire to be accurate as he imposes meaning on the
over-abundance of information that impinges on his senses, but also by
a desire to live up to the expectations ofother people and to stay in their
good graces. The eye, the ear, and other sense organs are therefore social
organs as well as physical ones. [1982, 117]
Again, I am not suggesting that either memory or eyewitness accounts are useless
because they may not always be completely accurate. It is the scholar's job to de-
termine the accuracy ofany source used. Eyewitness accounts and narrated memo-
ries are invaluable sources of information for the scholar, so long as we are aware
of the problems inherent in both-indeed, in all-methodologies.
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Though stress and trauma may hamper some forms ofperception and memof)',
they may actually increase others.There has long been an intuitive feeling that this
is so, that events ofgreat importance are more firmly etched on the brain than are
more ordinary ones. In 1899 EW Colegrove published an article in theAmerican
Journal ofPsychology about people's memories ofAbraham Lincoln's assassination;
in 1977 Roger Brown·and James Kulik wrote a similar article about memories of
John E Kennedy's assassination. Brown and Kulik term such memories "flashbulb
memories" and cite Robert Livingston's theory that a "Now Print!" mechanism in
the brain seals memory more firmly during unusual or unexpected events.Though
Livingston's theory was entirely speculative, and Brown and Kulik's use of it was
admittedly intuitive, recent work in the neurosciences lends it some credence.The
work ofLarry Cahill et al. indicates that emotional and traumatic memory may
be more deeply fIXed into consciousness because of the activation ofB-adrenergic
stress hormone systems (1994). Cahill and his colleagues found that when these
hormones were blocked, subjects had trouble remembering stories of traumatic
or emotional content, but not stories ofordinary events.They concluded that these
hormone systems played some part in the maintaining of emotionally charged
memories, a phenomenon already observed in studies of animal behavior. Thus
memories of the trauma and intensity ofwartime may in fact be more accurate
than fifty-year-old memories ofmore ordinary events.
Ofcourse, such a complex phenomenon as human memory cannot be com-
pletelyexplained by the activation ofhormone systems. Ulric Neisser, writing before
Cahill's suggestive discoveries, postulates that so-called "flashbulb memories" are
actually created after the fact: "Memories become flashbulbs primarily through the
significance that is attached to them afterwards: later that day; the next day; and in
subsequent months and years.... Moments like these are sure to be pondered,
discussed, and redescribed on subsequent occasions: why shouldn't we suppose that
their persistence is due to the frequent reconsideration they receive?" (1982, 45,
emphasis in original). Neisser also suggests that the formation of these memories
into stories is an important factor in their continued existence. If these moments
are considered important by the world as well as by ourselves, such valuation is an
additional reason for their maintenance as memories: "The notion of narrative
structure does more than explain the canonical form of flashbulb memories; it
accounts for their very existence. The flashbulb recalls an occasion when two nar-
ratives that we ordinarily keep separate-the course ofhistory and the course of
our own life-were momentarily put into alignment" (47).
As Neisser points out, memory is not only a biological or psychological phe-
nomenon; it is a profoundly social one. We use the memories ofothers to check
and fill in the gaps in our own memories. Maurice Halbwachsreminds us that
memory is the recollection ofpast events for a social purpose, a purpose that always
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exists at the time of the remembering rather than at the time of the event remem-
bered. Since we cannot remember everything (the weather ofevery day ofour lives,
for example, or all the meals that we have eaten), we choose to remember events
that are most salient for present purposes. Memory is a discourse that comments
upon and refers to the past but does so in and for the present. Thus, while memory
may give us information about the past, it also gives us information about the
present, for it indicates which past concerns are considered present ones.
Though we use the memories of others to validate, even create, our own
memories, we also experience the opposite phenomenon: incidents in which our
memories clash with those of others. When these·memories are of events of na-
tional importance, the discrepancies become public arenas in which the past is
debated for opposing present-day interests. Maurice Halbwachs writes: "Men who
have been brought close together-for example, by a shared task, mutual devo-
tion, common ancestf)T, or artistic endeavor-may disperse afterwards into vari-
ous groups. Each new group is too restricted to retain everything that concerned
the thoughts of the original party; literary coterie, or religious congregation. So
each fastens onto one facet ofits thought and remembers only part ofits activities.
Several pictures of that common past are thus generated, none being really accu-
rate or coinciding with any other" (1980, 32).
This process is preciselywhat has happened to memories ofwartime London.
The famed wartime unity; the working together for a common goal, created a large
group with a deeply felt collective memof)T. But wartime unity did not survive the
postwar era; thus it is not surprising that wartime memory should have dispersed
as well. The debates about wartime London are, in many cases, debates about
postwar British politics, about the welfare state, the loss of the empire, current
economic difficulties, and Britain's place in the world. My interviewees used im-
ages ofwartime to contrast and criticize contemporary social ills such as crime,
unemployment, ethnic divisiveness, a gutted industrial base, and a rapidly fading
system ofsocial 'services. The past provided both warning and example: stories of
the past could be cautionary tales or models for the future.
Marx wrote, "The tradition of all the dead generations weighs like a night-
mare on the brain ofthe living" (1959, 320). With this monkey on our backs, we
try to avoid the failures ofour predecessors. Yet memory can work in a different
and more beneficial way: rather than being a nightmare from which we run or to
which we cling as an excuse for violence, memory can be a haven to which we turn.
As Halbwachs notes, memory allows us to conjure the past at will and to roam in
it as we choose. Past people cannot harm us, nor can past events surprise us. We
can control our vision of the past-remembering what we choose to remember,
highlighting what we choose to highlight-in ways that we cannot control the
present. Whether the past is a nightmare or a haven, it is always a point of con-
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trast to the present. Only the assumption that the past is not like the present makes
historically based studies valuable and necessaI}'-
Walter Benjamin wrote, "Every image of the past that is not recognized by
the present as one ofits own concerns threatens to disappear irretrievably" (1968,
255).This danger applies equally to the interviewee and the scholar, the television
producer and the storyteller in the pub; for each must decide which information
is relevant, which worth repeating. Often, the debates about wartime London are
not so much about facts as about meaning. The facts are too easily checked, and
in a way it does not matter if a raid took place on 12 Mayor 16 May; or if an
interviewee confuses a Morrison shelter with an Anderson shelter. What.Jis at stake
here is the atmosphere, the feelings, and the spirit ofwartime London, and what
this spirit is called upon to represent. It isa spirit that has been evoked so many
times and for so many' purposes that it seems to take on a life of its own. Yet this
very reification ofwartime London is part ofthe problem. It did not have a life of
its own; it had, instead, many lives.
Memories ofWartime
Memory has proven bewildering to scholars ofwartime Britain: too many people
remember too many different and contradictory things.Tom Harrisson writes: "For
most surviving citizens the major effect has been (as often) in two opposite direc-
tions, both processes in 'reality obliteration': either to be unable to remember
anything much (with no wish to do so), or, more usually; to see those nights as
glorious" (1990, 321). To Harrisson, both the absence ofmemory and the impu-
tation of glory are equally fallacious. Yet he has aptly pinpointed two common
visions ofwartime Britain: there are those who remember the period with horror
and have no wish to speak of it, and those who remember the period as glorious
and wish to speak of it with nostalgia.
"Nostalgia," writes David Lowenthal, "is memory with the pain removed"
(1985, 8). In the case ofwartime London, pain is remembered but no longer felt.
Those who speak ofwartime London know that the war is over, Britain has won,
and they have survived; the bombs have stopped falling and can do no more harm.
Pain is remembered because pain and danger give the era its poignangr, just as the
romantic hero needs quests to perform or dragons to sla~ In this, as in many other
cases, nost~gia is the province of the elderly and is, in part, simply the longing of
the elderly for the days oftheir youth. Things were better then ifonly because one
was younger and stronger and saw life as limitless possibilio/ Nostalgia allows us
to do in imagination what we can never do in reality-to relive the days of our
youth with thecertain knowledge that we will grow old.Youth assumes the promise
ofage but is never certain if this promise will be fulfilled; old age is the fulfillment
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ofthe promise, but without the possibilities ofyouth. During the war, young people
did not know ifthey would live to see old age or, indeed, the next morning. Nos-
talgia allows them to relive a time ofyouth and danger from the vantage point of
knowing they have survived it.
Nostalgia for wartime was, interestingly enough, begun during the war. At
the same time that wartime rhetoric stressed looking toward the future, it laid in
place the seeds for a future nostalgia. Consider how these seeds were sown in the
radio broadcasts ofJ.B. Priestle~.Compassionate,beautifully worded, filled with
zeal for social reform, these broadcasts reflect Priestley's concerns for social change
and his romantic attachment to the "little England" he loved (see also Samuel 1989,
xxiii). Priestley's broadcast immediately after Dunkirk praises the "little pleasure
steamers" and their effort "so absurd and yet so grand and gallant that you hardly
know whether to laugh or to cry when you read about them" (NSA reE nos. 2562
and LP2560b5). After discussing this event ofthe immediate past, he switches to
the future-but the-future is cast as a time of remembering the past: "And our
great-grandchildren, when they learn how we began this war by snatching glory
out of defeat and then swept on to victory may also learn how the little holiday
steamers made an excursion to hell and came back glorious." Thus the present is
filled with hope and expectation for a future in which there will be a vigorous
remembrance of things past.
Churchill's "finest hour" speech was also a powerful force in wartime memory:
it laid in place the idea that wartime would be remembered as a time ofsplendor.
People who know little about World War II and were born long after its end are
able to quote, "If the British Empire and its Commonwealth last for a thousand
years, men will still say, 'This was their finest hour.'" It is not the sexism and
imperialism of Churchill's rhetoric that are remembered, but the idea that this
moment ofeffort, courage, and defiance to Nazism was Britain's finest hour. Like
the defeat of the Spanish Armada, the defeat of the Luftwaffe became a key sym-
bol for all that was best in British culture. It is important to remember that the
defeat of the Luftwaffe had not actually happened when Churchill made this fa-
mous speech; both Churchill and Priestley spoke of remembering a victory that
was yet to be.
There is a seamlessness in wartime nostalgia that stretches from Priestley's
Dunkirk broadcast and Churchill's "finest hour" speech down to the present day;
for the idea ofremembering victory began before there was a victory to remember.
Churchill and Priestley spoke ofa Britain that had to be made before it could be
remembered, but it was, in a sense, made to be remembered. If Britain had lost
the war, it is likely that Churchill's "finest hour" speech would be forgotten-or
perhaps remembered with derision, as Lloyd George's "land fit for heroes" speech
was remembered in 1939. Since Britain won the war, was not occupied by enemy
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troops, and held out during the dreadful days of 1940, a brave David against an
iron-heeled Goliath, the memory ofthe war as Britain's finest hour remains stead-
fast and potent.
Yet herein lies a problem for present-day Britain. If Britain's finest hour oc-
curred in 1940, then the present must by definition be inferior, a paradise lost, a
fall from grace. Britain (and specifically London) in wartime has come to repre-
sent a golden age that, like all golden ages, exists in the past and in whose shadow
the present appears paler, rougher, less understandable, and less desirable. Jonathan
Croall, in the introduction to his popular oral history Don't KJu Know There's a
War On?, writes:
The second world war has been described as the last time we were all
happy. As an historical statement this is manifestly nonsense, a sick joke
even.... Yet if the notion of linking happiness with the war years is
ostensibly an absurd one, its emotional validity for many people cannot
so easily be denied.... Many see the period as one in which their own
lives had far greater meaning than they did at other times, before or
since. Those years of living dangerously they remember as bringing
fulfilment, a sense ofadventure, even exhilaration. Because life was more
precious it was felt more keenly, and lived more intensely. Somehow the
common danger inherent in the threat to the nation gave a shape and
purpose to their existence that they have been unable to recapture in
peace time. [1988, 1]
The notion of the past as a golden age is remarkably supple and prevalent
worldwide. In the MotifIndex ofFolk Literature, Stith Thompson notes that the
motifofa golden age as a former age ofperfection (All0 1.1) or a reign of peace
and justice (All 0 1.1.1) appears in tales from Irish, Lappish, Hindu, Persian,
Chinese, and Aztec cultures, to name a few (1955, 194). At first blush, this idea
seems inherently conservative, even reactionary, and indeed it is Conservative
politicians who have most stridently invoked "the Dunkirk spirit" and other war-
time symbols in recent years. Yet Labour has also invoked wartime as an era to be
admired: a time offull employment, class leveling, antifascism, and the vigorous
implementation ofsocial welfare programs. "The finest hour" affords a multiplic-
ity ofinterpretations; the journey from the garden ofAnthony Eden to the minor
talents ofJohn Major can be viewed in many different ways.
Paradoxically; one ofthe things that made this past so golden was its sense of
hope for the future. Many ofmy interviewees, in common with Priestley and the
Ministry of Information, saw the changes wrought by wartime as a pathway to
the twin goals ofdefeating Hitler abroad and forging a more just society at home.
Once the former had been accomplished, the latter should logically follow. R.}.B.
Bosworth writes: "Planned while the conflict continued, largely legislated by the
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Labour Government (1945-51), and imitated by many other European and non-
European societies, the Welfare State, for more than a generation, offered manyor-
dinary people much ofthe time their reward for defeating fascism.TheWelfare State
was deemed the essential product of 'the People's war that never ended'" (1993, 33).
Ettie Gontarsky recalls the 1945 elections as a turning point, when the Labour
Party (led by Clement Attlee) won handily over the Conservative Party (led by
Winston Churchill). For Ettie, as for many others, the Labour government was
supposed to fulfill the ideals for which the war had been fought. The memory of
the first postwar Labour government provides a telling contrast to the Conserva-
tive government of the 1980s and early 1990s. Ettie remarks:
I think at the time the soldiers, sailors, airmen returning to Britain after
the war, I think that had a great impact. They weren't having any more
of the officer class, if you like. I think one could say that without any
fear of being completely in the wrong there. I think there was this great
turn of the tide. That the lads, the boys of the troops, the forces, all the
forces, they thought, "Right, we're going to have our own government."
... And then came the Beveridge Report, the National Health was built,
though it's being killed now by the Tory government, of course-"-I'll get
that little bit in for you. But that was the birth of the National Health,
and a lot more equality was on the agenda. There was a great levelling of
the class system.... I feel that the ordinary serving soldier, sailor, airman
felt, "Well, it's our turn now. We're going to have something to say. We
fought for our country; we're going to have something to say about it."
Now, those are my words, but I think this could sum up the feeling of a
lot of people at the time. Because there was a Labour government re-
turned. No question about it. When there'll be another one, who can
tell, but that's another story" [personal interview, 19 April 1993J 1
In looking back to the hope and solidarity ofwartime, one may also look back to
the time when these hopes were fulfilled in the form ofthe welfare state. From the
vantage point of1993, when the welfare state was being gutted and destroyed, the
dangerous 1940s and bleak 1950s might look golden indeed.
Ettie was not the only person I met who contrasted the implementation of
wartime and postwar social services with theThatcherite policyofdismantling these
services. Anne Lubin was born in the East End ofLondon and was a teenager at
the start ofthe war. She worked in war factories in London and Birmingham, then
worked in the Navy; Arm~ and Air Force Institutes (NMFI), a canteen for the
forces. Anne believed that the war was fought "for a more just socie~And ofcourse
we were absolutely delighted when there was a land-slide, and a Labour govern-
ment came in, and we thought this was the beginning of £1 Dorado" (personal
interview, 13 March 1993). Yet El Dorado lasted for a perilously short time, and
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Anne saw the beginning ofthe end in the Conservative victory of 1979.The issue
ofnutrition is one example that she cited. During wartime the government faced
.its malnourished population and began nutritional supplements for children, such
as free orange juice and free milk for those who could not pa}T. Anne remarked that
it was Margaret Thatcher who "stopped the milk in schools. You ever heard any-
body say; 'Margaret Thatcher, milk snatcher'? ... And that was a very sad thing"
(personal interview, 13 March 1993).2
George Wagner supplies a trenchant political analysis ofMargaretThatcher's
lack ofsympathy for the welfare state, based in part on the fact that she is too young
to have been involved in politics during World War II. During wartime, the po-
litical tenor among Conservative politicians was informed by what George terms
a "collective bad conscience" based on the slaughter ofWorld War I and the fail-
ures ofthe 1920s and 1930s: unemployment, the appeasement ofHitler, and the
failure to build "a land fit for heroes." In order to atone for past sins-and to con-
vince the fighters and workers ofWorldWar II that things would be different this
time-it was necessary to establish a series ofsocial programs that would amelio-
rate the lot of the majority of the population. Margaret Thatcher, a teenager for
most of the war, felt no such dut)'- George explains:
For all the internal squabbles, the difference between Labour and Conser-
vative governments in Britain until about 1970 or '75 has not been all that
great, because the tone in the government was set by the older people....
The bad conscience went out ofcirculation and effectiveness really only in
the seventies withThatcher. And the Lloyd George thing about the "home-
land worthy of the returning hero" was of course used as a jibe in all pro-
paganda, and in a way; I think it made the Tories be far more friendly
towards innovation, the welfare state, education, the National Health
scheme and so on than they would normally be. Many of them probably
with clenched teeth, but ... when they are all moral, you can't go round
singing bawdy songs, can you? [personal interview, 23 April 1993]
Of course, not everyone in Britain holds such a critical view ofThatcher or
Thatcherism, and the Conservatives ("Tories") were in power from 1979 to 1997.
But Conservatives, even when they held the reins ofpower, were vehement in their
belief that Britain was going to the dogs-and had been since World War II. Sir
Keith Joseph (Thatcher's political mentor and one ofher staunchest allies) admits
that (in accord with GeorgeWagner's thesis), '~t the end ofthe SecondWorldWar,
structural change in Britain was long overdue, much ofit from before the FirstWorld
War" (1978, 101). However, the change that actually came about was not what
Sir Keith had in mind: "Our troubles stem, I believe, from two world wars and the
mood they produced.... Wars create great expectations and the belief that gov-
ernment can do almost anything, yet simultaneously they leave the country very
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much poorer.... The triumph of the Second World War coupled with socialist
delusions and the determination not to return to the. 1930s left a mood ofnaive
utopianism, coupled with ... debilitating compassion" (100). Here, the Second
World War was a triumph, but not the start of a golden age. To the contraf)T, its
triumphant optimism is seen as the cause ofpresent troubles. Wartime was supe-
rior to the present, since things have gone downhill ever since, but wartime was
the first step down the slippery slope.
Finall}', there are those who believe that the notion ofwartime as a golden age
is a piece ofretrospective nonsense, simple nostalgia on the part of the elderly for
the "good old days" or a reckless and obscene cover-up of the hardship and trag-
edy ofwar. Most vitriolic of these critics is Paul Fussell who, although American,
attempts to debunk both American and British wartime ideology in Wartime:
Understanding andBehavior in the Second World War. Though he makes the valid
point that wartime nostalgia tends to downplay the suffering and death ofsoldiers,
he seems equally outraged by wartime's effect on literature and its restriction of
Continental holidays. For Fussell, World War II was a pointless and senseless de-
struction of human life: "The war seemed so devoid of ideological content that
little could be said about its positive purposes that made political or intellectual
sense, especially after the Soviet Union joined the great crusade against what until
then had been stigmatized as totalitarianism" (1989, 136).
Fussell uses his authority as an officer inWorldWar II and his rage and clever
writing style to mask a rather suspect methodology: he uses novels that he likes as
transparent historical documents and diaries that he does not like as examples of
people being duped.Those who disagree with his interpretation are either ignored
or derided; their opinions do not count. One wonders what he would make ofthe
comments ofE.E Thompson, who was also an officer inWorldWar II. Like Fussell,
Thompson writes about the past, but for the present:
I hold the now-unfashionable view that the last war was, for the Allied
armies and the Resistance, an anti-Fascist war, not only in rhetoric but
also in the intentions of the dead.
So long as Europe remains divided, so long as hostile militarisms oc-
cupy both halves, those intentions are being violated. It is not their past
credulity but our present inaction which reduces those intentions to
futility. My fellow soldiers ... were not ardent politicians. But they were
democrats and anti-Fascists. They knew what they fought for, and it was
not for the division of Europe, nor was it for the domination of our
continent by two arrogant superpowers. [1985,200]
The unity that wartime engendered was skillfullywrought from manyoppos-
ing and contradictory camps: patriotism, internationalism, feminism, domestic-
ity; imperialism, and antifascism. It is inevitable that these contradictions should
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surface after the war and that the battle for wartime memory should be fought
along these lines. The potency of this wartime image makes the ownership of its
memory so important, while its many components make it so highly contested.
For Better and For Worse
No one doubts that the Second World War profoundly changed British socie1:)r.
Yet there is enormous debate about what these changes actually were and whether
they were for the better or for the worse. One of the fiercest debates is about the
extent to which women's wartime roles changed the lives ofBritish women, both
during wartime and in the postwar era. The wartime entry of large numbers of
women into paid employment-in the United States as well as in Britain-is now
a historical cliche, but it is a cliche firmly grounded in wartime fact. Wartime
propaganda emphasized the importance ofwomen's contributions to the war ef-
fort: in the factories, in the armed services, in the hospitals, in the home, and on
the land. Songs praised the industrial female worker, from the American "Rosie
the Riveter" to the English "Girl Who Makes the Thingummybob." Posters cel-
ebrating women's work are legion-from the British "Women ofBritain-Come
into the Factories" (done in socialist-realist style) to the less politically charged
American portrait of a young woman with her sleeves rolled up and her muscles
bulging, declaring "We Can Do It!" The 1942 radio broadcast "Women of Brit-
ain" describes an American journalist walking the streets of London, amazed by
the variety ofwomen's work and the skill ofwomen workers, impressed that there
is "not a giggle in the gaggle" (NSA reE nos. 5661-5 andT5661). A book entitled
The British People at "Ular also shows delighted surprise at women's competence:
"Women have always played their part in war, but hitherto, among civilized peoples
at any rate, their work has been limited to ministries ofsuccour and healing....
In our time, war had become total.... It made such stringent demands on the
nation's man-power that the women had to share its burdens, both ofresponsibil-
ity and danger, to an extent hitherto unknown.... And how magnificently they
responded! In industry they tackled successfullywork that previously everyone had
supposed to require both the s.trength and skill of men" (219).
Yet women were depicted as dangerous as well. In many ofthe "CarelessTalk
Costs Lives" posters, a woman is shown as the source ofleaking information. An
anti-venereal disease poster declares, "The 'easy' girl-friend spreads Syphilis and
Gonorrhoea"-with no mention of the fact that the "easy boyfriend" could do so
just as well. At the same time that they were depicted as sources ofdanger, women
were also seen as less strong and competent than men. An enormous amount of
advertising was aimed at women, urging products to ease the life ofthe female war-
worker and to cater to her uniquely feminine needs; these products ranged from
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tinned food to dungarees to tampons ("War work won't wait ... a man's job doesn't
allow for feminine disabilities"). In these advertisements, as in many posters urg-
ing women to do war work, women's contributions are considered important partly
because they free men to do the really crucial work. (A poster for theWomen's Royal
Naval Service [WRNS] , pronounced ((Wrens," urged women to (Join the Wrens
and Free a Man for the Fleet.") Thus, the notions ofwomen as essential to the war
effort and as secondary to it are constantly intertwined.
Feminist analyses ofwartime have underscored the sexist and patriarchal as-
sumptions that lurked in even the most progressive rhetoric and poli~Di Parkin
reminds us that even though women were incorporated into all branches of the
armed services, they were never allowed to bear arms (1989). Denise Riley remarks
that women's war work was always considered tempora.f}T, ((for the duration only;"
and that ((married women employed in industry were never taken seriously as real
workers, and by 1945 the dominant rhetoric described the figures ofwoman as
mother and woman as worker as diametrically opposed and refused to consider
the possibility oftheir combination" (1987, 260). Susan Gubar traces misogynist
and patriarchal tendencies in wartime literature and posters and concludes that
the war's heightened emphasis on masculinity resulted in denigration ofand vio-
lence against women (1987).
Analyses ofgeneral patterns are immensely useful; yet, as I discovered in my
interviews, they do not tell the whole story; for they ignore the realm ofpersonal
experience. Telling as these general criticisms are, it is inadequate to judge policy
only as it deviates from some prescribed ideal; it is also important to determine
how it differed from previous policy and how it affected the lives of those it con-
trolled. Here again, memory can playa key role. When I asked my interviewees
about the changes that wartime had wrought for women, they told me not only
about the war but about gender relations in the prewar years and in the present.
Both women and men had much to say about the ways that wartime changed sexual
expectations and behavior.
G.H.R. is an extremely thoughtful and articulate man, a retired teacher, who
considered my questions carefully and answered them in great detail. Both he and
his wife were from left-wing, working-class families (they met at a youth organi-
zation of the Labour Party); he had worked in a factory and she in a post office
prior to the war. Like Riley; he discusses the fact that women's jobs often lasted
only ((for the duration" and comments:
I don't really believe women gained anything from the wartime experi-
ences in the long run. It certainly suited authority to let it be thought
that women were now recognised for what they were worth but it was
rather a case of necessity....
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There are roughly two sorts of jobs. On one hand there are the inter-
esting ones like doctors, teachers, editors of fashion magazines and there
are the other sort which consist ofthe unpleasant characteristics ofwork-
boredom, monotony; drudgery and dirt.'Discussing women's work people
tend to dwell on the first sort-the few-rather than the second sort-
the millions. [personal letter]
G.H.R. is correct in pointing out that many discussions of women's emancipa-
tion have focused on the upper and middle classes and have ignored the experi-
ences ofworking-class women. Being fair-minded, he discussed the matter with
his wife and reported that she agreed with his analysis that "between the wars girls
saw marriage as an escape from the boring humdrum life which most girls expe-
rienced at work" (personal letter). And lest the word "girl" be seen as a simple
example of an: unreflective sexism, I should point out that before the war, most
working-class children left school and began work at the age of fourteen.
On the other hand, not all women married, not all marriages were happy, and
not all men returned from the war. Working-class women chose to take boring
and unfulfilling jobs for the same reasons that working-class men did. Many
women, married and single, wished to remain in paid employment after the war.
Jean McCulloch, from a working-class family in central London, responded to my
question as follows: "Ofcourse the war offered new opportunities for women, wars
always do. Being widowed in 1937, the only jobs available to my mother before
the war were charring or, possibly; some kind ofhome needlework. We were able
to let a room in the flat (allowed for widows but nobody else) which helped. When
we returned in 1942 mother was able to get a reasonably good job as a cashier in
Selfridges, and in fact she retained this until she retired, well after the end of the
war" (personal letter, 13 January 1993).
Though some skilled work was available to working-class women before the
war, often it required more training than a housewife would have had time to
acquire. As Jean McCulloch mentions, the needle trades were among the few places
in which women could find work. A widow with children faced the additional
problem offinding child care, thus home needleworkwas a reasonable option. Kitty
Brinks's mother supported her four children in precisely this wa~ Kitty also be-
came a garment worker and continued in this trade until her retirement. When I
asked her about the changes that wartime had made in women's lives, she responded:
Well, a person like me worked anyway. It didn't give me another oppor-
tunity. The only thing was that after the war, there was a shortage of
various crafts, which made it easier to get into a different kind ofwork.
. . . I had other commitments, so I stayed in what I was doing. But some
of them did. Some of them in my trade, they got jobs in offices where
they wouldn't have got it before the war because they didn't have a degree
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in English. They got jobs in post offices because the men weren't there.
In food offices, they needed girls because of the ration books. . . . So
there was a lot more opportunities for the younger women. And the
older ones just went out to work instead ofwhere they used to have to do
cleaning, they did more skilled jobs. [personal interview, 25 January 1993]
Anne Lubin credits wartime with giving her the opportunity to leave home,
support herselfwith factory work, meet new people, and learn about trade union-
ism. In response to my question about how wartime changed women's lives, she
replied:
I think it made a tremendous amount ofdifference to women. A lot ofit
for the better. First, because their labour was needed, nurseries were set
up, and there were 24 hour a day nurseries. So that whatever shift you
were working on, if you had young children, they were safe. You knew
they were okay.3 And the children, ofcourse, were fed.... Working-class
people in particular were never better fed than during that war. They
had to fight still to get equal pay with the men, doing the same jobs....
I've no doubt it broke up a lot of homes when women realized that it
didn't have to be as it used to be. Holding your hand out ifyou wanted
to buy a lipstick or a pair ofstockings, which is what a lot ofwomen did.
. . . Certainly, for a lot of women, it must have been a very liberating
experience. [personal interview, 13 March 1993]
Conversel)', Retta Read, who spent her childhood on the vaudeville circuit with
her parents, believes that wartime destroyed a valuable part ofrelationships between
the sexes: "I don't believe in women's lib. I liked it when men opened the doors. I
liked it when a man drew the chair out whenever you sat down. I liked it when a
man said 'Will you go first?' I don't want to be his equal; I liked the 'old ways. I
don't like this, I don't know what you want to call it, this liberation. You know, it's
not my scene. I think you've lost a lot. The romance is gone; the value of life has
gone" (personal interview, 30 April 1993).
Sylvia Gordon, an office worker in London prior to the war, has mixed feel-
ings about the ways that war changed women's lives:
They took on the men's jobs; they did the men's jobs. And they did them
very well. ... And, well, life was different for a woman. And on top of
that, they were earning the money that the men earned, whereas before
the war women used to earn a pittance compared with the men. I used
to work in an office with men; the men would do exactly the same work
as us but they'd get twice as much as us. So, but when the war came
along the women were earning the same money as the men.4 And as far
as the money was concerned, that made the women too independent. I
think it's gone a bit too far now. It's gone too far over the edge now;
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women are not women any more. You know what I mean? They're al-
most men. [personal interview, 18 June 1993]
Albert Fredericks also sees the changes in women's roles as immense. Interestingly;
his comments are highly approving, suggesting that women remained women even
though theyworked as hard as men-and perhaps even harder: "They proved they
were capable ofdoing any job that the men did. And with a woman's way ofdo-
ing it. I think that was definitely the biggest change that came over this country
as a result ofthe war-the part that women played. And that's when we first real-
ized what it meant for a woman to bring up a family and do a full-time job as
well. I couldn't see most men coping with that" (personal interview, 6 May 1993).
Ettie Gontarsky recalls that women participatedin many aspects ofwar work, but
that "woman as helper" was still the dominant mode: "I still feel somehow that it
was women supporting men. The great feminist movement that we've now seen
and has gone on for a long time wasn't yet started in that sense.There was no great
sense ofwomen being liberated" (personal interview; 19 April 1993). These com-
ments tell as much about the speakers' present political beliefs as they do about
the experience ofwartime, which is not to suggest that the speakers are lying or
even remembering improperl}'. They are simply interpreting the past in the light
of the present, as all of us must do.
In the above remarks of Anne Lubin, Jean McCulloch, Kitty Brinks, and
G.H.R., we can see their own working-class backgrounds reflected in their com-
ments about the way life changed for working-class women. Class played a cen-
tral, though not necessarily definitive, part in many discussions about whether
Britain improved or declined after the war. Creina Musson, an army officer's daugh-
ter who spent several years with her parents in Gibraltar and India, comments on
Britain's decline as an imperial power and economic giant: "Well, the whole country
has changed; the country has got very poor. I mean, we were quite a rich country
before. I mean, they say we're one of the richer countries now but-well, we lost
the empire to begin with. I mean, that all went. So the services were very much
cut. Well, everything has changed, you know. But it's not only because ofthe war,
1mean, it's got worse and worse and worse. 1mean, this country is dreadful now!
Then, probably so is every other one. [laughs]" (personal interview; 28 July 1993).
Many ofmy working-class interviewees, by contrast, expressed a general be-
lief that life had improved for the working classes since wartime, with greater
opportunities for education and career and with services such as health care pro-
vided by the government. The loss of empire and the loss of Britain's status as a
"great power" were of less importance to them than the implementation of the
welfare state. Ettie Gontarsky; in discussing the postwar change to a Labour gov-
ernment, remarks:
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One does take sides in one's own interest. Let's be realistic. And my inter-
ests are with what I call the ordinary working people. I've never been
money-mad; I've never had loads of money; I've never been property
owning; I've never been a business person, and that's where I see my
loyalties. I want to see more equality and justice for more people, not less.
I don't want to see a rich elite and a massive poor and near-poor working
class.... Mter the war, the British electorate elected a Labour govern-
ment. And though I truly can't say I remember clearly how this tremen-
dous change came about, come about it did. So there must have been
some kind of change, sea-change, in people's feelings. Must have been a
sense of disillusionment, obviously. [personal interview, 19 April 1993]
Since many ofmy interviewees were Jewish, and many of them the children
ofimmigrants, the issues ofanti-Semitism and the treatment ofethnic minorities
also figured in their analyses of wartime and postwar life. Anne Lubin's earlier
comments about the roles ofwomen during wartime reflect her own experience as
a woman, a Jew, and a child of the working class. Like virtually all of my Jewish
interviewees, Anne was strongly supportive of the Second World War. (Even the
Ministry of Information had no qualms about the patriotism of British Jews. In
a secret document of 1939, the ministry decided that propaganda for its Jewish
population would be unnecessary; because British Jews "for reasons which require
no elaboration are already strongly anti-Nazi" [INF 1/770].) Anne's feelings at the
start of the war show that appeasement could not be an option for her:
I mean being Jewish, for one thing, it was a frightening prospect to
think that Hitler might win a war. That really was frightening. I can tell
you, I can still sometimes feel the tension that there was. When Ger-
many invaded Russia and we held our breath until Churchill announced
that we would be an ally of the Soviet Union. Because there was always
that feeling-there had been before that-this feeling that we should let
those two fight it out between them, and then Britain would be okay.
And it really was quite a frightening thought that this might have hap-
pened, and it didn't, so there was a great reliefwhen that happened. Oh
yes. That was one of the reasons why I volunteered to go and work in a
factory instead of waiting until I was called up. [personal interview, 13
March 1993]
Similarly; her personal experiences of being on the receiving end of prejudice
strengthened her resolve to fight prejudice in the postwar era. She recalls the 1936
march ofthe British Union ofFascists through a then largelyJewish section ofthe
East End and compares it with similar racist and anti-immigrant actions today:
"They are now marching through the East End again, being deliberately provoca-
tive in an area which is mainly Asian.... And there are so many racist incidents
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going on there.... Once again, you see, I was confirmed in my beliefs. You have
to fight this thing. So, we'd fought it-I mean, not me personall)', obviousl)', but
a war had been fought on that issue-and we weren't going to let it, at least I wasn't
going, if there was anything I could do in any way, I wasn't going to let it slip
through" (personal interview; 13 March 1993).
Yet despite the optimistic promises of wartime, many of my working-class
interviewees also saw evidence of decline as the camaraderie of the "finest hour"
dissipated after the war. The wartime caring and concern for others, which was
precipitated by a common danger, was inessential once the danger had gone. One
of my interviewees put this point ofview well:
The one good thing which the war created was the friendly, sympathetic
and cooperative spirit which existed everywhere. Gone were the class
barriers. Everyone spoke to everyone and it almost seemed to bind us
into one huge family.
What a pity that spirit died when the war was over. [private papers]
Many saw the postwar world neither as continuous progress nor as unmiti-
gated decline but as a combination of the two. Bett)', LE.W, and Shirley Ann,
three friends who currently live in suburban London, are working-class women
whose lives were profoundly and irrevocably changed by the Second World War.
Like Creina Musson, they commented on Britain's economic decline. Like Anne
Lubin, they cited the similarities between the prewar Blackshirts and the present-
day National Front. The continuity is not comforting; the postwar world has not
lived up· to its expectations:
Betty: With the way things are now you wonder if it was worth going
through sometimes.
IF: What do you mean?
Betty: Well, our country, you know, things seem to be slipping down-
hill fast, I think. Not only economically, but morally and, you
know, there's not-there's no integrity really. You keep hearing all
these frauds and that, like that Guinness affair and that sort of
thing. And then the crimes.
Shirley Ann: There doesn't seem to be any honesty any more. I mean,
you could leave your door open.
Betty: I mean, people were poor before the war, weren't they?
Shirley Ann: Yes.
Betty: But I mean, they didn't go round making a living out of
burglary. And with Dad, when he was in the police, I mean, he
went in in 1922. My mother never worried about him like the
wives must now; the policemen's wives must be worried sick every
time their husbands go on duty. The only time I can remember her
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being worried was when he had to go up to the Mosley League, the
Blackshirts before the war.
IF: Can you tell me about that? Do you remember that?
Betty: Well, yes, I can remember my dad going there. Sometimes he
went with the uniform policemen and sometimes he went as a
plainclothes, sort of undercover. And these Mosley people, they
were Nazis really. Blackshirts they were called. And they used to
meet up in the East End, I think it was, which was predominantly
a Jewish area. And, you know, they'd have to draft in extra men
from the outside boroughs in case there was any flare ups, you see.
IF: Was he ever there when there was any trouble?
Betty: No, I think it was contained quite well really. Yes, I don't think
they would have got away with it really, you know. Not like perhaps
the National Front-
lE. W: I was telling Jean about the fact that we had that awful
business down in Lewisham that time with the National Front.
[mentions several other National Front incidents]
IF: Was there any trouble? Was there any violence?
lE.W: Yes!
Betty: That's what I mean, before the war there wouldn't have been. It
would have been absolutely-
lE. W: The police could deal with it
Betty: If they were there that stopped it. But it doesn't now. They just
get the knives out-
Shirley Ann: There's no respect any more. No respect for oneself or
anybody else. [personal interview, 18 February 1993]
Many ofmy interviewees cited crime as a manifestation of this growing lack
of fellow feeling and concern for others. Crime increased during the war, in part
because activities such as "careless talk" were suddenly classed as crimes, in part
because stringent government regulation and the blackout created golden oppor-
tunities. Yet by present-day standards, the wartime rate of serious crime was in-
consequential; for example, there were only ninety-five murders in England and
Wales in 1944 (Smithies 1982, 152). Several ofmy interviewees told me that de-
spite the blackout and the air raids, they walked unafraid through the streets of
London, "not like now." Anne Lubin, discussing a late-night walk through the
blackout, said, "One wasn't afraid of being knocked on the head then." Ofcourse,
Anne realized the danger ofgoing around "with the shrapnel falling, like a bloody
fool" and realized that part ofher bravado depended on her being "young enough
not to be frightened" (personal intervie~ 21 January 1993). Though no one sug-
gested that wartime danger was better than peacetime crime, and all realized that
the blitz was far more dangerous than present-day London, there was a general
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agreement that danger is somehow more acceptable ifit comes from the recogniz-
able and supposedly temporary enemies ofwartime than from one's own neigh-
bors and compatriots.There is, after all, a difference between a soldier and a criminal.
Discussions ofpostwar Britain are filled with references to the war and to the
ways that society has changed since then, for better and for worse. Though not all
changes were directly due to the war itself: many were the continuations and logi-
cal extensions ofwartime poli~Many ofmy interviewees celebrated the postwar
initiatives that loosened the class system and ameliorated the lot of much of the
population. Others lamented the loss of a certain everyday civility; a lifestyle in
which courtesy and safety could be taken for granted. In recent years, some have
raised their voices in anger and sorrow about Britain's changing status as a nation,
a change they attribute to the Second World War.
What's Wrong with the New Jerusalem?
Though the image ofthe "finest hour" remains potent, particularly to the age group
that experienced it, the image has also come under a good deal of attack. In the
1960s these attacks came largely from the left: scholars such as A.J.E Taylor and
Angus Calder attacked the complacency and self-congratulatory sentiments that
had abandoned the search for a NewJerusalem (or considered it done), while leaving
many social and economic inequities intact. They also attacked the false piety of
those who had once promoted the appeasement ofHitler and the dismemberment
ofCzechoslovakia. R.J.B. Bosworth, in a spirited defense ofA.J.E Taylor's widely
misunderstood book The Origins ofthe Second World ~1; writes: "It [Origins]
suggested that the endless reciting ofthe 'lessons ofthe 1930s' was no longer enough
in a modern and still changing world.... It hinted that the promises made about
genuine democracy in the People's war had not always been achieved or defended,
and ought to be renewed" (1993, 43).
In the late 1970s and particularly in the 1980s and 1990s, coeval with the
rise ofThatcherism, attacks on the "finest hour" have often come from the New
Right, from those who believe that a New Jerusalem was the wrong goal to begin
with. These are the "declinists," who believe that Britain's greatness was dimin-
ished byWorldWar I and finished byWorldWar II. In attacking the welfare state,
the New Right critics are simultaneously attacking the most sacred ofBritish ideas:
the belief that the Second World War was right and just, that Winston Churchill
was a great leader, and that the defeat ofNazism was worth the sacrifices that Britain
made.To these critics, the "finest hour" was, in fact, the "hour ofnational decline."
In 1978, a gloomy little book entitled What's \\/rong with Britain? tried to deter-
mine the root causes of national malaise and lack of economic growth (Hutber
1978). Fifteen commentators, including academics, politicians, businessmen, and
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one anti-Communist trade unionist, responded to the question. Most ofthe com-
mentators were drawn from the right; J.B. Priestleywas a cranky and disillusioned
exception. The reasons given for Britain's poor performance included insufficient
scientific training, moral decay, poor industrial management, insufficient capital
expenditures, and an overweening dependence on the powers ofgovernment.They
were, ofcourse, writing when the Labour government was still in power. But after
years of Conservative rule, malaise has only deepened and economic problems
continue, while the diminishment ofsocial programs has increased personal suf-
fering and overall discontent. A better explanation ofBritish decline was needed,
and it was found in the Second World War.
One ofthe most influential attacks on the "finest hour" came from the mili-
tary historian Correlli Barnett, whose The AuditofWar: The Illusion andReality of
Britain as a GreatNation appeared in 1986. Barnett audited wartime and postwar
Britain and found them wanting. His thesis, baldly stated on the final page ofthe
book, is that Britain took the wrong path in the wake of the Second World War
and is paying for this mistake now:
The wartime coalition government therefore failed across the whole field
of industrial and educational policy to evolve coherent medium-or long-
term strategies capable of transforming Britain's obsolete industrial cul-
ture, and thereby working a British economic miracle. Instead all the
boldness ofvision, all the radical planning, all the lavishing of resources,
had gone towards working the social miracle of New Jerusalem.
But New Jerusalem was not the only wartime fantasy to beguile the
British from a cold, clear vision of their true postwar priorities. Their
political leaders and the governing Establishment, conditioned as they
had been from their Edwardian childhoods to take it for granted that
Britain stood in the first rank of nation states, simply could not accept
that British power had vanished amid the stupendous events of the Sec-
ond World War, and that the era of imperial greatness that had begun
with Marlborough's victories had now ineluctably closed. [304]
For Barnett, Britain's "true postwar priorities" were ensuring that Britain re-
mained a world power and an industrial giant, rather than ameliorating or elimi-
nating human suffering, a project he terms a "fantas~" Ofcourse, no one doubts
that a sound economy is necessary for a nation's prosperity; and Barnett's criticisms
of Britain's out-of-date industrial infrastructure are neither new nor surprising. But
are his conclusions correct? David Edgerton, in his trenchant analysis of The Au-
dit ofWar, supplies a convincing critique of Barnett's theory ofdecline: "Rates of
economic growth, not to mention levels ofoutput, were higher in the era of'de-
cline' than the era of 'progress'.... The explanations of the 'declinists' too often
turn out to be explanations not ofrelatively slowgrowth but ofan imagined stag-
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nation or even absolute decline" (1991., 366; emphasis in original). Nor can the
welfare state be blamed for sucking the Exchequer d~ for other industrialized
nations, some ofwhich Barnett praises for their economic prosperity; were imple-
menting social welfare programs as well. Even as he praises American industrial
prowess, he does not seem to realize that the New Deal served as an inspiration to
many European welfare states. Peter Hennessy writes: "Ifyou look at the propor-
tion of GDP going to welfare in the advanced western countries in the first ten
years after the SecondWorldWar, we are not the odd nation out by any means. It
is a common factor, by and large, with one or two exceptions" (1993, 11).
As Hennessy points out, maintaining status as a "great power" takes a great
deal ofmoney as well. In direct contrast to Barnett's thesis, Hennessy writes: "IfI
were in the business ofscapegoating, which I am not, ... I would not round up
the usual suspects in the National Insurance Offices, and the National Health
Service Boards and the housing departments ofthe local authorities, or inside the
allegedly bleeding hearts of that guilt-ridden generation of public schoolboys in
high places. If I was rounding up suspects the one I would put in the dock is the
great power fIXation.... Our likely overseas deficit in the first post-war years would
almost entirely match that ofour overseas commitments" (1993, 12-13). It is that
"guilt-ridden generation of public schoolboys in high places" that Barnett holds
responsible for Britain's secondary place in the postwar world. It is they he holds
responsible for decline because they listened to cries ofthe heart rather than coolly
and sensibly taking marching orders from the head. David Edgerton writes:
According to Barnett, the same factor led both to poor industrial perfor-
mance during the war and to the creation of the welfare state: a British
elite which from the nineteenth century was composed of do-gooding
liberals rather than modern technocrats who understood the military
and economic cruel-real-world. His central argument is that the British
elite went wrong when it took to heart liberal arguments, by Herbert
Spencer and others, that militant societies would give way to peaceful,
free-trading, internationalist, industrial societies. For Barnett modern
societies are both industrial and militant; but Britain was neither. Fur-
thermore, its liberalism became romantic, idealistic, moralizing, chival-
rous, and aristocratic. Noblesse oblige was taken so far that it undermined
the British economy and nearly led to the destruction 'of the state in war
through failure to understand the German threat. [1986,361]
Although the Liberal Party virtually disappeared during the war and in the
postwar period (resurfacing in the 1980s with its marriage ofconvenience to the
Social Democrats), welfare state capitalism emerged as a kind of liberal compro-
mise between charity and entitlement. Just as wartime policy stood on a remark-
ably broad political base, so too did the formation and implementation ofthe welfare
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state; it managed to combine ideas ofVictorian charity and Christian good works
with militant trade unionism, liberal reformism, and orthodox Marxism. Barnett
looks at this motley brew with horror; this is no way to run a countf}T. In his view,
the effete, impractical, and softheaded British elite have allowed a misguided com-
passion to destroy the economy and benefit no one, much like a person who gives
away a fortune penny by penn~ But did it benefit no one? To take only one ex-
ample, the rate ofpoverty declined enormousl~As Peter Hennessy points out, the
number ofworking-class households inYork living in poverty was 31.1 percent in
1936 and only 2.77 percent in 1950. But for the wartime and postwar interven-
tions that Barnett decries, the rate ofpovertywould have fallen only to 22.18 percent
(Hennessy 1993, 11). As Keith Middlemas points out, "What the Attlee govern-
ment did was to give the better life ofthe 1930s to everyone.... For those in work
the 1930swas a very good period indeed" (1993, 18). And to many this goal seemed
more important and reasonable than maintaining some romantic vision ofBrit-
ain as a "great power."
Even though Barnett eschews party politics and claims to be speaking only in
the pure pursuit ofthe facts, there is a deeply political (and higWysubjective) subtext
to his criticisms. Although he insists that he is in favor ofeconomic planning and
good management and even praises instances when such strategy is controlled by
the state, when planning comes about by left-wing measures, he damns it as "ar-
tificial." Barnett's use of natural metaphors is quite telling; though all economies
are artificial, he uses this term as a criticism: "For the truth is that Britain's war
economywas in its fundamental nature artificial: as dependent onAmerican strength
as a patient on a life-support machine" (1986, 145). His choice ofmedical meta-
phor is extremely interesting; he does not compare American aid to antibiotics or
lifesaving surgery but instead picks on the easy target ofmedical last resort. When
he speaks ofeconomic initiatives designed to improve the economy in the "depressed
areas" (urban areas of high unemployment), he suggests that there is a "natural
cou~se of events" in economics, and that New Jerusalemites, blinded by tears of
pit}', are foolisWy attempting to thwart nature: "Given the evidence, the depressed
areas must be accounted an outmoded industrial-cum-social species on the way to
extinction.... The alternative first proffered by the Barlow Report and thereafter
by New Jerusalemers like Dalton was for the state artificially to perpetuate the
endangered species in the industrial equivalents ofzoos or wild-life reserves" (251).
He even refers to the Great Depression as a "hurricane" (259), suggesting that it
is simply a natural force we can do nothing about, not an unnecessary event brought
about by human greed and lack of foresight.
Barnett's politics are further revealed in his loathing for trade unions and his
utter contempt for the working class. The following passage, though especially
vicious, is by no means atypical:
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Whether Britain in the postwar era was to prove, in Conrad's phrase,
"stronger than the storms" did not depend on natural bounty like coal
and iron-ore, or on the once heaped-up and now dissipated wealth of
the past, or even on the present conditions of her industries, but on the
intelligence, energy, zeal and adaptability of the mass of her industrial
population. Unfortunately, this mass lacked such qualities in marked
degree. Of all the grievous long-term handicaps bequeathed to modern
Britain by her experience in the first industrial revolution from 1780 to
1850, one of the most pervasive and the most intractable was that of a
workforce toO' largely composed ofcoolies, with the psychology and primi-
tive culture to be expected of coolies. (1986, 187)
He then goes on to detail the deficiencies of this "class of coolies," using suspect
methodologies such as 1930s intelligence tests (see Gould 1981) and expressing
well-bred horror at descriptions ofGlasgow slums as "dirty and untidy" (without
seeming to realize that cleanliness requires money and time, neither ofwhich was
in great supply in the Gorbals). When the working classes, whom he condemns as
lacking zeal and energy; take matters into their own hands, he recoils in disgust. In
discussing workers' grievances that resulted in wartime strikes, he dismisses them
all as "trivial and parochial," and in one ofhis few references to women workers, he
calls them "females," a term more often used in regard to animals than people (154-
55). One wonders ifhe considers such a hopeless mass capable ofself-government.
In discussing policy formation in 1941, Barnett writes, "In education, as with
other aspects of New Jerusalem, Whitehall found itself frogmarched by progres-
sive public opinion faster and further than it might have wished" (1986,277). He
seems to be decrying an unfortunate case ofa government, shanghaied by democ-
racy; into bowing to the wishes of the governed. One also grows uneasy with his
constant praise ofGerman accomplishments during the Nazi period. In compar-
ing German and British wartime production, he writes: "In making comparisons
it has to be recalled that Germany fought her war from first to last out ofher own
national resources or the resources of countries her army could occupy: the Ger-
man machine-tool industry equipped German factories; German factories designed
and manufactured theWehrmacht's excellent equipment; and theWehrmacht never
ran short of munitions until the very end of the war. Britain, however, critically
depended on the United States, not only as a basic economic lifeline, but also for
huge supplies ofequipment both for factories and for the armed forces" (61). Surely
Barnett is not suggesting that it is superiorpolicy to occupy foreign countries, loot
their riches, and employ slave labor than to depend on foreign aid? Surely not. Yet
he manages to write a book dealing extensively with wartime Germany without
ever once mentioning the Holocaust or even seeming aware that it happened.
Indeed, he writes ofNazi policy as "muddled" and "vacillating," seemingly unaware
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of its evil purpose. Though Barnett avows no political loyalties, he is riding the
crest ofa wave; he is the soul mate ofa group ofNew Right critics who combine
a hatred ofall things liberal with a fervent devotion to liberalism's most enduring
contributions: nationalism and industrial capitalism.This combination is, ofcourse,
the same one that breeds fascism.
The limits of historical memory appear to be two generations. People avoid
the mistakes of their parents and go on to make the mistakes of their grandpar-
ents. In the 1990s in Europe and the United States, we are awash with the rheto-
ric of the 1930s: isolationism, blaming immigrants for unemployment, seeing
fascism as an acceptable alternative, treating palliative social programs as the opening
wedge for the specter of communism. The British are justifiably proud that fas-
cism never entered British politics as more than a strand ofthe lunatic fringe. But
partial approval offascist methods and turning a blind eye to fascist policy is some-
thing else again. Sir Oswald Mosley's aristocratic background made him, in some
ways, an odd choice fOf the leader of a party with a lower middle-class base. On
the other hand, Mosley's class did contain people who had a sneaking-and some-
times not so sneaking-admiration for rough-and-tumble political movements that
kept Jews and workers in their place.
The British New Right are not fascists, of course; they are Conservatives, at
least in name. But their conservatism is not the genteel variety ofLady Bountiful
or the political (ifshamefaced) pragmatism that produced the wartime coalition.
Old-fashioned conservatism values all the things that New Rightists disdain: honor,
dut}', breeding, manners, great literature, liberal education, individualism, a well-
run empire, and kindness to servants. To the New Right, this old-fashioned con-
servatism is just the sort ofsoftheaded pap that is ruining the count~ Ian Buruma,
in a chilling analysis ofseveral New Right texts, writes: "Even though the so-called
new right came onto the scene in the 1970s to launch an attack on left-wing or-
thodoxies, the worst vitriol was reserved for patricians in theTory Part}', 'wets' with
bleeding hearts, who were supposedly letting the country go to the dogs. Think-
ers of the new right, ofwhom few were born into the upper class, had contempt
for upper-class liberals-politicians such as Sir Ian Gilmour, the former owner of
The Spectator. They were seen as members of a ruling class that refused to rule"
(1994, 67).
The prototype of these bleeding-heart Tories, the archvillain who pushed
Britain down the slippery slope, was Churchill. It was this warmongering, impe-
rial-minded, upper-class former Liberal who sacrificed British interests for a bunch
offoreigners. In Churchill· The End olGlory, John Charmley writes, "Churchill's
leadership was inspiring, but at the end it was barren, it led nowhere, and there
were no heirs ofthe tradition" (1993, 3). Many ofthe New Right lament the fact
that Churchill did not continue Chamberlain's policy ofappeasement and avoid
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war with the Nazis in any way possible. In 1989 Maurice Cowling wrote in the
Sunday Telegraph: "It is wrong to assume that a dominant Germany would have
been more intolerable to Britain than the Soviet Union was to become, or that
British politicians had a duty to risk British lives to prevent Hitler from behaving
intolerably against Germans and others" (quoted in Buruma 1994, 68). This is
approximately the same argument that Lord Haw-Haw made in his final broad-
cast on 30 April 1945. -Even more bloodcurdling is Alan Clark, whose recently
published diaries have become the toast of the New Right. Clark, a former cabi-
net minister in theThatcher government, has his own thoughts on the 1940s: "The
Third Reich got people back to work. And they really didn't need all that horsing
around with the Wehrmacht and the 55. The Holocaust was completely unneces-
sary" (quoted in Buruma 1994, 69; emphasis added). After reading Clark, one is
inclined to believe that there is, indeed, something rotten in Denmark.
The "finest hour," once an unassailable source of national consensus, has
become a political football. It was once attacked for promoting complacent imag-
ery instead ofsubstantive change; now it is attacked for sowing the seeds ofhope
in the first place. Kitty Brinks, one ofmy interviewees, quotes her mother as say-
ing, "Somebody that's had a good meal doesn't believe that there are any hungry
people about" (personal interview, 25 January 1993). The New Right shows that
there are also members of the well-fed who simply do not care.
Conclusion
It is hard to imagine an affliction more terrible than the loss ofmemo~Memory
is the very stuffof identity; the keeper of the past, the recorder of consciousness,
the essence ofpersonalit}'. Without memories, we have no way ofknowing ifwe
have even lived. Nations too need memories to define themselves, a past that le-
gitimates the present and helps to determine the future. For many years, a major
part of Britain's identity rested on its experience ofWorld War II, its memory of
that era as the nation's finest hour. Yet nations are made up of many individuals,
each ofwhom has personal memories that may not coincide with national self-
presentation. To attack the "finest hour" is, for some, to bring personal memories
to the forefront. It is to attack the personal memories ofothers. World War II was
probably the most influential event ofthe twentieth centuIJT, and those who expe-
rienced it have memories that have shaped the rest oftheir lives.That these memo-
ries are widely divergent and lovingly defended is only to be expected. To attack
such memories is to attack one's very being.
Memory focuses on the past but·cannot affect it. It does, however, affect the
present and future, and this gives it additional importance as an object of stud~
The ways in which we remember the past affect what we will do in the present
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and future: the causes we support, the people we see as allies or as enemies, the
techniques that we choose to emplo~Memory; like history; tries to make sense of
the past in ways that enable us to live in the present. Few have expressed this idea
more eloquently than Walter Benjamin, who was destroyed by an enemy he so
clearly recognized: "To articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize
it 'the way it really was' (Ranke). It means to seize hold ofa memory as it flashes
up at a moment ofdanger.... Only that historian will have the gift offanning the
spark of hope in the past who is firmly convinced that even the dead will not be
safe from the enemy if he wins. And this enemy has not ceased to be victorious"
(1968, 255; emphasis in original). Keeping faith with the dead is a way of not
betraying the living. But the lessons of the past are neither simple nor clear-cut.
The narratives of nationhood may claim one interpretation, while the voices of
individuals may whisper many others.
The dialectic between history and memory will not resolve and go away; nor
should it, for it is in the interstices between them that scholars may find their most
fruitful work. History takes account ofthe structural, the political, the overarching
epochal narratives. Memory deals with the personal, the individual, the narratives
ofself Both memory and history are essential, and each is insufficient without the
other. History is the voice of the group; memory the voice of the individual. The
tension between the individual and the group is the fundamental problem ofschol-
arship; it is also the fundamental problem of democracy: It is a tension often re-
solved by an invocation ofthe past, and this, among other reasons, is why the past
matters.
Notes
1. Introduction
1. This line is taken from "London Pride," a celebrated wartime song written by
Noel Coward.
2. Paul Fussell's Wartime: Understanding and Behavior in the Second World War,
Clive Ponting's 1940: Myth and Reality, and Tom Harrisson's Living through the Blitz are
examples of scholarly works that condemn memory as a barrier to the truth. These
works will be treated in more depth in subsequent chapters.
3. The National Sound Archive and the Imperial War Museum have large collec-
tions of tapes and transcripts oforal history interviews about the war years. The London
Museum ofJewish Life has a smaller collection of oral history tapes and transcripts that
deal specifically with London's Jewish population. In my own interviews, I found people
willing, even eager, to talk: to tell their own stories and to fill in the gaps they felt existed
in the official histories.
4. Some of them are quite valuable as primary sources, however. Examples include
Jonathan Croall's Don't lOu Know Theres a War On?, Ben Wicks's Waiting for the All
Clear, and the many publications of the Age Exchange.
5. See, for example, Luisa Passerini's Fascism in Popular Memory and Memory and
Totalitarianism.
6. There are several books describing wartime cultural activities, such as Guy
Morgan's Red Roses Every Night; there are books of songs such as W Ray Stephens's
Memories and Melodies ofWorld War II; and there are memoirs that higWight cultural
artifacts, such as Vera Lynn's We'll Meet Again.
7. How to refer to the people with whom one works is another vexed problem. I
prefer not to use the anthropological term "informant," which sounds unpleasantly
similar to "informer." "Respondent," a term found in oral history and sociolog)T, implies
too passive a role for people who usually do much more than simply "responq" to the
interviewer's questions. I have chosen to use the more neutral word "interviewee."
8. The issue ofclass in Great Britain has been the subject of numerous studies, and
it is beyond the scope of this book to summarize them here. In the United States, class
has also been of great interest to scholars, but in popular discussion it means little more
than "income." In Great Britain, "class" refers not only (and sometimes not primarily)
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to income or profession but also to a host of customs and traditions, ranging from
speech patterns to clothing styles to food preferences. In referring to the class origins of
my interviewees, I have based my definition of class largely on profession. The children
ofartisans, manual workers, and servants are considered "working class"; the children of
business people and professionals are considered "middle class." "Upper class" is an even
more vexed term; in Great Britain, the term can refer to those in power (making it
synonymous with "ruling class"), to those who hold hereditary tides, or to those who are
free from earning a living, among other definitions. Nancy Mitford, in her brilliant
satire of her own (upper) class, takes language as the definitive class marker and defends
her argument with the scholarship of linguist Alan Ross: "The Professor, pointing out
that it is solely by their language that the upper classes nowadays are distinguished
(since they are neither cleaner, richer, nor better-educated than anybody else), has in-
vented a useful formula: U (for upper class)-speaker versus non-U-speaker" (1956, 325).
9. None ormy interviewees were from the upper classes, though one (an army
officer's daughter) came close. Instead, I made liberal use of the many written sources
that describe upper-class experiences of the war.
10. There is some information about the wartime experience of Jews in the ar-
chives of the London Museum of Jewish Life. There are also scattered references in
other archives, though the Ministry of Information files on anti-Semitism were closed
for seventy-five years and hence will not be available for decades. Possibly because of the
inaccessibility of certain archival documents, Kushner's book is one of the few scholarly
studies of wartime Britain to use oral sources.
11. Virtually all young men were called up for military service, except for those in
essential occupations and those for whom health problems rendered military service
impossible. Though military service did not necessarily mean leaving London, many
men spent at least part of their military service overseas or in other parts of Britain.
Women were also called up for military service, though there were more exemptions
than for men, such as those for mothers whose children had not been evacuated. Many
women were given· the option to perform wartime service in factories, hospitals, or on
the land instead of in the armed forces. Women's wartime service could usually be
performed without leaving Britain and often without leaving London. Only a relatively
small number ofwomen volunteers served overseas. Children were encouraged to leave
London and other large cities; a massive evacuation ofchildren from London took place
before war had even been declared.
2. London Can Take It
1. Though the entirety of the United Kingdom was at war, I shall be concentrating
only on the war as it was experienced in Great Britain, with special emphasis on London.
2. Mass-Observation was founded in 1937 in order to observe and document
British behavior. Tom Harrisson, one of its founders, describes its purpose: "to supply
accurate observation of everyday life and real (not just published) public moods, an
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anthropology and a mass-documentation for a vast sector of normal life which· did not,
at that time, seem to be adequately considered· by the media, the arts, the social scien-
tists, even by political leaders" (1990,13; emphasis in original). During the war, it re-
mained an independent organization, with Harrisson at the helm, but it worked closely
with governmental bodies and provided vast amounts of information useful to govern-
mental efforts. Wartime Social Survey was set up in 1940 to determine the effectiveness
ofgovernmental policies and propaganda. According to a Home Intelligence memoran-
dum, "The Wartime Social Survey is an independent body controlled by; but not part
o£ the Ministry of Information" (INF 1/273). Wartime Social Survey fieldworkers,
most of whom were women, used techniques of direct observation combined with
interviews of a random sample of the population. In addition to the Ministry of Infor-
mation, the Wartime Social Survey conducted studies for the Ministry of Food, the
Ministry of Health, and the Board ofTrade, among others.
3. For an excellent analysis of Hitler's rhetoric, see Kenneth Burke's essay "The
Rhetoric of Hitler's 'Battle'" in The Philosophy ofLiterary Form.
3. Careless Talk Costs Lives
1. Aristotle defined rhetoric as "the faculty of discovering the possible means of
persuasion in reference to any subject whatever" (1975, 15). More than two thousand
years later, the International Encyclopedia ofCommunications defined rhetoric in much
the same way: "The study and teaching of practical, usually persuasive, communica-
tion" (Arnold 1989, 461).
2. The identification of evil with physical deformity has long precedent in British
folk culture. In the ballad "The Dcemon Lover" (Child 243), the faithless wife discov-
ered her lover's true identity when "she espied his cloven foot / And she wept right
bitterlie." During the war, some people apparently believed that all Germans, whatever
their politics, had hairy wrists: while on holiday in Scotland, George and Irene Wagner,
who were refugees from Nazi Germany; met an innkeeper who would not believe they
were Germans because they did not have hairy wrists.
3. As a broadcaster for the BBC, Orwell was subject to the ministry's extensive and
often erratic censorship. WJ. West (1985) suggests that the ministry served as the model
for the Ministry of Truth in 1984, and one feels a shock of recognition upon reading
Minister of Information Brendan Bracken's memoranda signed "B.B."
4. A guinea was worth one pound and one shilling in the monetary system used
prior to 1969. In 1940 the sum of fifteen guineas was more than many working-class
people earned in a month.
5. According to Charles J. Rolo, Americans were treated to a similar experience by
Fred Kaltenbach, a German-American Nazi broadcasting. from Germany under the
name "Lord Hee-Haw" (1942, 96).
6. English was the lingua franca of the United Kingdom, but Welsh, Gaelic, Scots,
and a variety of dialects were very much alive.
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7. Great Britain comprises England, Scotland, and Wales, while the United King-
dom includes Great Britain and Northern Ireland. The British Isles include Great Brit-
ain and the entirety of Ireland. In practice, many people outside ofScotland, Wales, and
Northern Ireland incorrectly use "England" to mean Britain, as people incorrectly use
"Holland" to mean· the Netherlands.
8. In similar fashion, the Germans during World War II were nicknamed "Jerry:"
9. During the first three years of the war, enemy action killed more British civil-
ians than soldiers. Over the total course of the war, 60,000 British civilians and 264,000
members of the British armed forces died as a result of the war (Calder ·1969, 226).
10. Admiration for the Russians abounds in wartime sources, among people of all
political stripes. Interestingly; it seems to be remembered only by those on the left.
11. A wartime poster shows a young boy in shorts and a tin helmet, his gas mask
slung on his back, trying to lift a sandbag that is too heavy for him. A man, also with gas
mask and tin helmet, leans over him and points an admonishing finger. The legend
reads: "Leave this to us Sonny---: IOu ought to be out of London."
12. Of course, even such harsh and specific criticism of the government could be
turned into propaganda in its favor. The government did not stifle criticism or freedom
of speech even during its darkest days; though Britain may have been imperfect, it was
still a democracy:
4. Time Long Past
1. Hayden White's seminal work Metahistory has informed much of my argument
in this chapter.
2. Brecht's poem "Fragen eines lesenden Arbeiters" ("Questions of a Worker "Who
Reads") is a series of questions asked by a worker who has been reading history books
and is puzzled by the fact that only kings, generals, and wealthy men are mentioned
therein. The worker wonders who really built the gates of Thebes, since it is unlikely
that the king listed as the builder hauled the stones himsel£ The worker wants to know
about the masons and builders who built the Great Wall ofChina, and the soldiers who
brought about the victories attributed to Caesar, Alexander the Great, and others. The
English lines quoted in the text are my translation ofBrecht's original: "Casar schlug die
Gallier. Hatte er nicht weingstens einen Koch bei sich?"
3. Strictly speaking, the term "near miss" is incorrect; more properly; such inci-
dents should be called "near hits." However, near miss is common in everyday speech
and is the term used by my interviewees; hence I have chosen to retain it here.
4. She could have been smelling airplane· fuel, the ash from fires, the residue of
bombs, or some combination thereof: and using her experience of air raids ~o estimate
the length. However, there is no indication ofany such rational or scientific explanation
in Marjorie Newton's letter. It is clear that her mother employed sensory; rather than
analytic, skills, using what Anthony Giddens (1979) calls "practical consciousness" as
opposed to "discursive consciousness."
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5. The Stoke Newington shelter also housed British Jews, such as Vera and her
famil~
6. Several Ministry of Information reports remark that Jews did not engage in the
kind of hysterical behavior attributed to them, and the ministry tried to publicize this
fact by producing a small amount of philo-Semitic propaganda. Interestingly; in the
report quoted above, "Cockney" is used as an ethnic category that excludes Jews, in the
fashion discussed by Gareth Stedman Jones, rather than in the more inclusive usage of
the term employed by Harry Geduld.
7. In recent years, a small right-wing contingent has seriously attacked the overall
wartime narrative. The commentary of this group is discussed in the final chapter of
this book.
5. London Pride
1. In this discussion I will analyze music as it exists in what is loosely termed "West-
ern culture," more precisely in the culture of the United States and Great Britain. In
other cultures, the word "music" may have no precise translation, and the art no exact
equivalent. I make no claims to universality; nor am I troubled by this lack, for I do not
believe that an entity's power need be diminished by the fact ofits being culturally bound.
2. "Deutschland, erwache!" ("Germany; Awake!") and the Horst Wessel song were
well-known Nazi songs.
3. One of the World War I songs, "Keep the Home Fires Burning," in retrospect
strikes one as ironic in a city about to suffer massive firebombing.
4. Several people told me that the pop singer Petula Clark got her start by singing
in wartime shelters.
5. According to ministry reports, films about "dangerous gossip" made a great
impression. Another film, which encouraged women to seek work in munitions facto-
ries, infuriated women who had been looking for such work but had been unable to
find it (INF 1/264, 24 and 26 July 1940).
6. The musical preferences of servicewomen received virtually no attention.
7. Irregularities are, ofcourse, in the eye and ear of the beholder. The famed "Scots
snap," a short note followed by a sustained note, sounds irregular if one is expecting a
Sousa march. To one reared on Scots music, it is probably the Sousa marches that are
full of irregularities.
8. The one exception to this trend is Wales, where the number of classes in music
appreciation actually went down slightl~ This is a puzzling development, since Wales is
generally reckoned the most musical part ofGreat Britain. It is difficult to obtain census
data for the war years (no official census was taken in Britain between 1931 and 1951),
but a possible explanation could be a decline in population in Wales, with jobs being
readily available in the armed forces and in the factories of England. Since interest in
music was already high before the war, the decline in classes could simply reflect the
decline in population.
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9. The internment of German and Austrian refugees, along with their pro-Nazi
compatriots, remains an embarrassment of British wartime policy: A.J.J? Taylor's insis-
tence that German Jewish refugees were "warmly welcomed" (1965, 419) does not
apply for internees who were held without decent food, housing, or medical care, were
separated from their families, and were denied books and letters. Italians who had re-
sided in Britain for less than twenty years were given the same treatment. After the
Arandora Star, a ship carrying fifteen hundred German and Italian internees to Canada,
was torpedoed and sunk by the Germans on 2 July 1940, the internment policy lost
some of its ferocity: Nonetheless, many internment camps were filled with musicians
and intellectuals escaping from the Third Reich. Martin Goldenberg, an Austrian Jew-
ish refugee who came to England as a child in March 1939, was interned as an enemy
alien the following year. He remembers the camp orchestra filled with former membe~s
of the Berlin and Vienna Philharmonic Orchestras (quoted in Croal11988, 134).
10. According to Noel Coward, the tunes ofboth "London Pride" and "Deutschland
tiber alles" are based on a traditional lavender-seIler's song, "Won't you buy my sweet
blooming lavender / there are sixteen blue bunches one penn~" Coward says: "This
age-old melody was appropriated by the Germans and used as a foundation for
'Deutschland tiber alles,' and I considered that the time had come for us to have it back
in London where it belonged" (1953, 191).
11. A Cockney is conventionally defined as someone born within the sound of
Bow bells.
12. In the film Judgment at Nuremberg, people sing "Lili Marlene" as Marlene
Dietrich walks the ravaged streets with Spencer Tracy. Dietrich points out that the
original German words are much sadder than their English translations.
13. Lale Andersen writes that she became so identified with the song that people
asked her to sign autographs not with her own name but with that of Lili Marleen
(1972, 221).
14. According to Professor Harry Geduld, Lale Andersen's nationality is ambigu-
ous. She was born in Bremerhaven, Germany; but may not have held German citizen-
ship. Some sources list her as being Swedish, others as Danish.
15. I am indebted to Harry Geduld (personal communication) for calling to my
attention a French version of "The Siegfried Line." Written by J? Misraki, the French
version is entitled "On Ira Prendre Ligne sur la Siegfried." Professor Geduld has also
unearthed a remarkable parody entitled "I'm Sending You the Siegfried Line" that was
performed by the Nazi band Charlie and His Orchestra. Though the musicians were
German, this band played American-inspired swing music with lyrics in English. Many
of the lyrics are quite savage, but the music is tame and insipid, for jazz was strictly
forbidden by the Nazi regime. Their version of "The Siegfried Line" shares nothing
with the British song except the pun; it does, however, play on several British songs
from World War 1. A reissuing from Harlequin of their "German Propaganda Swing"
also includes a sentimental English version of "Lili Marlene," a viciously anti-Semitic
parody of "Onward, Christian Soldiers," and a sneering takeoffof"Bye, Bye, Blackbird"
that says, "Bye, Bye, Empire" (German Propaganda Swing 1939-1944, Volume Three).
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16. As previously noted, the BBC "and the rest" did increase their performances
and broadcasts of British music, precisely in order to celebrate British culture. Yet the
feeling of musical inferiority remained, as is apparent in Hughes's comments. His igno-
rance ofJapanese music and the blazing musical ethnocentrism it represents were prob-
ably not uncommon in ·his day:
17. Another interesting case of the capturing and inverting ofcultural symbols was
the use of the two-finger gesture during the Vietnam War, when it was used to signify
"peace" rather than "victory."
6. Present Tense
1. In 1997, a Labour government was returned under the leadership ofTony Blair,
who excised the socialist clauses from Labour's platform and dubbed his party "New
Labour." Many of my interviewees were outraged by what they considered Blair's be-
trayal ofLabour's principles. It is perhaps significant that Blair is a relatively young man,
born after the end ofthe Second WorldWar, and hence has no memory oflife before the
welfare state.
2. Margaret Thatcher earned the epithet "milk-snatcher" when she was education
minister in the early 1970s. As a cost-cutting maneuver, Thatcher ended children's
automatic right to free milk in school.
3. Though the government did set up day nurseries for the children of war work-
ers, the demand was· always greater than the supply: Most women had to make their
own arrangements for child care. See Summerfield 1988: 105-6.
4. Many women fought for pay equity during the war, but this goal was never
achieved. The gap between men's and women's wages narrowed by only a small amount.
See Summerfield 1988.
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